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Preface

To achieve high manoeuvrability, modern combat aircraft are required to operate under post-stall flight conditions at
incidences beyond the steady stall angle of attack. Under such separated flow conditions, aircraft structures are subject io buffet
induced vibrations leading, in turn, to random-type dynamic loads. These loads are often totally ignored or underestimated
during the original design process giving rise to problems in a large portion of today's high-performance aircraft. Moreover, for
aircraft operating under transonic flow conditions, the strong aerodynamic pressure fluctuations associated with the
occurrence of shock waves may also cause heavy buffeting responses and thus limit the cruise Mach numbers of civil aircraft.

The Specialists' Meeting was intended to provide a "state-of-the-art" review of all types of separated-flow dynamic problems to
be encountered in present and future aircraft. In particular, the Meeting concentrated on the following topics:

a Evaluation of aerodynamic buffet input characteristics,
* In-flight and wind tunnel buffeting measurements and

* Aeroelastic buffeting prediction techniques.

*hese Conference Proceedings, commissioned by the AGARD Structural Materials Panel, contain the technical papers
sented at the Specialists' Meeting and a Technical Evaluation Report.

Preface

Pour atteindre la grande manoeuvrabilite qui leur est demandee, les aeronefs de combat modernes doivent evoluer dans des
conditions de vol en post-d&rochage des incidences supirieures i celle du dicrochage stationnaire.

Dans de telles conditions de decollement de r'coulement, les structures d'aeronef sont soumises a des vibrations declenchees
par Ic tremblement, qui crdent A leur tour des charges dynamiques aliatoires. II arrive souvent que ces charges soient sous-
estimees voire mime totalement meconnues par ceux qui sont responsables de r'tude originale. Ceci est a l'origine de bon
nombre de probl mes posis par les avions A hautes performances d'aujourd'hui.

La reunion fera le point de l'etat actuel des connaissances des problemes du decollement de rNcoulement en dynamique des
structures dans la mesure oit ils se posent pour les aironefs actuels et futurs. En outre. pour un aeronef evoluant dana d',s
conditions d'6coulement transsonique, les tres fortes fluctuations de pression associees a la presence dondes de choc risquent
de provoquer de fortes reactions de tremblement limitant ainsi les nombres de Mach en croisiire des avions civils.

La reunicn de specialistes a fait le point de rtat actuel des connaissances des problemes du ddcoliement de I'6crulcment dans
la mesure ou its se posent pour les aeronefs actuels et futurs.

La reunion a traite en particulier les sujets suivants:

" revaluation des charges dynamiques induites par l'excitation due au tremblement

" les methodes de determination des forces de tremblement en vol et en soufflerie
" les techniques aerodlastiques de prevision du tremblement.

Ce compte-rendu de conf~rene, etabli i la demande du Panel AGARD des Structures et Materuai. FpWant les
communications techniques presentees lors de la reunion de specialistes. ainsi qu'un rapport d'ivatuation technique.
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EVALUATION REPORT ON AIRCRAFT DYNAMIC LOADS DUE TO FLOW SEPARATION

by

D. G. MABEY
Senior Prii'cpal Scientific Officer

Dynamics Laboratory
Royal Aerospace Establishment

Bedford MK41 6AE
United Kingdom

SUMMARY

This paper presents a review of the 70th meeting of the AGARD Structures and
Materials Panel. Some conclusions are drawn and recommendations made for future
research.

1. INTRODUCTION

"Aircraft Dynamic Loads due to Flow Separation" was the topic considered at the 70th
meeting of the Structures and Materials Panel (SMP) of AGARD, held at Sorrento, Italy
from 2-4 April 1990. A wide range of aerodynamic and structural problems in this area
was identified previously in a specially commissioned pilot paper (Ref. 1). This pilot
paper was widely circulated and used as the basis for the call for papers for this
meeting. Although 20 papers were selected originally, only 16 featured in the final
programme.

In this Technical Evaluation Report on the meeting, brief notes and comments are
made in section 2 on the individual papers, in an attempt to give the reader a general
indication of the content of the meeting. (Generally these notes will be in the order
in which the papers were presented). In section 3 an attempt is made to discuss the
presentations in a broader context and to identify areas where future research might be
fruitful. Some conclusions are suggested in section 4.

Dynamic loads due to flow separation for both combat and transport aircraft
represent important and controversial topics: the views expressed are solely those of the
author.

2. SYNOPSIS OF PAPERS

Paper No I relates to a wind tunnel and flight investigation of tail buffet and
buffeting on the CF-18 aircraft (the Canadian version of the F-18). Measurements are
presented of overall forces, fluctuating pressures (buffet excitation) and structural
responses (buffeting). A significant feature of the wind tunnel tests was the careful
choice of roughness used to fix transition (Ref. 2) to ensure that flow separations on
the model develop in the same way as in flight. An important feature of the flight
buffeting is that the bending response of the fins is "in-phase" (Paper No 1, Fig 43).
The LEX fence provides a significant reduction in buffet (Paper No 1, Fig 25) and
buffeting (Paper No 1, Fig 19). However, the paper gives no indication as to how long
it took the aircraft manufacturer to determine the position and size of the LEX.
Although fin accelerations and total dampings were presented, the buffet excitation
parameter in the fin bending modes was not calculated, as requested in Ref. 1.

per N o2 (not presented) also related to a directly comparable investigation of
fin buftigng on the F-18 aircraft. The authors suggest that fin buffeting may be
predicted from either a simple analogue model (representing the principal modes of
interest - first and second bending for the F-18) or by integrating the unsteady
pressures measured on a rigid fin. However, the authors make no discussion of the
difficulty of establishing the aerodynamic damping in the modes. For the analogue model,
it is assumed (though not stated explicitly) that the correct aerodynamic damping can be
achieved by representing the correct ratio of aerodynamic/structure stiffness as well as
the frequency parameter. The rigid fin provides no estimate of aerodynamic damping and
levels appropriate to attached flow have been assumed when predicting the response (again
this is not stated explicitly). This is unlikely to be a good assumption because of the
tremendous variations in the vortex field (eg Fig 12 of Paper No 16). Again, the buffet
excitation parameter was not calculated.

Paer No 3 relates to a wind tunnel investigation of the effect of a trailing-edge
flap onth buffet characteristics of a supercritical aerofoil. Although transition was
not fixed, the Reynolds number was judged sufficiently high (20 x 106) to ensure a
turbulent shock wave/boundary layer interaction. Shock oscillations induced by
separation (in the frequency range from 50-80 Hz) are well below the lowest modal
frequency (140 Hz) of the stiff force balance. (However readers should be cautioned
that the rms LN measurements include effects of the balance modes and a tunnel resonance.

1|N



I These terms, of course, would not occur in flight). Somewhat surprisingly, for a fixed
Mach number the shock oscillation frequency doea not change with the angle of incidence;
this is inconsistent with observations on another supercritical aerofoil which are
described now.

Paper No 4 also relates to the buffet on a supercritical aerofoil. Here the prime
objective was to measure the buffet onset on a typical supercritical aerofoil
(the CAST 7) ano to see how this changed as Reynolds number was varied over a wide range
(about 2.5 x 100 to 25 x 10 ). Most of the measurements were made with free
transition but a few comparative measurements were made with fixed transition. Shock
oscillations were observed after buffet onset (cf Paper No 3), driven by the interaction
of the complex flow at the foot of the shock (ie the bubble) and at the trailing-edge.
With free transition the shock frequency decreased with increasing Reynolds number.
Comparative measurements with fixed transition were not available but would have been of
great interest. In these experiments the shock oscillation frequency varied with the
angle of incidence, in contrast to the measurements of Paper No 3.

Papers No 5, 6, and 7 relate primarily to investigations of the buffet and buffeting
on a low aspect ratio, trapezoidal wing. Hence for brevity these three papers are
considered together. The half model has a NACA 64-A-005 section (which has a sharp
leading edge) and was tested both with and without a strake. Interest was centred mainly
on flows separated from the sharp leading edge at high angles of incidence, and hence no
roughness was applied to fix transition, although for these low speed tests the Reynolds
number was only 2.4 x 106. The model was intended to be stiff but was provided with
freedom to move in pitch or roll. Even without the strake the wing flow is highly three-
dimensional (Paper No 4, Fig 7) yet despite this, the overall forces and the buffeting
(Paper No 6, Fig 1) are the same in character as those observed on aerofoils with a sharp
leading edge. Analysis of the measuremnents shows (Paper No 7) that the aerodynamic
forcing associated with the separated flow is unaffected by the relatively small
amplitudes of model motion. However, the motion dependent aerodynamic forces (which
generate aerodynamic damping) are affected strongly by flow separations. Hence these
variations in aerodynamic damping need to be scaled carefully from model to flight tests,
as demonstrated previously (Ref.3). It should be recalled that half model tests can
represent only symmetric modes. Hence although the pitching mode excited here should be
appropriate to an aircraft, the rolling Zode cannot be. In addition it should be noted
that because of the high level of unsteadiness in the open jet tunnel, the model has a
significant response under attached flow conditions (Paper No 6, Fig 1).

Parr No 8 provides a simple description of a forward mounted spoiler as a source of
buffet excitation on a wing at low speeds. The spoiler creates a bubble which is almost
two-dimensional so that the steady and fluctuating pressures agree well with those
observed previously (Ref 4). No large change in steady lift occurs until the bubble
reattachment point reaches the trailing edge of the wing.

PA2rN describes an investigation of a semi-empirical method to predict Limit
Cycle Os.Illati ns (LCO) on modern fighter aircraft. The method is essentially quasi-
static and can be applied to both rigid body and structural modes of aircraft. Comparison
of Figs 3 and 4 of Paper No 9 indicate how important the flows on the outboard section of
a wing are to the development of LCO. Although the LCO's discussed occ-ur in the
transonic speed range, LCO may occur also due to vortex movements (Ref 5) and transition
movements (Ref 6). The method of Paper No 9 should predict these types of LCO as well.

Paper o 0 shows how the interaction between the canard and wing flows on a model
of a typcal combat aircraft is controlled by the canard effective incidence, Cce . The
measurements include overall forces, steady and fluctuating pressures, canard buffeting
and wing buffeting. All these measurements can be related with LCC.

Paper No 11 provides a summary of what must surely be the most comprehensive flight-
tunnel comparli~n of buffet and buffeting ever made (Ref 7) - that on the TACT-F 1-11.
For this relatively stiff aircraft, the effects of static and dynamic aeroelastic
distortion are small, and scale effects are also small. The buffet excitation was judged
independent of the wing motion, both in flight and the wind tunnel, consistent with other
research (Paper No 7 and Ref 3). In flight an LCO occurred in the wing torsional mode
which did not occur on the wind tunnel model. A full explanation for this apparent
anomaly has been given by quasi-steady theory (Ref 5).

Paper No2 describes the effect of varying aspect ratio and sweep on buffeting at
low sped swithWell separated flows. The wing aspect ratios varied from 8-4, with sweep
angles of 00, 20' and -200. For the frequency parameters, n -fc/U > 0.1 typical of

wing ~ ~ r~ bedn tlwseeds, the buffet excitation parameter in the first wing bending
mode is about n!Th n 0.003 to 0.004 consistent with previous measurements in wind
tunnels and in flight. For frequency parameters much lower (which would normally be
inappropriate for the bending mode) the levels of 4lnG~n-) were appreciably higher.
increases in excitation at such low frequency parameters could be important for rigid
body motions.
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Paper No 13 discusses the problems of predicting the buffeting forcls on the wings
of a transport aircraft. High Reynolds numbers are required, and 12 x 10 can be achieved
at reasonable kinetic pressures on large half models when tested in the ONERA S-1 Tunnel
at Modane. Hence the effects of static aeroelastic distortion are of reasonable
magnitudes and can be estimated. Paper No 13 makes 3 important observations, not made
elsewhere during the meeting:

Mi) Great care is needed to establish *buffet-onset" on a transport aircraft because
what is prescribed in the air-worthiness regulations is a particular level of
response at a particular point - normally the pilot's seat. In contrast,in a wind
tunnel test buffet onset is normally synonymous with incipient separation. A very
different *buffet onset" might be obtained from the buffeting response, of say, an
engine nacelle.

(ii) For a transport aircraft wing buffeting can be reduced by Active Control
Technology if a control can be placed in a region where the flow is still
attached after buffet onset.

(iii) When exciting a transport wing in pitch, very large oscillations can develop at
transonic speeds, immediately after the onset of flow separation (Paper No 13,
Fig 14).

Paper No 14 gives a theory to predict the coupled aerodynamic forces due to
unsteadystall on a high aspect ratio wing oscillating in pitch at high amplitudes. The
method gives good results for unswept, swept back and swept forward wings but is limited
to frequency parameters of n = fc/U < 0.1.

Paper No 15 provides a reminder of some unsteady separated flows causing self-
excite oscillations, including the well known and important example of the 'trays' on
the space shuttle.

No 16 provides a timely review of the unsteady airloads due to separated flow
on aerofls and wings, and of the attempts to predict these flow by Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD). Successful predictions have been made for shock oscillations on a rigid,
18% thick bi-convex aerofoil and also for aileron buzz on the P-S0 aircraft. However,
attempts to simulate the LCO bending oscillation observed on a high aspect ratio super-
critical wing at transonic speeds have not yet been successful. The author also
considers the prospects for the prediction of buffet excitation on aircraft configu-
rations with twin fins. He concludes that an increase in computing speed by 3 orders of
magnitude will be essential before such techniques become practical.

3. DISCUSSION

It is convenient to discuss the findings of this meeting under 3 general headings:
theoretical results, experimental results and discussion of some general shortcomings.

With regard to the theoretical results, the most impressive advance since the
publication of the pilot paper (Ref 1) has been the prediction of LCO, for which 2 rather
similar quasi-steady methods are now available (Paper No 9 and Ref 5). However, the LCO
oscillation in bending of the NASA wing has not yet been predicted successfully (Paper 16).
The meeting has also confirmed that the linear model for the prediction of buffeting
works well as long as the modal aerodynamic damping appropriate to the separated flow can
be measured. The aerodynamic damping can be measured either in an ordinary, nominally
rigid wind tunnel model (made of aluminium in preference to steel to give larger motion)
or by oscillating a nominally rigid wing (as in the experiments cited (Papers No 5,6,7).
However, Edwards showed (Paper No 16) that we are a long way from being able to use CFD
techniques to predict either the aerodynamic damping or the buffet excitation.

Ref 1 issued two specific challenges to the CFD community. The first, the
prediction of shock oscillations on bi-convex wings - is well established. However,
despite this success with thin-layer Navier Stokes codes, this method has not been
applied as a matter of routine to more realistic supercritical aerofoils or NACA or RAE
aerofoils. The second challenge to the CFD community was the prediction of the buffet
excitation caused by a bubble (represented at this meeting by Paper No 8). It is sad to
record that no author attempted this computation.

With regard to the experimental results, a wide range of problems was addressed
including variations in wing aspect ratio, sweep, section, Mach number and angle of
incidence; fin buffeting at high angles of incidence and canard/wing interaction.
However, although there were many interesting new measurements, some presentations gave
an impression which can only be expressed adequately by the French phrase "ddja vu".
With respect to the very important question of fin buffeting, it was alarming to learn
that "some fins fail after only 300 hours of flying time". In the author's view such
a low life is unlikely to be indicative of rsa-.om scatter in fatigue testing, as one
structural engineer suggested. It is more licely to be indicative of a very sensitive
flow on the aircraft which has been adversely affected by some minor imperfection, eg
a small misalignment of the fuselage nose. This important aspect of fin buffeting was
not addressed, but the effect of the small LEX fence on the F-18 is significant (Paper 1).
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Opinions are likely to differ with regard to the shortcomings of the meeting. In
the author's view the most serious was the failure to use the consistent and logical
notation carefully specified (Ref 1). The prediction of aircraft dynamic loads due to
flow separation is an extremely difficult problem. Why persist in making it more
difficult by refusing to present results in non-dimensional forms which can be compared
easily? For example, it would have been invaluable to compar,, the independent measure-
ments on virtually the same aircraft in Papers No 1 and 2 in tt-ms of the buffet
excitation parameter, but this was not done. AGARD has had a consistent not, tion for
measurements of pressure fluctuations (Ref 8) since 1958 and for the buffet excitation
parameter (Ref 1) since 1988.

Similarly there was often a marked reluctance to present results in terms of a
frequency parameter. Of course, in many problems there is uncertainty about the best
choice for the reference length for the problem in question. This is a particularly
interesting and difficult question for fin buffeting (both in experiment- and in
prediction attempts). For aerofoils the chord is generally used whereas foi a bubble
the local bubble length can be used even for a swept bubble (Paper No 10). Taking an
aerofoil as a simple example, it is much better to have a frequency parameter

fc (1)

2 ((fo
or 2 = - , (2)

U

or k - W fc (3)
U

than a frequency, f , in HZ. This may mean a great deal to a pilot's comfort or to the
fatigue life of the structure, but it is of little interest to an aerodynamicist striving
to establish the physics of the problem.

Another comnmon shortcoming was a general failtre to address the question "How
sensitive will this flow be to variations in Reynolds niunber"? Fig 3 of Paper No 4 for
an NLR supercritical aerofoil suggests that even with fixed transition large scale
effects can persist at Reynolds numbers up to 25 x 106. Hence it could be dangerous to
suggest (as in Paper No 13) that there is a universal, minimum test Reynolds number which
will ensure full scale results. It follows that much more attention should be given to
the ways in which transition is fixed, and to careful comparisons with transition free
measurements (where appropriate). This was illustrated in Paper No 4 and advocated in
the AGARD Manual on this topic (Ref 9). Ideally wind tunnel tests and CFD computations
should include some variation in Reynolds number. Very often the CFD specialist rests
content at successfully predicting an incipient flov separation on an aerofoil at, say
M - 0.85, R = 1.5 x 10b. The aergnautical engiteer would like him to muke the
calculations also at R = 15 xi0 and 150 x 10 . This philosophy will become
particularly important with respect to the prediction of the aerodynamic characteristics
of hypersonic vehicles. In an attempt to clarify the controversial question of the
simulation of scale effects, Ref 1 suggested that the meeting should include a special
session devoted entirely to unsteady measurements in cryogenic wind tunnels, which allow
scale effects and the effects of aeroelastic distortion to be distinguished (Ref 10).
Unfortunately not one paper was submitted in this area. No papers were submitted on flap
or cavity buffeting.

In summary, the main achievement is the prediction of Limit Cycle Oscillations (LCO)
and some interesting new experiments. The main failure is the reluctance to adopt a
common notation and also to take an adequate account of scale effects both in experiments
and computations. Perhaps these omissions could be remedied by another meeting on this
topic in 5 years time, when we might "Torna a Sorrento" with advantage.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This review suggests 3 main conclusions and 4 recommendations.

The conclusions are:

(I) Useful progress has been made in the prediction of Limit Cycle Oscillations.

(2) The linear model for the prediction of buffeting has been verified carefully
in both wind tunnels and flight tests.

(3) Aerodynamic damping in separated flows depends on the mode shape, frequency
parameter, Mach number and angle of incidence. Hence it cannot currently be
redicted theoretically.



The recommendations are:

(1) The AGARD notation for buffet excitatio,. and buffeting response should be adopted,
so that aerodynamicists can acquire a better understanding of the separated flows
giving dynamic loads.

(2) Much greater attention should be given to establishing the magnitude of possible
scale effects, both in experiments and calculations.

(3) Special tests in cryogenic wind tunnels should be made to distinguish between
genuine scale effects and the effects of aeroelastic distortion. Such measurements
would be of equal interest for landing configurations (say at M = 0.2) or cruise
configurations (say at M = 0.85).

(4) Researchers should be careful to assess and remove any tare effects of flow
unsteadiness in wind tunnels which will not occur in flight.
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N WIND TUNNEL INVESTIGATION AND FLIGHT TESTS OF
TAIL BUFFET ON THE CF-18 AIRCRAFT
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SUMMARY

Investigations of tail buffet on the CF-18 have been conducted at

the National Aeronautical Establishment (NAE) and the Aerospace Engineering

Test Establishment (AETE). Flow visualization of the vortex burst phenomenon
was carried out in a low speed water tunnel using a modified 1/72 scaled

plastic model. In wind tunnel tests, a rigid 6% model was used for
measurements in the NAE 5ft x 5ft Trisonic Tunnel. Unsteady pressure
measurements on the vertical fin were made by means of 24 fast reponse
transducers on each surface. Results of the acceleration experienced by the
fin are presented. 4h-evortex flow structure was studied with the aid of a 49
pressure-sensor-rake mohnted behind the fin. In addition to measuring steady
pitot pressure values,- to deduce pressure contours, unsteady pressure
fluctuations were obtained from 13 fast response transducers. The LEX was
also instrumented with pressure orifices and fast response transducers. The
investigation was carried out with LEX fences 'on' and 'off' to note their
effect on tail buffet loads. Flight tests have been conducted at AETE on a
test aircraft with accelerometers installed on the vertical fins and
horizontal stabilators and strain gauges mounted on the aft fuselage

structures and fin root attachment stubs. Flight test data are presented
showing the effectiveness of the LEX fence in reducing aft fuselage

structural response to buffet loads.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A. area of jth panel on vertical fin

AT  total surface area of fin

Z wing mean aerodynamic chord (8.29 inches for wind tunnel model)

cf vertical fin mean aerodynamic chord (5.03 inches for wind tunnel
model)

cf local chord of fin
C M  aircraft steady pitching moment coefficient (moment axis 23.79

inches from nose for wind tunnel model)
C M' rms value of aircraft pitching moment coefficient
CN vertical fin normal force coefficient, positive outboard
NI , rms value of normal force coefficient on vertical fin inboard
NI surface

C NO' rms value of normal force coefficient on vertical fin outboard
surface

C/Cc structural damping ratio
Cp steady pressure coefficient

Cp' rms value of pressure coefficient

L length of aircraft from nose to jet exhaust plane (39.1 inches for
wind tunnel model)

M free stream Mach number

P, steady pressure on vertical fin inboard surface
P 0  steady pressure on vertical fin outboard surface
PIrmsj rms value of pressure on vertical fin inboard surface on the jth

panel

Pormsj rms value of pressure on vertical fin outboard surface on the jth
panel

q free stream dynamic pressure

Re' Reynolds number based on

X,Y,Z aircraft co-ordinate system measured from the nose
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XfYf,Zf fin co-ordinate system

Xv,Yv,Zv vortex rake co-ordinate system

a angle of incidence

INTRODUCTION

Modern combat aircraft must be capable of flying under conditions
of separated flows in order to achieve high manoeuvrability. The F/A-18
through the use of advanced digital flight control systems, the optimized
positioning of its horizontal and vertical fins and its multiple high lift
aerodynamic devices can sustain controlled flight up to 500 angle-of-attack
(AOA). Its enhanced agility has resulted in the development of Air Combat
Manoeuvre (ACM) tactics focussed on high AOA flight regimes.

The leading edge extension (LEX) is prominent among the high lift
devices and has been credited with a large increase in maximum lift
coefficient over that which would be obtained without the LEX. The rolled-up
vortex that originates at the sharp edge of the LEX results in an increase in
lift and the induced high velocity flow on the wing upper surface delays
CLmax to a higher AOA than would be obtained in the absence of the LEX.

Manoeuvrability in this flow regime is also enhanced by the interaction of
the vortical flow with the tail control surfaces.

Aircraft structures under such conditions are subject to random
aerodynamic loads arising from pressure fluctuations due to f " separations
and/or impact of vortical flows on the structures. The loads difficult to
measure in flight, but a fairly good estimate can be predi d using wind
tunnel rigid model unsteady pressure measurements (Refs. 1-3). An example of
this type of severe random aerodynamic loading is found in the CF-18 vertical
tail buffeting when the highly turbulent flows, resulting from bursting of
the LEX vortices, impact the vertical fins. The effect of buffet loads on
structural integrity of the vertical fins is currently a major concern.
However, some alleviation of buffet loads has been achieved through a
modification of the LEX by the addition of a stream-wise fence.

A number of studies on high angle-of-attack aerodynamics and the
effect of the vortical flow on vertical tail buffeting has appeared in recent
years (Refs. 4-7). These investigations focus mainly on the measurements of
steady forces and pressures on the LEX (Ref. 4), laser light sheet
measurements of the vortex structure (Ref. 4) as well as velocity flow field
surveys (Ref. 6), water tunnel experiments on vortex burst phenomenon (Ref.
7) and some limited wind tunnel fin pressure measurements and vertical tail
acceleration data from flight tests (Ref. 5).

This paper presents some preliminary results of an investigation of
tail buffeting on the CF-18 aicraft in three parts.

Part I describes the water tunnel experiments and gives some data
on the vortex burst locations.

Part II discusses results from a wind tunnel programme carried out
at the NAE. In the wind tunnel studies, unsteady pressure measurements on the
vertical fin of a rigid 6% model of the CF-18 were carried out to provide
aerodynamics data for structural loads prediction. One of the vertical fins
was instrumented with fast response pressure transducers on each surface to
measure the unsteady pressures. The fin was also instrumented with strain
gauges and an accelerometer for response measurements.

In studies of aero-structural interaction, usually pressures are
measured on the structures and the loads are then computed. For different
structural configurations, or when the aerodynamic conditions are varied, the
measurements have to be repeated. To explore the feasibility of predicting
the salient features of buffet loads on the CF-18 vertical fin, from
knowledge of the aerodynamics in the vicinity of the fin, the dynamics of the
flow field were also measured using a multi-tube vortex rake. The LEX was
instrumented with pressure orifices and fast response transducers to provide
information on the flow field beneath the LEX vortex. All the measurements
were carried out with the LEX fences 'on' and 'off' so as to investigate the
effect of modifying the vortical flow on tail buffet loads. Flow
visualization, using oil streaks, was carried out to show the effect of the
LEX fence on the vertical fin and horizontal stabilator surface streamlines.

Results are given for M - 0.6, Re- - 3.38x10
6
, q - 3.95 psi and a from 00 to

35*.
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Part III deals with flight tests conducted at the AETE located at
the Canadian Forces Base Cold Lake, Alberta, using test aircraft CF-188701
that was specially instrumented for that purpose. Accelerometers were
installed on the port engine, vertical fins and horizontal stabilators for
dynamic studies. Aft fuselage structures and fin root attachment stubs were
also strain gauged to assess the effectiveness of the LEX fence in reducing
dynamic stress during flight in areas of the flight envelope where fatigue
damage is significant. Flight test data are presented showing the
effectiveness of the LEX fence in reducing aft fuselage structural response
to the buffet loading. A summary of the flight test methodology is presented.

PART I WATER TUNNEL EXPERIMENTS

1.1 Description of the NAE Water Tunnel and Experimental Procedures

The NAE flow visualization water tunnel (Figure 1) is located at
the Low Speed Aerodynamics Laboratory. It resembles a conventional closed
circuit wind tunnel and is constructed of mild steel plate. A total of 350
gallons of water are contained in the tunnel. The contraction ratio is 4 and
the contraction modifies the cross-section from circular at the settling
chamber to rectangular at the working section which is 10 inches wide, 13
inches high and 32 inches long. Glass plates form the front and bottom sides,
while the back wall contains a 10.25 inches diameter turnable, with a
retaining ring, calibrated in degrees. Removable plates close the working
section on the top. Two aircraft models were used. They were sting mounted
mounted from the top of the working section on a bracket which was attached
to the turntable by an arm outside the working section, one model seen in
side view and the other in plan view. The angle-of-attack could be adjusted
from the outside of the water tunnel. A general view of the facility is shown
in Figure 1.

Water velocities in the working section can be varied from 0.2 feet
per second to 10 feet per second with good control and measuring accuracy.

The corresponding unit Reynolds numbers are 1.3 x 10
4
/ft and 6.5 x 10

5
/ft

respectively based on a water temperature of 20*C. The light source is a 1200
watts high pressure quartz mercury vapour lamp and it is located below the
working section. For flow visualization, a dye of synthetic, inorganic
chemical is used which has the property of emitting visible light of constant
intensity when illuminated by a uniform source of radiant energy of the
proper wavelength. Still photographs and video are used for recording the
flow phenomena.

The aircraft models used were built from 1/72 scale plastic kits
available from hobby shops. The dimensions were checked and found to be
sufficiently accurate for these type of tests. The models were modified to
provide a leading-edge flap angle of 35

° 
and the intake was blocked and

faired with plasticene. The model was painted black to avoid light
reflections. Dye dispensing holes were located below the junction of the
leading-edge extension with the fuselage.

1.2 Results

Figure 2 shows a side and plan view of the model at a - 300 and Re-

- 5000 (based on a model wing mean aerodynamic chord of 1.92 inches). The
location where the vortex breaks down and the subsequent highly turbulent
flow impacting on the vertical fins are shown. The axial positions of the
vortex burst at different a are given in Figure 3 which shows results from
water tunnel (Ref. 8), wind tunnel and flight tests (Ref.4) at various Mach
numbers and Reynolds numbers. A straight line can be drawn through these
data. It was noted in Ref.4 that at low speeds the results are independent of
M and ReE. The separation is fixed by geometry at the sharp leading-edge

extension and compressibility effects do not effect the vortex core breakdown
until at transonic conditions when shock waves appear on the wing and
interact with the vortex flows.
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PART II WIND TUNNEL EXPERIMENTS

II.1 Test Facility

The measurements were performed in the 5ft x 5ft transonic test
section of the NAE trisonic blowdown wind tunnel which is briefly described
in the following.

With the transonic test section the Mach number range is 0.4 to
1.4. The Reynolds number depends on the selection of a run stagnation

pressure level. At M - 0.6 the range would, typically be from 5x10
6 

to 12xlO 6

per ft and the corresponding run times would be 42 to 12 seconds.

The walls of the test section are perforated by 0.5 inch diameter
holes inclined at 30* to the flow direction which allow pressure and flow
communication between test section and a 12 ft diameter, 16 ft long plenum
chamber. The wall porosity which is variable between 0.5% and 6% of the wall
area (by means of sliding throttle plates) was set at 4% for the
measurements.

Sting mounting of models from a vertically translating strut is
provided. A linkage mechanism controls a pitch angle change from -11 to 220
and models may be rolled 3600. For these measurements the model was supported
on an offset sting (110 crank angle) which gave a model incidence range from
00 to 33*

. 
Sting bending under load resulted in approximately a 20 increment

pitch angle for the Mach number range tested.

Free stream stagnation and static pressures are measured by means
of Parascientific Inc. Digiquartz pressure transducers with an uncertainty of
+0.01 psia. Stagnation temperature is measured by means of a resistance
thermometer (±0.5

0
C) located in the settling chamber where stagnation

pressure is also sensed.

The wind tunnel is equipped with a subsonic/ transonic Mach number
control system composed of hydraulically driven chokes that protrude into the
flow, through floor and ceiling, downstream of the test-section. The system
is capable of controlling the test Mach number for M < 0.95 to an accuracy of
0.003 over the angle-of-attack excursion of the model. For control at
transonic/supersonic speeds (0.95 < M < 1.2) the re-entry flaps at the
diffuser entry are adjusted to influence the flow out of the plenum chamber.

11.2 Model Design and Construction

The model used was a sting-mounted 6% scale F/A-18 shown in Figure
4. It consists of three major pieces, namely an aluminum alloy nose section,
with integral strakes (LEX) equipped with removable fences and a single place
canopy; a stainless steel centre fuselage with integral wings; and a
stainless steel rear fuselage. These parts are designed with close tolerance
spigotted joints and are dowelled and bolted together. The centre fuselage is
bored to accept a 1.5 inch diameter Able Corp. sting balance.

Leading- and trailing-edge flaps are fastened to the wings by
simple bolted lap joints with dowel pins for accuarate assembly. In the model
tested, the leading- and trailing-edge flap deflections were set at 350 and
0* respectively.

The vertical fins are fastened to a steel insert that in turn is
bolted to the rear fuselage. The horizontal stabilators are made with
integral spindles that are clamped in a fitting that is fixed in the rear
fuselage. The stabilator angle was set at -9* for this investigation.

Through-flow air intakes and flow passages are provided with
removable internal chokes. The flow passages terminate in D-shaped exits on
each side of the support sting.

Models of the AIM 9 missiles were fixed to the wing tips for the
measurements.

11.3 Instrumentation

11.3.1 Nose Section

For these measurements, the starboard side of the nose section was
modified to incorporate 84 surface pressure orifices and 4 fast response
EndevCo 85158 (50 psia) pressure transducers. The pressure orifices have a



diameter of 0.02 inch and are distributed as follows: canopy centreline - 16
(15 connected); upper fuselage side - 12 (11 connected); upper LEX, inner row
- 16; upper LEX, outer row - 8; lower fuselage side - 20 (18 connected);
lower Lex - 12. The positions of the orifices on the upper surfaces are
indicated in Figure 5 and the co-ordinates of those on the upper LEX are
given in Table 1.

Orifice pressures were measured using five PSI electronically
scanned pressure modules that were contained in a cavity under the canopy.
Connectors were made using Teflon tubing. Each module contains 16
differential pressure transducers (±45 psi). Reference pressure from an
accurately measured nitrogen source outside the wind tunnel was led via
flexible Teflon tubing to the nose cavity. During operation the transducers
were subjected to increasing and decreasing calibration pressures immediately
before each wind tunnel blowdown. Electrical wirings from the modules were
led out of the nose section to a terminal block mounted on the main wing
section as illustrated in Figure 6.

The fast reponse pressure transducer locations are also indicated
in Figure 5. These are installed beneath the LEX surface. Connection to the
surface is by means of a very short (0.03 inch) passage of 0.020 inch
diameter which gives a high frequency response. Table 2 gives the co-ordinate
positions of the transducers.

11.3.2 Instrumented Vertical Fin

For these measurements the standard starboard fin was replaced by
an extensively instrumented fin, designed to measure dynamic pressures at 24
positions directly opposite to each other on each surface. In the
construction 48 EndevCo 8515B (50 psia) absolute pressure transducers are
embedded under the surface and pressure is sensed via 0.02 inch diameter
passages, whose length varies from 0.014 to 0.025 inch. In addition, 4 strain
guages (Figure 7) are installed near the fin root at approximately half chord
and an accelerometer (EndevCo Model 25, ±500g) is mounted 4.35 inches (75%
span) from the root at 1/3 local chord behind the leading edge. Positions of
the instrumentation are shown in Figure 7. The transducers are numbered in
Figure 8 for later reference and their locations are given in Table 3.

The fin is composed of two parts, one an insert, that are dowelled
and bolted together. Pockets for the instrumentation and wiring are milled in
each. The tip of the insert is very thin and in this region heavy duty steel
staples were used to clamp the two together. Body filler was used to fill
small surface cavities that resulted from this procedure. Figure 9 shows the
assembly of transducers with wiring prior to joining the two parts of the
fin.

Pressure calibration of the transducers was effected by fitting a
gas-tight 'glove' over the entire fin 'in situ' on the model, thus subjecting
each transducer to a common pressure from a nitrogen supply.

11.3.3 Vortex Rake

This instrument consists of a square array of 49 stagnation
pressure measuring tubes supported, at 1 inch intervals, by two 6 inches x 6
inches frames. The rake was designed to achieve minimum flow blockage and yet
be sufficiently rigid to withstand the high vibration levels from shed
vortices of the model aircraft at high angles of incidence. Approximately 3
inches behind the support frames the 0.095 inch diameter tubes (0.071 inch
bore) are gathered into a square bundle and housed in a square tube. This was
clamped to the model support sting so as to place the face of the array a
short distance (approximately 0.6 inch) behind the starboard fin and
orientated at 20@ to the aircraft model reference line as indicated Figure
10.

Thirteen of the 45 active tubes (the corner tubes were not
connected) were devoted to dynamic pressure measurements and the remainder to
sensing steady pressures. These tubes are distributed on the vertical and
horizontal centrelines of the array as denoted in Figure 10. High frequency
response was obtained by cementing 1/16 inch diameter Kulite differential
pressure transducers (XCW-062, ±25psi) just inside the tips of the 0.071 inch
bore tubes. The reference side of these transducers was connected via 0.02
inch bore stainless steel tubing lying inside the 0.071 inch bore tubing of
the rake to a pressure manifold, located in the base of the sting, which was
connected to an external pressure source. Wiring from the transducers was led
out alongside the reference pressure tube to electrical connectors mounted on
the side of the sting.
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The 32 steady pressure stagnation tubes were made by cementing
short pieces of 0.070 inch O.D., 0.033 inch I.D. tubes inside the 0.071 inch
bore tubing to form a 1 inch long tip. The tips were connected to two
16-transducer PSI electronically scanned pressure modules, that were also
housed in the base of the sting, by 0.032 in O.D., 0.02 inch I.D. stainless
steel tubing cemented inside the tips of the rake tubes.

Internal chamfers of 401 included angle were machined in the ends
of both dynamic and steady pressure tubes to reduce the directional
sensitivity of the rake, since it was required to operate over a 35'
angle-of-incidence range. The rake was aligned with the free-stream direction
when the model incidence angle was 200.

Accelerometers were installed at the upper corner of the rake
closest to the model centreline to measure vibration levels.

Figure 11 illustrates some of the features of the construction of
the rake and its mounting on the sting. Figure 12 shows the F/A-18 model with
underwing stores (only a clean wing configuration was used in this
investigation) and the vortex rake mounted.

11.3.4 Model Preparation

Boundary layer transition trips were installed following the scheme
laid down in Reference 4. Rows of epoxy cylinders (0.045 inch diameter on 0.1
inch centres, 0.002 inch high) were applied 0.4 inch behind the leading edges
of the LEX, wings, intakes, fins and horizontal stabilators, on both
surfaces. In addition a ring was applied around the nose, 0.4 inch behind the
tip and a longitudinal row was fixed on the underfuselage centreline from
nose to the intakes' station. Figure 6 shows the placement on the LEX and
upper wing surfaces.

11.2 Results and Discussion

11.2.1 Surface Flow Visualizaton

The surface shear stress patterns on the vertical fin inboard and

outboard surfaces and the horizontal stabilator upper surface are shown in
Figure 13. The angle of incidence was 30', M - 0.6 and the fence was
installed on the LEX. The oil-dot flow visualization technique permitted the
skin friction lines to be located from the oil streaks and hence the surface
stream lines can be determined (Ref. 9). These figures show quite large
upflow on the inboard surface of the vertical fin and outflow on the
horizontal stabilator upper surface. The vertical fin outboard surface shows
some upward movement of the surface streamlines in the vicinity of the
fin-fuselage junction especially near the trailing edge. The surface
streamlines were constructed from the oil streaks and are shown in Figure 14.
The LEX fence has a strong effect on increasing the upflow velocity on the
inboard vertical fin while on the horizontal stabilator, the streamlines seem
to have a smaller outflow velocity component with the fence 'on'.

11.2.2 Balance Data

Some representative results of the effect of the LEX fence on the
aircraft steady and unsteady pitching moment are shown in Figures 15 and 16.
The measurements were made with the vortex rake removed. The data are given
at M - 0.6 and a varies from 00 to 35*. The steady moment coefficient with
the fence 'on' and 'off' is almost identical except for values of a between
100 and 22.5* where a small difference in C M is observed. The scatter in the

CM' measurements is fairly large in the range of a between 15' and 25'. Video

photography of the aircraft model during the wind tunnel tests showed much
larger motion at these values of o than at other angles of incidence. The
LEX fence has little influence on C M ' until * is sufficiently large when the

vortex burst is close to the tail. This angle is approximately 10' as

observed from Figure 3. The benefit of the LEX fence in reducing the pitching
moment fluctuations is clearly demonstrated in Figure 16. A reduction in the
moment fluctuations also implies a reduction in the lift unsteadiness.

11.2.3 Pressure Measurements on LEX Upper Surface

Steady pressure measurements along the inboard and outboard rows of

orifices on the LEX upper surface are shown in Figure 17 for a - 30*. The
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axial vortex burst positions with the fence 'off' obtained from the straight
line drawn through the experimental points in Figure 3 are also shown in tne
figure for a - 25', 30' and 35

°
. At a - 30'(Figure 17), the vortex burst is

ahead of the fence. At these test conditions (M- 0.6, a = 30'), the pressure
at the first orifice on the outboard row at X/E - 2.16 has been affected
before the influence of the fence is felt by inboard row of orifices.

The axial locations of the fast response transducers are shown in
Figure 17. The values of Cp are given in Figure 18 where the curves are

displaced 0.025 of an unit upwards to avoid overlapping. At m - 100, the
first two transducers show a peak without the fence while with fence 'on',
the peak disappears. It is not clear why the pressure fluctuations behave in
this manner. At each transducer location, the value of a when C ' starts top
increase rapidly corresponds to the angle of incidence when the vortex burst
is located near that transducer. The burst position can be determined
approximately from Figure 3. For transducers 1 and 2, the effect of the fence
is to lower the pressure fluctuations for values of a above those when the
vortex has burst. A peak at a = 100 is also observed at the third transducer
with the fence 'off'. A large increase in C ' is detected when the fence isp
'on'. This peak in Cp' is due to the vortex generated by the fence which

causes an increase in pressure fluctuations. At the fourth transducer which
is located downstream of the fence trailing edge, the values of C ' arep
consistently larger than those without the fence when a is between 50 and
250.

11.2.4 Vertical Fin Data

11.2.4.1 Accelerometer Results

The rms values of the accelerometer placed in the vertical fin
(Figure 7) are shown in Figure 19. The effect of the fence in modifying the
flow structure after vortex breakdown causes a significant decrease ip the
acceleration felt by the fin. At a - 300 an acceleration level of about 140 g
without the fence is noted in the figure. With the LEX fence 'on' a decrease
of 20 g is detected.

11.2.4.2 Steady Pressure Distributions

The steady C distributions on the vertical fin inboard surface a~e

shown in Figure 20. The Cp curves for each row of transducers are displaced

upwards to avoid overlapping. The baseline is marked in the figure and the
row number (Figure 8) of the transducers under consideration is given in
parenthesis. The effect of the fence is to decrease the steady state
pressures on the fin to values below those with the fence 'off'. The
difference is more pronounced in the middle of the fin than at the tip.

On the outboard surface of the vertical fin, the C distributionsp
are given in Figure 21. The fence has little influence in modifying the
steady pressures.

Figure 22 shows the normal force CN acting on the fin. This force

is obtained by the following equation

24

CN - (PIj - POj) Aj / q AT (1)

j-l

and is positive outboard. The areas A. for each panel are shown in Figure 8.

It is assumed that the pressure measured by the each transducer is constant
throughout the panel. For values of a up to about 200, the force changes sign
from negative to positive. A maximum in CN is observed at a approximately
300.

11.2.4.
3 

Unstead Pressure Fluctuations

The unsteady pressure fluctuations C ' on the vertical fin inboard
psurface are shown in Figure 23. The Cp' - 0 baseline is displaced upwards for

J|p
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each row of transducers to avoid overlapping. The effect of the fence in
lowering the pressure fluctuations is more pronounced near the fin leading
edge and progressively diminishes towards the trailing edge for transducers
rows 1, 2 and 3. As the tip of the fin is approached, the decrease in C ' is
more uniform along the fifth and sixth rows of transducers.

Figure 24 shows the pressure fluctuations on the outboard surface
of the vertical fin. A much smaller decrease in pressure fluctuations is
observed with the fence 'on' than in the previous figure. In fact for the
first two rows of transducers, there is an increase in CpI for Xf greater

than approximately 40% of the local chord. The fence is more effective in
lowering C ' closer to the tip of the fin.p

The unsteady normal force fluctuation on the fin outboard surface
is given by the following equation

24

CNO' = Z POrmsj Aj / q AT (2)

j=l

and a similar expression can be used for the inboard surface by replacing

Pormsj with PIrmsj" It is assumed in the above equation that Pormsj is
constant on each panel and the fluctuating pressures are perfectly correlated
on the panel but uncorrelated between adjacent panels. The decrease in normal
force fluctuations on both surfaces of the vertical fin with the LEX fence
'on' is shown in Figure 25. On the outboard surface, a maximum C NO' is

detected at a approximately 300, while on the inboard surface it appears that
a maximum CNI' is not reached even at a as high as 35

°
. A larger decrease in

normal force fluctuations with the fence 'on' is noted for the inboard
surface for s greater than about 22.50.

11.2.5 Vortex Rake Results

The vortical flow constant total pressure contour lines behind the
vertical fin are shown in Figures 26 and 27 at s about 30* with the fence in
the 'off' and 'on' positions. The centre of the low pressure region is
located outboard of the vertical fin in bcth figures. It appears that with
the fence 'on' the constant pressure contour lines are more compressed in the
vertical direction. Inboard of the fin, a low pressure region is also
detected with the fence 'on'.The pressure fluctuations Cp' obtained from the

mid-horizontal and vertical rows of unsteady transducers are also included in
these two figures. The Cp' is smallest in the centre of the vortex system and
increases towards the edges of the rake. With the fence 'on', the magnitude

of the pressure fluctuations increase gradually outboard of the fin following
the pattern of the elongation of the steady pressure contour lines.

To study the distortion of the vortical flow without the
interference of the vertical fins and horizontal stabilator, the tail section
of the model aircraft was removed. The vortical flow structure is shown in
Figures 28 and 29 with the fence in the 'off' and 'on' positions. The effect
of the fence on 'compressing' the steady pressure contour lines is quite
pronounced. Again, the lowest Cp' is located in the center of the low

pressure region. The rms pressure fluctuations are quite similar for these
two figures.

PART III GVT AND FLIGHT TESTS

III.1 Background

Faced with early structurai failures and a rapid accumulation of
fatigue damage to the vertical fin and attachment structures, resulting from
the buffet, loading throughout the F/A-18 fleet, the manufacturer (McAir)
implemented, in 1984, an interim solution relying entirely upon structural
modifications (Figure 30), in an attempt to reduce the dynamic stresses in
critical areas. However, it was soon realized that the structural enhancement
alone would not be sufficient to provide full life of the vertical fin under
current in-service usage, the dynamic stresses still being too severe.



Engineering studies and wind tunnel tests were performed on a series of LEX
configurations that appeared to provide a substantial reduction in dynamic
loading of the vertical fins. The M68 trapezoidal fence (8.3 x 32.1 inches)
was selected because of its better effectiveness in reducing the vertical fin
dynamic loading. Follow-on testing was carried out to investigate the effect
of the final production design of the M68 trapezoidal fence on aft fuselage
dynamic load environment, LEX fence support structure, acoustic noise, engine
mount load and aircraft handling qualities. Approximately 85 flights were
flown by the manufacturer, accumulating approximately 3000 test points. As a
result of this testing, the US NAVY adopted the LEX fence as a retrofit for
its fleet of F-18. Similarly, the LEX fence modification was implemented on
all Canadian Forces CF-18 aircraft. The production fence installation is
shown in Figure 31.

Subsequent to the modifications to the LEX the Canadian Forces
decided to assess independently the effectiveness of the LEX fence
modification in reducing the fatigue damage in the aft fuselage under
representative CF usage. The AETE was tasked to undertake a flight test
programme to investigate the CF-18 aft fuselage dynamic loading environment.

The objectives of the flight test program were: a) to measure the
structural response of the vertical fins, horizontal stabilators, port engine
aft attachment hanger and F404 engine, both with and without the LEX fence
attached, to characterize the buffet load alleviation; b) to determine the
extent of dynamic load transfer, due to vertical fin buffet environment, into
the surrounding aft fuselage structure as a means to identify possible
fatigue in critical components; c) to gather aft fuselage strain data at
designated locations in order to provide correlation with existing damage
tolerance and/or fatigue life estimates; d) to assess the validity of the
vertical fin dynamic load tracking philosophy; e) to assess the effectiveness
of the MSDRS AOA and q tracking software in collating accurate in-sevice
usage data; and f) to develop a dynamic load spectrum representative of CF
usage.

This part of the paper will address the methodology and gives some
preliminary results of the dynamic response of the tail in flight under
buffet conditions.

111.2 Ground vibration Test

In order to establish the baseline dynamic characteristics of the
vertical fin prior to flight testing, a ground vibration test (GVT) was
performed at AETE. The objectives of this ground test program were to: a)
establish the structural dynamic characteristics of the CF188 vertical fin
structures with the interim structural modifications implemented in 1984; and
b) perform strain measurements at the frame attachment stubs to determine the
distributions and magnitude of the dynamic strains for each of t;.
significant modes.

Testing was carried out on two different aircraft: CF188708, which
has a lightweight aft fuselage, and CF188701 which is an early production
aircraft with heavyweight aft fuselage. The difference in weight between the
two is in the order of 200 lbs. Both aircraft had the structural
modifications shown in Figure 30 embodied. The reason for the testing of two
aircraft was that CF188701 being AETE's fully instrumented aircraft would be
used for flight testing, while CF188708 being a squadron aircraft would be
structuraly representative of the overall Canadian fleet. The GVT showed that
there were negligible differences in tail dynamic properties and dynamic
stresses at the root between the two configurations. Only results for the
flight test aircraft are be presented.

In the test programme, the Force-Normal Mode (FNM) method and the
Frequency Response Function (FRF) method were used. The first method was
primarily utilized in a multi-exciter environment when the fin structure was
either excited symmetrically or antisymmetrically, using a pair of
electromagnetic exciters. The second technique was used when a single exciter
was utilized to excite the structure asymmetrically. A pseudo-random
excitation, within the frequency band of 0-100 Hz, was used to gather FRF
plots to roughly identify the modes and related frequencies. Once the modal
frequencies had been identified, mode mapping was performed and modal
parameters measured using the FNM method for dual shaker excitation and the
FRF method for single shaker excitation. Symmetric and antisymmetric
sine-dwell excitation as well as pseudo-random asymmetric excitation of the
left fin were used to excite the structure and investigate modal responses.
The response was monitored at four reference locations designated by KS16,
KSO1, KT16, and KT01 in Figure 32. Linearity of the structure was also
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verified by measuring the modal frequencies at different force levels. Modal
damping was estimated using both the time decay traces and the 3dB bandwidth
method. Root strain measurements were performed for the modes of interest
under the same type of excitation used for the mode shape mapping but with
excitation forces increased up to 100 lbf. Strain gauges were installed on
the left and right vertical fin attachment stubs at FS 557.5, Fs 566.0, FS
575.5, FS 580.5, FS 590.5, and FS 598.0.

111.3 Flight Test

111.3.1 Data Acquisition and Processing

Flight testing was carried out using AETE test aircraft CF-188701
specially instrumented for the purpose. The on-board instrumentation system
is an FM (Frequency Modulation) and PCM (Pulse Code Modulation) system in
which all parameters being monitored (digital or analogue) are encoded into
either a serial PCM data stream or an FM multiplex for subsequent recording.

The aircraft test instrumentation can handle up to 64 channels of
analogue data. For testing purposes and because of limitations in the data
collector bit rate and sampling frequency requirements, a maximum of 54
analogue channels were encoded in the PCM and divided as follows: 11 channels
to monitor fuel quantities, in the various internal and external tanks; 16
channels to monitor engine and aft fuselage accelerations and 27 channels to
monitor aft fuselage strain gauges. Connections to the signal conditioners,
installed in the aircraft nose to the aft fuselage strain gauges and charge
amplifiers, utilized routes of existing spare wiring installed during
manufacture of the aircraft. Additional wiring in the port engine bay area
was added for this project.

Data was stored using the on-board MARS 2000 analogue recorder and
for the flight test portion of the project was telemetered to the ground
station for real time monitoring and back up storage. The basic
instrumentation system is illustrated in Figure 33.

A large number of flight parameters available from the 1553 data
BUS was gathered from the flight control computers and inertial navigation
system, via the data BUS interface unit, including all MSDRS strain sensors.
The data was collected into a single NRZ-L PCM stream at 400 kbps. Sampling
rate was set at 606.06 samples/sec for the analogue data and 20.02
samples/sec for most of the flight parameters. This provided a recording
capability of 30 minutes of flight data.

The MARS 2000 tape was removed from the on-board recorder after
every flight. Tape integrity was verified to ensure that the data had been
properly recorded prior to post processing. The PCM data was reformatted to
VAX compatible tape and then further processed using the relevant aircraft
calibration data file to yield data in engineering units. Following each
mission, key measurands (all accelerometers and critical strain gauges) were
verified to ensure serviceability. Once a key measurand was found to be
unserviceable, a decision had to be made whether or not the unserviceability
justified halting the test activities to rectify the problem. As is often the
case with a flight test programme, the final decision is one of compromise,
where measurand necessity is carefully weighed against other constraints.

111.3.2 Strain Gauge Installation

A total of 27 strain gauges and associated bridge completion
networks were installed at selected areas of the aft fuselage. The strain
gauge instrumentation was applied only to aft fuselage frames and longerons
as well as port and starboard vertical fin attachment stubs. The port engine
aft hanger attachme t was also instrumenteI to measure loads. This
installation required careful routing of the wiring in the engine bay area.

All gauges used were temperature compensated, 350 Q AE gauges of
0.125 inch grid length. They were bonded in place at room temperature using
an M-Bond 2000 adhesive. The power was a 5 volt DC supply. This type of gauge
and the bonding method has been extensively used at AETE and has proved to be
highly reliable. Accurate data can be obtained up to 18 month aftet
installation in moderate strain areas. All gauges were protected from the
environment using a rubber sealant.

The installation was performed by removing access doors, panels and
covers and did not require major alteration to the structure.

-
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111.3.3 Accelerometers Installation

Ten accelerometers were installed on the aft fuselage structure,
the horizontal stabilators and vertical fins while six more were installed on
the port engine structure to measure engine responses. The locations of the
aft fuselage accelerometers are shown in Figures 34 and 35. Vertical fins and
horizontal stabilator accelerometers were bonded externally to the structure
and micro-dot cable connections extending from the accelerometers to the aft
fuselage access location were routed spanwise along the surface in areas
where flow disturbance would have small effects. The micro-dot cables were
secured to the surface using a rubber sealant compound. The bonding compound
is usually an epoxy-based adhesive or a dental cement. Because of the high
vibration and temperature environment the engine accelerometers were attached
to the hard points of the engine structures, using specially manufactured
brackets. All charge amplifiers were installed underneath door 63L, located
on top of the dorsal deck area.

111.3.4 Flight Test Matrix and Methodology

To fulfil the test objectives two test matrices were flown. The
first matrix involved the execution of a set of controlled manoeuvres to
quantify the improvement in dynamic loading in each of the AOA and q band
currently used for aft fuselage fatigue tracking. This test matrix also
included a stress survey of the aft fuselage in an attempt to verify the LEX
fence effects on manoeuvre and steady state stresses. A second test matrix
was designed to quantify the improvement due to the LEX fence in a more
realistic scenario of actual Air Combat Manoeuvres and Ground Attack
operations.

The initial test matrix was constructed in terms of achieving
specific conditions of AOA and q parameters. Table 4 shows the standard AOA
and q matrix currently used for tracking aft fuselage dynamic loading. For
fleet usage characterization and individual aircraft tracking, time spent in
the different AOA and q boxes is collated and summed for each aircraft in the
fleet. Table 4 is generated from the code 66 report provided by the CF-18
MSDRS reporting system. CF in-service usage statistics provided the basis for
test matrix design.

To achieve the required AOA and q conditions, a set of controlled
manoeuvres were flown. Testing was concentrated in areas of the AOA and q
matrix where most of the fatigue damage was shown to occur with secondary
attention directed at areas of reported low damage. These bands are indicated
on Table 4 by the highlighted areas inclusive of mode I and mode 2 damages.

A total of 45 test points composed the final AOA and q test matrix.
Test altitudes were set between 10,000ft MSL and 30,000ft MSL with most of
the flying carried out at 10,000ft MSL. Test point tolerances were kept
within ± 10 AOA, ± 10 KCAS and ± 1,000 ft of the desired test conditions.
Each test point was repeated three times to enable an accurate statistical
analysis of the structural response in each band to be obtained. Table 5
gives the test points flown for the AOA and q testing. The aircraft was flown
in the modified fighter escort configuration shown under ACM in Figure 36. An
additional 30 test points were flown to investigate the LEX fence effects on
both steady state and manoeuvre induced stresses in the aft fuselage. This
stress survey was carried out by flying typical MIL-Spec manoeuvres that were
to induce significant stress levels (ie. design loads) in the aft fuselage.
Table 6 provides the test points flown for this part of testing.

The current aft fuselage fatigue tracking methodology assumes that
the fatigue damage induced by buffet loading can be entirely characterized by
the knowledge of time spent in the different AOA and q bands during service
usage. This, of course is based on the assumption that the magnitude and
frequency content of the dynamic loading are well known for each of the AOA
and q bands and can be properly superimposed to the steady state and
manoeuvre loading components.

The second test matrix was designed to verify the validity of these
assumptions and, if required, to improve on the methodology. By flying a
series of ACM missions it was believed that buffet load conditions more
representative of service usage would be induced: the rigor of controlled
testing being removed and the pilots left to exercise their creative flying
abilities.

ACM flights were carried out with and without the LEX fence to
obtain baseline pre-LEX fence buffet data. A total of 13 ACM missions,
representative of in-service operations, were flown of which 8 were with and
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5 without the LEX fence. Mission length averaged approximately 55 minutes of
which about 10 minutes were spent above 100 AOA. They were flown in the
modified fighter escort configuration. Three missions had to be reflown, the
buffet data and time spent above l0* AOA showing lack of aggression in the
ACM engagements, which rendered them unrepresentative. In addition to the ACM
missions, three Ground Attack missions representative of CF operations were
flown to increase the database for low altitude buffet and to investigate
engine responses and aft attachment hanger loading which have been reported
as more severely affected by low level weapon delivery manoeuvres than air
combat manoeuvres. These were flown for two store configurations shown in
Figure 36.

Flight testing started in July 1989 and was complete by late
September 1989. A total of 33 missions were flown to support the two test
matrices for a total of approximately 31.6 flying hours.

III. 4 Results and Discussion

111.4.1 Ground Vibration Test

Figure 37 shows a typical FRF plot for the anti-symmetric
pseudo-random excitation. The FRF identifies clearly the different modes in
the vicinity of amplihude peaks with ± 90' phase difference between tile
structural response measured in 'g' and the exciting force signal.

For antisymmetric excitation, five modes can be identified. The
symmetric and asymmetric excitations only triggered 3 and 4 modes
respectively. it was found that the modes at 11.25 Hz and 14.25 Hz had very
strong contributions from the aft fuselage lateral bending (AFLB) and aft
fuselage torsion (AFT) with strong response of the horizontal stabilator and
were identified as such. The fifth mode or Mode 3 as identified in the figure
does not contribute significantly in fatigue damage and was therefore not
investigated.

The modal frequencies and-corresponding damping parameters for the
three different excitation methods and modes of interest are presented in
Table 7. The strain measurements confirmed that the interim modification
(added cleat) had resulted in dynamic stresses re-distribution at the fin
root attachment stubs. In particular the following obseravations are noted:
a) Mode 1 dynamic stresses were relatively unaffected by the cleat
modification in the uncleated frame at FS 557.5, FS 566.0 and FS 575.5; and
b) Mode 2 dynamic stresses were increased by a factor of two for the
uncleated frames. It was also noted that the dynamic strains ratios, that is,
the microstrain-per-g calculated for each resonance, had similar values
regardless of the excitation technique used.

111.4.2 Flight Test

Figure 38 compares power spectral density obtained from test data
at 134 KCAS, 25* noseboom AOA, for the vertical fin KTOI and KSO
accelerometers with LEX fence 'on'. For this condition, sustainable buffet
conditions were achieved in the AOA and q bond of [260 ,280), [75,1251 psf.
Responses for the vertical fins show maximum amplitude at approximately 15.9
Hz for mode 1 and 44.9 Hz for mode 2 which is consistent with ground
vibration data.

Figure 39 shows similar data for the KQ64 and KR64 accelerometers
located in the horizontal stabilators where peak responses at approximately
14.2 Hz and 45.5Hz are observed.

Figures 40 and 41 show filtered mode 2 response for the KS16 and
KT16 accelerometers, within the same AOA and q band with the LEX fence 'off'
and 'on' respectively. The reduction in buffet load is evident: with LEX
fence 'off' the results show a peak acceleration of approximately 450 g while
a maximum amplitude of 200 9 is detected with the LEX 'on'. An overall
reduction in the response level is also olierved. Mode 1 showed similar
trends as shown by Figures 42 and 43. For the AOA and q band of [30* , 3211
and [175, 2251 psf a peak amplitude of 110 g for the LEX fence 'off'
condition can be seen while peak response of 35 g are observed for LEX fence
'on' configuration.

In Figures 40-43, the asymmetry in amplitude response between the
left and right fin can be noted. The magnitude of the response fluctuates in
a random manner.
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CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be drawn from the water tunnel and
wind tunnel investigations:

1) At low speeds the vortex burst position is independent of M and

Re-. Flight, wind tunnel and water tunnel data on the variation of the burst

position with a can be collapsed into a straight line.

2) Surface shear stress patterns at high a show large upflow and

outflow on the vertical fin inboard surface and horizontal stabilator upper
surface respectively. The surface streamlines on the vertical fin outer
surface is mainly in the free stream direction except near the fin-fuselage
junction.

3) The LEX fence has little influence on the steady balance
measurements. Fluctuating quantities, such as unsteady lift and pitching
moment, are reduced with the fence 'on'.

4) At high a above 250 there is a large increase in the unsteady
pressure fluctuations on the upper surface of the LEX.

5) Measurements taken at an a of 300 show an acceleration level of

about 140 g at a position approximately 75% span from the root at 1/3 chord

behind the leading edge of the vertical fin. With the LEX fence 'on' a
decrease of 20 g was detected.

6) Steady pressure measurements on the vertical fin show the normal
torce to decrease significantly with the LEX fence 'on'. Fluctuating
pressures are also reduced with the fence installed and the effect is more
pronounced on the inner surface.

7) Total pressure contours of the vortical flow behind the vertical
fins show the centre of the low pressure region to be located outboard of the

fins. with the fence 'on' the contour lines are more compressed in the
vertical direction.

The following conclusions are obtained from GVT and flight tests:

8) GVT shows mode I dynamic stresses to be relatively unaffected by
the cleat modification in the uncleated frame at FS 557.5, FS 566.0 and FS
575.5. There is an increase by a factor of two in Mode 2 dynamic stresses for
the uncleated frames.

9) Flight tests show that maximum acceleration reoponses at the
vertical fins and horizontal stabilators occur at approximately 15 Hz and 45
Hz. Both modes 1 and 2 have a large reduction in peak acceleration with the
LEX fence 'on'.
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Table 1. Pressure Orifice Locations on LEX

Orifice No. X/c Y/c Orifice No. X/c Y/c
(Figure 5) (Figure 5)

29 1.662 0.2 3 41 2.458 0.253
30 1.728 0.253 42 2.524 0.253
31 1.794 0.253 43 2.590 0.253
32 1.861 0.253 44 2.657 0.253
33 1.927 0.253 45 2.160 0.355
34 1.993 0.253 46 2.226 0.355
35 2.060 0.253 47 2.292 0.355
36 2.126 0.253 48 2.358 0.355
37 2.192 0.253 49 2.425 0.355
38 2.259 0.253 50 2.491 0.355
39 2.325 0.253 51 2.557 0.355
40 2.391 0.253 52 2.623 0.355

Table 2. Pressure Transducer Locations on LEX

Transducer .. X/T YiE

1 1.894 0.263
2 2.126 0.297
3 2.392 0.335
4 2.590 0.364

Table 3. Pressure Transducer Locations on Vertical Fin

Transducer No. Xf/f Yf/Zf Transducer No. Xf/ f yf/ f
(Figure 8) (Figure 8)

1 0.252 0.141 13 0.924 0.578
2 0.453 0.141 14 1.061 0.578
3 0.653 0.141 15 1.197 0.578
4 0.853 0.141 16 0.888 0.816
5 1.053 0.141 17 0.971 0.816
6 0.434 0.339 18 1.072 0.816
7 0.605 0.339 19 1.174 0.816
8 0.776 0.339 20 1.100 0.985
9 0.947 0.339 21 1.177 0.985

10 1.119 0.339 22 1.236 0.985
11 0.651 0.578 23 1.180 1.035
12 0.788 0.578 24 1.230 1.035



Table 4 CF-18 Flight Dynamics Spectrum Report

DYNAMIC PRESSURE (psf)

NOSE BOOM 0 40 75 125 175 225 300 350 400 3000 TOTAL
ALPHA 40 75 125 175 225 300 350 400 3000 Up.

< 0. 25 3 24 10 0 0 1 5 17 0 85
0. 2. 18 90 438 76 200 2105 26812 4 O 11736
2. 4. 2 270 258 339 13 626 -19 99 147 0 3260
4. 6. 0 587 139 565 293 131 67 66 95 0 1943
6. 8. 0 500 74 108 85 69 19 25 51 0 931
8. 10. 3 75 130 65 95 60 39 33 29 0 529
10. 12. 1 21 22 19 13 15 9 3 2 0 105
12. 14. O 21 17 9 6 21 7 4 2 0 87
14. 16. 1 33 14 8- 7 25 7 0 0 100
16. 18. 0 47 16 15 24 21 16 3 0 0 142

18. 20. 0 26 9 14 7 2 2 1 0 0 61
20. 22. 0 16 13 16 4 0 0 0 0 0 51
22. 2 . 0 29 8 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 54
24. 26. 6 39 15 5 1 10 3 0 0 0 79

26. 28. 3 0 5 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 12

28. 30. 0 0 2 5 2 4 0 0 0 0 13
30. 32. 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
32. 34. 1 1 9 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 13

34. 36. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
36. 38. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
38. -40. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
40. -42. 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
42. -44. 0 ,0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ABOVE 44. 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

TOTALS 61 1759 1195 1271 2040 3093 3074 2286 4429 0 19208

Blocks Read : 360
Records Processed 3844
Ccntinuous Time Discountinuities 0

MCI OFP Identification 87X+
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Table 5 AOA and q Test Points

Test point Manoeuvres Altitude Airspeed FCES

Number AOA

(FEET MSL) (KCAS) (DEG)

I Symmetrical Pushdown 10,000 335 1.4

2 Symmetrical Pushdown 10,000 450 1.4

3 Symmetrical Pushdown 10,000 245 4.0

4 Level constant g-turn 10,000 245 8.4

5 Symmetrical Pushdown 10,000 105 12.0

6 Stabilized g-turn 10,000 390 13.8

7 Level constant g-turn 10,000 220 15.5

8 Stabilized g-turn 10,000 335 15.5

9 Level constant g-turn 10,000 220 19.1

10 Stabilized g-turn 10,000 245 19.1

11 Stabilized g-turn 10,000 275 19.1

12 Level constant g-turn 10,000 220 20.8

13 Stabilized g-turn 10,000 245 20.8

14 Stabilized g-turn 10,000 275 20.8

15 Level constant g-turn 10,000 165 22.6

16 Stabilized g-turn 10,000 220 22.6

17 Stabilized g-turn 10,000 245 22.6

18 Stabilized g-turn 10,000 275 22.6

19 Level flight 10,000 135 24.4

20 Level constant g-turn Z0,000 165 24.4

21 Stabilized g-turn 10,000 220 24.4

22 Stabilized g-turn 10,000 245 24.4

23 Stabilized g-turn 10,000 275 24.4

24 Level constant g-turn 10,000 135 26.1

25 Level constant g-turn 10,000 165 26.1

26 Stabilized g-turn 10,000 220 26.1

27 Stabilized g-turn 10,000 245 26.1

28 Level constant g-turn 10,000 135 27.9

29 Stabilized g-turn 10,000 165 27.9

30 Stabilized g-turn 10,000 220 27.9

31 Level flight 10,000 105 29.7

32 Level constant g-turn 10,000 135 29.7

33 Stabilized g-turn 10,000 165 29.7

34 Stabilized g-turn 10,000 220 29.7

35 Stabilized g-turn 10,000 165 29.7

36 Stabilized g-turn 10,000 165 31.4

37 Stabilized g-turn 10,000 320 36.7

38 Stabilized g-turn 10,000 335 26.1

39 Level flight 30,000 350 1.4

40 Level constant g-turn 30,000 225 15.5

41 Stabilized g-turn 30,000 285 19.1

42 Level flight 30,000 135 24.4

43 Stabilized g-turn 30,000 250 26.1

44 Stabilized g-turn 30,000 350 26.1

45 Stabilized g-turn 30,000 175 31.4
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Table 6 Stress Survey Test Points

Test point Manoeuvres Altitude Airspeed MACH
Number

(FEET MSL) (KCAS)

46 1 g 360" roll 5,000 390 .65
47 Rolling Pull-out 5,000 390 .65
48 Symmetric Pull-up 5,000 390 .65
49 to Nz limit 5,000
50 1 g 360" roll 5,000 460 .75
51 rolling Pull-out 5,000 460 .75
52 Symmetric Pull-up 5,000 460 .75
53 to Nz limit 5,000
54 1 g 360' roll 5,000 520 .85
55 Rolling Pull-out 5,000 520 .85
56 Symmetric Pull-up 5,000 520 .85
57 to Nz limit 5,000
58 1 g 360* roll 5,000 580 .95
59 Rolling Pull-out 5,000 580 .95
60 Symmetric Pull-up 5,000 580 .95

to Nz limit 15,000
61 1 g 360* roll 15,000 380 .75
62 Rolling Pull-out 15,000 380 .75
63 Syometric Pull-up 15,000 380 .75
64 to Nz limit
65 1 g 360' roll 15.000 430 .85
66 Rolling Pull-out 15,000 430 .85

Symmetric Full-up 15,000 430 .85
67 to Nz limit
68 1 g 360' roll 15,000 490 .95
69 Rolling Full-out 15,000 490 .95

Syt-etric Full-up 15,000 490 .95
70 to Nz limit
71 1 g 360' roll 25,000 360 .85
72 Rolling Pull-out 25,000 360 .85
73 Symmetric Pull-up 25,000 360 .85

to Nz limit
74 1 g 30' roll 3,000 620 .99

1 g 360' roll 10,200 610 1.06
73 Wind-up tur 8,500 540 .94
76 Symmetric Full-up 2,500 610 .95

to NZ limit

Level Acceleration V 10,000 V, Vt
Level Acceleration ', 20,000 V, V,
Level Acceleration 1, 30,000 V, V,

Table 7 CF-188701 GVT Modal Parameters

EXCITATION SYMMETRIC ANTISY!1METRIC ASYMI.IETRIC

FRF FREQ DAMP FREQ DAMP FREQ DAMP
PEAK# MODE (Hz) (C/Cc) (iz) (C,Cc) (11z) (C,'CC'

1 AFLB NI - 11.25, - 11.25'
2 AFT NI - 14.75' - NII
3 MODE 1 15.21. .0213 15.23# .0190 15.404 .016
4 MODE 2 45.27* .0313 45.474 .0420 45.334 .0211

5 MODE 3 96.75' 96.80, - 96.85, -

NOTES
III - means mode peak not identified

(,) = FRF gathered using pseudo-random excitation at
21.5 lbf rms

(4) = sine-dwell excitation at 60.0 lbf rms

(U) = averages taken from a number of measurements
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Abstract

A unified approach has been derived for predicting buffet response of fighter aircraft empennage
operating in high angle of attack maneuvering conditions. Since the advent of high angle of attack
flight using controlled vortex flows, incidences of severe structural stress, and in some cases, damages
have resulted. This has been pronounced on twin tailed aircraft, including McDonnell's F-15 and F/A-18
aircraft which required structural beef-ups to their empennage. Two concepts are shown for predicting
buffet response of empennage. The first approach uses elastically scaled models in wind tunnel tests to
provide full scale prediction. The second approach is based on calculations using measured pressure data
from wind tunnel tests. The latter method is more versatile. Detailed applications are shown for the
F/A-18 empennage, while other applications at McDonnell are noted. This work covers many years and is
believed to be a mature approach. 1\

List of Symbols & Nomenclature

a acceleration
ADA angle of attack
BM Bending Moment
c pressure coefficent
fP natural frequency
l,L length
m mass
M Moment
PSD power spectral density
CSD Cross Power Spectral Density
psf pounds per square foot
r radial distance from vortex core
RMS Root Mean Square
q,Q dynamic pressure
T Torque, or Transfer Function
TM Torsional Moment
v velocity
CRAD Contracted Research and Development
IRAD Internal Reseats! and Development
* Angle of Attack

Subscripts

a aircraft scale
x model scale
n n th mode

Comments

Bar over symbol means RMS value.
Two bars over a symbol means PSD.

Background an Introduction

One of the earliest buffet investigations, by Frazer and Duncan, Reference 1, concerned an accident
that resulted in the destruction of a small transport aircraft in England in 1930. They showed the
accident to be caused by buffet. The aircraft had been drawn upward by up-drafts from a tall cloud
which caused the angle of attack to increase sharply, resulting in buffet. Frazer evaluated buffet and
flutter through theory and tests and concluded that buffet damaged the wing struts causing the
destruction of the aircraft. For empennage buffet, one of the earliest incidents was reported in
References 2 and 3 in 1933. The severe vibration of a McDonnell pursuit plane was traced to tail buffet
produced by turbulent flow from the wing and fuselage. Hood and White produced improvements by
introducing wing fillets, engine cowls, and other devices to smooth the airflow over the tails.
Abdrashitov, Reference 4, also investigated many facets of tail buffet, including causes and cures, he
used both theory and test to conduct a thorough evaluation for that era (late 3D's).

Expc- Authority 22 CFR 125.4(b)(13)



A large number of wing buffet studies occurred between 1940 and 1968 because of increased flight
speeds, References 5 through 8. Since 1968, aircraft design emphasis has been on agility and high angle
of attack maneuvering. As a consequence, there has been renewed Interest in tail buffet. References 9
through 11 describe some of the new endeavors. There have been a rash of severe environmental effects on
other newer aircraft operating at high angles of attack, especially twin tailed aircraft.

A precursor of this paper (Reference 12) is amplified here with major new work from internal
research and development (IRAD) at McDonnell. The presentation of Reference 12 summarized a Navy
sponsored program (1986-1987), Ref. 13. McDonnell's current internal research on buffet began in 1983
and continues today. Methods used on earlier vehicle studies were steadily improved from the GAM-72
missile (1958) to the Mercury Atlas (1966), Reference 14 to the F-4 (1972), Reference 5. Our method is
now believed to be mature and more accurate.

Basics of the Empennage Buffet Phenomena

The vortical flow pattern on the F/A-18 aircraft at a high angle of attack flight condition is shown
in Figure 1. Under conditions of high humidity, the vortex from the LEll can be seen, as is hewn in the
figure. In this case, the aircraft is at approximately 28 degrees angle-of-attack, and the ortex is
well defined. It is tightly wound until it reaches the intersection between the wing and the fuselage.
At this point, vortex burst occurs. Burst is the point where the tangential component of the velocity
transitions from a I/r variation, as is seen in a classical vortex, to one that is proportional to r,
where r is the radius from the core. The burst vortex then travels aft and upward, impinging on the
vertical tail. The burst vortex flow is associated with an expanded flow regime compared to the tightly
wound unburst regions, and exhibits larger pressure oscillations.

The vertical tails, when exposed to the LbE vortex wake, experience very high buffeting pressures
with resulting high dynamic response levels. These high responses were not anticipated when the aircraft
was designed. Flight test data indicated dynamic response levels exceeding 500G's at the most critical
combination of angle of attack and dynamic pressure. This high dynamic response has caused damage to the
tails and was the main reason for this investigation into methods that could be used to predict empennage
buffet loads of the type experienced on the F/A-18.

Two methods were develope.4, both of which rely on buffet dynamic data obtained from wind tunnel
model tests. Wind tunnel data was the starting point because the available aerodynamic methods,
including Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) codes, were not capable of predicting the unsteady pressures
in the vortex region of the flow over the F/A-18 tails. Figure 2 shows a sketch of vortical flow over a
122 wind tunnel model. Flow visualization was achieved employing nitrogen enriched steam that was
injected into the vortex. Videotape data was used to produce the sketch. It is seen that the flow here
is a good replication of the flight test. Thus, wind tunnel experiments can correctly produce the vortex
flow field. The wind tunnel data is augmented with our large data base of experimental data from flight
tests and earlier general wind tunnel tests to form the basis of the prediction techniques.

It is anticipated that CFD methods ultimately will be able to predict the vortex flow field. When
this happens, the methods developed here can be used with the CFD predictions to predict buffet response.

uric experience shows that buffet is basically an incompressible flow phenomenon. This is because
empennage buffet occurs at high angles of attack, and this can be attained only at relatively low dynamic
pressure without exceeding the design limit load of the aircraft. Figure 3 is a plot of peak RMS buffet
pressure as a function of dynamic pressure for the F/A-18 vertical tails. Superimposed on this curve are
the angles of attack associated with the various buffet levels. As can be seen, maximum buffet pressure
levels occur with high angles of attack but with low dynamic pressure. Maximum buffet pressures occur
for the dynamic pressure range between 300 to 400 psf where the aircraft can sustain the high angles of
attack necessary to cause empernage buffet. At higher dynamic pressures. the aircraft cannot attain the
required angles of attack without exceeding the design limit load of the aircraft. These conditions can
be contrasted to those where wing buffet occurs. Wing buffet is usually considered to be a high dynamic
pressure, transonic phenomenon.

Method Development

The conceptual approaches of the two methods developed are shown in Figure 4. One method,
the "flexible tail method" uses a flexible wind tunnel model similar to that which might be used for a
flutter test. The tunnel results are scaled to predict the aircraft. The other method, the "rigid tail
prssure method," uses the unsteady test pressures on a rigid tail in calculations to predict full scale
response. Both methods make use of our own scaling laws to predict aircraft data from model data. In
both cases, MCAIR flight and wind tunnel data bases were used to validate the methods.

For the development of the flexible tail method, buffet loads were measured during the buffet
condition in the wind tunnel and were scaled to aircraft size. The data was then compared to the
corresponding data obtiined from the aircraft. If the two sets of data matched it was assumed that the
scaling laws were valid; if not, an additional pass was made through the scalirg procedures. This
process was repeated until suitable scaling laws were validated. The flexible tail method has the
advantage that buffet loads are obtained directly. It has the disadvantage that a physical model is
required for each design to be evaluated. This method was fully matured in the Navy contract, Ref. 13.

For the development of the rigid tail pressure method, unsteady pressures were measured during the
buffet condition on a rigid wind tunnel model. These pressures were scaled to aircraft size and used
with a finite element model of the empennage to predict the buffet loads. Once again, these loads were
compared to those measured on the aircraft for validation. This method has the advantages that only a
rigid model of the structure is required in tunnel tests. Once the buffet pressures are obtained, they
can be used with a finite element model of the surface to predict buffet response. Thus, this method is
useful for evaluating changes to the structure. Also, it can be applied early in the aircraft design
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cycle to account for buffet effects before design details are finalized. This method was matured more
recently in McDonnell's IRAD, whereas it was only a supplementary approach in the Navy CHAD.

o Buffet Pressure Measurements

Before a detailed discussion of the two methods to predict response is presented, the buffeting
pressures will be described. Measurements of these pressures were made on a 12 percent scale wind tunnel
model of the F/A-l8 vertical tail and stabilator. Pressure data were taken on both sides of the
stabilator and vertical tail models.

Figure 5 presents a plot of RMS buffet pressure as a function of dynamic pressure as measured on the
wind tunnel model for a particular transducer pair and for a fixed angle of attack. The data show that
the buffeting pressures are indeed a linear function of dynamic pressure if the other parameters can be
fixed. They also indicate that the buffeting pressure can be presented in terms of a non-dimensional
buffet pressure coefficient, C .

p

Typical results are given in Figure 6 for a single pressure transducer on the vertical tail for
various angles of attack. The pressure transducer was located at the 60 percent span station and at the
45 percent chord station. Pressure data were taken on both sides of the panel and the difference between
them was computed. Data are presented here for angles of attack of 24, 32, 36, and 52 degrees.

In each case shown, the buffet pressure has a very distinct peak which shifts to a lower frequency
as angle of attack is increased. The RBMS for each case is also shown. The overall BKS pressure has a
peak value at approximately 32 degrees AOA for the F/A-8i vertical tail. Thus, both the RMS buffet
pressure and spectrum shape are functions of angle of attack. In addition, the data presented here is
for only one location on the tail. In order to use this pressure data for calculating dyn-c ,U r-rponse,
pressures PSD's and cross PSD's from several other location are required. Such PSD's were me --.> and
the trends are similar to those presented here.

Figure 7 shows how the buffet pressures change with dynamic pressure for 32 degrees AOA. This data
is for the same pressure transducer pair for which data was presented in Figure 6 and from which it was
shown that the maximum RBS buffet pressures occur at this angle of attack. It can be seen that both the
RMS value of the buffet pressure and also the spectrum shape are functions of the dynamic pressure. The
spectrum data shows that the peak pressure moves to a higher frequency as dynamic pressure is increased.
Further, it was found that the RMS pressure is a linear function of dynamic pressure. Once again this
data is for a particular location on the tail and for one angle of attack. Measurements must be taken at
several locations on the tail and at other angles of attack in order to use this data in buffet response
calculations.

These data were also used to develop scaling laws for the buffet pressure spectrum. An example of
the application of these scaling laws is shown in Figure 8. In the top half of the figure two buffet
pressure spectra are shown for different dynamic pressure conditions. In the bottom half of the figure
both spectras have been non-dimensionalized and they collapse to almost identical curves. For the
horizontal axis the non-dimensional parameter is the reduced frequency, fl/v. For the vertical axis, the
non-dimensional parameter is the buffet pressure coefficient, C . This is important since it shows that
buffet pressures measured in the wind tunnel can be scaled to ppedict those obtained in flight. The data
that must be measured in the tunnel are buffeting pressures for the angle of attack range of interest an'
for enough positions on the tail to predict the dynamic response. The effect of velocity is to shift the
peak in the pressure spectrum and this can be accounted for through scaling with the parameter fl/v.

The peak in the pressure spectrum can tune to different structural modes depending on angle of
attack and velocity. This was observed in the wind tunnel test data and is illustrated in Figure 9.
Both of these plots are for the same speed. However, the upper plot is for an angle of attack of 24
degrees and the lower plot is for an angle of attack of 52 degrees. Both show a bending moment response
and a buffet pressure spectrum that is consistent with the test condition. From the upper plot in the
figure, the peak in the buffet pressure spectrum corresponds to a frequency of approximately 42 Hz and is
coincident with a structural resonance at that frequency. Consequently, a very strong structural
response is shown at 42 Hz. As the angle of attack is increased, the peak in the buffet spectrum shifts
to a lower frequency and at 52' angle of attack corresponds to a frequency of about 15 Hz. Thus, the
mode at this frequency is excited and becomes the dominant response.

For the F/A-lB, this modal tuning by the buffet PSD shape turned out to be very important.
Observations from flight test showed that for the vertical tail buffet response, the amplitude in the
first bending mode at approximately 15 Hz was almost independent of dynamic pressure. However, the
response in the second bending mode at approximately 43 Hz increased at a rate that was greater than a
linear function of dynamic pressure. This data is indicated in Figure 11. However, if the variation in
the buffet pressure spectrum with air speed is accounted for, the solid lines shown in the figure can be
predicted This data further shows the value of the buffet pressure spectrum data.

o Flexible Tail Response Method

The f lexible tail method requires a wind tunnel model tail surface that has been dynamically scaled
to match the resonant frequencies and mode shapes of the actual tail surface. The scaling here is very
similar to that used to design flutter model tails. Test conditions for the tunnel must be selected such
that the scaled dynamic pressure simulates the dynamic pressure at the required flight condition. This
requirement is based on the need to scale the spectral content of the buffet pressure data to the flight
conditions that are being simulated. With appropriately calibrated strain gages, bending moments and
torques can be measured directly and then scaled to match those that would be seen by the aircraft in
flight. Figure 11 compares typical results obtained using this method with data obtained from flight.
The plot shows the non-dimensional RS buffet bending moment coefficient as a function of angle of attack
for measurements taken from the wind tunnel model and from the aircraft. The model data have been scaled
to match aircraft data using the relationship between aircraft and model root-mean-square moments:

he - [(Ia/lm)
2 
(M/mm) (fna/fe) 21MA

a. m~w,.
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The moments are non-dimensionalized to coefficient form by dividing by ql
3 .

The aircraft data is represented by the solid symbols and the predicted data, model scaled to
aircraft, is represented by the open symbols. While there is scatter in both sets of data, the model
data is indeed representative of that seen on the aircraft. In general, the comparisons show that the
scaling laws are reasonably accurate in predicting lOIS bending moment data observed in flight tests.

Figure 12 compares RMS acceleration as measured on the aircraft in flight with data obtained by
using the scaling procedures. In this case the scaling relationship for converting model accelerations,
to aircraft levels, is given as

a a (1a/Im) (fna/fn)
2
I a,

Once again there is scatter in both sets of data but, as in the previous figure, the predicted data
is representative of what is seen on the aircraft in flight.

Both of the previous figures addressed scaling of the RMS values of the bending moments and the
accelerations. Attention is now turned to scaling of the spectrum levels of these two quantities. Shown
in Figure 13 is a plot of bending moment PSD as measured on the F/A-lg stabilator in flight and as
measured on the model and scaled to match aircraft data. In this case the stabila'or has two resonances
in the 40 to 50 Hz range.

The main mode excited is the second bending mode which has a resonant frequency at about 48 Hz on
the aircraft and at about 45 Hz on the model. The amplitude of this response is predicted reasonably
well, The lower resonance at approximately 43 Hz -s the pitch/rotation mode. While this mode is excited
on the aircraft, it is not excited as well on the model. Consequently, if this mode were required in the
response calculation, the method would not do a good job. The reason the pitch/rotation mode is not
excited as well on the model as on the aircraft is not understood at this time.

The first bending mode at 16 Hz is predicted closely, however. The RNS value of each PSD is also
shown on the figure. The model data was scaled as described on the previous figure and falls within the
scatter of the RlS data. The scaling to be applied to predict bending moment PSD spectrum levels can be
written as

Ma = '(1a/I 
)4  

(ma/m m)2 (fna/fnm) M A

Scaling of the frequencies may also be required and can be written as

f = (f /f n ) fm

In general the spectrum is predicted well enough for engineering purposes. The response in the
critical mode is correctly predicted. The small error in the frequency of the peak response is due t,
the physical model's inadequately simulating the aircraft.

A PSD of acceleration as measured on the F/A-lB in flight and as determined from scaling from model
data is shown in Figure 14. The vertical tail has two modes of interest as far as buffet response is
concerned. These are the first bending mode at approximately 16 Hz and the second bending mode at
approximately 45 Hz. As can be seen from the figure, the second bending mode is predicted reasonably
well by scaling the data from the model to the aircraft. The first bending mode, however, leaves
something to be desired. The response peak from the flight data appears to be abruptly cut off, as
though some of the data were lost. However, from a response standpoint, the peak level in the dominant
mode is correctly predicted. The scaling for the acceleration at a spectrum level is given as

a = [(1a/m)2 (f /f )31 aa a =[am. a m m

The frequency may also have to be scaled depending on how the model was constructed. The frequency
scaling parameter is that defined during the discussion of Figure 14.

In summary the flexible tail method requires a dynamically scaled model that is constructed in much
the same way as a flutter model tail. The tail is instrumented with strain gages that are calibrated to
read bending moments and torques directly. The velocity at which the tail is tested must be selected by
scale factors to match the corresponding buffet conditions in flight. If these conditions can be
satisfied, then the method has the advantage that it gives a direct reading of the buffet loads. It has
the disadvantage of requiring a more complicated flutter model type tail that may not be available early
in an aircraft design program. Structural changes In this actual design might require a new model to be
run.

o Rigid Pressure Response Method

The Rigid Pressure method utilizes the unsteady pressures measured from the rigid model during wind
tunnel tests. In this method only data from a rigid aircraft model is required to predict aircraft
dynamic response. This method also has the advantage of its use early in the design stages of an
aircraft when only a rigid aerodynamic performance model is available. Rigid pressures obtained from
this model can be used to obtain initial estimates of the buffet response loads using the Rigid Pressure
calculation scheme. The Rigid Model buffet design concept is shown in Figure 15. The rigid wind tunnel
pressures, in the form of pressure PSDs, are scaled to full aircraft levels using the pressure scaling
equation:

P. _ (1./1.) (Pa/O)2 (Va/V.)3 Pm

at the corresponding frequencies:

fa (f
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These scaled-up pressures are then applied to a well correlated finite element model of the
empennage surface in order to calculate aircraft dynamic response. Well correlated here means a model
that accurately predicts ground vibration test (GVT) data.

Since we are concerned with a primary lifting surface undergoing general bending and torsion motions
during buffet excitation, the oscillatory aerodynamics must be included in the problem. The oscillatory
aerodynamics cannot be readily obtained from the rigid measurements made in the wind tunnel; hence, an
unsteady aerodynamic code which can accurately compute aerodynamic damping and stiffness is required.

We can now state the mathematical equation to be solved as:

Mi + Cx + Kx pA + 1/2 pVBx + (1/2) pV
2 

Dx + F(t)

Where M, C, K represent structural mass, stiffness and damping. The A, B. and D are equivalent
aerodynamic terms. F(t) is a general forcing function.

Since buffet is random, we use Power Spectral Density, PSD, type relations where response of a
coordinate is commonly expressed as:

PSD = T PSD
x F

The transfer function, T, is defined as:

T - 1

(-W2M + i.C + K) + (.pA - i(1/2)wPVB - (1/2)pV 2D)

T
2 

is the square of the transfer modulus obtained by multiplying T by its complex conjugate, T*. So

T2 = T . T*

We can also find the root mean square, rms, values of the coordinate x by the relation:

X frm
s = UPSD d. 11

/2 
= [fT

2 
PSD F dw

I1
/
2

Though not shown here are cross spectral densities, CSDs, which can also be included in the
analysis. They result from the pressure field influence from point-to-point on the upper surface and on
the lower surface. These effects were considered in our approach, and the CSDs that were available were
included In the calculation. They showed little effect. Also, due to the lack of complete CSD data in
many cases, they were omitted.

NASTRAN was used as the analytical tool for the Rigid Pressure calculation technique as shown in
Figure 16. NASTRAN was chosen because of its versatility and its widespread acceptance by many analysts.
A vibration model is first established, which is well correlated with results from ground vibration
tests. The measured rigid pressure PSDs are then scaled-up to aircraft levels usin: the scaling
equations discussed previously. These pressure PSDs are converted to force PSDs, .DF. before being
submitted to the NASTRAN data file. Cross Power Spectra of force are likewise computed for the measured
data and submitted to the NASTRAN data file. The unsteady aerodynamics used for buffet response
calculations was initially strip-theory aerodynamics which was calculated externally by a separate
FORTRAN program. The program calculates the aerodynamic damping and stiffness matrices which are then
added to their structural counterparts via the built-in matrix procedure in NASTRAN, the Direct Matrix
Abstraction Program (DMAP). In our effort to improve the Rigid Pressure method we have reached a point
where all calculations are done completely within NASTRAN. This has several advantages over the initial
method. The transfer function relating response to the buffet pressures now includes the unsteady
aerodynamics computed in NASTRAN. Also, a very important advantage is that the Doublet-Lattice
aerodynamic theory can be used with very little effort in input as opposed to our modified strip theory
used before. The NASTRAN method matches the V-v condition accurately in this transfer function. Our
strip method used measured lift curve slopes, C L which is quite descriptive of the actual flow.

For evaluation of the Rigid Pressure method, we chose the F/A-18 Horizontal and Vertical tails. We
used the fully correlated NASTRAN models used by the F/A-IS project for flutter studies. These models
are essentially "beam-rod" models i.e. the models consist of beam elements which represent the elastic
axis with the correct bending and torsion distributions. The mass, center of gravity, and moment of
inertias are also accurately represented in the models.

Using the full scale F/A-I8 horizontal stabilator "beam-rod" model with scaled-up uind tunnel
pressures, buffet analyses were performed for angles of attack from 16

° 
to 20'. Inboard and outboard

root mean square (rms) moments, and tip acceleration were calculated for a frequency range of 0 Hz to 120
Hz. This frequency range captures the first five modes of the stabilator. Buffet response was computed
using the externally calculated strip theory aerodynamics and the Doublet-Lattice theory. The responses
computed using both theories were compared to each other, to scaled-up responses fram wind tunnel tests,
and to available flight test data. This type of comparison is shown by means of PSIs in Figure 17 for an
angle of attack of 20. As can be seen fairly good correlation is obtained between the calculated
responses and the measured responses. The Doublet-Lattice aerodynamics also gives better results than
the strip theory aerodynamics. Model response data was obtained from the wind tunnel tests by means of
measurements taken on a flexible tail. The F/A-I8, being twin-tailed, allows us to equip the model with
a rigid tail for obtaining pressures, and a flexible tail for obtaining response data, such as, moments
and accelerations. All wind tunnel data obtained was from an F/A-I8 12% model. The wind tunnel moment
PSD data is scaled-up to aircraft level using the scaling equation:

M-[(1 /l )
4 

(as/m )2 (fn•/fn ) I M

and a aa
f• (fna/fnm) fm
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The model root mean square (rms) values are scaled to aircraft values using the scaling equation:
a 

=  
[(1a/ m 

) 
2 (2a/ . (f-a/f .)2 MA

These moments can be non-dimensionalized to coefficient form by dividing by ql 
3
. This is shown in

Figure 18 for inboard and outboard moments comparing again calculated response (doublet-lattice and strip
theory), model scaled-up using the above equations, and available flight test data. While there is
scatter in the data, the calculated values, especially the doublet-lattice values, show fairly good
agreement with the scaled-up model values and the flight test values.

Buffet analysis was also performed for the F/A-18 vertical tail using the NASTRAN "beam-rod" model.
Analysis was done only with doublet-lattice aerodynamics. Moment PSDs are shown in Figure 19 for
calculated versus model moments scaled-up to aircraft level for an angle of attack of 32

°
. Again, fairly

good agreement is obtained. The rms moment coefficients are shown in Figure 20 for an angle of attack
range of 18' to 52

° 
for calculated responses, model scaled up, and available flight test responses.

Again there is some scatter among the data, but fairly good agreement of the calculated and measured
values is achieved.

In summary, the Rigid Pressure method only requires pressures obtained from rigid wind tunnel models
in order for one to compute dynamic response. It can be used very early in the design cycle when a
flexible model may not be available. It can also be used during inservice operations when design changes
are made where the finite element model could be adjusted to accommodate the design change, and buffet
response can be re-calculated. This application of the Rigid Pressure method has been quite useful on
the F/A-I8 and F-15 projects. Recent work on the F/A-l8 has used a detailed finite element model whereby
local skin and spar dynamic stresses and strains were computed due to buffet loading. This type of
application has already been used on the F-15 project for the vertical tail with considerable success.
The F-15 project is now using the method in analyzing buffet response in the outer wing panel. The rigid
pressure method was used to help assess constrained layer damping applications to reduce buffet response
in Reference 15.

CONCLUSION

A unified approach to prediction of buffet response of fighter aircraft empennage is shown. One method
uses flexible wind tunnel model data scaled to full size prediction. It is bolstered by another more
analytical method called the rigid pressure method. The latter employs scaled wind tunnel pressures in
calculations of full size prediction. While the scaled flexible model method is probably slightly more
accurate, the rigid pressure method is probably more general. It can be employed as soon as tunnel
models are available for general aerodynamics, and permits rapid assessment of structural changes,
damping treatment, etc. The accuracy is as good as tunnel-to-tunnel variations and within repeatability
of test point-to-point within a given test. This latter method has found considerable application at
McDonnell in the past three years. More work is needed to handle transient behavior, nonlinearity and
more accurate respresentations of torsional mode aerodynamic damping.
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CEFFECTS OF TRAILING-EDGE FLAP
0 ON BUFFET CHARACTERISTICS OF A SUPERCRITICAL AIRFOIL

by
B.H.X. Lee

National Aeronautical Establishment
National Research Council

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, KIA 0R6

SUMM ARY

The buffet characteristics of a 16% thickness-to-chord ratio
swpercritical airfoil were investigated in the digh Reynolds Number
Two-Dimensional Test Facility of the National Aeronautical Establishment.,,The
trailing-edge flap dimension was 13.5% chord and it was deflected at various
angles to study the effect of modifying the downstream pressure on controlling
flow separation over the airfoil. The unsteady normal force was measured and
the buffet boundary was determined from the divergence of the fluctuating
normal force. The investigation was conducted quite deep into the buffet
regime. Spectral analyses of the normal force were carried out and the
frequencies of shock wave oscillations were measured. They were found to be
Mach number dependent and varied between 50-80 Hz for M = 0.612 to 0.792. The
effects of varying the flap angles on the shock wave position and drag of the
airfoil were also investigated. Results for an off-design Mach number of 0.612
were given in some details. -"

LIST OF SYMBOLS

b model span
CD drag coefficient from wake integration

CD' function when integrated over the width of the wake gives total drag

CL lift coefficient from balance measurements

CLmax maximum lift coefficient

CLe lift-curve slope

CN fluctuating normal-force coefficient from balance measurements

CN ' rms value of normal-force coefficient

C pressure coefficient

CpTE trailing-edge pressure coefficient

c chord length
M Mach number
MD drag rise Mach number

MDES design Mach number

q. free stream dynamic pressure
t maximum thickness of airfoil
w thickness of wake
x distance measured from airfoil leading-edge
xs  shock wave position

y distance traversed by wake probe, perpendicular to flow direction
a angle of incidence
6 flap angle

I. INTRODUCTION

In performing maneuvers inside the subsonic and transonic flight
envelope, fighter aircraft often fly in the buffet regime for a significant
amount of time. The buffet loads due to flow separation on the wing may cause
serious fatigue problems and have an important impact on the structural
integrity of the aircraft. In addition, maneuverability, performance and
handling qualities are often degraded. Delay of separation or increasing the
airplane buffet onset normal force coefficient to as large a value as possible
is highly desirable.

Some early flight tests showed buffet could be alleviated or reduced
through deflections of leading- and trailing-edge flaps. The results reported
by Monaghan and Friend (Ref.l) were for the F-8C aircraft having wing section



designed for subsonic flows while the F-104 test aircraft used in Friend and
Sefic's (Ref.2) investigation has supersonic airfoil design. In both cases, the
wing was fairly thin. The effectiveness of using leading- and trailing-edge
flaps for buffet alleviation were quite different in the two aircraft
configurations. The results showed that for the F-8C, leading-edge flaps were
more effective while for the F-104 the use of trailing-edge flaps gave better
improvements in raising the buffet boundaries.

Aside from the two earlier studies with airfoils of conventional
design, it appears that little or no research has been carried out on the use
of flaps to control buffet of supercritical airfoils. To gain better insight
into the effects of flaps on buffet intensities and delay of buffet onset at
transonic conditions, flight tests or wind tunnel investigations of
supercritical airfoils with flaps are required. An understanding of the manner
in which a flap can modify flow separation over the airfoil is useful in
assessing the effectiveness or feasibility of deploying a flap as a passive
means of buffet control.

An investigation on the effects of a trailing-edge flap on buffet
characteristics of a 16% thick supercritical airfoil was carried out in the NAE
High Reynolds Number Two-Dimensional Test Facility. The airfoil was used in a
previous jo'int NAE-Boeing Canada (de Havilland Division) research and
development program in the study of airfoil design for drag reduction (Ref.i).
The design conditions for this airfoil were for a cruise Mach number of 0.72
and lift coefficient of 0.6. The original airfoil was modified by replacing the
rear section with a trailing-edge flap of dimension approximately 13.5 chord.
The installation of a leading-edge flap was considered to be much more coIples
and would alter the airfoil design characteristics. To control separation the
simplest way is to change the downstream pressure by use of a trailing-edge
flap.

In an earlier paper (Ref.4) some results from this investigation we.?
described. Buffet onset boundaries with different flap deflection angles were
given. Most of the results on the characteristics of the buffet flow were
presented at the design Mach number. In this paper some futthet results ate
described and behaviour of the flow at an off-design Mach number of 0.612 is
discussed in some detail.

2. MODEL, INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA PROCESSING

The airfoil was made of aluminium having a chord of 12 in. and a span
of 15 in. The thickness-to-chord ratio was 16%. The flap dimension was
approximately 13.5% chord, and the trailing-edge thickness was 0.1% chord.
There were 79 pressure orifices on the model surface for static pressure
measurements: 43 of them were located on the airfoil upper surface and 23 on
the lower surface. On the flap, there were 13 pressure orifices with 6 on
either side and one at the trailing edge. Their locations on the airfoil ate
shown in Figure 1. The drag of the airfoil was obtained using a traversing wake
rake with pitot probes at four spanwise locations which were approximately 18
in. downstream of the airfoil trailing edge. In this experiment, only the two
centrally located probes were used and their average was taken for drag
measurements.

The lift and pitching moment were determined from a side-wall
balance. In addition to the steady-state values of the balance outputs, the
fluctuating quantities were also measured. The rms value of the normal force is
presented in nondimensional form given by

CN' = Nrms / q bc (1)

Spectral analyses of the balance outputs were also performed. The
signal was sampled at 1.6 kHz and analysed digitally on a computer using the
IEEE routine PMPSE (Ref.5) to give power spectra and autocorrelation functions.
A fast Fourier transform (FFT) block size of 256 and a signal duration of 2s
were chosen in all the analyses. A few longer duration runs of 10s were
performed and an FFT block size of 1024 was used.

As reported in Ref.4, wind-off tests on the response of the force
balance to impulse excitation were carried out and four natural frequencies
were detected at about 140, 215, 320 and 360 Hz. These were much larger than
the peak excitation frequencies observed under buffet conditions which varied
from approximately 50 Hz at M-0.612 to 80 Hz at M-0.792.
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Distributed suction was applied through porous plates to regions of
the tunnel side walls in the vicinity of the model. The amount of suction was
selected so as to minimized any three-dimensional effects.

All the tests were performed at a chord Reynolds number of
approximately 20 million with free transition. At design conditions, flow
visualization using a thin film of oil containing a dye which fluoresced in
ultra-violet light showed transition to occur on the upper surface at less than

5 percent chord from the leading edge. The Mach numbers in this investigation
varied between 0.612 to 0.792 and the flap angle settings were &- 00

, 
40, 80,

140, -4
° 

and -8*. The standard convention of positive flap deflection in the
downward position and negative in the upward position was adopted. The maximum
value of the angle of incidence was 100.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 Lift and Normal Force Fluctuations from Balance Measurements

For this supercritical airfoil it is noted from the C L versus a

curves that up to moderate angles of attack and M greater than the drag rise
value MD (determined from the criterion dCD/dM - 0.1) at design conditions, CL

does not usually reach a maximum. However, below MD a value of CLmax is

detected. The CL versus a curves at MDES are shown in Figure 2 for different S.

A CLmax is detected in all cases and the effect of the flap is to shift the

curves either upwards to the left or downwards to the right depending on the
sign of the flap angles. The value of a where CLmax occurs decreases as 6

changes from negative to positive values. It varies from approximately 4.80 at
& - -80 to 2.40 at S - 140 The increase in lift for positive flap angles is

quite significant. This is also true for Mach numbers below and above its
design value as discussed in Reference 6. At higher M, a CLmax is usually not

detected and the CL versus a curves are similar to those shown in Figure 3 for

M - 0.772.

The effects of changing flap angles on the fluctuating normal force
were also given in Reference 6 where results of CN' variations with CL for

different M were shown. When C N ' is plotted against a, it is found that for M

less than MD - 0.75, CN' reaches a maximum and then decreases with further

increase in a. For larger M, the curves of CN ' increase monotonically with a

with much smaller magnitudes.

To show the behaviour of C N ' with M for different flap angles,

results are given in Figure 4 at a - 40
. 
Similiar curves can be obtained for

different a. For a given 6, CN ' increases with M and reaches a maximum. Its

magnitude increases with positive 8 and decreases with negative 6. Also,
changing 8 from negative to positive angles results in a smaller value of M
where the maximum of CN ' occurs.

3.2 Buffet Boundaries

In Figure 5 CN ' is plotted versus C L with 6 - 00. For supercritical

airfoils, the curve for M - 0.712 is typical of the behaviour of C N ' with CL

when a CLmax in the lift versus a curve is present. At higher M when a CLmax is

not observed, CN ' varies with CL in a manner shown by the curve for M-0.772. To

determine the CL at buffet onset, the procedure used is to obtain a smooth CN '

versus CL curve either by the use of a spline or fitting manually. CL at buffet

is then determined by noting the point on the curve with a slope of dCN'/dCL 

0.1. This value is arbitrarily chosen. When buffet onset is primarily due to
trailing-edge separation, the results are found to be consistent with those

derived using the trailing-edge pressure divergence criterion. Figure 6 shows
the variations of CM' and CpT E with a for M - 0.722 and 6 - 0*. The values of a

I
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at buffet onset determined from trailing-edge presure divprqence and th-
present method are indicated. The slope dCN'/da is related to dCN'/dCL by the

following expression

dC N'/d = 0.1 CLa t2)

where CLa is obtained from steady lift vs a curves. Experience at NAE in

testing supercritical airfoils shows that it is more convenient to use the
fluctuating normal force from a balance to determine buffet onset. Installation
of a pressure orifice close to or at the trailing edge to measure pressure
divergence is cumbersome and often not feasible for airfoils with thin trailing
edge. Also, it is often necessary to obtain trailing-edge pressure data over a
wide range of incidence below buffet onFet in order to define a baseline to
locate a when trailing-edge pressure divergence occurs.

For conventional airfoils, it is often possible to designate in the
CL versus M plot regions of mild, moderate or heavy buffeting. For

supercritical airfoils such as the one investigated in this paper, buffet onset
occurs so close to CLmax for M near or less than MDE S that it is not too

meaningful to assign a degree of severity, except when M is greater than some
value, for example, MD for this particular airfoil. Figure 7 shows the buffet

onset boundary at different values of 6 together with curves for two buffet
intensities expressed in terms of constant CN'. At 6 = 0* the curves lie below

the buffet onset boundary at Mach numbers less than 0.72 and 0.75 for C, '

0.05 and 0.1 respectively. This is due to the behaviour of the C N ' variations

with C, where for M < 0.75 a decrease in CL is detected when C,' increases

above its value at buffet onset. For higher Mach numbers the curves lip above
the buffet onset boundary since CN ' increases with CL monotonically. Also shown

in Figure 7 are the values of CLmax for those values of M where a maximum in CL

can be detected. For positive 6 the curves for CN' = 0.05 and 0.1 closs the

buffet boundary at M near 0.72, while for negative 8 the value of M is c;los, !u
0.75.

It is seen that the buffet boundary curves can be raised airpreerall

and there are large increments in lift with positive changes in . CL at buffet

onset decreases rapidly for M > MDE S * At M = 0.75, which corresponds to the

drag rise Mach number MD at design CL' this airfoil shows small gains in the

buffet boundary by the use of flaps. Further increase in Mach number again
shows an increase in the lift before encountering buffet. The drag rise curves
are also included in these figures and they are described in section 3.6.

3.3 Power Spectra of Balance Normal Force

Figures 8 and 9 show the effect of varying a on the normal force
power spectra at 6 - 0* and M - 0.672 and 0.752 respectively. On the upper
right hand corner of the figures, the buffet boundary is plotted for reference
(instead of CL, a is sometimes plotted vs M for the buffet boundary). The peaks

in these figures at approximately 140, 215, 320 and 360 Hz correspond tn the
natural frequencies of the force balance (Ref.4). The disturbance at 420 liz is
from the wind tunnel (Ref.7). The peaks having frequencies of 55 Hz at M =
0.672 and 75 Hz at M - 0.75. represent shock wave oscillations on the upper
surface of the airfoil. They have been identified in a related study (Ref.8) on
the periodic shock motion as due to shock-boundary layer interaction. In that
investigation a model of the self-sustained shock oscillations for the
Bauer-Garabedian-Korn (BGK) No.1 supercritical airfoil was proposed. The
propagation velocity of the pressure disturbance due to the shock motion was
measured experimentally. Using this velocity, the oscillating shock frequencies
were calculated and they were found to be in good agreement with the measured
values. The shock oscillation frequencies for the present airfnil derived from
normal force spectra are 50-80 Hz for M between 0.612 and 0.792. At M - 0.672
and a - 90, it can be seen from the normal force spectra shown in Figure 8 that
discrete frequency shock wave oscillations are not present. A slight decrease
in the shock strength is noticeable in Figure 9 at M - 0.752 and a - 5.546*.

Beyond the buffet onset boundary, the shock wave strengthens as a is
increased. For a given M, there is an a above which the shock starts to weaken.
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A maximum value of a can be found where periodic shock motion is not detected.
The flow conditions when shock oscillations occur are shown in Figure 10 for 6
- -4*. The variations of CN' with a for this 6 are given in Figure 11 for three

Mach numbers and they show that the value of a where C N ' is a maximum decreases

with increasing M. The locations inside the shock oscillation region when
CN' reaches a maximum are shown in Figure 10. Results for other values of 6

show similar behaviour.

3.4 Shock Wave Positions

When the shock wave is oscillating its locations determined from C P
plots falls within the range of positions that occur during one pressure scan
cycle of approximately 2.5s. At severe buffet conditions locating the shock
position is difficult. The manner in which shock position is measured in
Reference 9 is followed in this study and there is certain degree of
arbitrariness in this definition for large oscillating shock motion. H1owever,
the results using Reference 9 definition of the shock position are consistent
and measurements are relatively easy to carry out.

The effects of 6 on shock position xs/c are shown in Figure 12 for

three values of M. Except for the highest M tested at 0.792 which shows x./c to

decrease with a, it is seen from the results for the other two M values that
xs/c increases with a initially and reaches a maximum before decreases slowly.

Except for large M, the effect of a trailing-edge flap is to move the shock
position further downstream for positive 6 and upstream for negative 6 by
varyirq the pressure behind the shock wave. The shock position is difficult to

measure for high M. Only data for three values of 6 at M = 0.792 are shown. The
results for other 6 indicate the shock position is quite similar for all
positive 6 while for negative 6 the shock occurs further downstream in contrast
to an upstream movement for the lower M cases.

The variations of x s/c with M is illustrated in Figure 13 for = 
.

The curves show the shock position to move downstream with increasing M until a
maximum xs/c is reached. From then onwards it moves gradually upstream. SimilaL

trends are observed when the shock locations at buffet onset are plotted
against M for various flap angles as shown in Figure 14. At higher M (eg 0.792)
the measurements of the shock location become difficult and are not very
accurate.

3.5 Trailing--Ede Pressure Measurements

In this investigation the trailing-edge pressure was measured as the
airfoil incidence was increased to fairly large values beyond the buffet onset
value. Some of the results presented in Reference 6 are replotted here in the

form of C PTE versus M as shown in Figure 15. The incidence a is fixed at 4'

and the effect of varying 6 is illustrated. Similiar curves are obtained for
other values of a. The value of M where divergence of CPT E at a given a can he

determined from this type of plots.

From the trailing-edge pressure coefficient versus a or CL plots,

buffet severity can be represented by 6CpTE. This is obtained by noting the

value of the trailing-edge pressure CPTEdiv when divergence occurs (onset of

buffet). As the airfoil moves deeper into the buffet regime, buffet severity

can be measured in terms of C PTE as

6
CPTE ' CPTE - CPTEdiv (3)

The buffet intensity from normal force fluctuation measurements is denoted in
terms of C N' as

ACN' " CN' - CNB' (4)
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where CNB' denotes the value of CN at buffet onset. Figure 16 shows the

relationship between ACN and C PTE for three values of M, namely, at MDES and

two values of N above and below MDES. Only data using three values of 6 are

shown in order that the figure will not be unduly crowded. There is a maximum
in 4CN' for the lower values of M tested and this is due to a easily detectable

CN ' maximum in the graphs plotted against CL or a. At higher M, CN ' maximum is

difficult to locate. From observing the results for other M values tested, it
was noted that in the neighbourhood of MDE S much larger changes in ACN' with

ACPT E occur than at M lower or higher than MDES. In the range of M near MDES

the effects of flaps result in larger 
6
CN' changes with ACPTE. The results for

M smaller or greater than M DES do not show any particular trend of the effect

of the flaps on ACN'.

3.6 Drag Measurements

The drag polar was determined from wake measurements and at the
design CL' MD (using a criterion based on a value of dCD/dM = 0.1) was 0.75.

At the design CL of 0.6, C0 versus M is plotted in Figure 17. Below

MN, small flap angles (6 - ±4*) do not increase the drag significantly.

However, the drag of the airfoil with 8 and 14" flaps shows a fairly large
increase above that for 6 - 00. For off-design conditions at CL - 0.4, the

increase in drag for the 80 and 140 flaps are quite large. At CL = 0.8, drag

increase for negative flap angles is much larger than for positive angles of
the same magnitude.

For a given CL the drag coefficient at the drag rise Mach number is

plotted in Figure 18. At the design CL - 0.6, the 6 - 0* case gives the lowest

drag at the drag rise Mach number of 0.75. The variations of MD with CL for
different flap deflections are shown in Figure 19.

3.7 Results at Off-Design Mach Number

In Reference 4, some results on the characteristics of this airfoil
at the design Mach number were given. In this paper the behaviour of the
airfoil at off-design conditions are discussed and the Mach number chosen is
0.612.

The static pressures are shown in the form of C plots given inp
Figure 20. The profiles are taken from pressure scans close to a = 6.50. The
pressure irregularity at x/c - 0.087 was due to a partially blocked orifice.
The shape of the pressure profile between x/c 0.2 to 0.4 for positive 6 is
typical for airfoils when shock induced separation with reattachment occured.
This type of flow separation for supercritical airfoils was studied and
discussed in Reference 10.

The trailing-edge pressure variations with m as the buffet regime is
penetrated is shown in Figure 21. The values of the m indicated in Figure 20
are marked in Figure 21 as 'a', 'b' ..... 'f'. It is seen that at 6 - -81, the
airfoil is not experiencing buffet and at 6 - -4*, the value of a is very close
to that at buffet onset. For the other values of 6 the airfoil is operating
inside the buffet regime.

The corresponding variations of C N ' with m is shown in Figure 22. The

curves are displaced by 0.02 of an unit upwards to avoid overlapping. Using the
divergence of CN' as the buffet onset criterion, it can be seen from this

figure that the airfoil is operating at buffet conditions for 6 equal or
greater than 00. The peak in CN ' is a characteristic behaviour when a CLmax is
presented.

The corresponding power spectra of the balance normal force are shown
in Figure 23. The curves are displaced 10 db downwards so that they will not
overlap. The appearance of a shock wave with frequency of approximately 50
Hz begins at a value of S - 00 and the intensity of this shock increases with
increasing S.
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Some representative results for the wake profiles are given in Figure
24. The growth of the wake with different flap settings corresponding to the a
given in Figure 20 is shown for a wake traverse 1.75 inches from the tunnel
center line. The distance y traversed by the wake probe is normalized with
respect to the airfoil chord. CD' on the horizontal scale is proportional to

the total pressure drop. The integral of CD' over the width of the wake gives

the total drag. From the previous figures, the airfoil is just inside the
buffet regime at 6 = 0

. 
As 6 is increased, the wake profiles become more

unsteady. CD' shown are between values that occur in one pressure scan. The

duration of a scan depends on the width of the wake and the traversing speed,
but will not exceed a maximum value of 2.4s. The wake thickness determined
from the wake profiles at a value of CD ' = 1% of its maximum value (Ref.4) show

the rapid thickening of the wake as the flow separation becomes more severe
with a resulting increase in buffet intensity.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A 16% thick supercritical airfoil with a trailing-edge flap was
investigated in the NAE Two-Dimensional Test Facility at a chord Reynolds
number of approximately 20 million. The investigation was carried out quite
deep into the buffet regime and the effects of flap deflection on lift
increment and buffet severity were analyzed. The results can be summarized as
follows:

(1) The onset of buffet can be determined quite accurately from plots of CN'
versus CL at values of CL where the slope of the curve is 0.1. This value for

the slope is found to give consistent results which agree quite well with
values derived from the criterion using the trailing-edge pressure divergence
for flow conditions when buffet onset is primarily due to trailing-edge
separation.

(2) Buffet boundaries can be raised appreciably by positive deflections of the
trailing-edge flap. The buffet onset boundaries for this superctitical airfoil
occur very close to and in some cases correspond to CLmax when M < MDE S . To

identify regions of different degree of severity in the CL versus M plot, such

as mild, moderate and heavy buffeting as in conventional airfoils is not
too meaningful.

(3) The shock positions are determined from the steady state C measurements.p
For Mach numbers near or less than the design value the shock initially moves
downstream with increasing angle of incidence to a maximum downstream position
before moving slowly back upstream. For higher Mach numbers, only upstteam
motion of the shock is detected. At the lower Mach numbers, positive flap

angles cause the shock to move further downstreom while the opposite is true
for negative flap deflections.

(4) Spectral analyses of the balance normal force outpjts show shock
oscillations at about 50-80 Hz between M=0.612 and 0.792 inside the buffet
regime. The magnitudes of the fluctuating normal force have quite large values
near the "elbow" of the buffet onset curve. As the Mach number increases to
higher values, the fluctuations in normal force decrease and the shock waves
become more steady.

(5) Intrusion into the buffet regime and the resulting buffet severity can be

represented either by the decrease in trailing-edge pressure ACPT E or increase

in magnitude of the fluctuating normal force 6CN'. For Mach numbers near the

design vdlue, much larger changes in ACN ' with AC PTE are obseived than for

other values of M. Whereas CpTE decreases continuously with e, CN' reaches a

maximum and then decreases as the incidence is further incLeased except for
high M where a maximum value in CN' is difficult to determine. CN' is a more

accurate indicator of buffet severity.

(6) At the design CL small flap angles do not increase the (rag

significantly for M < MD. For off-design condifio- qC, --0.1) ih d:.]; rise is

much larger for neqative flap angles Lidn tor positive angles of the same
magnitude. lie wake profiles show large unsteady fluctuations at conditions
beyond the buffet onset boundary. Positive flap angles increase the wake
thickness while negative angles have the opposite effect.
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ABSTRACT " the cruise point and said boundary. i.e.. A(' and AAfM
indicated in Figure 2. are prescribed and must he adhered

"." An experimental investigation was carried out on the to; for a fighter airplane, the buffet boundary is a bound-
supercritical airfoil CAST 7/DOAI to determine the
influence of three parametersf Mach number, angle of ary only in the sense that it indicates when unsteady phe-
attack and most of all Reynolds number,, on the buffet nomena commence and the performance of the aircraft.
process and especially on the shock oscillation frequency e.g.. as a weapons platform, starts to deteriorate. The

accurate prediction of the buffet boundary- as well as theand amplitude. For this investigation, the model was flow development within the buffet domain- is, therefore.
equipped with regular pressure orifices, dynamic pressure important for both types of aircraft.
transducers and hot-film sensors, the latter utilized, to
determine transition location anti regions of separation. Accurate prediction means in the transonic Mach number
The flow field was observed by a holographic high-speed, range that the influence of the Reynolds number on the
real-tme interferometer. 'The -. nalysis of the results flow development must be well known since the flow
revealed that the buffet process is'essentially driven by the development about transonic airfoils or wings may be sers
interaction of the upper surface shock wave with the sensitive to changes in Reynolds number- or, more genel-
boundary layer, especially as it influences the development ally, to changes in the state and condition of the boundals'
of the shock-induced separation bubble, and the resultant layer upstream of the tipper surface shock- especially in
change in flow conditions at the airfoil trailing edge and the presence of strong shock waves and separation [ 1.2].
that, within the domain of intensive buffet, the shock -This is demonstrated in Figure 3 where the Reynolds
oscillation frequency decreases with Reynolds number number dependence of maximum lift and the lift coeffi-
while the amplitude increases..1t was furthermore found cient at buffet onset is depicted for two transonic Mach
that the amplitude of the sliock oscillation. hence the numbers: At fixed transition conditions, tie lift coefficient
magnitude of the change in the dynamic load on the ait- at buffet onset increases by about 25 percent as the Rev-
foil, seems to be dependent on the airfoil geometry. nolds number is increased from 2x I0 to 30x It". i.e.. from

a Reynolts number typical of most consentional transonic
wind tunnel tests to a Reynolds number close to flight

INTRODU(TION conditions. With transition left free. verv fasorable results

Transonic airfitil flow is characterize) at the design point are obtained at low Reynolds nutbers which is due to the
by the presence of a large supersonic region on the upper fact that the shock boundary layer interaction is trani-
surface terminated by an isentropic compression or a weak tional with transition occurring in the shock-iniluced lami-
shock wave. Increasing Mach number or angle of attack nar separation bubble and the turbulent boundary layer
beyond the design point leads to the development tif reattaching immediately. An increase in Reynolds number
stronger sho ks which initially only thicken the upper sur- causes the transition point to move upstream with a cor-
face boundary layer however, dependent on the severity responding drop in lift coefficient down to the fixed tran-
of the rear adversc pressure gradients, a trailing edge sep- sition level: the latter is a strong indication (if the impoi-
aration may already develop, Figure I. A further increase tance of the boundary layer condition tin the fow lesel-
in shock strength causes the boundary layer to separate at opment.
the foot of the shock and the development of a shock-in-
duced separation bubble. Again, there may or may not be the knowledge ani understanding of the effect of the
a trailing edge separation. Raising angle of attack or Mach Reynolds number- or, more generally, the strate and ton-
number still further causes the shock-inducu separation dition of the boundary laver- oi the actual buffet piocess
bubble to spread downstream while, at the same time, rear and characteristic parameters of this prcess., such a,
separation may slovly move upstream [I]. Joining of the shock oscillation frequency and amplitude. is still ilther
two separated regions or the shock-induced separation limited. 'The preliminary experimental investigation
bubble reaching the trailing edge, i.e., the attainment of described here was. therefore, iartied out to investigate, in
total separation on the airfoil, may lead to the commence- addition it the influence (if Mach number and angle if
ment of shock oscillations, a condition commonly referred attack, especially the effect of vicous condition% on the
to as airfoil or wing buffet, buffet process. 'The final objective of the continuing inves-

tigation is, howeve, to find a way to simulate the full-scale
The buffet boundary is the boundary in the lift (or angle buffet process at the low Reynolds numbers if conen-
of attack) and freestream Mach number plane separating tional wind tunnels and/or to extrapolate lw Reynolds
conditions where the flow is essentially attached- r tonly number results to flight condititons.
partly separated- antI where the flow is totally separated
aid dominate(] by shock oscillations and crresponilingly The present paper constitutes a supplementary analysis to
large pressure fluctuations, Figure 2. For a transport air- Reference .
craft, the buffet boundary sets the performance limit since
the margins in lift and frecesreat Mach number between
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THE EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP a relatively strong shock wave anti fairly large rear advere
pressure gradients making the airfoil susceptible to trailing

The supercritical airfoil CAST 7/DOAI was utilized for edge separation. There are in the present context two more
the present investigation [4,5]. The flow about this airfoil characteristic features to be considered: the shock wave
was found to be very sensitive to viscous changes and a moves upstream with increasing angle of attack, here
large body of data is available for this airfoil at steady flow beginning at a :s 2'. and at the same time there is a rapid
conditions [6]. The airfoil model with a chord of drop in trailing edge pressure. Decreasing trailing edge
c = 100mm was instrumented as shown in Figure 4: Sur- pressure indicates a strong thickening of the boundary
face pressure orifices to determine the average pressure layer at the trailing edge and it is likely that either sepa-
distribution, surface flush-mounted dynamic pressure ration starts to develop at the trailing edge or the shock-
transducers to record the pressure fluctuations at the vari- induced separation bubble has reached this position. As a
ous chord locations and surface hot-film sensors mainly consequence, conditions (especially the angle) under which
utilized to detect transition and separation locations. Den- the flow leaves the trailing edge region are being altered.
sity distributions in the (unsteady) flow field and "flow i.e., there is essentially a decambering of the airfoil, which
visualization" were obtained by a holographic high-speed, causes circulation to be reduced and the shock to move
real-time interferometer whose set-up relative to test sec- upstream. It can alsio be seen that the pressure rise due to
tion and model is illustrated in Figure 5; a detailed the shock spreads at a - 4^ over a much larger chord rlis-
description of the system is given in Reference 7. tance than at either r = 2' or a - Y which indicates a

'The tests were conducted in a transonic test section with strong shock oscillation with the pressures being averaged

slotted top and bottom walls, especially designed to fit an by the orifices and the pressure leads to the transducers.

existing (hypersonic) Ludwieg-tube facility [7]. Charac- The close coupling between conditions at the trailing edge

teristic data of the test set-up were: test section height to and shock location anti strength is believed to be part of

chord ratio h/c= 3, test section width to chord ratio the mechanism driving the shock oscillations responsible

Bl - 1.5, test section length to chord ratio L/r = t0, wall for buffet.

open area ratio r = 3.2 percent. 'The tunnel width ti chord The close relation between shock location and the bound-
ratio selected was found to provide "two-dimensional" flow ary layer thickness at the trailing edge, here normalized by
patterns over 50 percent of the model span. The run time the thickness for attached flow conditions, is also demon-
of the Ludwieg-tube facility was 0.34,s. The short duration strated in Figure 8 where the tiie dependence of these
may only cause a problem in that the model surface tem- quantities is depicted. One obseives- without going into the
perature does not adjust to the adiabatic recovery temper- details of disturbance propagation- that the most forward
ature in the time available. Surface temperatures were not shock location corresponds closely to a state in time where
measured (luring the investigation; however, it was gener- the houndary layer at the trailing edge reaches its maxi-
ally assured that the charge temperature of the tube was mum thickness, while the most aft location of the shock is
such that adiabatic conditions could be expected on the associated with an attached or nearly attached boundarv
moitet surface, layer at the trailing edge. The shock oscillation frequency

It was mentioned above that the flow field surrounding the was, at the frcestream conditions considered. i.e.. a Mach

airfoil model was observed by holographic interferometry. number of M_ 0.77, at angle of attack of a - 3' and a

From the interferograms, recorded by a high-speed cam- Reynolds number tif Re - 6Y 10 with transition fixed at of

era, the shock movements, shock strength- qualitatively percent chord, determined to be f= 14011z which is %eii-

represented by the extent of the shock into the flow field- fled by the spectral density distiibution depicted in the

and the time-depenlent boundary layer development were inset to Figure 8.

obtained. Density variations and hence the exact path of The buffet-diiing mechanism can proibably best he
propagation of disturbances within the flow field (luring understood by cloisely examining one cycle in the shock
the buffet process were not yet evaluated. Figure 6 shows, novement. Fir that purpose, tte thickness of tie bound-
as an example of the type of information available, arleret lir tai u ge ti the ktrnh
interferograms representing instances during one cycle of rernt thetioned a nd the shock
the shock oscillation. viz., the upstream movement of the extend ntt the flow ield (h,,), are plotted at a function

shock. It can be observed that (luring this movement the of the shock location, Figure 9. It is indicated in the lop
shock strength- or the height of the shock- first increases,
then decreases, while the boundary layer thickness at the diagram that (uring the latter stages in the tiwnstrcam
trailing edge for instance, continuously increases. A movement if the shock, the strength of the shock

detailed analysis of the relation between shock movement, iticreases, a process that continues tluring the subsequent

shock strength and boundary layer development and their forward movement until a certain position on the airfoil is

role within the buffet process will be presented below. reached. During the remainder (if the forward movement,
the shock strength decreases. The bottom plot shows that

The variables of the investigation were the fieestream during the wshile process of upstream moement the

Mach number, the angle of attack and the state anti con- boundary layer thickness at the trailing edge increases,. It
dition of the boundary layer, the tatter varied by changing is believed that the thickening of the biundary layer at the
the Reynoldts titmber and, in some instances, by artificial- trailing edge anti the corresponding drop in trailing edge
ly fixing boundary layer transition near the leading edge pressure is driving the shock upstream since the shock
of tie airfoil, must adjust its position according tii the trailing edge

pressure similar to the flow behavior in a supersonic dif-

VISCOSITY AND TIHE BUIFFET-DRIVING fuser [9], i.e.. the communication between trailing edge

ME(IIANISM anti shock is a direct one. A thickening of the boundarv
layer at the trailins! edge also causes, however, as alrenadt

One should consider first sonic typical time-avcraged mentioned, a tecarnbering of the airfoil antt consequently
pressure distributions, here at a constant Mach number if a reduction in circulation ihis, in turn. shoult result in a

0.775 and a Reynolds number of Re x It
0
l, with decrease in the extent of the supersonic region anti hence

increasing angle of att;tck going from a pre-buaffet state to in shock strength. Why is the shock strength then increas-

a condition bcind buffet onset, Figure 7. I he upper sur- ing as the shock moves forward? One reason or contribut-

face pressure itistribution is characterized by a strong ing factor is certainly the shock movement itself: Due to

expansion near tie leading edge follwtl by a plafteau-type the forward propagation of the shock, the relative velocity

pressure distribution over the mid-section of the airfoil, between incoming fnow and shock increases thus increasing
which is( of sate consequ(ence it fle magnitude of the the shock strength. (The reduction in shock velocity. as the
shock imrietit at steady as well a x itstead conditions, most forward position is being approached, similarly con-

tributes to the subsequent decrease in shock strength.) One
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must, however, also consider that the change in circulation and the rear leg of the shock pass over this transducer.
is a process only initiated at the trailing edge. The pressure This emphasizes the strong need for time-resolving flow
disturbances generated here must travel via the lower sur- visualization.
face, where the flow is being accelerated due to the pres-
sure drop at the trailing edge, to the leading edge region Before proceeding with the analysis of viscous effects on
where, as a result, a change in stagnation point location the buffet process it is deemed beneficial to discuss briefly
will occur. Only then will the "new" flow field develop on the relation betwee shock oscillation frequency, the
the upper sur face. This process will, of course, take longer amplitude of the shock movement and the average shock
than the direct communication between trailing edge and location and trailing edge pressure, Figure II. One
shock via the upper surface. The increase in shock strength observes that, as the angle of attack is increased beyond,
during the initial upstream movement of the shock may, say. 2.5', the trailing edge pressure starts to decrease due
therefore, be, at least in part. a result of the thinner trail- to the development of separation and the shock movement
ing edge boundary layer present during the downstream (change in average shock location) as a result starts to slow
progression of the shock wave. A detailed analysis of the down and then reverses. In this incidence range, i.e.. prior
interferograms is anticipated to give a more precise picture to the actual buffet onset, the shock oscillates with a rela-
of the various paths of disturbance propagation and the tively high frequency and low amplitude. Increasing the
corresponding response in the flow field development, angle of attack causes separation to become more severe.

the average shock location shifts more rapidly upstream,
The increase in boundary layer thickness at the trailing the oscillation frequency decreases while the amplitude of
edge is essentially caused by the increase in shock strength the shock oscillation rapidly increases until a full buffet
and the development of shock-induced separation reaching state is reached. It can be seen that at these conditions the
the trailing edge. There is. of course, a delay between the shock has moved upstream by almost 10 percent from its
onset of separation at the foot of the shock and the time most rearward position and the trailing edge pressure
the separation bubble reaches the trailing edge. This can coefficient has dropped to C,,F - 0.05, the latter indi-
best be seen in the upper diagram where the shock strength cating that the criterion CPTF 0.05' for the onset of
is reduced during the latter stages of the forward move- buffet is quite conservative. An increase of angle of attack
ment. i.e., shock-induced separation disappears, while the within the domain of heavy buffet (a _4

) causes the
trailing edge boundary layer thickness still increases. Only amplitude to decrease while the frequency increases again.
after a certain time has elapsed will the reduced shock
strength be felt at the trailing edge and the downstream Concerning the amplitude of the shock oscillation it seems
movement of the shock will be initiated. Note that the that it is in essence determined by the average shock
growth rate of the separation bubble is believed to be an location and the change in shock location for a given dis-
essential factor in determining the frequency of the shock turbance (corresponding to a An) at the trailing edge: At
oscillation and thus, in part, responsible for the Reynolds a 3 a given Aa only results in a small change in shock

number dependence of the buffet process. We will return location; at a = 4
° this change is large, while at a = 5' the

to this topic later, change in shock location seems to decrease again. The
occurrence of the maximum amplitude corresponds, by the

The decrease in shock strength during the downstream way, to a condition where the flow alternates between
mosement of the shock and the simultaneous reduction in attached and totally separated whereas at incidences rea-
trailing edge boundary laver thickness, causing the diown- sonably far below or above the angle of maximum ampli-
,tieam progression, is again believed to be a consequence tude only either attached or totally separated flow presails,

of the shock movement itself, here reducing the relative
velocity between the incoming flow and the shock wave, ANALYSIS OF VISCOUS EFIECTS ON BUFFET
and the different paths disturbances generated at the
trailing edge take: the direct way to the shock within the The two important parameters of the buffet process. i.e..
upper surface flow field determining shock location, and the amplitude and frequency of the shock oscillation. are
the route via the lover surface to the leading edge deter- likely to be dependent on Reynolds number or some char-
mining, in part, shock strength. actcristic boundary layer parameter since this process is so

closely tied to the development of separation. Considering
In the preceding discussion we considered the buffet proc- first the dependence of the reduced frequency on Reynolds
ess associated with a turbulent shock boundary layer number for angles of attack well within the buffet domain.
interaction. Since the influence of the state of the bounda b erf e % th a te we dl fret uency b ae d o n .

rv layer on buffet is also of interest, a brief look at a one observes that the reduced frequency, based (ia the

laminar interaction case seems advisable. A laminar inter- chord length, generally decreases with increasing Reynolds
action- or a transitional interaction where transition to number, Figure 12. This holds for the two angles of attack
turbulent flow occurs in the laminar separation bubble considered, viz. a - 4' and 5-, as well as for the three
with a subsequent immediate lurbulent reatiaehment- dis- Mach numbers depicted, viz. At = 0.74. 0.76 and 0.79.
tinguishes itself from the turbulent interaction by the Note that the shock oscillation frequency increases with
existence of a weak fotward oblique shock caused by the Mach number.
laminar separation bubble which might extend quite some Before proceeding, let us first consider the data point at
distance upstream of the main (or rear) leg of the shock. Re = 6×10, and transition fixed at 9 percent ofthe chord.
Figure 10 shows fr such a test case the time-dependent Increasing the Reynolds number generally reduces the
positions of the forsvard and rear leg, respectively, of the boundary layer or displacement thickness upstream of the
shock together with the normalized trailing edge boundary shock. It will be shown later that this seems instrumental
layer thickness. One sees that th( buffet process is quite in reducing the shock oscillation frettuencv. Forcine Iran-
similar to the turbulent one just described and there are sition near the leading edge is very likely to generate
only two features where further attention should be drawn boundary layer upstream of the shock that is thicker than
to: During the downstream movement (if the shock, i.e., the one for free transition. The reduced frequency at
(luring a period where the strength of the shock was judged Re = 6x10

6 and fixed transition 'hould, therefore, by the
to decrease by considering the extent of the shock into the above arguments, be higher than the one for free transi-
flow field, the forward shock collapses, i.e., separation tion. However, one must remember that a thicker bound-
disappears. This is a confirmation of the correctness of the ary layer interacting with the shock also causes a more
now field analyses given above. Considering the output of severe decambering of the airfoil and hence a reduction in
the dynamic pressure transducer located on the upper circulation with a more forward average shock position.
surface at 35 percent chord, one may, as indicated in Fig- This is verified in Figure 13, where the pressure distrib-
ure 10, easily draw the wrong conclusions concerning the utions at Al' = 0.760 and a Reynolds number of
frequency of the shock oscillation since both, the forward Re = 6x10 are depicted for free and fixed transition. In

I
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the case of fixed transition the distance between shock percent chord to 30 percent chord as is indicated in Figure
location and trailing edge is noticeably larger- hence the 16. The two different boundary layer thicknesses (or trip
lower frequency. Taking the shock location into account locations) cause. as can also be seen in Figure 16, quite a
by basing the reduced frequency on the distance between pronounced difference in the desclopment of the shock-in-
the (average) shock location anti the trailing edge, it can duced separation bubble with increasing shock-upstrcam
be seen, Figure 14, that the thicker boundary layer Mach number, i.e., increasing shock strength. Essential in
upstream of the shock is indeed associated with the higher the present context is that in the case of the thicker boun-
frequency which is in support of the Reynolds number dary layer the bubble grows much faster and reaches, ft
dependence discussed above, instance at All = 1.35, almost double the extent of the one

The present results on the Reynolds number dependence present for the thinner boundary layer. Although these

of the shock oscillation frequency are supplemented in results were obtained for steady. pre-buffet ctnditiiins. it

Figure ISa by data of Reference 9 obtained over a Rey- is judged that similar differences will occur in the dynami,

nolds number range between Re - l5x10
' 

and 30xIl0'. buffet process. This implies that for the lower Reynold,

The reduced frequency is here. for lack of other informa- number and thicker boundary layer the shock-induced
lion, again formed with the chord length -. One obser.es separation bubble will reach the trailing edge much faster.
that the trend given by the present results. i.e, a decrease once separation has occurred, thus generating the higher

in the reduced frequency i ith Reynolds nuinber, is sus- frequency.

tained by the results for the Garahedian and Korn airfoil The preceding discussion was cttncetned with conditions
up it a Reynolds number of Re 30x10' which is close to at a 4' anti a - 5'

, i.e., conditions well within the buffet
the flight Reynolds number of at large transport aircraft, domain At an angle of attack otf Y -- 3 we are in the
Moreo\er, the frequencies determined for the CAST vicinity uof the buffet biundar and rnitrht, dependent ot
7 DOAI airfoil at angles (if attack of -i -- 4 ;and 1' are Mach number (br Reynolds number), be at pre- or p st-
very close to the tiles for the Garabedian and Ktrn airfoil buffet-onset conditons. Such a situation is illustra ted in
at corresponding Reynolds numbers. Figure 17: At the Mach number of 11I, - 0.78. the reduced

frequency decreases with Remnill, numbelt, as was" thi
Turning nsw tt the amplitude of the shock oscillation. a f
hence the lhad %atiation on the airfoil. one can see that the of ,f =0.74 and i' 0.74 lhe trend is oppo iti ie hi

amplitude increases sith Rcyntlds number, a trend ppo- shock oscillatiin ftiquency increases wih Reynoitlds um-

site to the one tb served for the oscillation frequency, Fig- her. The right-hand diagram of Figure 17 indicits, using
ure 1Sb. Note that these oppo sing trends alway ys sent to the criterion of ( ',,, t 0) as the definition of the buffit

hold, iii matter whether the dependency (in Mach numbet. boundary, that i,' - 0.79 corresponds to a post- butft-
angle of attack or Reynolds number is concerned. In Fig- and 'if. t -. 74 and if -t.7(, to a pre-buffe- nc at
tire I6b we use again present results and results itf Refer- The higher Resnolds numtber i,, at the Ia tei conditions'
ence 9. now ftur two different airfoils. 'The increase of the Most likely to result in a hihct asct ge "losl% itit the
shock oscillation amplitude is similar for all three aitfoil, houndary layet tesultiug, in 1t1t,. in higher s insttis n

ctinskidercd and is sustained tip to the highest Reinolds 'pees itf distu bti es gencerate;i t [t ie tot i thi t 'htotik
number insestigated. Contrary tio the frequency. differ- and. therefite, in the inctcased shhoick iscilLition freqt n-
ences in the amrPlituile leel fur the three airfoils cilnsisl- cV.
ered exist, hiisw'ever. these ilidfcrcnces are most pr-
nounced between the two.t supercritical airfioil, CASr 7 and (ONCI iSION ANI) Ft111 I

R
. TESTS

(iairatedian and Korn on oe hand and the cotventi(otln
airfiil NACA 0012 tin the other hand. They can possibly Ati anal *sis if the icsul s tif ain epiiien ir aItos, g:tliotn

be explained by cha acteritic differences ill the geometr' itf the buffet process and it, depetitnend c in s is, COus esi
1

hence in the flouw develoipment: In the case of the NACA tin 3 supcictiiical aitfil h:i let) itt tihe foilhowine onclti-

12 airfoil, shock-inluced total separation occurs cry lon,:

suddenly with the shock wave being relatisely clse to the I. I hi biffei pticess seints to tie dien b\ the intet-
trailing edge ani without the prior development (if a sep- :ilioun if the flow conditinl, :it the Irailing edge.
aration bubble. The flnow bchavior should, therefoire. be whih ciontrul shock location and. at least int part. s va
similar to the tine fur the supercritical airfoil CAST 7 at the circuliation, the shock strength, ;It il ldiiiuis It

higher angles of attack where during the buffet or shock the shock which affect ssparation
tiscillation process reattachment. as indicated previouly.
ni longer takes place, and where the amplitude tecrease2, . The deselipment of the hock-indluced pepar;itin
with angle if attack. Furthermote instrumental in reduc- bubble seems to play a major role in dctermitine the
ing the shock oscillation frequency may be the pressure tr buffet frequency anti the dependeite uf thai frequen-
Mach number distribution upstream of the shock which in cv tin Reynolds number.
the case of the classical NACA 00I2 airfoil is not (if the
plateau type but is characterized by a cuontinuous acceher- I The buffet frequency decreasc, with Rernolit num-
atimon immediately up it the shock. The shock mosement her while the amplitude increaes. This tiend is sub-
in response to pressure changes at the trailing edge can. stantiated li other insestigation s Up io a Reytnohls
therefitre, he small since small moiement, result. (lite io number of Ru- 30-l10'.
the laiger shock-upstream gradients, in relatively large
changes in pressure immediately downstream of the %hck hock4. The shock oscilhatio~n amplitude is dependent tin the

I0]. tvpe of pressure dit ribution (plateau or strong grmdi-

It is believed and some evidence was given above, that the ents) presailing upstream if the tpfpet sui face shock,
developmentl t he shock-induced separation bubble is an hence tn airfoil geometty.
essential factor in determining the shock oscillation fre-
quency. This would provide an explanation for the trend A large number of data concerning the unsteady densii
in the Reynolds number depndence of the shock oil- distribution in the flow field around the airfitl has been

lation frequency- being at the same lime further evidence- obtained during the i ure wof the preant inluigation.

by the following arguments: Increasing the Reynolds Foremost (n the list (f future work is the ealuation (i

nt,mber generally means decreasing the boundary layer these data with respect to the different paths disturbances

thickness or any other thickness parameter of the bounda- generated at the trailing edge take to affect the overall

ry layer upstream of the shock. Such a decrease can also buffet process. I his task may also tequire more detailed

be achieved by moving, at a sufficiently low Reynolds tests. Further tests, mainly in a transonic cryogcnic lud-

number, a houndary layer tripping device. say, from 7 wieg-tube, will also be carried outt to
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I.determine boundary laver parameters; (displacement

thickness, flomrefltrm thickness, shape factor) ofdominant influence on thc buffet process in ordei tobe able to simulate high Rey- nolds tnumber flow at thelow Re~nolls numbers, ol' Conventional wind tunnels.

2. find means to eliminate buffet by boundary layer
control and

3. determine the Reynolds number dependence tip to
full-scale citaditions.
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Abstract:

-( This paper addresses the problem of determining the steady and unsteady airloads on swept wings of low
aspect ratios at high incidences. Despite great progress in the field of computational fluid dynamics (CFD), this
problem is not yet accessible to computer-supported methods, at least with respect to unsteady airloads. First,
t'se information,wil be discussed which is necessary for buffeting prediction. The reasons for performing
pressure measurements are outlined. Then, a bref description of the test set-up and instrumentation will be
given. The steady and unsteady test results wilf-b lresented and their strong mutual interdependency will be
demonstrated. The question as to whether it is possible to separate the unsteady pressures due to flow sepa-
ration from those due to oscillatory motion of the model will beanswered on the basis of experimental results.
The usefulness of such investigations and their limitations with respect to the buffeting problem will be dis-
cussed.

1. Introduction

In a paper often quoted since it appeared, W.B. lerbst (1] reported that supermaneuserahility can he achieved
by combined application of different key technologies such as digital fly by wire, thrust to weight ratio greater
than one, thrust vector control and, last but not least, delta wings to penetrate the post-stall regime. At that
time numerous publications already existed on delta wings and/or hybrid wing configurations. The latter
consisted of a moderately swept basic wing equipped with lift augmentation systems (IAS) as strakcs etc., see
for instance W. Staudacher [2] or W. Baumert [3]. Most of these investigations concentrated on steady state
wings up to high incidences. Their aim was to select wing planforms producing greater lift at very high angles
of attack. This could be achieved by using flow separations in the form of concentrated conical vortices ema-
nating from highly swept leading edges. The majority of the above mentioned publications was devoted to
experimental work. To a lesser extent the problem was attacked theoretically, see for example Ref. [4].
Controlled flow separation can have undesirable, as well as desirable, consequences. Problems arise in flight
mechanical and aeroelastic fields. The former are associated with asymmetry or the breakdown of the conical
vortices and shall not be further discussed in the present context. The latter are due to secondary vortex for-
mation and/or turbulent mixing processes causing more or less stochastic pressure fluctuations, which can lead
to forced vibrations of the aircraft stricture. These, in turn, can produce motion-induced unsteady airloads
Ilence, we are confronted with a dynamic response problem which can turn into a stability probl'm depending
on the complex motion-induced pressures involved. In the terminology proposed by D.G. Mabey in his survey
paper [5], the unsteady aerodynamic driving forces due to flow separation are called buffet, whereas the sto-
chastic dynamic response in this case is denoted buffeting. In the same paper he gives a thorough review of
the efforts undertaken to solve the problem and presents many valuable general results. One conclusion which
must be drawn from his presentation is that every new design has to be checked individually with respect to
its post-stall capability. On the other hand, he states that investigations of unsteady phenomena at high angles
of attack on steady models with superimposed forced oscillations arc inadequate with respect to real aircraft.
Real aircraft perform transient maneuvers which are not simulated by experiments on steady models, This
argument is supported by the experimental results of M. Jarrah and I. Ashley [6]. These authors reveal that
transient airloads exceed the corresponding steady ones by about 50%. This phenomenon, due to the time
delay involved in vortex formation with respect to aircraft motion, has been known for a long time from
straight wings and helicopter blades and is referred to as Kramer's effect (7] or dynatnic stall. Icre, the pitch
rate plays an extremely important role and, without doubt, great effort is called for in the investigation of
actual cases. At present this can only be done experimentally. On the other hand, experimental data for the
steady case still seems to be valuable in the validation of mathematical calculations. The present experimental
investigations were stimulated by J. Decker's theoretical work (8],
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2. Theoretical Considerations

In preparing the respective experiments it was necessary to define the information to be acquired. Since the
fundamental considerations are given in detail in Refs. [9,10], only a brief survey shall be given here, the
mathematical equations will be left out, because they can also be found in Refs. [11,12]. The aircraft structure
is assumed to behave linearily so that it can be described by means of its modal quantities such as eigenfre-
quencies, eigenmodes, generalised masses and global damping parameters. At high angles of attack the lifting
surfaces of an aircraft create steady as well as unsteady airloads due to flow separation - the buffet forces, which
are of more or less stochastic character. These, in turn, may lead to irregular time-dependent forced oscillations
of the disturbing airframe, referred to as buffeting [5]. In a mathematical sense, this process establishes a
dynamic response problem in which the unsteady airloads due to flow separation represent the external driving
forces and are independent of the elastomechanical system. Once the airframe is buffeting, it induces motion
dependent unsteady airloads. This process has been known for a long time for smooth flow and plays an
important role in relation to the flutter problem. Here, the motion-induced external airloads are dependent
on the oscillating lifting system reinfluencing it simultaneously in such a manner that they determine the
dynamic behaviour as well as the other internal forces including inertia, restoring and damping forces. Their
mutual interaction results in a mathematically complex eigenvalue problem defining the stability of the system.
While for smooth flow, potential-theoretical methods exist to calculate the motion-induced airloads, these
have to be determined experimentally in separated flows. It is especially important to analyse the extent to
which the unsteady pressures due to flow separation are interfering with the motion induced, since these can
have a great influence on the modelling of the buffet problem. From the preceding explanations, it becomes
evident that statistical measuring and evaluation methods have to be applied, as was already proposed a long
time ago [13,14]. Another point is that it was decided to employ a semi-rigid test set-up. That means, the wing
was designed to be so stiff that its lowest eigenfrequency was sufficiently beyond the highest frequency of
forced oscillations or the eigenfrequency of the model-suspension spring system. This arrangement should
minimise the influence of an elastic wing structure on the motion-induced pressures.

3. Model and Test Set-Up

The tests were carried out on a half model consisting of a wing and a dummy fuselage. The planform of the
basic wing was trapezoidal and of low aspect ratio. It could optionally be equipped with a strake. Its geometric
dimensions can be seen in Fig. I and were proposed by MBB-Munich. During the first test phase fourtc:n in
situ pressure transducers were installed on the suction surface and ten on the pressure surface at each of two
measuring cross-sections, CS I and CS2. These cross-sections were located at the relative spanwise positions
q = 0.36 and q = 0.64, respectively. In addition, six accelerometers were installed. The position of four of these
are indicated by B, to B.. In a second test phase, the number of in situ pressure transducers was increased to
a total of eighty-three at seven measuring cross-sections in order to gain deeper insight into the local pressure
distributions, see Fig. 2 of Ref. [I I]. The half model was mounted on a turntable which served to adjust the
steady mean angles of attack in the range 0" < a < 40* . About the mean angles of attack the wing could be
excited to forced oscillations by means of an electro-hydraulic exciter in the range of angular amplitudes
0' < a < 4* and in the frequency range 0 lIz <f< 18 |lz. Because the dummy fuselage remained at rest during
the oscillations of the wing, the unavoidable gap between them was sealed by a sheet of aluminium, see Fig.
2. All tests were performed in the 3 x 3 m2 low speed wind tunnel of the DLR research center in Gdttingen,
which has a maximum speed of about 60 m/s. Since the corresponding Mach number is Ma < 0.2, the flow
could be considered incompressible. The other relevant similarity parameters such as Reynold's number and
reduced frequency covered the ranges 0 < Re < 2. 10' and 0 < w* < P, 1.0, respectively, based on the mean
chord as a reference length, F = s, = 0.61 m, see Fig. I.

The equipment necessary to control the unsteady forced motions of the model, on the one hand, and for data
acquisition and evaluation, on the other hand, can be seen in the functional block diagram, Fig. 3. Since this
diagram is self-explanatory, only a few comments shall be made here. lIhe measuring amplifiers for the 50
piezo-resistive pressure transducers actively compensated the temperature drift. The computer incorporated
analogue anti-alising low-pass filters to reject higher frequency components of the random signals beyond 128
I lz. The implemented software was suitable to calculate the following information from the experimental data
gathered: steady mean values, RMS values, spectral decomposition by means of Fourier-transformation
(FFT), power spectral densities, cross-power spectral densities and coherence functions. During Test Phase I
only a DEC PDP 8 computer was available. Thus, most of the data had to be stored in an analogue recorder
and had to be computed off-line after the experiments. Only rather limited on-line and, consequently, quik-
look capabilities were given. Test Phase 2 could be performed with a DEC VAX 750 computer in connection
with a very fast array processor AP/20 and a disk storage capacity of 300 MByte. This improved the data
acquisition and evaluation considerably. Test Phases I and 2 differed also with respect to other conditions.

During Test Phase I the wing configurations 'with' and 'without': rakes were tested. The oscillatory motion
of both configurations was, however, restricted to the pitch motion about the quarter-line axis of the basic
trapezoidal wing - and others parallel to it.
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Phase 2 concentrated on the determination of the unsteady airloads necessary for buffet prediction. This task
requires a dense distribution of pressure sensors to achieve reasonably good information about the local pres-
sure distributions, especially in the case of flow separation. Due to the lack of an adequate number of pressure
transducers for the strake, it was decided to limit the investigations to the basic trapezoidal wing. Therefore,
it may be considered a more fundamental investigation with respect to complex high lift generating config-
urations. Test Phase 2 also differed from Test Phase I concerning the oscillatory motion of the wing. The pitch
axis was normal to the wind direction and crossed the quarter-point only at the wing root. Hence, the outer
parts of the wing performed a combined pitch-heave motion with respect to their quarter point. In addition,
the wing could be excited to roll oscillations. This has to be kept in mind when comparing the results of both
test phs ses.

4. Test Results

4.1 Steady Pressure Distributions and Global Forces

A synopsis of the steady pressure distributions on the half wing with strake as functions of the angle of attack
in the range 5* < a < 40* can be seen in Fig. 4. At 5' the influence of the strake vortex is already perceptible
on the upper side of the inboard cross-section CSI, whereas the outboard cross-section CS2 still shows the
typical potential-theoretical pressure distribution. As the incidence increases, the vortex produced by the strake
grows, which is reflected by a hump in the pressure distributions on the suction surface in both cross-sections.
At a = 27.5* this vortex is burst and the flow completely separated from the outboard wing, as indicated by
the constant pressure distribution on the suction surface. The fact that it does not even vanish at the trailing
edge proves the Kutta Condition to be no longer valid. A further increase in the angle of attack also leads to
complete flow separation from the inboard wing. Over the entire ranf-c of angles of attack 0° < a < 400 , the
pressures at the pressure surface increase continuously.

The respective steady pressure distributions on the basic trapezoid-- wing are shown in Fig. 5. Only for
= 5' are the pressure distributions on the inner and outer wing those predicted by potential-theory.

For incre,.:ng incidences, the flow starts to separate from the suction surface considerably earlier than for the
wing with strake, see Fig. 4. In both cases, however, flew separation first occurs at the outer parts of the wing
and subsequently spreads over the inner parts, which can be seen more easily in Fig. 6, where the pressure
distributions represented were measured at a greater number of spanwise cross-sections. On the other hand,
since in both cases the pressures on the suction surface diminish while the pressures on the pressure surface
increase, tijc final lift force caused by each of them is equal to approximately fifty percent. In smooth flow a
lifting surface is sustained preponderantly by suction forces. The flow phenomena responsible for this devel-
opment can be seen in Fig. 7. This figure illustrates the rather complex vortex structures on the suction sur-
faces with the aid of oil-flow patterns. For more detailed explanations, see Refs. [I 1, 15]. The diffe rcntly
shadowed areas will be discussed below in context with the coherence of unsteady pressure distributions. The
effect of the aforementioned steady pressures on the steady global forces and moments can be seen in Figs. 8
and 9. In Fig. 8 the lift coefficients are plotted as functions of the angle of attack for wings with and without
strakes, respectively; these results are very similar to those measured in the present case, see Ref. 16 This
information reveals impressively the influence of the strake vortex on the lift force. Fig. 9 presents the global
lift, pitch and roll coefficients versus mean angles of attack. Comparison of the lift coefficients in Fig 8 and
Fig. 9 for the wing without strake shows good agreement.

4.2 Unsteady Pressure Distributions on the Wing at Rest

With regard to the buffeting problem, the unsteady pressure distributions resulting from flow separation are
of special interest. Fig. 10 illustrates the development of the unsteady pressures on the suction sutface as a
function of the steady angle of attack in terms of amplitude spectra. These represent the frequency content of
the ur'-.teady pressures. At a = S, i.e. for attached flow, pressure fluctuations of relatively low frequency only
-- Jr near the leading edge, where the steady mean pressures exhibit the suction peak, see Figs. 5,6 Othervise,
the flow is observably smooth. As the incidence increases and the flow separates, the amplitude spectra assume
a broad band character indicating that flow separation occurs randomly. lowever, in the amplitude spectra,
especially at the outer cross-section and for higher angles of attack, humps are discernable, as shown in Fig.
II. (The spectra in Fig. I I are smoother due to the longer integration time.) These humps may be due to
almost periodic vortex shedding. They occur predominantly in the range of angles of attack 15 < F < 35' and
are sL,;fted inversely to lower frequencies as the incidence increases. In any case, the existence of amplitude
spectra and thei- correlated power spectral densities (PSD) implies more or less randomly exciting airloads due
to flow -.. on, the so-called buffet forces. Their eff-otiveness is cl(osely tied to the interdependence between
the local pressure fluctuations in space and time. A ieasure of their correlation is the so-called coherence
junction, which is restricted to values 0 < F < I
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Zero coherence signifies that two events are completely uncorrelated, whereas r = I means full correlation.
For the buffeting problem, it follows that highly correlated unsteady pressures are the most effective ones. Fig.
12 shows a selected example of coherence functions along the indicated cross-section. The reference pressure
transducer can be recognised by its total coherence. Obviously, the coherence decreases as the distance of the
other transducers from the reference tranducer increases. With the exception of the pressure transducers near
the leading edge, all others show maximum coherence at about 40 Hz. Compare the respective amplitude
spectra in Fig. 11! An overview of the coherence distributions and their magnitudes for different angles of
attack can be seen in Fig. 7. A more sophisticated presentation can be found in Ref. 17. Nevertheless, it is
interesting to note the manler in which the coherence on the suction surface is affected by the local flow
phenomena in connection with the increasing angles of attack.

4.3 Unsteady Pressure Distributions on (lie Oscillating Wing.

With respect to the buffeting problem, the unsteady airloads due to the oscillatory motion of the wing are of
great importance because the mathematical model of the buffeting phenomenon is strongly dependent on
them. The first question is to what extent the unsteady pressures due to flow separation are influenced by the
motion-induced pressures and vice versa. The answer indicates whether the airloads due to separation can be
considered as external driving forces and whether the motion-induced pressures can be attributed solely to the
oscillating airframe. Only if their mutual interference is negligibly small is the buffeting problem amenable to
mathematical treatment. An inspection of Figs. 13 and 14 reveals that the oscillatory motion only has a little
influence on the unsteady pressures due to flow separation because the peaks at the frequency of the forced
oscillation scarcely alter the amplitude spectra in both cases. A further question concerns the aerodynamic
damping on airframes oscillating in separated flows. While this damping can be calculated for attached flows,
it can thusfar only be determined experimentally for separated flows. To this end, a digital vector component
analysis was performed on the first harmonic of the motion induced pressures. A typical result can be seen in
Fig. 15 - valid for the pressure surface at the indicated cross-section. At first glance, it becomes evident that
the real as well as the imaginary parts are strongly stamped by the flow phenomena, as depicted in Fig. 7. The
vortex positions are reflected in the respective pressure distributions. Throughout, the imaginary parts are
larger those than for the steady mean angle of attack i = 5* . An exception can be seen for i = 10° , where the
integral value may be smaller. In any case, the aerodynamic damping in separated flow can hardly be estimated
on the basis of potential theory. More information on this point can be found in Refs. [11,12].

5. Conclusions

Experiments were performed to investigate the pressure distributions necessary for the buffeting prediction of
a low aspect ratio trapezoidal wing. The main results of this investigation can be summarized as follows

The steady mean pressure distribution is dependent on the mean angle of attack in such a way that for
increasing incidences the flow separates first at the tip of the wing and extends subsequently over the complete
suction surface of the wing. The development of the associated coupled vortex system leads finally to a lift
force which is caused in almost equal parts by suction and pressure forces.

Flow separation produces on the suction surface stochastic pressire fluctuations of wide band frequency
contents, which can have more or less periodic constituents. Their frequencies decrease inversely with the
increasing angles of attack, predominantly in the range 15* < a < 350.

The coherence of these unsteady pressures - which is of great unportance for the buffeting problem - is clearly
affected by the local flow phenomena.

The unsteady pressures due to the oscillatory motions of the wing scarcely interfere with those resulting from
flow separation and vice versa.

The damping airloads on oscillating airframes in separated flow are throughout higher than predicted by
poten'ial-theory except for special angles of attack.

Due to the complexity of the flow phenomena involved, the above results can be applied only to the config-
uration investigated.

Further investigations in this field have to take into account the transient flight maneuvers of full-scale aircraft
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Figure I. Geomietry of the test wing.

Figure 2a. Wing with strake in the working cross-section of the 303 in low-speed %iind-
tunnel.



Figure 21). Basic trapezoidal iving in the %sorking cross-section of thie 3x3 in2 low-speed
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION AND SEMI-EMPIRICAL PREDICTION OF THE DYNAMIC RESPONSENl OF A LOW-ASPECT-RATIO TRAPEZOIDAL WING DUE TO FLOW SEPARATIONN
by

H.Z1IIoDeutsche Airbus qmbil
Huenefeldstr 1-5
D-2800 Bemen

CL- Germany
Summary.

The buffet response of a low-aspect-ratio trapezoidal half-wig model was 'easu,ea 

the low speed wind tunnel of the DLR-Research Center in Gottingen at affe~ent mocei

natural frequencies of pitch and roll both separately and coupled arc ji-rerert

angles of incidence up to 40 degrees. On the basis of linear eroelaiLi, euatio's of
motion and measured structural dynamic and unsteady aerocynami: iriout ja, . tne Luffet

response was calculated and compared with the measurement. The cJmOaris ,, sh wE a

satisfactory coincidence. Consequently the adopted way for t.le semi-emoirical

calculation of the buffet response proves to be practicable.,

List of Symbols

a) Geometrical parameters

e (P) Unity vector normal to the a'r~raft 5u-faca

1, [m] Wing chord at the wing root

[m] Reference wing chord

0 [mA] Surface

S [mI) Wing area

x,y,z [m] Cartesian co-ordinate system. see Ficure

ao Steady state angle of incidence

x *Ing taper

A wing aspect ratio

lLeading edge sweep angle

b) Elastomechanical parameters

Hr{P~w) [i/N] Vector of the transfer function of tre r atu'a -ode

H,*(P,w) [i/N] Vector of the conjugated complex transfer f-jr-ricr

K, [Nm] Generalized stiffness of rt natural moe

M, [Nms
1
] Generalized mass of the r

t
' natural mode

qr(t) Generalized co-ordinate of the r"i natural mod,

[mIs] Diagonal matrix of the power spectral dersit, of Le a,sLi,.f-
ment utP,t), see Equation (12)

u(Pt) [m] Vector of the displacement of the aircraft Stru~ture at tne
location P(x,y,z)

a(t) Pitch angle

a Pitch angle amplitude

a, Pitch angle of the rigid body mode r

a., RMS value of the pitch angle

l(t) Roll angle

Poll angle amplitude

iTP.
,  

Damping ratio of the rt
" 
natural mode, elastorecnanic3l cJnsti-

tuent

Id-rto Total damping ratio of the r
t
" natural mode

Roll angle of the rigid body mode r
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im's RMS value of the roll angle

'fP) [ml vector form of the rtr natural mode shaDe

W* Reduced frequency, see Eduation L2)

w, [I/si Natural circular frequency of the r
t
"

natural mode

c) Aerodynamic parameters

Ar [NmI Aerodynamic force parameter, see Ejuat or's
5) and (6)

cl(t) Roll moment coefficient

L. Unsteady roll moment coefficient

, Unsteady Pitch moment coefficient

c(t) Normal force coeffic-ent

tW (NmI Motion-irduced roll moment of a na,moni2 pitch vibration

L( Nm] Motion-induced roll moment of a harmonic roll vibration

(Nm] Motion-induced pitch moment of a harmonic Pitch vibrat'on

(rim] Motion-induced pitch moment of a harmonic ro'l vitration

bi.(P) [Paj Motion-induced pressure of the s" latural moce at the location
Pfx,Y.Z)

oDip.ti [Pal Pressure flu:tuations, independent of motion, at the location
Pfx.y,Z)

Q"itr [Nmi Generalized motion induced aerodynamic force of the r
t
" natural

mode, see Equation (9)

O rltl rNml Generalized aerodynamic driving force )f tre -' natural mode,
see. Equation (10)

Re Reynolds number, see Equation (1)

S0 (w [s) Power spectral density of the pitch angle l(t)

S..,Wml Non-dimensional power spectral density of the piton angle a(t.,
see Equation (3)

S.0 P,,P2,w) fPa'sI Diagonal matrix of the cross spectral density of the pressures
pO(P,.t) and po (P2,t)

S ,.(wl [N'm's) Cross spectral density of the generaiized aerodynamic origin5

forces 00,(t) and Q
0

l(t). see Equation I )

U. rmis] Free stream velocity

V rm1/sl Kinematic viscosity

d) Other parameters and symbols

f [HZ] Frequency

im I ) Imaginary part of a complex quartity

N Number of natural modes

re I Real part of a complex quantity

t rsi Time

T [s] Integration time

w ri/s] Circular frequency ( 2nfi

el Indices

M Motion-induced
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D Excitation, caused by separation

r rt" natural mode

PMS RMS value

s s'" natural mode

V Pitch vibration

Roll vibration

Amplitude value

I IntroduiIon

Separated flows cause vibrations of aircraft structures; these are referred to as
buffeting. For transport aircraft the flight envelope is limited due to the buffet
boundary, whereas fighter type aircraft have to operate at separated flow conditions
beyond the buffet boundary, by which the manoeuverability is increased (see for example
W. B. Herbst (1]). The principle of the dynamic aircraft response due to flow separation
is shown in Figq__, using some results of wind tunnel experiments on a low-aspect-ratio
trapezoidal half-wing at subsonic speed. The normal force coefficient slope - ac./ba.
decreases when flow separation starts. At the same angle of incidence the roll moment
fluctuations. expressed by their root mean square values CLAM , increase first smoothly,

then more rapidly, due to the progress of the flow separation with increasing incidence.
As a consequence of the-e roll moment fluctuations the wing responds with structural
vibrations, which are expressed in this case by the roll angle response in. More
details of the wind tunnel test results will be discussed later in this paper.

One basic requirement to operate ar aircraft beyond the buffet boundary is to know the
intensity of buffeting, that is the aircraft vibration level due to buffet loads. For
that a large number of methods have been developed, which vary widely in terms of
accuracy and the effort required. D.G. Mabey [2] determines the bending moment at the
wing root of a conventional wind tunnel model by wind tunnel tests and thus draws a
qualitative conclusion on the structural vibrations of the corresponding aircraft. P.W.
Hanson [3] dctermines the structural vibrations due to flow separations on a dynamically
scaled wind tunnel model. Although this method is very accurate, it requires complicated
model construction and is therefore very expensive. Of great practical importance is a
calculation method for determining the structural vibrations due to flow separation. But
it will be not possible in the foreseeable future to calculate the unsteady aerodynamic
forces on an aircraft at separated flow. For this reason, semi-empirical methods of
calculation have been developed. In these methods, unsteady aerodynamic loads measured
on conventional wind tunne model a re inroduced into aeroelati euaios f oton
This work is summarized by H. Fbrsching (4], [5].

At DLR-Research Center in Gottingen an extensive test program recently had been carried
out on a low-aspect-ratio trapezoidal half-wing at subsonic speed. Measured were

o the pressure fluctuations due to flow separation on the whole wing surface
simultaneously, which gave the buffet forces,

o the unsteady motion-dependent pressures on the harmonically oscillating model, which
gave the aerodynamic stiffness and damping,

o the structural vibration response (buffet rcsponse) of the wind tunnel model, which
was elastically supported in the wind tunnel.

Thene test results were summarized by H. Zingel (6]. A more detailed discussion of the
problems and results will be given in this Specialists' Meeting by P. Bublitz (7] and H.
Forsching (8]. who deal with the test results on the aerodynamic point of view, whereas
in this paper some details of the measured buffet response of the wind tunnel model will
be discussed. Moreover, on the basis of linear aeroelastic equations of motion and the
measured buffet forces and motion-induced airloads, semi-empirical calculations of the
buffet response have been carried Out, both for the case of a single degree of freedom
vibration in pitch and roll and for the case of a two degrees of freedom vibration in
Ditch and roll. The semi-empirical calculation will be compared with the measured buffet
response.

2 Experimental Determination of the Dlnal§_AeroglasticRgpnslt [

Z.1 Test Arrongemqt

In a wind tunnel experiment the dynamic aeroelastic response of a low-aspect-ratio
trapezoidal half-wing was measured at subsonic speed in the GOttingen 3mx3m low speed
wind tunnel. Maximum Reynolds number was

Re = U = 2,4106. (i)

I|1,
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The main objective of these experiments was to provide measured dynamic response ampli-
tudes which can be used for assessing a dynamic response calculation. In addition, the
test results provide insights into the way in which the dynamic response of the model

depends on structural dynamic and aerodynamic Parameters.

The wind tunnel model and the test arrangement are shown in Fig. 2. The model was
manufactured as an integral unit in aluminium alloy. This gives a high level stiffness
and a low model weight so that the natural frequencies of the model are high and outside
the frequency range investigated (below 20 Hz). The wind tunnel model is elastically
restrained by leaf springs in such a way that it can execute pitch and roll vibrations -

either separately or coupled. The spring parameters can be varied by means of movable
supports and exchangeable leaf springs so that the natural frequencies of the wing/sus-
pension system can be changed in the range of 4 HZ < f < 16 Hz, that is the reduced
frequency range of 0,25 < w

5  
1,02 with

= 1. (2)U_"

In analysing the investigations, the main concern is the structural deflection in the
pitch a(t) and roll V(t) rigid body motion. These are converted into non-dimensional
power spectral densities

S. ) = -S(W') (3)

and non-dimensional amplitude spectra

d 1w = '" (4)

S(w*) is the power spectral density of a(t) and Aw* is a function of the signal length
T that was analysed, referring to Shannons theorem (see for example J.S. Bendat. A.G.
Piersol [9)).

A ground resonance test was carried out on the test arrangement described. Fig. snows
as a typical example the natural vibration modes of a configuration with the natural
frequencies f. = 16,1 Hz, that is the Pitch mode, and fy = 7,b Hz. that is the roll
mode. The pitch mode has a pronounced part of roll motion which gives a nodal line
leaving the wing at the trailing edge, whereas the roll mode is nearly a pure roll
motion. The portion of roll motion in the pitch mode and vice versa the portion of pitch
motion in the roll mode is oirectly correlated to the vicinity of the natural
frequencies. The location of the nodal line is correlated to the relation of the natural
frequencies. That means, in the case of a larger roll frequency related to the pitch
frequency, the nodal line of the pitch mode will leave the wing at the leading edge,
opposite to the case shown in Fig. 3. (For more details see H. Zingel [5.

2.2 Wind nneli Resul"t

An example of the wind tunnel experiments is shown in Fl.,4 with the amplitude spectra
of the dynamic pitch response o(w*) for the configuration with the natural frequencies
f%= 16,1 Hz and fy = 7,8 Hz (corresponding to the reduced frequencigs 1,02 and 0.49).
The angle of incidence is varied in the range between 0' and 40 . The amplitude spectra
are characterised by a marked peak at the resonance frequency of the pitch vibration
mode and a smaller peak at the resonance frequency of the roll vibration mode, The
narrow peak at the resonance frequency of the pitch vibration mode indicates weak damp-
ing, whereas the wide peak at the resonance frequency of the roll vioration mode ,nal a-
tea a high level of damping. An increase in the resonance peaks is found up to an
incidence of about 20". Above this angle, the pitch angle amplitudes decrease.

The RMS-values of the dynamic pitch response &, -- in the pitch mode (index i allways
corresponds to the pitch mode whereas index 2 allways corresponds to the roll mode)
considered in Fig. 4, are plotted in Fig. as a function of the angle of incidence o0 .
The RMS values are formed over the freouency range in the vicinity of the resonance
'-rouency over a band of 4w- = 0,127 (corresponding to Af = 2 HZ). In order to ootaln
amplitude values, the results are multiplied by v2. Fig. 5 shows that the RMS values of
the pitch response o, ,m increase when the flow separation starts at an incidence ol 5
The pitch response reaches a maximum at an incidence of 20 and then decreases again to
almost the level found at attached flow.

The dependence of the RMS values of dynamic response on incidence is in the same manrer
as the aerodynamic force fluctuations, as shown in Fig. 1 for the dynam'c roll response
I.e and the roll moment fluctuations . From the practical point of view the results
in Fig. 5 means that an aircraft is excited to strong structural vibrations when it
flies at maximum lift (compare Fig. 11. Beyond maximum lift, the structural vibrations
due to flow separation are relatively small.

The RMS values of the pitch angle fluctuations &,.p. for a pure pitch mode with the
natural frequency of f.= 16,1 Hz are also plotted in Fig. 5. These are generally smal'ie,
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than the RMS values of the pitch angle fluctuations for the previously 
consioereO cot-

pled configuration. Coupling of pitch and roll vibration in tnis case leads to an
increase in the dynamic pitch response. Furthermore, the RMS values of the O'tcn re-
sponse aei of a configuration with the natural frequencies f. = 15,4 HZ ano f, = 10.7

HZ are plotted in Fig. 5. In this case. tne RMS values of the dynamic pitch response
a,,m5 are even larger than in the case of the conf'guration with f. = 16, Hz and
f I 7,8 Hz.

The coupling of the pitch and roll vibrations in the natural modes is more pronouncec.
indicated by a nodal line leaving the trailing edge of the wing more near the wing root.
This is due to the fact that the natural frequencies are closer together.

The RMS values of the roll angle fluctuation i2.M of some configurations are consioered
in Fig. 6 as a function of incidence. In the case of the pure roll vibration with
f = 12 HZ ( w = 0,76), the RMS value of the roll angle i2... increases slowly at first
wen flow separation begins (at angles of incidence above 5 ) and then increases more
rapidly at larger incidences (in excess of 10 ). After reaching a maximum at an inci-
dence of 20", the RMS value of the roll angle drops again to approximately attached flow
level, similar to the pitch response in Fig. 5.

If the cornditions of the suspension are selected in such a way that pitch viora-on is
possible in addition to roll vibration, then - if the pitch natural frequency is smaller
than the roll natural frequency (f. 

= 
8,1 Hz and f = 11,5 HZ) - larger vibration

amplitudes are achieved over the whole incidence range than are obtained in the case of
an uncoupled roll vibration. If, on the other hand, the pitch natural frequency is
larger than the roll natural frequency (f.= 15,4 Hz and f - 10.7 Hz) the RMS values of
the roll response 12,m are substantially smaller than in 1he case of an uncoupled ro.l
vibration.

It can be concluded that the response amplitudes of the pitch vibration increases, if
the nodal line of the pitch mode is leaving the wing surface at the wing trailing edge.
This is the same for the roll response in the roll vibration mode. This respons Dehavi-
our is directly correlated with the aerodynamic damping. In the case of a nocal line
leaving the wing surface over the wing trailing edge, the rotation angle ratio k/
becomes negativ (compare Fig. 3). This gives a reduction of the total aerodynamic
damping, expressed by the imaginary part of the unsteady aerodynamic force parameter

A- / = J.(P)p.(P)dO; r = 1,2 ...... N; s = 1,2 ...... N (5)

(0)

in the geperal formulation and

A,. = a.,o/M + oa.M , + ya.L + y,.*L4; r = 1,2; s = 1,2 (6)

in the formulation for the special case considered. t,(P) is the r
th 

natural vibration
mode, % ="P) is the motion-induced pressure at the location P(x,yz) on the surface of
the structure considered, caused by a vibration with the a

th 
natural vibration mode.

t,(P) is the unity vector normal to the surface. M2,M is the pitch moment and [m is the
roll moment.

3 Semi-Empirical Calculation of the Dynamic Aeroelastic Response Behgvi r

3.1 E ions of Notio

It is generally accepted to describe the dynamic response problem due to flow separation
applying the so-called linear forced oscillation approach, which is shown schematically
in Fig. 7. The aerodynamic forces are sub-divided into forces induced by motion and
those induced'by flow separation. The aerodynamic forces caused by flow separation act
as driving forces and lead to structural vibrations. It will be assumed, that this
vibrations, if they are small, do not affect the driving forces. Additionally it will be
assumed that there is a linear relationship between the motion-induced aerodynamic
forces and the aircraft vibration. The validity of these assumptions was already shown
by H. Zingel (6] and by P. Sublitz (7] and H. FOraching (8] in their contributions to
this Specialists' Meeting.

It is common practice to analyse dynamic aeroelastic problems by using modal parameters
and generalized co-ordinates. The displacement vector _(P,t) of an aircraft structure
will be represented by superimposing the N vibration modes or(P):

N
a(Pt) = (P)(q,() (7)
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In this, Q,(t) is the generalized Co-ordinate of the rt vibration mode. A system of
linear differential equations of motion will be formulated:

M4,(t) + YwM4(t) + Kq(f) - Qm,(t) = QD,(t); r = 1,2,....,N. (8)

In this expression, Mr is the generalized mass of the rth vibration mode.j... is the
damping ratio of the r

t
" vibration mode and Kr is the generalized stiffness. The system

of equations, Equation (8), is coupled by the generalized motion-dependent aerodynamic
forces Q0,(t). These are obtained by superimposing the unsteady aerodynamic force
parameters A, as described by Equation (5), using

N
QM(t) = A,.q(t); r = 1,2 ...... N. (9)

Formally, the definition of the generalized aerodynamic driving forces QrO(t) is entirely
analogous:

J=/ (P)po(Pt).(P)dO; r = 1,2 ...... N. (10)
101

pO(P,t) is the pressure caused by flow separation at the location P(x,y,z) on the
surface of the aircraft. These pressures are stochastic quantities and thus have to be
treated by statistical means (see for example J.S. Bendat, A.G. Piersol [9]). A cross
spectral density of the generalized driving force is formed in a manner analogous to the
generalized excitation in Equation (10):

S,()= JJ JIl (P)AD(PI, P,w)L (P 2)dOdO; r = 1,2. ..N; s=1, 2. ..N. (11)
(0) ft)

In this § (Pl.P2,W) is the matrix of the cross spectral density of the pressure signals
pO(Pj,t)%(P,) and p

0
(P,,t)e9(P 2 ). The dynamic response problem is now formulated by means

of the so-called input-output relation

NN
& ) = W) ;(p,) (, )Sq,.() (12)

In this, §.(P w) is the diagonal matrix of the power spectral densitiy of a deflection
u(P,t) of-the aircraft structure considered at the location P(xy,z). Hr(P,w) is the
transfer function of the rth vibration mode, which can be determined from Equation (8).

Equation (12) is the fundamental equation for the semi-empirical calculation of the
aeroelastic structural response, which will be used on the wind tunnel model considered
in Section 2, this having two degrees of freedom. An equation for the Power spectral
density So(w) of the pitch angle fluctuations a(t) and for the power spectral density S,
(w) of the roll angle fluctuations 1(t) is obtained. The aerodynamic data necessary to
perform a dynamic response calculation were measured in a wind tunnel test on the same
model described in Section 2. The measurement procedure and test results are described
by H. Zingel [6] and will be presented and discussed by P. Bublitz [7] and H. Forsching
E8] in their contributions to this Specialists' Meeting. The structure dynamic parame-
ters of the wind tunnel model were measured in a ground vibration test as described in
Section 2.

3.2 Results of the Calculation

3.2.1 One Degree of Freedom Configurations

In the following the results of the semi-emoitical calculation of the dynamic wind
tunnel model response will be discussed and compared with the measurements described in
Section 2. First the wind tunnel model oscillating in one degree of freedom will be
considered. Fi .8 shows the spectra cf the pitch angle response amplitudes a(w*) of the
wind tunnel model with the natural frequency w = 0,76 for selected incidences o = 0
10": 20"; and 40'. The comparison of measurement and calculation shows a good coinci-
dence. The calculation gives lariqr amplitudes in the region of the resonance frequency.

The RMS values a., for the case considered in Fig. 8 are plotted against the incidence
o in Fig, . Measured and calculated pitch response values agree well. Differences
between measurement and calculation are relatively large at large angles of incidence in
excess nf 30'. Also plotted in Fig. 9 is the roll angle response ime (a0 ) for the wing
model with the natural roll frequency W = 0,76. The comparison of measurement and
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calculation is very similar to the case of the pitch response. The calculated roll angle
response I . is larger than the measurement at very low angles of ,ncl~ence at attached
flow conditions.

In order to indicate the influence exerted by the aerodynamic stiffness or inertia and
the aerodynamic damping, when compared with the corresponding structural dynamic terms,
the resonance frequencies f., and f 1 . and the total damping ratios , and
together with the corresponding structural dynamic parameters f., fl and 71d,, ld are

plotted in Fi4. against the angle of incidence Q0 for a pitch vibration with w a

0,51 and a roll vibration with wa = 0,51. In the case of the pitch vibration the
motion-dependent unsteady aerodynamic forces lead to a resonance frequency f.1 whch is
somewhat larger than the natural frequency f.. That means, the motion-induced unetacy
aerodynamic forces act as aerodynamic stiffness. In the case of the roll vibration, the
unsteady motion-induced aerodynamic forces act as inertia forces and reduce the reso-
nance frequency f . relative to the natural frequency f. . In the lower part of the
diagram, the total'damping ratios I ..t and 8 tt are plotted against the incidence ao.

The aerodynamic constituent of the system dampikg far outweighs the structural dynamics
damping constituents Tl., and 1,.,.

In Fig. 11 the motion induced pitch moment coefficients re Em".. and im cw% and the roll
moment coefficients re ELM

1 
and iM M are plotted aigainst the incidence o for the

cases w,5 = 0.51 and ws, = 0,51. The curves of the real parts of the- pitch and roll
moment coefficients corresponds to the curves of the resonance frequencies fa., and f R
in Fig. 10 including the different signs. Also the curves of the imaginary parts of the
pitch and roll moment coefficients corresponds to the damping curves in Fig. 10.

3.2.2 Two Degrees of Freedom Configurations

The calculated dynamic structural response of the two degrees of freedom configurations
will be considered below and compared with the measurements from Section 2. The spectra
of the pitch angle amplitudes a(w*) for the configuration with the natural frequencies
of f. 

= 
16,1 Hz and fl = 7.8 Hz are shown in F for various angles of incidence.

Calculation produces larger amplitudes than measurement for all incidences at the
frequency of the pitch mode. The Ditch amplitudes from measurement and calculation agree
well at the frequency of the roll mode, but the measurement shows a frequency shift,
particularly at large angles of incidence, which does not appear from the calculation.
It appears unlikely that the aerodynamic stiffness term can be responsible for a snift
in the resonance frequency of the order of the value determined. The reason for the
frequency shift can be associated with a change in the model suspension stiffness due to
the appearance of aerodynamic forces.

The RMS values of the pitch angle amplitudes awa and a... are plotted against the
angle of incidence 00 in Fig. 1 for the same configuration. As already has been shown
in Fig. 12, the calculation gives larger amplitudes in the resonance frequency of the
pitch mode for all angles of incidence. Measurement always gives larger amplitudes than
calculation in the roll mode.

Fig. I shows the RMS values of the roll angle iluctuation 1 ,e and 12e against the
angle of incidence do. The calculation produces larger values than measurement in both
the pitch and the roll vibration modes. The discrepancy between measurement and calcu-
lation in the roll mode is approximately the same as that of the one degree of freedom
case in Fig. 9.

The resonance frequencies f9 5 and f1 , and the total damping ratios 18.t. and ] . are
plotted against the angle of incidence in FigJ1 for the configuratio n consider d
before. The resonance frequency f. . only changes slightly relative to the natural fre-
quency of the elastomechanical system f.. The total damping ratio , is very small
relative to the pure pitch vibration (see Fig. 10). In the incidence range between 10

and 25" , the total damping ratio Id,.,tt is smaller than the damping ratio of the elasto-
mechanical system Ida'* This means that the unsteady motion-induced aerodynamic forces no
longer have a damping effect in this range of incidence but act, in fact, against the

damping. Superimposing the roll vibration on the pitch vibration has in this case the
effect that the unsteady motion-induced aerodynamic forces resulting from the coupling
reduce the aerodynamic damping ard, in fact, cause a change in sign of the aerodynamic
damping term. These relationships have already been discussed when considering the
measured dynamic response in Section 2 and are here confirmed by consideration of the
damping.

The resonance frequency f1 . and the total damping ratio . of the roll vibration
mode are approximately equal to that of the one degree of 8aedom comparative case in
Fig. 10, because the vibration mode of the two degrees of freedom system has only a
small pitch vibration superimposed on the roll vibration (see Fig. 3).

4 oC n and Outlook

The buffet response of a low-aspect-ratio trapezoidal half-wing was measured in the low
speed wind tunnel of the DtR-Research Center in GOttingen. The maximum structural vi-
brations occured just at the angle of incidence of maximum lift. Beyond the maximum
lift, in the post-stall range, the structural vibrations are relatively small. The
coupling of pitch and roll vibrations had a quite substantial influence on the amplitu-

I
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des of the buffet response.

A calcul.'tion of the wind tunnel model buffet response was carried out on the basis of
lnear aeroelastic eaustions of motion. All the necessary input data were derived
exoerimentally. The structural dynamic quantities of the wind tunnel model were derived
in a ground vibration test, the aerodynamic driving forces were meast'red on the wind
tunnel model at steady incidence and the motion-induced unsteady ai; oads were measured
on the harmonically oscillating wing. The buffet response was calculated for one and two
degrees of freedom and shows in general a satisfactory coincidence with the measured
buffet response. Consequently the adopted way for the semi-empirical calculation of the
buffet resoonse proves to be practicable.

Differences between calculated and measured buffet response are due to inaccuracies of
the measured structural dynamic quantities, the measured unsteady airloads and the
measured buffet response. Additional uncertainties came from the approximations of the
linear forced oscillation model approach.

Improvements seem to be possible in a more expended instrumentation of the wind tunnel
model to have a better approximation of the distribution of both the motion-induced
airloads and driving airloads due to flow separation. Further wind tunnel experiments
seem to be usefull to investigate the applicability of the presented semi-empirical
buffet response calculation procedure on the more practical relevant high subsonic and
transonic flow region on fighter type aircraft just as on transport aircraft.
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C0i Unsteady Aerodynamic Forces on an Oscillating Wing
CdD at High Incidences and Flow Separation
obyo 11.W. iir hing

0., DIR - Institute for Acroelasticity
Gittingen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Suninilry:
--Based on wind tunnel measurements on a low-aspect-ratio trapezoidal half-wing model in incompressible flow,
some characteristic features of motion-induced unsteady airloads at high incidences and flow separation are
presented and discussed. Special emphasis is placed on the effect of the motion of the wing on the flow sepa-
ration processes and on the investigation of the interactions between the separated flow phenomena on the
stationary wing and the motion-induced unsteady airloads on the oscillating wing. It is shown that these air-
loads are strongly affected by the flow separations and that their prediction from inviscid potential-flow theory
may lead to rather unrealistic results in buffeting response calculations.

Uis( of Symols

A,, generalized motion-induced unsteady airload, see Eq.(2)

Cey) local chord of the wing

emean chord of the wing, see q.(7)

amplitude of motion-induced unsteady aerodynamic pitching moment due to harmonic
pitching oscillations a(t)

Af amplitude of motion-induced unsteady aerodynamic rolling moment due to harmonic
rolling oscillations y(t)

c,() unsteady aerodynamic pressure coefficient, see Fq.(3)

steady mean value of aerodynamic pressure cocfficicnt c,(t) sc [q.(3)
4(P) amplitude of the aerodynamic pressure fluctuations at Ixint ', sec E~q.(4)

amplitude of motion-induced unsteady aerodynamic pressure coefficient due to har-
monic pitching oscillations a(t) , ee Eq.( 10)
amplitude of motion-induced unsteady aerodynamic pressure coefficicnt due to har-
monic rolling oscillations y(i), see EIq.(] I)

f frequency of oscillation

amplitude of motion-induced unsteady aerodynamic rolling moment L(Q) due to har-
monic rolling oscillations y(t)

Ma Mach number

M.
"  amplitude of motion-induced unsteady aerodynamic pitching moment M(t) due to

harmonic pitching oscillations a(t)

J'(x.y, z) point at location (xy, z)

p(t) unsteady aerodynamic pressure
pM(P, u,, Ma, s0) vector of mstion-induced unsteady airload per unit area

p_ freestream aerodynamic pressure

amplitude of motion-induced unsteady aerodynamic pressure due to harmonic pitching
oscillations a(l)

/AM amplitude of motion-induced unsteady aerodynamic pressure due to harmonic rolling
oscillations y(t)

q, generalized coordinate of the r" natural mode shape

q_ freestream dynamic pressure -plj_12



S (integration) surface

S w(, , ) power spectral density of the pressure coefficient r,(P, t, ,x)

s(/, ,, a) non-dimensional form of S, (1), ma, a,) , see IPq.(5)

s (effective) semi-span of the wing

T integration time

I time

IU- free stream velocity

w(I, I) vector form of time-dependent structural displacement

incidence of the stationary wing

a amplitude of pitching oscillations a(t)

y amplitude of rolling oscillations y(t)

P air density

4i,(P) vector form of the ?" natural mode slipc

w circular frequenicy

reduced frequency, see lq.(6)

Other notations:

Re() real part of quantity ()
Im() imaginary part of quantity ()

Coordinates:

x,y, z cartesian coordinates, see Fig.3

x,.;, i local cartesian coordinates of the wing, origin at the leading edge, see Fig.2

I. Introduclion

For the solution of all types of dynamic acroclastic problems adequate knowledge of the unsteady airloads
induced by the structural vibrations is of fundamental importance. As long as these motion-induced unsteady
airloads are associated with a potential flow, they call be predicted adequately by computation methods based
on the concept of linearized small-perturbation theory. Inviscid linearized small-perturbation lifting surface
theory has served the aeroelastician well in the majority of design applications for conventional aircraft oper-
ating under non-separated flow conditions. This theory has now been brought to a high degree of mathemat-
ical and numerical sophistication for proper use in potential-flow (classical) acroclastic analyses.

With the development of highly maneuverable ighter aircraft that operate well beyond the buffet onset
boundary in transonic and post-stall Ilight under separated flow conditions, aircraft designers were faced with
the problem of taking into account the buffeting characteristics of such aircraft. I Icce, a challenging new
dotrain of aeroelastic research emerged, i.e. acroclasticity at separated flow [I]. Unsteady aerodynamic buffet
loads associated with flow separations result in more or less pronounced pressure fluctuations which represent
the driving forces in the aeroelastic buffeting response problem. The structural buffeling vibrations, ill turn,
generate motion-induced unsteady aerodynamic forces which play an important role in the overall aeroclastic
problem, as they produce aerodynamiL damping and hence limit the level (if vibration.

Since the theoretical preditInion of both types of unsteady airloads associated with and affected by flow sepa-
rations is still in an early development stage, reliable acroelastic buffeting response calculations are diflicult to
perform. For this reason, all buffeting prediction methods applied presently make t-sc of wind tunnel model
testing in some manner based, generally, oil two different methods. It the first relatively simple method, see
Refs [2) to [5), a buffet excitation parameter is derived which appears to be, at least for fighter-type wing
geometries, relatively insensitive with respect to variations in mode shape and frequency. The wind tunnel
model acts as a selective analog filter, integrating the buffet excitation in space and time and combining this
with modes of the model being excited. Extrapolation and application of these buffet excitation parameters
from wind tunnel tests to in-flight buffeting response predictions for real aircraft, however, create special
problems because assumptions must be made about the aerodynamic damping (of the motion-induced
unsteady airhoads) relative to the structural damping. The second method consists of the measurement of the
aerodynamic buffet input forces (excitation) on a large number of points on the surface of a nominally rigi6
model. The buffet loads can then be integrated in space and time, together with the mode of interest, to give
again the corresponding (gencrali/ed) buffet input parameter. On the uther hand, the measured unsteady
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aerodynamic buffet input forces can also be used to form generaized buffet input tens in a mathematical
aeroclastic model in order to calculate tihe buffeting characteristics of the full-scale aircraft. In such an analyt-
ical approach, adequate knowledge of the (generalized) motion-induced unsteady airloads - the most significant
physical effect of which is the generation of aerodynamic damping - is again of fundamental importance.

Detailed investigations of the motion-induced unsteady airloads on oscillating lifting systems at high angles
of attack under separated flow conditions are rather poor. The main purpose of this paper, therefore, is to
present and illuminate some claracteristics of these unsteady airloads measured on a harmonically oscillating
low-aspect-ratio trapezoidal half-wing at incidences of up to 40 degrees in incompressible flow. These investi-
gations were part of a comprehensive aeroelastie wind tunnel research program, performed recently in the
Institute for Aeroelasticity at DLR-Research Center G15ttingen. Further results of the investigations will be
presented by II. Zingel and 1. Bublitz in their papers at this Specialists' Meeting.

2. Linearized Aeroelastic Buffeting Model Approach

The crucial point in predicting the aeroelastic buffeting behavior of aircraft is the knowledge of both the driving
unsteady buffet airloads associated with flow separations, independent of any structural motion, and the
motion-dependent unsteady airloads induced by the structural oscillations. Both types of unsteady airloads
on aircraft lifting systems under separated flow conditions are highly dependent on many parameters, partic-
ularly on the wing geometry (profile and planform), angle of attack, Mach number and Reynolds number.
When approaching the transonic speed range, the angle of attack and the Mach number become the governing
parameters of buffet onset and intensity. The most important aspect, however, in establishing
matliematical/physieal models for an adequate description of the dynamic acroclastic buffeting behavior of
(elastic) lifting systems under separated flow conditions is the interaction between the highly non-linear
unsteady flow processes on the stationary system, manifested in random-type pressure fluctuations as driving
forces, and the motion-induced unsteady airloads due to the structural (buffeting) response. This interaction
between the separated flow field and the motion of the elastic system is integral to the buffeting phenomenon.

In aeroelastic buffeting prediction techniques it is generally accepted to apply a inearized forced oscillator
model approach, the functional diagram of which is illustrated in Fig.l. In this aeroelastic buffeting model the
combination of structural response and motiots-induced aerodynamic forces, indicated by a dashed line, forms
a stable system which, left to itself, would settle down to a state of stable equilibrium. I lere, the most signif-
icant physical effect of the motion-induced unsteady airloads is the generation of aerodynamic damping which
(together with the structural damping) limits the dynamic response of the (elastic) structure excited by the
motion-independent unsteady airloads due to flow separation. Practical application of this linearized forced
vibration model approach in aeroelastic buffeting predictions is based on the following physical assumptions:

" The structural vibrations around a fixed steady mean angle of attack a. are relatively small, and hence the
relationship between the system displacements and the motion-dependent (structural and aerodynamic)
system forces is linear.

* The random-type driving forces, due to flow separation on the stationary system at ae, do not change
significantly for small structural vibrations.

" The motion-induced unsteady airloads due to structural vibrations remain essentially unaffected by the
(separated) flow field on the stationary system and can thus be derived from linearized inviscid poten-
tial-flow aerodynamic theory.

lence, it is assumed that the buffet driving mechanism arises basically from a (virtually non-linear) flow
phenomenon on the stationary system and the (linearized) structural buffeting response of the system about
a fixed position ac may possibly modify but not significantly interfere with flow separation processes.

On the basis of this linearized forced vibration model approach, several more or less sophisticated sensi-em-
pirical aeroclastic buffeting prediction techniques have been elaborated adopting techniques of generalized
harmonic analysis. Thereby, the displacement of the lifting system at a point P(x, y, z) and time I in vector
form can be expressed in terms of a set of normal coordinates q,(t) as

n
w(P, 1) = r(P) q() , (I)

where 0,(#) is the pyh natural mode shape of the elastic structure. Applying mathematical concepts of the
theory of random processes, the buffet (input) loads and the aeroelastic structural buffeting (output) response

can be expressed in terms of power spectral densities, as fully described in Refs. [6] to [10o]. Thereby, in the
generalized aeroclastic transfer (admittance) functions - which relate the aeroelastic structural response to a
harmonic driving force of unit amplitude and circular frequency to - the generalized motion-induced unsteady
airloads generally appear in the following forn, or in a power spectral density form thereof:
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As(w, Ma, ao) = f Or(P) . p,"(P, (o, Ma, ixo) dS (2)
(S)

(r = 1,2, ... , n) , (s = 1,2 ... , n)

Ilere, p '(P, wn, Ma, ao) is the vector of the motion-induced unsteady aerodynamic force per unit area arising
in the s"h mode of vibration at a point P on the surface of the structure.

In the application of this generazed forced oscillation model approach neglection of aerodynamic mode
coupling (A,, = 0 for r * s) - which plays a vital role in classical potential-type aeroelastic stability (flutter)
problems - and of structural damping coupling is common practice. Moreover, in the resulting single mode
approach, the power spectral density of the buffet input loads is usually assumed constant in the neighborhood
of the natural frequency, and the cross-correlation effects of the buffet driving forces are also usually neglected.
It is diflicult to assess the extent to which such drastic simplifications actually provide reliable results as long
as no results of systematic investigations are available. Above all, we have almost no information concerning
the effect of flow separation on the development of the motion-induced unsteady aerodynamic forces and their
effective role in buffeting response predictions - even in the case of aerodynamically uncoupled single mode
responses. Some characteristic features of these unsteady airloads on oscillating lifting systems under separated
flow conditions at high angles of attack a0, obtained from wind tunnel model measurements, are presented
and discussed in the following.

3. Wind Tunnel Model and Test Set-Up

The geometric details of the trapezoidal half-wing model under ;nvestigation, the coordinate systems used and
the arrangement of the pressure pick-ups for the measurement of the aerodynamic loads on both the stationary
and the oscillating wing are shown in Fig.2. The model is equipped with 50 direct pressure sensors (KULITES)
on the upper (suction) surface and 25 sensors on the lower (pressure) surface on the wing located on five
spanwise measuring sections. The model is free to rotate about an axis at 25% root chord (y-axis) allowing
(semi-rigid) pitching oscillations as well as an axis along the root chord in a streamwise direction (x-axis)
allowing rolling oscillations. Each separate degree of freedom can be harmonically excited with an electro-hy-
draulic driving system. By means of dynamometers, the global unsteady aerodynamic pitching and rolling
moments can be measured as well. A schematic of the complete wind tunnel test set-up is illustrated in
Fig.3.

The tests were performed in the 3 x 3 m2 Low Speed Wind Tunnel of DLIR in Gittingcn, Fd. Rep. of Ger-
many, at mean incidences a0 of the wing up to 40' and a wind speed of 60 rn/s corresponding to Ma0.2.
The Reynolds number based on this wind speed and the mean chord of the wing = 0.61 in is
Re = 2.4. . The complete model, consisting of a 'dummy' fuselage and the wing, was placed on a turntable
so that the incidence a. of the model could easily be changed. The fuselage did not participate in the forced
motion of the wing.

4. Motion-Induced Unsteady Airloads in Separated Flow

4.1 Main Characteristies of the Separated Flow Field on the Stationary Wing

To completely understand the effects of flow separation on the development of the motion-induced unsteady
airloads on the oscillating wing and, vice versa, the effects of the motion of the wing on the flow separation
behavior, deeper insight into the flow field on the stationary wing becomes mandatory. :ig.4, first, shows the
characteristic wall streamlines and the vortex skeleton on the upper side of the stationary wing at incidences
ao = 7.5, 10, 15', 20, 25* and 40' , obtained by an oil flow visualization technique. Tle corresponding steady
mean pressure distributions,

1f; (P t -PP

F'(P) T 0 t) di ; cp(P, i) = All ' (3)

on the upper and lower sides of the wing are shown in Fg.5. It can be seen that the wing exhibits the typical
flow characteristics of a delta wing with the typical vortex formation at the leading edge. At a = 7.5' flow
separation has already started at the wing tip and extends from the leading edge to the trailing edge. At
a0 = 10" separation of the flow now occurs along the entire leading edge of the wing with reattachment of the
flow manifest in the formation of a concentrated vortex system. The well known pressure peaks (see Fig.5)
at the leading edge in the case of non-separated flow have disappeared, an- in the outer Sections (l and (2)
- where flow separation extends to the trailing edge - the Kutta condition (zero pressure) is no longer satisfiel.
The flow pattern at a0 = 15 and 20' are quite similar, and the flow separation now extends over the entire
upper surface of the wing. The leading edge vortex assumes the character of a bubble and moves further in the
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direction of the wing root. A ring vortex develops at the trailing cdge rear the wing tip associated with the
appearance of a secondary vortex at the leading edge. With the formation of the leading edge vortex system,
relatively high undcrprcssures appear in the pressure distributions (see Fig 5) which result in maximum lift on
the wing at a0 = 20*. At a0 = 25* the leading edge vortex which dominates up to this point is almost completely
displaced from the wing and the flow along most of the upper surface of the wing is now governed by the ring
vortex, whereas the secondary vortex flow separation now extends along the entire leading edge. The corre-
sponding chordwise pressure distributions (see Fig.5) show nearly constant values. Finally, at ao = 40° , the
leading edge vortex completely disappears and the flow separation pattern is entirely dictated by the now
dominating ring vortex system. The pressure distribution (see Fig5) is practically constant over the entire
upper surface of the wing.

The pressure distributions on the lower (pressure) side of the wing (see Fig.5) show a clear potential-flow
behavior, since no flow separation occurs on this side. The pressures increase with increasing angle of attack,
retain their maxima at the wing leading edge and approach 7cro at the wing trailing edge.

Associated with these flow separation phenomena are more or less pronounced pressure fluctuations which
form the buffet driving forces in the acroclastic buffeting response problem. The time dependence of thes
pressure fluctuations can be expressed in the frequency domain in terms of amplitude spectra ,,(/) or c,(,)
respectively. These are defined as

cp(P,w ,an) 2S *(P...., o) T- A* (4)

where

U
S U(P, W ao) 5 (- S (, a0) (5)

is the non-dimensional form of the power spectral density S,(P, a;, 0a) of the pressure coefficients r,(P, t, a),
and

w* we (6)
U_0

a reduced frequency based on the mean chord E of the wing with

z fo c 2(y) dy (7)

as a reference length. As a typical example, Fig.6 shows the amplitude spectra :A/. and c,(w0) , respectively,
of the pressure coefficients c() at the ten pressure measuring points of Section (4) on the upper side of the
stationary wing at various incidences ao . It can be seen that the pressure fluctuations on the stationary wing
generally exhibit broad-band random-type behavior with well pronounced maxima at relatively low frequen-
cies.

4.2 Effect of Harmonic Motion on the Flow Separation Ikhavior

With regard to the application of the linearized forced oscillation model approach, the question as to the extent
to which the flow separation processes on the stationary wing - and hence tlse buffet input loads - will be
affected by (harmonic) motions of the wing is of fundamental importance. For the non-stationary wing per-
forming harmonic pitching oscillations

a(t) = a exp(iwl) , (9)

and harmonic rolling oscillations

y(t) = A cxp(i(,t) , (9)

the amplitudes of the (complex) motion-induced unsteady pressure coefficients at a point P on the wing can
be defined as

c, A (10)

and

AM^A4 P, ( PC".
c 1
.Y(P) q . (I)

respectively. Correspondingly, the amplitudes of the (complex) unsteady motion-induced pitching moment
and rolling moment coefficients may be expressed as follows:

IlI m I mi-m mm•Im
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and

A4
A _ - A (13)

Fig.? shows, as a typical example, the effect of a harmonic pitching motion on the amplitude spectrum N()
of the pressure fluctuations r,Q) in Section 3). I Icre, tilc wing oscillates about a steady mean incidenc
a= 200 with a frequcncyf= 8 Ilz (i.e. w,* 0.51) and an amplitude ; = I' . Compared to thc stationary wing,

thle amplitude spectrum of the oiscillating wing seems to remain essentially unaffected by the oscillatory
motion. Only a well pronounced, very narrow-band peak appears at the frequency of forced oscillation
f= 8 l1z. The same behavior can also be seen in Fig.8, where thle correspondling amplitude spectra CL(/ of the
rolling moment fluctuations CL~Q) at eo = 20' are illustrated.

From Figs.7 and 8 it becomes evident that one basic assumption of the linear forced oscillation model
approach seems indeed to be justified, namely. that the buffet driving forces (ue to flow separation do not
change significantly for small oscillations of the wing. Moreover, at a first glance, it may also be supposed from
Figs.7 and 8 that the other generally accepted assumption, i.e. the motion-induced unstcadv airloads remaining
essentially unaffected by thle separated flow field on the stationary wing, is also justific.:. This supposition,
however, is incorrect as shown in the following.

4.3 Intcraction of the Motion-Induced Unsteady Airloads withi the Separated I'lw F~ield

A much better insight into the rather complex interactions between the separated flow field pheinmena n the
stationary wing and the motion-indluced unsteady airloads at high angles of attack an canl be obtained from the
results of unsteady pressure distribution measurements on the (harmonically) oscillating wing, as shown inl
Fig9. Illere, tise amplitudes of the real parts Re (r,m'.) and the imaginary parts limn(c of thle motion-induced
(complex) unsteady aerodynamic pressure coefficients onl both the upper and lower sidles of the wing per-
forming harmonic pitchsing oscillations at a. = 50, 100, 200 and 4f0* are illustrated. A' , Nwher-' no flow
separation occurs on the stationary wing, thle pressure distributions in the real sv -I sKi parts exhibit the
well known potential-flow behavior (psessure peaks at the leading edge an". i~ero pressure at the trailing edge)
Ani exception tos this appears only at the leading edge measuring mAof Section (D oil the upper side of the
wing whsere thle pressure shows a sudden change in sign. Fvicdently, as a consequence of thle superimposed
pitching motion of thle wing, a =a0 ± a sin wt , flow separation at the leading edge near the wing tip is just
beginning and the phenomenon of "Dynainic Stall0 witll 1 periodic -fldratiol0 and reattachment of the flow

arllda. appears. This is clearly illustrated in FiglO, where tile ltle hilol~(i) or lbc .. -ure signal c,(i) of this
measuring point, its amplitude spectrum ,WI ant! tile time history a(l) of the pitching ni(tion are shown. It
call be seen that the flow during one period (51 oscillation separates for a =:an + a(l) and reattaches for
a = a0 - a(t) as 's manifest in the correlation between thle pressure signlal anld thle signlal of the pitching mo~tioIn,
see Pig. l0b. lihi periodic dynamic stall phenomenon results, in very pronounced highler harmonies of the
unsteady pr--ssur,- c,(i) in the amplitude spectrum .WJ ill siome multiple (If [the frequency of (oscillation
f= 8 l17, see Fig.l0c.

Ii :ig.9, at a0 = 10' , where tile flow onl tile stationary wving has1 separated alonlg the entire leading edge (see
Fig.4), the suction peaks of Ike ( ,"..) at thle polints near tile leadilng edge onl the upper side osf tile wing hlave
(disappeared completely and( tile corresponding pressures hlave chlanged thleir signl due to1 tile aforementioned
dynamic stall events. Nosy thle masiia. oIf thle negative pressures oil tile suction side of the ving appear ill tile
real parts between the leading edge volrtex cenlter and die reattachmlent line (see Fig.4) jll.st where tile stationa:ry
pressure distribution shlows a maximum gradicrit (see Fig.5). *1lie ilmdginanr\ parts fin (cA'f (o1 thle (Other hand,

are zero exactly at those poin~ts (00 tile tipper side of thle winog where thle real paits li~ve llsir negative maxonall~.
i.e. the negative pressure maxima are exaictly inl phlase weith thle oscillatory mo~tion (If thle wig Moreover, thle
imaginary parts Imi c 0 . exhibit a polsitive mlaimum n ear those points o00 the si let in side (of tlle wing where
thie flsw pattern in Fig.4 shows a reattachiment line, 'I li level (if loegativc pressure ill thle imnaginoary parts has
incereased considcraboly, indicatinig anl increased ainolunt (If acrodyialnie damllpiig

At a0 200 , thle pressure level on thle ti1 per side (of tse winlg in tile real parts Ike (v.) hoas decreased onl thle
whole, whereas thle imnaginoary parts fin (cr".) arc still cmisideralhly larger thban in thle rase of 10(0- separatellflow
at an 50 With incereasinlg angles of at tack ex, thle pressure (list ribution of bothI thle real and] imagi nary parts%
onl the upper si ~e of the winig hecomne moore and moore uniformn, and thle pressure levecl ~ontiues to dlecreaise.
[b us, at an 40' , the pressure level is oIf thle samec mnagllitlle as for thle rear pall of tile winig ill iom-separatedl
flowv at an = 5

As in tlie ease (If thme stationiary wing (see I ig. 5), tile motion- imlilced unlsteadly pressure (list ributions oilt lite
lower (pressure) side of thme (oscillating wimng, see 17i 9, remrainl practically unmaffectedl by the flow separati(1l
prolcesses on the upper wing side. Thle real parts Rke (<)show almliost the same hellavior as the ,-distributions
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on tile stationary wing with a change in sign at the rear part of the outer wing for a% = 10' and 200 , see Fig5.
The imaginary parts Im (t.) remain almost unchangcd for all incidences ar anti show the well known poten-
tial-flow behavior.

Quite similar behavior can be observed in FIg.lI for harmonic rolling oscillations of the wing. For non-sepa-
rated flow (a0 < 5*) , both the real and imaginary parts show again the behavior typical for potential flow. Near
the leading edge, for 5° < ap < 10° , dynamic stall effects can be observed once more, and the pressure levels
of the imaginary paris hm (,,) for l0 ° < ao < 20 under separated flow conditions are considerably higher than
for non-separated flow (a0 < 50) •

4.4 Correlation with Analytical Potential- loV Predictions

From these test results, it becomes clear that strong interactions exist between the flow separation processes
on the stationary wing and motion-induced unsteady airloads on the oscillating wing. At specific points in the
flow field of the oscillating wing - such as stagnation, separation and reattachment points - higher harmonics
of the motion-induced unsteady piLssures of considerable magnitudes may appear. This is a well known fact
from unsteady transonic flow measurements. When the flow is completely separated, the circulatory part of
the motion-induced unsteady flow field, which takes care of the Kutta condition and the influence of the
non-stationary vortex wake, disappears and the generation of circulatory unsteady lift is no longer possible.
Ilence, it becomes evident that the prediction of motion-induced unsteady airloads from inviscid lifting surface
theory must be a very crude approach in the case of flow separation. This is clearly demonstrated in Fig.12,
which shows as a typical example a comparison between the measured and calculated motion-induced
unsteady pressure distributions in Section ga on the upper (suction) side of the wing undergoing hannonic
pitching oscillations about various steady mean incidences a0 . It can be seen that the theoretical prediction
based on a velocity potential panel technique [II] agrees well with the experimental results as long as no flow
separation occurs. lowever, in the case of flow separation at a0 > 5* inviscid potential flow theory leads to
rather unrealistic and misleading results. Particularly the imaginary parts, which produce aerodynamic damp-
ing, appear to be considerably larger than those predicted by inviscid potential-flow theory. Thus, application
of this theory would be too conservative in that it tends to underestimate the amount of aerodynamic damping
and thus to overestimate considerably the dynamic response in practical buffeting calculations. This is clearly
illustrated in Fig.13 which shows a comparison between predictions and flight test data for the buffeting
response acceleration power spectral density measured at 84% semi-span and 26% chord on the F-4E wing
at Ma = 0.82 beyond the transonic boundary of buffet onset. The important effects of the motion-induced
unsteady aerodynamic forces due to wing vibration can be clearly seen.

The same conclusions can also be drawn from Fig.14, where a comparison is made between the measured and
calculated unsteady pitching and rolling moment coefficients M. and ,'. , respectively. 'he correlation
between theory and experiment is only satisfactory for non-separated flow conditions (a0 < 50) .

Generally speaking, no routine engineering technique presently exists to adcqualely determine the motion-in-
duced unsteady airloads required for reliable buffeting response predictions for aircraft operating under sepa-
ratcd flow conditions. Applying experimental techniques, a dynamically-scaled aeroelastic wind tunnel model
- fully equipped with unsteady pressure pick-ups at a suflicient number of points on the flexible model - would
be necessary. Due to static strength and stability requirements, the realization of such an acroclastic model to
be tested at high angles of attack under separated flow conditions, however, is practically impossible, partic-
ularly in the important transonic flow regime.

As repeatedly mefitioned, the most important effect of the motion-induced unsteady airloads in acroclastic
response predictions is the generation of aerodynamic damping expressed by the imaginary parts, whereas, the
real parts may be identified as virtual masses (or stiffncsses), the effects of which are negligibly small in
acroelastic response predictions. For completely separated flow, where the chordwisc pressure distributions for
both the steady mean pressures (scc Fig.5) and the motin-induced unsteady pressures (see Figs.9 and I I) are
almost constant over the entire upper surface of the wing and circulatory lift no longer exits, it appears rea-
sonable to try to make use of a correction technique based on a quasi-steady approach applying the steady
mean values measured on the stationary wing. Such semi-empirical correction techniques, applying the results
of rigid and/or semi-rigid wind tunnel model measurements, offer perhaps the most promising way to evaluate
motion-induced unsteady airload data for more reliable aeroelaslic buffeting response predictions until corre-
sponding results from CI1)-techniques become available.

5. Concluding Remarks

Acroelastic problems of aircraft associated with flow separations during operation at high angles of attack
and/or in transonic flow are a challenging field of acroelasticity. Duc to a lack of reliable aerodynamic pre-
diction techniques, use of experimentally derived unsteady airload data as input for scmi-empirical methods
seems to be the only feasible solution at the moment.



Based on tis semi-empirical concept for buffeting response predictions of aircraft, the lincarized forced oscil-
lation model approach is generally acceptable. It has been shown in the present investigations that the buffet
input forcing data for such buffeting calculations can be obtaiacd relatively easily from ordinary rigid model
wind tunnel measurements, and that the pressure fluctuations stemming from flow separation remain essen-
tially unaffected by superimposed (structural) oscillations for relatively small amplitudes of vibration. In the
evaluation and application of such data, scale effects (even with fixed transition on the model) and the effects
of static aeroelastic distortion on the model and on the real aircraft may play an important role and must be
kept in mind. The unsteady airloads induced by structural vibrations, however, are strongly affected by flow
cpaeation processes. Therefore, their prediction by inviscid potential-flow theory cannot be adequate and

would lead to rather unrealistic and overly conservative results in buffeting response predictions. A semi-em-
pirical derivation of these motion-induced unsteady airloads under separated flow conditions from measured
steady-flow results and application of a quasi-steady approach is perhaps the most promising way, as long as
more reliable theoretical prediction techniques are not available. This conclusion, however, requires further
detailed investigation.

The theoretical prediction of the unsteady separated-flow pressure data at high incidences and/or under tran-
sonic flow conditions on the stationary wing or, even more importantly, of the motion-induced unsteady air-
loads under such conditions on the oscillating wing is a formidable task which can only be solved by appli-
cation of the full Navier-Stokes equations or specific subsets thereof. In order to meet the special requirements
of aeroelastic analysis in separated flow and, particularly, to improve the results of buffeting response pred-
ictions, computation of unsteady aerodynamic input data for such aeroelastic investigations presents a chal-
lenge to the CFI) communsity.
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Figure i. Acroclasiic functional diagram of the forced oscillation model approach.
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Figure 2. Geometric details of the half-wing wind tunnel model and arrangcmcnt of the acrodynamic
pressure pick-ups.
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Summary -

- Tests have been made with fixed transition at low Reynolds Numbers (usually 0.56 x 108, based on chord) on
a wing with a spoiler of length 8% chord hinged at 13% chord. Different classes of flow leading to differing
spoiler performance have been identified. However signal analysis has shown that the non-dimensional
frequency'n 1 can be used to correlate results from these classes of flow and that the peak frequencies will lie
within a narrow band. Now n. = flb/V where f is the frequency i the length of separated flow from the
spoiler free edge lying over the wing (in the case of a closed bubble, lb is the bubble length) and V the
freestream velocity. Since i X depends on IV a good idea of the nature-of buffet excitation can be formed
from an observation of the scale of separated flow lying over the wing.

With one class of flow, there was no change in steady state lift following spoiler deployment, but the
formation of a separation bubble over much of the wing upper surface led to a high level of buffet
excitation. This underlines the difficulty of trying to deduce the fluctuating component of lift from a steady
mean.

Nomenclature

al lift curve slope, aCL/a,
c wing chord
CL 2d lift coefficient
CP pressure coefficient
f frequency
F(n) spectral density function
h projected height of a deflected spoiler
Ib  bubble length
L representative length in definition of n
n general frequency parameter based on L, fL/V
nc  frequency parameter based on c, fc/V
n, frequency parameter based on bubble length, flb/V

rms of fluctuating component of pressure fluctuations
contribution to 6 over analyser frequency bandwidth Af

P. static pressure at a tapping on model
P. tunnel reference pressure
q dynamic pressure, IpV

2

S(f) power spectral density function
V tunnel velocity
x streamwise coordinate
(x/c)C closure point of bubble in near wake
(x/c) reattachment point of bubble
(x/c)' separation point of bubble
x(t) general function in time domain (see Eqn 4.6)
X(f) function in frequency domain resulting from an FFT
o incidence
6 spoiler deflection

analyser bandwidth ratio, Af/f
a square root of variance



I Introduction

A study is being made within the Department of Aerospace Engineering, University of Bristol, into the static
and dynamic characteristics of a wing fitted with a spuiler capable of rapid deployment. Many aircraft are
fitted with spoilers mounted at a conventional position, hinged at about 70% chord back from the leading
edge. However the present study has considered three positions in turn in order to investigate the effect on
transient delays and loads (as well as static characteristics) of a change in spoiler chordwise position.

This paper is concerned with the nature of fluctuations associated with separated flow on a wing fitted
with a statically deflected, forward mounted spoiler. In many cases, flow separating from the spoiler free edee
and reattaching forward of the wing trailing edge formed a bubble. The emphasis is on providing a general,
physical description of these separated flows.

2 Equipment

The major part of the research into spoiler aerodynamics at Bristol University for the last five years has been
a study of transients (of lift) and delays during and after rapid spoiler movement. This was done by
conducting tests in an open jet tunnel at low Reynolds numbers, taking measurements at high sampling rates
front points around a wing profile using pressure transducers. Thus a priority was to ensure a large value in
the pressure differences recorded by the transducers, leading inevitably to the use of a wing of large chord
(and therefore low aspect ratio) fitted with large endplates. The wing had a NACA 0012 section with a basic
aspect ratio of 2 and a span of about two thirds of the nominal jet diameter, the ratio (endplate height / wing
chord) was 1.5 and a spoiler with a length 8% of wing chord was used. Transition was fixed upstream of the
spoiler using a roughness strip. For these tests, the spoiler was hinged at a forward position, namely 13% of
wing chord from the leading edge.

The preliminary tests descritbcd in Section 3 used a simple three component balance to generate static
lift data for the cases of a clean wing and a wing with a statically deflected spoiler. All other tests used a
pressure transducer system as a means of data collection. Data collection from the Setra transducers sampling
at stations along the wing centreline was possible at rates ranging from IkHz per tapping if about a dozen
transducers were used, to 3.2kl,z per tapping if just two transducers were used. Further details of the rig are
given elsewhere (Ref 1).

3 Static Spoiler : Time In'ariant Characteristics

A stud% Nsas made of the steady state characteristics of a wing with a statically deflected spoiler. In this
Dlpartmsent's other work on spoilers (studies of transients and delays following rapid spoiler deriosvnent,
pressure transducers have been used to record surface pressure histories with subsequent integration to give
lift histories. In this Section, since only static lift measurements were required, a simpler scheme using tunnel
balance measurements was adopted.

3.1 Clean Wing (No Spoiler)

!ig I shows the lift curve for a clean wing and the case of a spoiler at x/c = 0.13. Several points are of
interest.

The data presented here have not been corrected for tunnel constraints, if only to allow certain
comparisons with examples from Kalligas which were also free from corrections. Corrected data ha.e been
produced, using lifting surface theory and the endplate corrections recommended by Iloerner (Ref 2), to
verify the lift curve slope a,. However, traditional correction procedures apply to static conditions and it nseut
be assumed that localised phenomena - such as the strong starting vortex associated with the rapid opening of
a spoiler - will not properly be accounted for. For such reasons, the static and dynamic data quoted are
uncorrected.

Stalling of this aerofoil section (NACA 0012) at low Reynolds numbers was complex. A small change
in transition fixing (particle size, width of roughness strip, etc) was seen to alter the lift curve noticeably. In
general during these tests the stall was of the mixed leading edge, trailing edge type.

The other curves show the effect of deploying a spoiler hinged at x/c = 0.13 and deflected to 6 = 20'
and 6 = 40°

. There are three types of flow apparent. To explain this observation it is convenient to consider
an idealisation of an aerofoil with a spoiler and to observe the effect of changing the spoiler hinge position.
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3.2 General Case : Flow about a Statically Deflected Spoiler

Consider the generalised case of a spoiler with hingeline at an arbitrary chordwise station on an aerofoil. Fig
2 shows that essentially there are three distinct flow regions : the portions on the upper surface fore and aft
of the spoiler and the whole of the lower surface. For convenience we refer to these regions henceforth as A,
B and C. From a consideration of each region in turn - and for the moment restricting the problem to one of
maximising static spoiling - we shall see the conflicting requirements for choosing a chordwise position for a
spoiler.

3.2.1 Region A

Pressures will always rise in region A forward of the deflected spoiler. Thus the change in lift in region A
after spoiler deployment will always act to produce a net download on the aerofoil. Intuitively it would seem
that in order for tht spoiler to produce as large a lift decrement as possible in this region, the spoiler should
hp ce a large chord r,nd be positioned to have greatest effect on those areas which usually have a strong
s iction. For positi',e angles of incidence, this implies that the hinge should be well forward.

3.2.: R.:on B

Flow will always separate from the spoiler tip and often this divided flow will extend into the wake.
tIowever, given the right combination of sizes for the length of B as a fraction of chord, aerofoil incidence o
and spoiler deflection 6, a different flow is observed. For example, if the length of B is a large fraction of
chord, if or is small or negative and if 6 is reasonably small then the separated shear layer will reattach
forward of the trailing edge. A separation bubble is then formed in the front part of B. Region B is subjected
almost exclusively to reduced pressures relative to conditions prior to spoiler deployment, and as a
consequence contributes to increased lift. We must conclude that on this basis the hinge should not be well
forward. Furthermore, the occurrence or otherwise of reattachment is an important consideration, because if
the separated shear layer extends into the wake, the trailing edge pressure will be much reduced from
conditions prior to spoiler deployment. This reduction in pressure will be transmitted around the trailing edge
so that the entire lower surface, region C will be affected by a reduction and more lift will be lost. This again
tends to argue in favour of the spoiler not being far forward at incidences where reattachment is a possibility.

3.2.3 Region C

The pressure drop sustained over this area after spoiler deployment (and provided that there is no flow
reattachment on the upper surface) can provide strong conventional spoiling. The spoiling will be large when
the pressure drop at the trailing edge is large. For this to happen, the spoiler must be far enough forward to
generate a large pressure drop at the trailing edge - but not so far forward that reattachment can occur for
the given combination of sizes of B, a and 6.

3.2.4 The Aerofoil as a Whole

For conditions which govern the pressure change in regions A and C, it seems that the farther forward the
spoiler, the greater the ACL - provided no reattachment occurs. If this proviso is not met, practically no
spoiling would occur.

3.3 Forward Mounted Spoiler ( Hinge at 13% Chord

For the specific case of a spoiler mounted at x/c = 0.13 and deflected to 6 - 40, it is seen from Fig I that
the spoiler was very effective at high a but less so as a was reduced. At
negative a, the spoiler was ineffective as a lift reducing device. The figure implies that flow characteristics
were totally different at a = +12" and a - -12, for example.

An analysis of the contributions to AC from upper and lower surfaces showed that at all positive
values of a, the contribution to AC from theiower surface was large ( of order -0.2 to -0.25 ) and apart
from the stall region was substantially the major component of total spoiling action. However at negative
values of a the lower surface contribution to ACL rapidly fell away as the magnitude of a increased. The
upper surface contribution to ACL was sensibly constant for negative a. Over this range a separation bubble
existed over the upper surface, or closed just aft of the trailing edge in the near-wake. As a means of
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spoiling, the upper surface contribution was detrimental until a reached a value of about 8, and was
comparable in size to the lower surface contribution only at or near the positive stall.

The foregoing serves to explain the three characteristic regions of the lift curve of a wing fitted with
a statically deflected, forward mounted spoiler.

Over an incidence range from negative stall to an angle a,, say, the spoiler is ineffective as a means of
generating a ACL. A moderate decrease in pressure is developed on the upper surface from the
separation bubble aad an even smaller decrease in pressure on the lower surface due to the AC at the
trailing edge.

Over an incidence range from aI to C2, say, effectiveness increases rapidly. The separated shear layer
originating from the spoiler free edge extends into the wake with an increasingly sizeable thickness at
the trailing edge, which consequently leads to a progressively larger pressure drop at that edge. This in
turn forces a rapid increase in the size of the contribution to spoiling from the lower surface. On the
upper surface the pressure rise forward of the spoiler becomes more important and compensates for
the pressure fall aft, so that over this incidence range the contribution to ACL from this region falls
from a low positive value to zero.

Over an incidence range from a02 to near positive stall the separated flow field aft of the spoiler is
fully developed. The pressure drop at the trailing edge is sensibly constant and therefore so is the
contribution to AC L from the lower surface. The contribution from the upper surface increases as the
pressure rise in front of the spoiler increases up to near stall.

It will be seen that the static conditions resulting from a spoiler deployment have a profound effect on the
levels of buffet excitation generated by the flow. Moreover this effect changes as the conditions change (in
other words, as a and 6 are varied) and generally cannot be inferred from static measurements.

4 Static Spoiler : Time Varying Characteristics

The time va-ying characteristics of the flow field about the upper surface of a wing with a forward mounti
spoiler were investigated. During the development of the data collection and processing system, it was decided
that for each pressure history, the record length and scanning frequency should be as high as possible.
Existing solt ware was modified so that maximum record length was increased from 500 measurements to
nearly 2000 and maximum scanning frequency was increased from 1.0 to 3.2 kHz. The penalty for this
increased performance per channel was a reduction in the number of channels sampled per run from eleven to
two. So, for a particular configuration of a and 6, six tunnel runs had to be made to capture the pressure
fluctuation history over the whole surface. Given that tunnel conditions were repeatable this was not seen to
be a problem.

4.1 Data Analysis

After collecting pressure histories from various stations on the wing, some method was needed to convert the
data and to allow a study to be made of the constituents of each pressure signal at discrete frequencies.

4.1.1 Analogue Method

A technique has been described by Owen (Ref 3) which was used at the RAE and can be termed an analogue
method. Pressure signals were stored on tape at run time and played back through an analyser containing a
bank of filters through which the signal was passed repeatedly. At every pass a particular reference frequency
was selected ; a band-pass filter centred on that frequency then allowed only those constituents of the signal
at frequencies within the pass band to pass through for analysis. With a careful choice of frequencies and a
full sequence of analyses, spectral functions of several kinds would be obtained from the single original
pressure signal.

As Owen noted, if a non-dimensional parameter n was defined with

n = fL/V (4.1)

where f was the frequency, L a representative length and V the free stream velocity, a spectrum function
F(n) could be defined so that F(n).6n would be the contribution to (P/q) 2 in the frequency range n to n+6n. In
the present work L was taken to be the wing chord c so that a specific reduced frequency n, was defined
specifically as
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n€ = fc/V . (4.1a)

Henceforth, n will be written as n except in cases where confusion is possible. Here, 5 was the variance of

the pressure ffuctuation and q the dynamic pressure. Hence, (/q) 2 
was the mean square value of the

fluctuating component of Cp, since

Cp -po-P)/q (4.2)

with p. being the static pressure measured at a surface pressure tapping and p.o the reference pressure.
Integrating the spectral function over the full frequency range gave

F(n) dn = F nF(n) d(logn) = (F/q)
2  (4.3)

With the analyser bandwidth ratio e defined as

= (Af)/f , (4.4)

and with A'" being the contribution to 5 over the analyser bandwidth Af, the final definition would be

v/nF(n)] = A5/(qVe) . (4.5)

4.1.2 Digital Method

The analogue method was not suitable for the present work because at the earliest stage of data recording,
signals were converted from analogue to digital form. The most obvious approach was to select a digital
technique to match completely the analogue process. This was tried but was found to be inefficient and
unlikely to provide acceptable accuracy because of associated computational problems. Rather it was found
that the most convenient method was as follows.

The basis of the digital method was to use a discrete Fast Fourier Transform to convert a time history
x(t) (henceforth assumed to have a zero mean value) to a parallel function X(f) in the frequency domain.
Thus

x(t) 4=). X(f) (4.6)

and as a consequence of the associated theory (see for example Ref 4), the square of X(f) had a mean equal to
the variance of the original time signal. Thus

I/fl 1n X 2(f) df = a (4.7)
Jo

if fA = maximum value of f.

Now since by definition

f S(f) df - a2 , (4.8)

0

it followed that at every frequency f,

S(f) = (I/f) X(f) . (4.9)

It was therefore simple to generate S(f) and [fS(f)J/
2

. Finally, the F(n) data could be generated just as easily
from the idenitity

n F(n) dn - . (4.10)

Bearing in mind that a large number of. individual time histories would be analysed, a routine was
written which read in files sequentially and which was capable of applying a selection of analyses to each one.
The pressure history underwent block averaging, removal of the mean or 'dc component', and padding with
zeros (addition of zeros in equal amounts to front and back of record). It was then passed through a discrete



Fast Fourier Transform routine. The frequency function so produced was then squared and multiplied by
whatever frequency was implicit in the transform, to provide AinF(n)] for example.

In this way time histories in the form CP(t) were converted to functions in the frequency domain.
Specifically, the following functions were generated :

S(f) with f, fS(f)/o2 with log(f) and vAnF(n)] with log(n).

The second form was useful for comparisons with data from wind engineering, for example that used
by ESDU (Ref 5), whilst the third form was that used by Owen and in buffet analysis by amongst others,
Mabey (Ref 6). At the heart of the frequency analysis routine was a discrete FFT subroutine written by
Sehmi (Ref 7).

4.2 Typical Example : Bubble Closing Forward of Trailing Edge

To illustrate the method of analysis, consider the configuration of c = 4' , 6 = 20* where flow separated from
the spoiler free edge but reattached forward of the wing trailing idge.

4.2.1 Total Broad Band Pressure Fluctuation : j/q

Fig 3 shows the chordwise variation of l5/q . According to previous measurements, if the spacing between
transducers had been small enough, a maximum recorded value for /q would have been observed just
forward of reattachment. In fact, the closest transducer was at x/c = 0.60 and reattachment was judged to
have occurred at about x/c = 0.62 based on flow visualisation. Allowing for the fact that the transducer was
not at an optimum position relative to reattachment, the peak value for /q of 0.058 appears reasonable in
view of published data on the subject. Mabey (Ref 6) observed that in general for a bubble class of flow, D/q
would lie within the range

0.04 < fi/q 5 0.10 (4.11)

and specifically for a bubble downstream of a spoiler the excitation should reach a maximum of

/q = 0.050 . (4.12)

4.2.2 Bubble Extent

The reattachment point was located using china clay surface flow visualisation after the method described by
Moir (Ref a), and verified using a nylon filament or wool tuft close to the surface in the indicated region.
For all cases separation was taken to occur from the spoiler free edge giving the chordwise separation
coordinate,

(x/c), = 0.13 + 0.08 cos20* = 0.21 . (4.13)

For this case reattachment occurred at (x/c)r = 0.62, which was just downstream of the recorded peak in /q.
With the spoiler having a chord of 0.08c, the length of the bubble lb was given by the approximate relation

lb/c = (x/c), - (x/c). = 0.41. (4.14)

Note that if h was the height of the spoiler then for this test,

h/c = 0.08 sin20* = 0.027 , (4.15)

giving the ratio of bubble length to projected spoiler height, lb/h as

lb/h - 0.41/0.027 = 14. (4.16)

4.2.3 Spectral Plot of Pressure Close to Reattachment

An example of a spectral plot is shown in Fig 4. Gaussian smoothing (using five points to either side of each
data point) was used to clarify the picture but still to retain some of the random element of the signal. The
station selected was at x/c - 0.60, being close to the reattachment point of the separation bubble for this
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configuration. The bell shape, characteristic of the %AnF(n)] function for this class of flow near reattachment
can be seen clearly. Of particular interest are the peak value of the function and the value of n at which it
occurred.

As explained earlier, since bubble length is a variable dependant on a and 6, chord must be used as
the characteristic length during the first part of the analysis. However, it is usual in correlating results to use
bubble length, rather than model chord. Hence a slightly different reduced frequency, nI may be defined with

n, .fI fb/V (4.17)

where Ib is the bubble length. There is no alteration to the %4nF(n)] values because by definition,

fS(f) = nF(n) = n1F(n ). (4.18)

From Fig 4, a peak value for %/[nF(n)] of 0.035 occurred at a value for n of 1.97. This is equivalent to
a value of nI of 0.78 . Mabey (Ref 6) correlated results for separated flows and stated that for stations close
to reattachment n1 should lie in the range

0.5 _5 n 5 0.8 . (4.19)

Clearly the peak value for a station close to reattachment is within this range.
Mabey (Ref 6) stated that for a leading edge separation bubble having a peak value for /q of 0.10,

the peak value for v'nF(n)] would be 0.06. Here (for the bubble behind a spoiler) the peak value for 15/q was
0.058 and so the peak value for vqnFtn)] of 0.035 appears reasonable also.

4.2.4 Spectral Data From All Stations

Peak values of the function v/nF(n)] were found for all eleven pressure measurement stations on the upper
surface (for a = 4, 6 = 20") and were plotted on Fig 3 along with the chordwise variation of D/q mentioned
before. Notice that the shapes of the two functions on this figure are very similar. Both have a maximum at
the station x/c = 0.6, as well as can be judged with the resolution available. It would appear that the two
functions are equally valid in predicting that reattachment has occurred and approximately where.

Values of n1 for peaks of V/[nF(n)] were found for all stations sampled and the results are shown in
Fig 5. It is clear that peaks of /[nF(n)] lie at reduced frequencies within or close to the range (4.19), over a
large proportion of the wing and not just close to reattachment.

4.2.5 Implications

A few key points from the preceding paragraphs of this section regarding the C P(t) at a station close to
reattachment may be stated as follows :

it will have a greater rms than any other C (t)
the peak value of the /[nF(n)] function derived will be greater than the corresponding peaks derived
fron, any other station and
the frequency at which the function /[nF(n)] shows a peak will be higher than for any other station
within the bubble.

Now since the eleven C p(t) 's could in principle be integrated to give the sectional lift along the centreline, it
follows that :

the rms of CL(t) will be significantly smaller than the rms of Cp(t) at reattachment
and
comparing the vinF(n)] functions derived from C (t) close to reattachment and from CL(t), the peak
value of V/nF(n)J will be larger and will occur at a larger frequency for the C p(t).

There are practical difficulties involved in generating a dynamic lift history, C (t) - sufficiently accurate for
spectral analysis - from the pressure coefficient histories C (t). The eleven C (t records would have to be
sampled exac:ly in parallel otherwise phase shifts would be incurred which would reduce rms values of the
final signal as well as distorting the apparent relative sizes of constituents at discrete frequencies. However, a
prediction as to the likely values of spectral parameters for the upper surface (broad band rms, peak value of
v/[nF(n)] and n,) was possible from an inspection of spectral values generated from the pressure coefficient
histories.
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4.2.6 Effect of & Change In Reynolds Number

Tests were carried out at a fixed configuration (a = 4° 6 - 20 °) but with tunnel speed set to half and three
quarters of the usual speed. All other test conditions (for example, roughness particle size) were left unaltered.
Fixing reattachment was difficult for this case - more so than at lower reduced frequencies (ie at a = -12' or
at a - -4°) - but the bubble length was found to be very similar for all three tunnel speeds and, if anything,
to show a slight reduction with decreasing Reynolds Number. This last trend was sensible but the limited
accuracy of the test procedures allowed only a statement that the variation in n, was small.

4.2.7 Other Configurations with Closure Forward of the Trailing Edge.

Testing was carried out for several different configurations. Table la shows results collected from tests at
those instances when a bubble extended from the spoiler and closed forward of the wing trailing edge.
Generally, it was found easier to fix reattachment of the separation bubble for lower angles of incidence.
Thus at a = -12, reattachment was well defined and covered a narrow band since (by comparison with the
other configurations) the streamwise pressure gradient was favourable. As a was increased, reattachment
became less well defined as the pressure gradient became less favourable. Thus estimation of bubble length,
I., was less accurate with a = 4* than for configurations at the other two angles of incidence considered.

4.2.8 Peaks in /q

From Table I it is clear that there was a considerable variation in recorded peaks of the rms pressure
fluctuation of

j/q between 0.038 and 0.093. (4.20)

Thus all peaks of 5/q fell (more or less) within the broader band (4.11) observed by Mabey (Ref 6). At the
two moderate incidences of a = _+4 it was found that levels of fluctuation increased with increasing spoiler
deployment (and therefore bubble length). This was not found to be the case for a large negative incidence of
a = -12 °.

4.2.9 Peaks in %'4nF(n)l

There was a similar variation in the values of recorded peaks in ,/[nF(n)] within the range

0.024 < ,/[nF(n)M. !< 0.056 . (4.21)

The respective values of n at which the peaks of /[nF(n)] occurred were found and are recorded in Table 1.
Having found respective values for bubble length, values for n5 were found and are seen to be in the range

0.63 < ni !< 0.81 . (4.22)

This was largely in agreement with the range (4.19) suggested by Mabey (Ref 6).

4.2.10 Bubble Extent

Estimation of bubble length, I1 , was approximate. However from Table I it can be seen that the ratio Iu/h (of
bubble length to projected spoiler height) increased as a increased. This was to be expected since at a given
value of x/c behind the spoiler the streamwise pressure gradient, dp/dx, would become more adverse with
increasing a. Clearly in 2d inviscid flow with zero pressure gradient (on a flat plate rather than an aerofoil),
lb/h would be constant.

4.3 Configurations with Bubble Closure Behind the Wing.

The case of a - 4%. 6 - 40* was an instance where (using information from surface flow visualisation) the
separation bubble did not appear to close over the wing surface. As shown by Fig 6. the chordwise variations
of /q and vnF(n)] both showed a steady increase with increasing distance from the spoiler free edge,
reaching peaks of 0.073 and 0.050 respectively at x/c - 0.90. Recalling the study of a static spoiler in Section
3.3, the spoiler was only marginally effective in decreasing lift for this configuration. However the indications



are that the bubble would close in the near wake and in the absence of any further information a guess was
made that the bubble closed 0.1c downstream of the trailing edge. Hence I/c was taken to be 0.9, giving a
value for I/h of IS and (taking n to be 0.9 since this gave a peak for %AnF(n)] at x/c - 0.90) giving a value
for n, of 0.8.

A further example was a - 12" and 6 - 20". The chordwise variations of D/q and %4nF(n)] are shown
in Fig 7 to be different to the previous configuration : over the first half of the separated flow, both
functions increased steadily and over the latter half remained almost unchanged at around 0.065 and 0.035
respectively. The earlier static study had shown that in this instance, the spoiler was effective as a lift
reducing device. The length of separated flow over the wing was again used as the characteristic length in
defining n (no other length appearing to be appropriate). As for the previous configuration, I/c was 0.8, but
the value for I/h was approximately 34, about twice the value for the previous case. This would be consistent
with the observation that for the second configuration, the streamwise pressure gradient aft of the spoiler
would be more adverse since incidence was greater. It was found that the value for nI at which vqnF(n)] had
a peak at stations near the trailing edge was again 0.8.

A comparison between these two configurations is instructive. Whilst they had practically the same
peak values for /q (0.073 and 0.074) the peak value for vAnF(n) in the case of a = 12', 6 = 20' was lower
by 20% (G.041 as against 0.050). This is explained by the observation that for stations towards the rear of the
wing, the variation of v[nF(n)] with log(n) for this configuration had less of a pronounced bell shape, thus
signal strength was not concentrated over as narrow a band as a = 4%, 6 = 40'. Fig 8 illustrates this by
comparing plots of v/nF(n)] with log(n) for stations at x/c = 0.80 for the two configurations.

In short, the nature of separated flow over the rear 80% of the wing was different for the two cases
and this provided an indication of the difference in spoiler performance for the two cases. However the
reduced frequency, n1, for peaks in the function vInF(n)] was 0.8 in both cases.

5 Synopsis of Observations

Three distinct classes of flow were produced by a statically deflected forward mounted spoiler and could be
identified by several criteria, including :

the spoiler performance as a means of altering lift
the scale of the separated flow region caused by the spoiler ; and
the chordwise variation of broad band pressure fluctuation, /q.
For the first such class, the spoiler had practically no effect on lift, flow reattached forward of the

trailing edge and the graph of /q with x/c had a well defined peak just forward of reattachment.
For the second class, the spoiler had only a sinatt effect on lift (ie the configuration was in the

transitional region on a CL, a plot), flow just failed to reattach forward of the trailing edge and the graph of
5/q with x/c had an ill defined peak close to the trailing edge with little sign of a reduction in /q close to
the trailing edge.

For the third class, the spoiler had a sizeable effect on lift, flow was fully separated from the spoiler
free edge to the wake and the graph of 5/q with x/c showed a rapid rise aft of the spoiler free edge for
about half the distance to the trailing edge, followed by a region of constant broad band pressure fluctuation.

Having thus identified the differences between the flows, similarities could also be observed. In
general the peak value of 5/q was in a well-defined range (4.20). A length lb was chosen for each flow. If
flow reattached prior to the trailing edge, 1b was the bubble length whilst for the case of separated flow
extending into the wake, Ib was the length of chord between the spoiler free edge and the trailing edge. A
dimensionless frequency, n., could be defined (Eqn 4.17), and at stations close to the end of the separated
flow region the function VtnF(n)] peaked at a frequency n, within the range (4.22).

6 Conclusions

A forward mounted spoiler may be fully or partially effective or completely ineffective as a means of
reducing lift. The dynamic properties of the flow in each of these three states cannot be inferred from static
measurements . In particular the case when the flow reattaches forward of the trailing edge much of the
fluctuating component of the lift is concentrated over a narrow band of frequencies centred on a reduced
frequency nI which may be predicted from the range (4.22). If this non-dimensional frequency corresponds to
a frequency of buffet excitation, f, close to any structural mode, then serious buffeting may occur.

These observations underline the difficulties in all studies of separated flow fields of trying to deduce
fluctuating characteristics from steady measurements.
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Table I Parameters from Measurements of Bubbles of Different Types

(a) Bubble Closing Forward of the Trailing Edge

Effect of a Change in Configuration

a/deg 6/deg (x/c) r  I/h I/c P/qm- vqnF(n)]m nc n,

-12 60 0.65 6.9 0.48 0.038 0.024 1.51 0.72

40 0.56 7.2 0.37 0.065 0.049 1.83 0.67

-4 40 0.81 12.1 0.62 0.083 0.056 1.11 0.69

20 0.51 11.0 0.30 0.038 0.024 2.14 0.63

4 20 0.62 15 0.41 0.058 0.035 1.97 0.81

Effect of a Change in Reynolds Number: a = 4', 6 = 20'

V/(m/s) (x/c) r  I/c I/h P/qm. %inF(n)]._ nc n,

10 0.56 0.37 14 0.082 0.061 2.34 0.86

15 0.57 0.38 14 0.064 0.045 2.09 0.80

20 0.62 0.41 15 0.058 0.035 1.97 0.81

(b) Bubble Assumed to Close in Near Wake : Effect of a Change in Configuration

a/deg 6/deg (x/c)c I/c I/h P/qr v'nF(n)]m n. n,

4 40 1.0 0.9 18 0.073 0.050 0.9 0.8

12 20 1.0 0.9 34 0.074 0.041 0.9 0.8

(c) Spoiler geometry

5/deg 20 40 00

(x/c), 0.21 0.19 0.17

h/c 0.027 0.051 0.069
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INVESTIGATION OF A SEMI-FPIRICAL METHOD TO

(0 PREDICT LIMIT CYCLE OSCILLATIONS OF MODERN FIGHTER ATpCRAFT

Q 3.J. Metier, R.J. Zwaan
National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR)

P.O. Box 90502, 1006 RM Amsterdam

The Netherlands

~Summnary

Requirements of modern fighter Mrcraft to operate with high maneuverabilty in the transonic speed

regime mavl-ad qulder certain condttionsto limit cycle oscillations (LCO), produced by a structural/
aerodynamic tntera--n_. Condi t o-of transonic LCO are moderate angle of attack and Mach numbers ranging

from 0.9 to 1.1.
-Arf-analysls of steady wind tunnel data, obtained for a fighter-type aircraft In a typical configuration, has
indicated that shock-induced separation plays a dominant role. .

In the paper-a semi-empirical prediction method is presented which makes use of these steady data, and some

results are sown.

Possibilities are discussed to extend the method to the use of unsteady wind tunnel data. -4-

I. Tntroduction

Requirements of modern fighter aircraft to operate with high maneuverability In the transonic speed

regime may lead under certain flight conditions to limit cycle oscillations (LCO). These oscillations are

self-sustaining and are caused by the interaction of separated flow and structural oscillations. The

hindrance raised by LCO Is a reduced operational capabilitv, revealing Itself in degraded ride comfort,

targeting accuracy, and structural fatigue life.
The flow conditions for transonic I.CO are Mach numbers ranging from 0.9 to 1.1, and moderate angles of

attack depending on the Mach number, but usually less than 10 deg. Aircraft response appears in one or more

weakly damped vibration modes for which the mode shapes admit a pronounced coupling with the separated flow

pattern.
Reported cases of LCO for fighter aircraft were given in reference I. Observations of LCO on other tvpes

of aircraft came also to the authors' knowledge.

LCO Is experienced by rept wings as well, although different flow mechanisms may be involved. Tn

references 2 and 3 such cases were analyzed in relation to wini bending oscillations.

T(O is characterized by an almost harmonic oscillation which sets in at a certain Mach number and angle

of attack. When the Mach number gradually increases the amplitude initially also increases, then stabilizes

and finally decreases after which LCO has disappeared. The regularity of the oscillation makes buffer as a

forcing mechanism less obvous. Neither is the occurrence likely of an aerodynamic resonance mechanism at

some specific frequency, which is knows from wind tunnel tests with two-dimensional wings (Pef. 4). The
argument is that the flow about fighter wings is strongly three-dimensional so that no discrete frequencies
will prevail at which the resonance mechanism is able to develop. The most probable cause of LCO is a

nonlinear aerodvnamic damping which is able to destabilize the motion at small amplitudes. This conclusion

may be a useful starting point for the development of a prediction method for LCO.

2. Basis of prediction method

A promising way to describe LCO may be found by considering this phenomenon as a nonlinear stability
problem. In its simplest form LCO can be formulated as a one-degree-of-freedom (I-DOE) system. Tt equation

of motion is written as:

mi + d k + kx + d (x,i) - 0, (2.11

In which d is the structural damping coefficient and d
a 

is the nonlinear aerodynamic damping coefficient.sa

The classical example Is of course the Van der Pol equation, according to which:

d
a 

(x,i) - -ax (i-bx2 ), (2.)

where a as b are positive constants. For small values of x the aerodynamic damping is negative, o

destabilizing, whereas for large enough values of x the damping becomes positive. 1C0 will start whenever the
condition is fulfilled:

d- a (i-bx) <i. (2.31

Accordingly, in the general case of equation (2.1) the necessary condition for 1CO is:

d. * + d
a 

(,) a 0, (n.1

or In the simpler case where d
a 

only depends on i:

da + did a)/di c 0. (3.51

The latter condition was formulated by Den Hactog in his well-known explanation of galloping of slender

structures (Ref. 5). In that case * is proportional to the angle of attack. Assuming a dynamic damping force
like Indicated in figure I, condition (2.5) may be satisfied in the interval of negative did )/di. A
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self-sustaining constant-amplitude oscillation may develop over a larger interval when the energy influx from

the air flow Is compensated by the dissipative action of the structural damping force.

An important observation is that in the formulation of Den Hartog the relation between d and * is

assumed independent of time and that this assumption does not prevent a satisfactory explanatton of

gallopIng.

The generalization of the principle of galloping to multi-DOF systems has been made the basis of the

present prediction method. Accordingly the applicabilitv of steady aerodynamic data of fighter aircraft has

been accppted. The suggestion to use steady data was given already in references 2, 3 and 6. If by evaluating

the method this applicability can be justified, at least for qualitative predictions, this would permit

applications of the method early in the design process of the aircraft.

3. Aerodynamics for LCO

A crucial question of course is whether aerodynamic data of fighter-cype wings exist which hold out a

prospect of success in applying the galloping principle. In this connection steady pressure data for a full

span wind tunnel model representing an advanced fighter wing were analyzed at NLR which were made available

bv the aircraft manufacturer. The pressures were integrated to sectional and overall forces. Results are pre-

sented here in the form in which they were used for the analysis. The wing planform of the wind tunnel model

provided with the pressure orifices is shown in figure 2. Also shown is the panel distribution used In the
chordwise and spanwise integration.

To figures 3 and 4 the steady normal force and moment coefficients are shown for stations I and 6 (most

inboard and outboard, respectivelv) as functions of angle of attack (0 to 10 deg) and Mach number (0.90 to
0.96). The coefficient for the intermediate sections show a gradual transition. It is Irmediately clear that

the coefficients in station I do not show any irregular behavior, whereas in station 6 both lift and moment

coefficients show rapid changes in short intervals of the angles of attack (centered on about 7 deg) in the

greater part of the Mach number interval. These rapid changes look similar to the hypothetical characteric

discussed in section 2, and might give rise to LCO.

Next the kind of pressure distributions are analyzed which lead to the rapid chances in the aerodvnamic

coefficients. To that purpose the pressure distributions on the upper and lower wing surface in station I and

6 at Mach number 0.92 are presented in figures 5 and 6. The pressure distribution at the upper surface In

station I shows a very gradual development with angle at attack, with a small upstream shift of the shock

along with a slight trailing edge flow separation at the highest angle of attack. In station 6 a strong

upstream shift of the shock starts at 7 deg coupled with a rapidly developing flow separation at the trailing

edge. The pressure distributions on the lower side show only very gradual developments.

Having established the cause of the rapid changes in the sectional coefficients, the question re-aln

whether they are really able to provoke LCO. The answer should come fro, solving the equations of motion for

the elastic aircraft structure.

4. Discussion of prediction method

It is assumed that the motion of the unrestrained elastic aircraft structure can be described by a

number of rigid body modes and elastic modes. The equations of motion for these modes can he expressed in a

usual matrix form:

in which the Indices R and E refer to the rigid body and elastic modes, while:

M, , w are generalized mass, damping factor and natural frequency,

q is generalized coordinate (total number is Ni + NF).

I. is generalized aerodynamic force on the wing (other lifting surfaces are not considered for

simplicityl).

The generalized aerodvnamic force for the i-th coordinate is formulated as:

Ii 31,2f y'AC <ntx,vastdS, 4

in which 4 c'
2 

is the dvnamic pressure, $<x,v
> 

is the natural mode shape and lCp<x.v,ao<t
>  

Is the pressure

difference distribution over the wing depending on the dynamic normal wash distribution a. This normal wash

is expressed by:

a- + Ia, (4.1)

a Z (L *L q't, (4.4)

a ; U at J '
INR+ N 

E

a is the initial angle of attack at which LCO is supposed to start and A% tbe time-dependent variation

during ICO.
The pressure distribution ACp In expression (4.2) Is in the present approach a time-independent

nonlinear function of a. Tt is this relation by which the aerodynamic pecularities discussed in section 3 ma.

enter the equations of motion (4.1), ponAlbly amplified by an appropriate mode shape ," After substituting

expressions (4.3) and (4.4) In expression (4.7, .li can he written as:

Ii - Aq + R4, (4.55



A and R being time-independent coefficients. This expression shown that 1 dons not only involve an

dardnaiiaping ter,, Ral, hot , a aierodvoanic stiffness tern-, ,Aq. The relevance of the latter tern is

-io-rted. ho the -thors' experience that the start of LO is sometimes accoaipanled by a smal I frequency

Lli tfoooerical siltion of the eoootlooo of motion the aerodynamic forces ' i re discretloed as follows:

1, 1~ I ," '_2h (4.6)

l hch :%' IIs the i-th panel area, and the p rodac t (.pl is taken constaot over the whole i-tb paoel,

hgiog goal. ,red at the -,,- pootrior of the h-tb preosote orifice.
hot ore solo of, the evuatitos of nrot icc ire brought lot'o a state, space form.

Orti o-vitiocs '5.lt as:

t 'n' it -i K q t,i,W.7

-etc, state opaotr is:

cla t ions are solsd ho a step-ho-stop ouxerical method osiog: the algorithmn of P'erson (Ref. 7) . At east:
t -ie step 'is determined i'cc each panel , af tot which tite correoponing isp i nterpolated In -a dtai base

in w-'-h ti- stoat: pcexuce 1lstr iotions haoe been stored or combination if Mach namber and wing angle o

I'.. ', sit Itz the sct of general med coordinates 'ti as ftinct ions of tine. They con be reduced s1to to

fract'ca l tteret , ltkn wioc tlp asplitoilo, pilot seat acceieration, etc.
ii- In- t matte tto rdlocos cancorns tbv choice of tie general iced -oordinates. The ogo-' f -trT. th-

--to i'.t-sn, tiid -od thy coonity east lv uoderstood wool] islesi.' for a cnpre-oevtntioo ho a I-it0h -- tten.
Th~~a toti f ,i tiv to-ca cases tie itlf cay he correlated ,,erv wellI wtith one of the natoralI vibtotito
-1 tlit, A. .,, Adel as thin has toas bogy ti litotrated recent is it rote,ove 6. -he

ilimrpor tt oiieot ion is of coarse what rode shold he chosen. some goidance mav he docrioed cc 5m ti-c reso't
1t it vs 0 ior the o-olete t-ttl-Pif sostem it attach-ed f iiiw, s-i i a e -y tli node in ti-c

-t"!-o r ".-4. 'hen 'he p itiral oihcaton mode should he oho-en that tsIov, to lo, ie flutter so'it!-,s

rle".s uipi i Mac ii Miiihn where lliO might he expected toc-ccr. 'lie ris k, hiowexer, i it t~t.,

i t - rt .1,-c 1i set-s io Oug to a rapidls changiecv aeradpnamtr lead -lttuit
i, ~ ~ ~ ~ i~s c-i7 ti ci c-- ii cept var l oti degrees it reel.- liis wilIt sal-v the o-lcoz:.t'oo I o-,

i ptI the ad-tac Ii tho athe sstem i tocif can fil 1ter -sir th1e modet si that u-l ' cc'e,,nl

- i t -,. -eseinc o hlo to ileycclhe a possible siFt in -tay to/e of - kto- tieec t"

i1O- ge colt4 os 
t
r it to also thc ea angle ni attach whtch hot a lo, of loence o- the

1-0.ivir, iliac contribute Ioviia I-- I -Pmodiffer triom the modes thati

-tj hi l,- lo ions - Pie coliresetat ion of thie latter r;le- in the eiltar os t I,-- ijop zas ho1

'jt! eit of si-lret idooiioation.

-rtosi, ttie fiittr airc raft -ie corsidered! to which thOe wiod toc-el data preseete:!i 1

f- aito f- icuie- Roth ciniii.urioos inc lide the same wing tip 1irichero iped itdlerwipl, stores- The it
l t" -,that -r Irti.,nA ho- --i wing tip Wi-1fl-, wheoreas In coofltetratieon H t ip sissile at,'r

citll,1.M'e dalta oit the two aircraft confiptiratioxo were rilctulated using otrtictnat data provided 5
the i i rift matuittctirrer -

I, I d et-ailIs for the IC' Ptcalulations ce

a atiuro 1 ibrar ion coder were cions idernd. antfismtnetr ic and tuorestrained wirl ii reqirenc iu itp ti i a itmo,

-n!i muhe o i.f nodes theo for conf igorat ion A was I riv~ cii hdo and 7el tt -cmom for

iee'igttrt to R i and 10 modes, respectively. ctritrra damping wan taben Into account.
All aerodov--noiic loading were den sed from the steady wind topee test data referred ti in sectlice 3.
ll aer-slani, fiirce o the wings were considered. Mach numbher Is 0O9l1. Altitude is at sea level-

%o deflect ions of wieg flaps and control sorfaces were assiumed.
- The saictilated resporoe are (1) the normal acceleration at the front end aof the tip launcher, 12 the

same at the rear end and (1) the lateral acceleration at the pltua.All -cclerations in e,.
11. To inpvestigate tesnintsof LtO to changing flight conditions. caicilateor-weretu credot lo,

oar--inc .-rnle if attach. Other flight conditions, are the tame as before.
For botii confIctirations flight test data ore available.

01I Configoration A

The rwo sibrarine n)des which will Ti ounut to he decisive 'or the development of tCO are nhown In

figuire 7. The ireqiiencs difference to,-il I Pihmodes show a, torsions? deflection of the outer wing parts.
Ile enlitig defletlons are opposite.

The syntem consists of the two vibration nodes sonwn in figre 7. The tOOn calculations% wet started at

,in angle of attack of iii deg, where In view oif the sectional coeffi, tentn rrented In figure 4 -he
orcrreence of fit was enpected. Ae lnitial disturrbance was given of the second vibration mode. Calculations
were made of the treer response arilerarlonn during li s. The results are presented In figure P.
A-ceieration I ftip launrher front end) first decays during 7 n and then panses very cleansy Intoe 101 with a
freqirenen of 7.711lie andl an amplitud- of 0.8 g. Ohivlxrls the nerved vibration mode in dominatileg In the t100.
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Acceleration 2 (tip launcher rear end) stabilizes at 5 a and an amplitude of almost 0.3 g, while acceleratic
3 (pilot seat) stabilizes at 5 a and almost 0.08 g. The "node" in the acceleration 2 signal is caused by tht
cancellation of opposite contributions of the two modes.

The response calculations were continued to 20 a to ensure that the LCO indeed remained unchanged.

b. Two I-DOF system

Response calculations were made for the two vibration modes separately over a period of 20 s. The othet
conditions were th~e same as for the 2-DOF system. Surprisingly, neither of them show any LCO, the repsonses
decay simply. The frequency of the first mode is 7.8 Hz (7.02 Hz in vacuum) and the second mode 7.5 Hz (7.81
Hz in vacuum). Possiblv these small frequency shifts increased the sensitivity of the aircraft to LCO.

The conclusion is that (at least in this case) the interaction of the two vibration modes is
Indispensible for LCO to develop.

c. 8-DoF system

The response- calculations for the system with vibration modes up to a frequency of 12 Hz lead to a
result presented in figure 9. The responses are now decaying at a frequency of 7.7 Hz, although the rate of
decay after 5 s is extremely small. The response calculations were continued to 20 s to confirm a lasting
small decay. Obviously there is some damping influence of the other modes. The beats with a frequency of 3.'
Hz point to interaction with the fourth elastic mode with a natural frequency of 9.46 Hz (in vacuum).

The conslusion is that adding the remaining degrees of freedom leads to a near LCO.

d. ID-POF svstem

The final lCO calculations for configuration A were intended as a search for the sensitivity of LCO to
varying angle of attack. Results for the complete system are presented figure 10. The calculations were
carried out over 30 s, while the angle of attack changed linearly from I to 10 deg. rt appears that a much
serious LCO occuls already at considerably lower angles of attack than 8.5 deg, contrary to what was assumed
before. The freyuency is again about 7.7 Hz.

Obviously it is advisable not to rely only on a interpretation of the aerodynamic loads to establish
possible LCO conditions, but to include sufficiently variations of the flight conditions in the response
calculations.

A demonstration that indeed LCO conditions were obtained is given in figure 1], where the response
calculations were started in the same way as in figure 10, but after 7.5 e the angle of attack was kept
constant at 3.5 deg.

It should be noted finally that the high response levels look unrealistically high. A more realistic
result may be expected bv taking account of wing flap scheduling, load factor limiting and non-zero altitude

The flight test results for configuration A yielded ICO at M - 0.9 and a - 4 deg (during a wind-up turn
at an altitudr of 5K ft. The frequency of acceleration I was 7.5 Pz and the amplitude 5 g. The conclusion is
that the calculated LCO and the flight test data seem to agree qualitatively.

5.2 Configuration 8

a. 12-DOF system

Responsr calculations wer- mad- for a system with vibration modes up to a frequency of 12 Hz over a
period of 10 s. The results are presented in figure 12.

The resonses are very irregular, contrary to the responses of configuration A.
They are ligitly damped, but a clear indication for ECO is missing. Also these response calculations were
continued to 20 S.

b. 13-DOF system

Results of response calculations for varying angle of attack are presented in figure 13. The
calculations were carried out over 30 s, while the angle of attack changed linearly from I to 10 deg in the
same wav as for configuration A.

Again it appears that LCO is completely absent.

In flight tests of configuration B no LCO was observed, so that again the conclusion is that calculated
LCO and flight test data correlate well in this respect.

The results of the preceding applications justify the conclusion that the proposed prediction method Is
promising, although further evaluation by applications to other configurations is necessary.

6. Improvements of the prediction method

The development of the present prediction meth,id is still In progress. The following extensions are
being realized or foreseen.

o Use of unsteady wind tunnel data

t should be expected that the use of unsteady wind tunnel data obtained by pressure measurements with
oscillating models will improve the accuracy of the predicted LCO. Especially the inherent phase differences
between the aerodynamic wing loading and generating wing oscillations will influence the predicted
sensitivity of the aircraft to LCO.

The chance to explore possible Improvementa will come in the near future after results have become
available from unsteady transonic wind tunnel tests at LR (Ref. 8). In these tests pressure distributions
and overall aerodynamic loads will be meaured on an oscillating semi-span wing model with the same planform
as the model for which steady data were shown in section 3.
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Unsteady aerodynamic loads due to harmonic model oscillations, however, are less appropriate for
application in the prediction method as the equations of motion are solved In the time domain instead of in
the Frequency domain. ; useful empirical technique to transform unsteady aerodynamic loads during dynamic
stall to the time domain was developed by ONERA for two-dimensional wings (Ref. 9). This technique is based

on splitting the aerodynamic force coefficients into a "linear" part F
1 

and a "nonlinear" part F, (Fig. 14)

which are modeled each of them by differential equations. The various parameters in these equations are
deduced from matching with wind tunnel test data. A similar technique may he applicable to fighter type wings

as well and will be triud out by ILR to transform the unsteady wind tuncel data mentioned before.

It ohould be mentioned that upgrading the prediction method by the use of unsteady wind tunnel data will
generally be possible only later in the design process of the aircraft.

b. Improvement of numerical efficiency

The present numerical algorithm to integrate the equations of motion is too time-consuming. An
improvement is expected from replacing the Merson algorithm by a more efficient integration procedure, e.g.
b applying the transition matrix technique proposed in reference 10.

7. Conclusions

In this paper a semi-empirical method has been proposed to predict CO of modern fighter aircraft. A
lT-itod evaluation has been performed. Some preliminary conclusions are drawn:

-. Calculated results show convincing L.rO cases.

Data of steady wind tunnel tests are already sufficient to enable qualitatively correct predictios.

"2 O -0 not a typical phenomenon of I-DOE systems when these degrees of freedom are defined as in vacuum

vibration modes. An at least 2-DOF system mav be necessary to arrive at 1.0O, iust as in most "classical"

flutter cases.
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Fig. 1: Meaning of nonlinear aerodynamic damping
force for occurrence of LCO. X1

Fig. 2: Location of pressure orifices and corres-
ponding panels on the model wing planform.
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Fig. 3: Steady lift and moment coefficients In Fig. 4: Steady lift and moment coefficients in

t t o I a fu t on of Mach number and station 6l as functions of Mach nusiber and

anglecm Ioeftack, angle of attack.
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Fig. 5 Steady pressure d cstrbutions in station I Fig. 6: Steady pressure dostrbuton In ste ton 6
s fu ction s of n sle of bttsckt a functions of angl n b attack.
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MODE 2:7 81 Hz

MDE 1: 7 02 Hz

Fig. 7: First two vibration modes of configura-

tion A.

Fie. 8: Response calculations for configuration A; Fig. q: Response calculations for configuration A:

2 DOF, M-0.92, ao-8.5 deg. 8 DOF, M-0.92, o-8.5 deg.
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Fig. 10: Response calculations for configuration A; Fig. |1: Response calculations for configuration A;

10 DOF, M-0.92, a variable. 10 DOF, M-0.92, a variable.
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Fig. 12: Response calculations for configuration B;
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1. Fig. 13: Response calculations for configuration B;
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Fig. i4: Generalized ONERA dynamic Stall model.
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INTERACTION BETWEEN THE CANARD AND WING FLOWS ON A MODEL OF A TYPICAL COMBAT AIRCRAFT
by0D.0. Mabey0 B.L. Welsh

C.R. Pyne
0Procurement Executive, Ministry of Defence

Royal Aerospace Establishment
Bedford MK41 6AE0 England

sUMMARY

The main features of canard/wing interaction were established by a comprehensive

test of a half model of a typical combat aircraft in the RAE l3ft x qft Low Speed Wind
Tunnel. The measurements comprised overall stcady forces, buffeting on the wing an~d the
canard, and steady and unsteady pressure distributions on the wing.

The'results show that the canard effective incidence (determined by the canard

setting and the body/wing upwash) controls the canard/wing Interactln. Witn attachel
flow the canard produces a downwash field which has signiflcant effects when the win; f!w
is attached. With separated flow on the canardthe ownwash field is still produced tot
in addition there is v gorous mixing wnich inhibits the development of wing flow separa-
tions, increasing the overall lift, redcing the wing buffetlng and reducIng the ireg.
The process by which this favourable effect is acnieved Is Illustrated by an-analysis of
ts e steady and unsteady pressure distributions on the wing at three spanw!se sectlons.

These reslts have important implIcatlons wit' respect to the development and optl-
mlsrton of othoer canard/wing configurations, particularly at high angles of 12!l'Oncrr.

!.I.T 'oF SYMBOLS

CBc static bending moment coefficient (E4 (I))
), D, C lift, drag and pit3hilng moment coefflcients

T: maximum lift coefficient

roiling moment coefficlent
local chord

aerodynamic mean chorl of gross wing /H mc)

; presure coefficient

frequency (Hz)
bubble length

runVFT1 buffet excItatlon parameter (Eq (2
generallsed mass

n1 frequency parameter (based on o r c)

F, .cr-j rms level of excitation at frequency parameter (JefIned In Ref 15'

p total broad band rms pressure fluctuatl)ns on wing

q = ijl) free stream kinetic pressure
gross wing area (l.031m

2
)

exposed wing area (0.78m
2
)

23 exposed canard area (0.136m
2
)

.c  exposed canard semi-span
rd wing seml-span from centre line
x streamwise co-ordinate
y spanwise co-ordinate
z. rms tip acceleration in mode

free stream velocity

a wing and fuselage incidence
ac canard effective incidence (Eq (3))

Sy/ total damping fraction critical (Eq (2))
=

y/s semi-span ratio for wing pressure plotting sections
ne canard setting
p free-stream density

1 INTRODUCTION

The next generation of advanced combat aircraft is likely to utillse small fore-
planes or canards becaise of the large favourable effects of such canards on the overall
static forces, such as Improvements in CLmax eg Ref3 1 to 31 and because of the

possible advantages of canards f)r Active Control Technology (ACT).
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An additional advantage of close-coupled canards is that these generally reduce the
wing buffeting4 but for certain restricted conditions they may increase It. These
effects are still not understood completely, and it appeared desirable to study the
interaction between canard and wing flows in more detail on a large well-instrumented
half-model of a typical canard/wing configuration. The RAE High Incidence Research
Model (HIRM 1) was chosen (Fig 1), because this had been used widely in a research
programme shared between RAE and NASA. That investigation involved the comparison of
both static and dynamic stability derivatives measured in wind-tunnel and flight tests

This paper gives the salient conclusions derived from tests of the HIRM 1 half-
model in the RAE Bedford l3ft x 9ft Low Speed Wind Tunnel. Anotier Report

6 
describes some

brief tests of the effects of a series of wing leading-edge notches on the static forces
and buffeting at low speeds on this advanced wing design.

2 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Although for time-dependent measurements a stiff model and a rigid support system
are preferred a relatively flexible model design (section 2.1) was chosen to reduce the
manufacturing time and this model was mounted on the half-model balance to allow overall
focC measurements (section 2.2). Section 2.3 describes the instrumentation used and the
analysis of the time-dependent signals. Section 2.4 gives the test conditions.

2.1 Model

Fig 2 shows the general arrangement of the large half model. The model size was
determined by the decision to make it from the same moulds as used for the complete models
of the free-flight tests. The model was mounted vertically In the tunnel so that the
effective ratio [model semi-span/tunnel width| = 1.3/2.7 = 0.48. This is somewhat larger
than the ratio recommended (< 0.40) for interference-free flow

7
. However in these tests

the main emphasis was on comparative, rather than absolute measurements, so that this size
of model was not unreasonable.

The fuselage has a steel frame and a moulded plastic skin of glass fibre laminate.
The wing has two Internal steel spars covered by a moulded skin of glass fibre laminate,
which gives the required twisted and cambered wing section. The wing thickness/chord
ratio varies from about 6% at the root to 4% at the tip. The wing construction must be
described to explain the difficulties in the buffeting measurements. The skin is split
into several different segments, as illustrated in the greatly simplified sketch in Fig 3.
Inevitably, when the wing is loaded and vibrating, the relative movement between the many
adjoining surfaces produces a large and variable structural damping. This variable struc-
tural damping dominates the total damping coefficient, because the aerodynamic damping
coefficient is extremely small at low speeds. [The total damping coefficient is generally
a function of the normal force on the wing.]

Steady and time-dependent pressure measurements on the wing supplemented the steady
overall force measurements from the balance. Pressure transducers could be installed w-

the inside of the skin on both the suction and pressure surfaces at six spanwise sections
(n = 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8). For the present tests the 51 wing pressure trans-
ducers (17 per section) were Installed at q = 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 (Fig 2). The centre spar
has top and bottom glass fibre laminate cover plates which carry pressure-transducer
housings at x/c = 0.30, 0.40, 0.50 and 0.60 (Fig 3). The centre spar also supports a for-
ward spar, which carries the leading-edge glove and the make-up piece. The leading-edge
glove carries pressure transducers at x/c = 0.05, 0.10 and 0.20 on the upper surface and
at x/c = 0.05 on the lower surface. The make-up piece carries the lower-surface pressure
transducers at x/c = 0.10 and 0.20. The steel centre spar also supports the plastic
traillng-edge section, which carries the transducers at x/c = 0.80 on both surfaces and
the transducer used to measure the tralllng-edge pressure. This transducer Is burled In
the wing and connected to the thick trailing edge by a short length ( 60 mm) of I mm
outer diameter hypodermic tubing.

The central spar of the wing only extends outboard to n = 0.87, so that the wing
tip is relatively much more flexible than that of either an ordinary wind-tunnel model or
a real aircraft. An accelerometer at n = 0.80, x/c = 0.39 gives an indication of the wing
response. A wing-root strain-gauge bridge was provided but failed early in the tests.
All the present tests were made with an undrooped leading edge, Out a drooped leading edge
(as v'sed in all other tests on HIRM 1) is available.

The close-coupled canard (Fig 2) is symmetric and made by joining a pair of glass
fibre skins, which are stiffened internally with polyurethane foam, just as for the free-
flight models. The canard loads are diffused from this relatively weak structurc int' a
steel root block which is integral with the drive shaft. The canard drive shaft Is locked
for the canard buffeting measurements, when the flrst-bendlng frequency is 67 Hz and the
damping Is constant at C= 3% critical.

The canard drive system Is described fully In Ref 8. The canard drive shaft is
connected directly to an electromagnetic actuator (installed in the fuselage), which
controls the desired mean static pitch angles (-10", 0' and +10" in the present tests)
and reacts the corresponding aerodynamic loads. In addition, the actuator could be used
to oscillate the canard for other tests.
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The canard Instrumentation consisted of:

two accelerometers (to monitor the motion),

two pressure transducers (on opposite surfaces of the canard) and a root
strain-gauge bridge.

Although the canard drive system can be adjusted to provide three different '.eights
(Fig 2), only the highest position is considered here.

As for the free-flight models, the wind-tunnel model could be provided with a
tailplane, making it a 'three-surfaqe' configuration. However, for simplicity the
tailplane was not fitted for the present tests. Even with a 'two-surface' configuration
the interaction between the canard and wing flows raises some difficult questions, as
shown In section 3.3.

2.2 Model mounting

The model is bolted to the half-model balance In the floor of the RAE 13ft x 9ft
Wind Tunnel (Fig 1). The turntable allows the angle of incidence to be varied over a wide
range (from -10" to +30" in the present tests).

The advantage of using the turntable is that the overall static forces and moments
can be measured directly on the balance. The disadvantage is that the balance flexibility
provides additional degrees of freedom, which may contribute to the unwanted modes in the
wing buffeting and to the variable structural damping. For small normal forces the wing
first-bending mode is at a frequency Of 21.6 Hz. This mode may involve some motion of the
balance, yet it has constant total damping (about 2% of critical). For somewhat higher
normal forces the predominant wing first-bending mode Is at a frequency at 23.8 Hz. This
mode is characterised by variable total damping, probably caused by motion between the
skin and the steel spars. These variations in damping are undesirable in buffeting tests.
They must be incorporated in the calculation of the buffet excitation parameter
(section 2.3 below).

2.3 Analysis of measurements

The steady forces and moments sensed by the half-model balance were recorded and
analysed by a computer.

The steady and time-dependent signals Orom the model transducers (for pressure,
acceleration and root strain) were recorded fcr most conditlons for a time of 34 s. These
signals were analysed with the RAE Presto system

9
" The bandwidth if the measurements was

from 0-100 H1z.

The canard-root bending moment coefflclent Is given by

7J _ canard benditigionent

where So = exposed canard area (0.136 m
2
)

and sc = exposed canard semi-span (0.323 m) .

The factor '). 46 Is introduced into the der minator of Hq 1I) to make the meas!.red ren-Ilon
moment e1ilvalent to a lift coefficient, CLc , for a ift force actIng ,- tie C-ntro -0
area.

As a safety precaution and as a measurement of the buffeting of the flexible wing,
the wing accelerometer reading was recorded for every data point, using a spectrlm
analyser (Bruel and Kjder Type 2120). The measurement time of 3 s gave about 7510 cycles
of buffeting at the wing first-bending frequency, so that accurate neasulrements of damping
were possible from the signals recorded by the Presto system.

Buffet response Is measured as output from the strain-gauge bridges In ,lts.
Where applicable the buffet excitation parameter In any mote is given by the
relatIon'

0
,11.

2 m, ; , (2)

where m - generalised mass In mode with respect t, m.11u at tlp,
i rms tip acceleration In mode,
q = kinetic pressure,
S = exposed reference area,

- total damping - as ratio to critical damping.

Before the tests the generallsed masses (for the bending modes of both the wing
and the canard) were measured and calibration factors established between tip acceleration
In a particular mode and the strain gauge signal. Early in the tests the wing-root strain
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gauge bridge failed. Hence the wing-tip acceleration applicable to the first-bending mode
was deduced from the accelerometer reading at n = 0.8 according to the relation

(acceleration at n = 1) = 1.56 (acceleration at n = 0.8)

Damping coefficients were extracted from the spectra of the signals, using the half-power

method. Knowing the generalised mass, the tip acceleration and the total damping the
buffet excitation parameter could be calculo.ted according to Eq (2) for both the wing and
the canard.

2.4 Test Conditions

A roughness band 3 mm wide of 0.36 mm diameter ballotini was applied to fix tran-

sition at 3 mm from the leading-edges of both the wing and the canard. Most measurements
were made at a speed of 60 m/s, giving a Reynolds number R = 3.7 x 106 based on the wing

aerodynamic mean chord, c. Some additional measurements were made at a reduced speed of
40 m/s, with a corresponding Reynolds number of 2.5 x io6. Unless otherwise stated, all
the measurments presented are at 60 m/s.

No corrections were made for tunnel interference. In this closed working section,

corrections would be large for such a large half model, particularly at angles of
incidence Trom 15-30' wnen the wing flow is well separated. The uncorrected steady lift
coefficient will have large errors (up to 0.1 in CL) following flow separation. This is
shown by the comparisons of uncorrected and corrected lift curves (Ref 12, Fig 26) for a
combat aircraft half model of almost the same semi-span (sw = 1350 mm compared to
s. = 1300 mm) and planform (compare Fig 8 of Ref 12 with Fig 2) also tested in the RAE
13ft x 9ft Wind Tunnel. However wall corrections are unlikely to affect the character of
the interactions between the canard and wing flows, which Is the main objective of these
tests.

The static forces and moments were measured by the balance over the range of angle
of incidence from a = -10 to +30', In intervals of 1'. The steady and fluctuating
measurements using the Presto system were restricted generally to a = 0', 5', 10', 17'

(buffet onset), 15', 20', 25
° 

and 30'. Some additional fluctuating measurements were
made also at Q = -10'. -5' and -3'.

3 RESULTS

The static force and buffeting measurements of the present tests conform to the
general character of those found in previous experiments. It is convenient first to con-
sider briefly the overall static forces and moments (section 3.1), the wing and canard
buffeting (section 3.2) and the canard/wing flow interactions (section 3-3). The local
steady pressures and buffet excitation on the wing are considered in detall (section 3.4
because this is the first time tat ouch meaiurements have been made on a wing cf this
type at low speeds. [The measurements of Ref 3 are restricted to stealy pressures and 0

single canard setting, although they cover the Mach number range from M = 0.7 to 1.2.

Although no surface flow visualisation was possible during the present tests, the
results in section 3.4 may be used to infer the general character of the wing flow separ-
ations, both with and without the canard.

3.1 Overall static forces and moments

Fig 4 shows the overall static force and moment coefficients derived from tie half-
model balance, both with and without the canard. (These coefficients are based on the
area and aerodynamic mean chord of the gross wing).

Fig 4a shows the variation of the lift coefficient CL , with the angle of inci-
dence, a . Without the canard CL varies linearly with a up to about Q = 14' and tile
maximum lift coefficient (CL about 1.15) Is achieved at about = 26'. With the canard

max

there is a small Increase in the lift-curve slope up to about = 14
°
, but beyond this

incidence the lift coefficient still increases significantly to a maximum much higher than
that for the isolated wing, a CL of about 1.62 at a = 30' for n 

= 
0'. In addition to

max
the large Improvement in CL the canard reduced the wing buffeting for a given angle of

max

Incidence. For reference, Fig Ia includes buffeting criteria for nc = -10' and
'canard-off' derived from Fig 5a.

Fig 4b shows the variation of the pitching moment coefficient, Cm , with the lift

coefficient. Without the canard the configuration is stable (dCm/dCL negative) up to
about CL - 1, then experlences a gentle pitch up, followed by a violent pitch down. With
the canard, for lift coefficients above 0.4 the configuration Is either neutrally stable
(dCm/dCL = 0) for nc = -10' up to CL - 0.95 or unstable (dCm/dCL positive) for nc = -10'
(CL , 0.95) or for nc - 0' and +10' (all values of CL). Overall pitching moment curves of
this type would be ideal for ACT, apart from the curious and undesirable multi-valued loop

for nc - -10' observed for high angles of incidence. Fig 4b includes dashed lines
suggesting buffeting contours based on Fig 5a. Manifestly, of the three canard settings
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tested, n. = 0* is the most attractive for the buffeting characteristics and has accept-
able trim characteristics. Some detailed measurements for this setting are discussed in
section 3.4.

Fig 4c shows the variation of drag coefficient, CD , with the lift coefficient,
and includes no allowance for the additional drag required to trim at a particular CL .
Three detailed observations are made with respect to the canard-off configuration.

(1) For all three canard settings and CL above about 1, the canard increases lift and
decreases drag.

(2) The canard setting nc = 0* has only a small drag increment up to about CL = 0.75.
It therefore reduces wing buffeting with no significant drag penalty. The canard
setting nc = -t0

° 
also has a small drag increment but has inferior buffeting

characteristics.

(3) The canard setting nc = +10' has a significant drag increment up to a CL = 1.0. In
addition it has increased buffeting with respect to either nc = -10

° 
or nc = 0* and

hence would be an unsuitable starting point for ACT.

Fig 4d shows the variation of rolling moment, C1 , with lift coefficient. The
ratio C2/CL gives the position of the spanwise centre of lift. This is constant at
about = 0.44 up to about CL = 0.8 (le near to the onset of flow separations on the
wing). Above CL = 0.8 the centre of lift moves inboard, reaching n = 0.38 at CL = 1.3 and
remaining there up to CL = 1.6. It follows from Fig 4d that the increase in interference
lift obtained with the canard above CL = 1.0 is centred more inboard, over the part
directly influenced by the canard. This important inference will be confirmed by the sec-
tional pressure distributions, summarized in section 3.4, and is consistent with previous
observations (E Refs 1-4). rThis change in loading could have important implications
with respect to the structural design of a wing.]

The overall force measurements of Fig 4 give no indication of buffet onset, even
for an isolated wing. The process, known as 'kinkology', of inferring buffet onset form
overall force measurements Is unreliable, as discussed in Ref 13. However both the onset
and severity of buffeting on the wing and the canard may be derived from measurements of
tip accelerometers or unsteady-root strain, which are described below.

3.2 Winfl and canard buffetinE

The wing and canard buffeting measurements in the first-bending mode give a

sensitive indication of the onset and severity of flow separations, as well as being
important in themselves when flight buffeting limits must be predicted for an aircraft.

3.2.1 Win u feting

Fig 5 shows the buffet excitation parameter, 'n7 ri- , derived from the wing
accelerometer readings according to Eq (2) for the wing first-bending mode at about
22 Hz. .onsldeo first the variation with the angle of incidence (Fig 5a). Without the
canard buffeting increases rapidly, reaching a maximum at about a = 20

°
. With the canard,

buffeting is reduced for Incidences greater than 12'. For nc = -10' and 0' buffet onset
)ccurs at tne same angle as with the wing alone, a = 12'. However frr nc = +10' buffet
onset occurs at a lower Incidence, a = 6. It will be shown later that this premature
wing buffeting (before the wing flow has separated) is due to excitation provided by the
well-separated flow on the canard. Considering next the variation of the buffet excita-
tion parameter with the lift coefficient (Fig 5b), the increase in maximum lift combined
with the reduction in buffeting makes a canard doubly attractive.

3.?.? Canard static bendin moments and buffetin

The canard root strain gauges provide simultaneously the static-bending moments and
the buffeting. Hence it is helpful to consider these measurements together in Fig 6.
These measurements all relate to the condition 'canard locked', when the freedom in pitch
is suppressed by a pair of 'bump-stops' fitted into slots machined in the circumference of
the drive shaft.

Following other measurements on canards, the present static bending moment coef-
ficients, CBC , can be related in terms of an effective canard incidence, ac (Fig 6a).
This is a function of the wing incidence, a , and the canard setting nc . It was found
that for attached flows on the canard within the range 0' 4 ac 4 10', neasurements for
all three canard settings were related by the expression

.c = 1.89a + nc - 0.6' (3)

The factor 1.89 represents the effect of the wing and the body on the upwash at the canard
and is in fair agreement with estimates. The third term, -0.6, represents the upwash In
the tunnel and the zero-lift angle of the wing.

Even when the canard flow Is separated on the upper surface, Eq (3) provides a fair

correlation of the static bending moments for nc - -10' and 0* (12" 4 ac 4 40*), but not
for nc - +10'. This lack of correlation indicates that when a canard and a wing are
clor ely coupled the passage of the canard wake close to the wing makes their Interaction
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more complex. For active control applications it is unfortunate that the canard static
pitching moment coefficients are not correlated by a . [These measurements are derived
from the DC excitation of the electromagnetic actuajor and will be presented elsewhere

8
.1

When the canard flow is separated on the lower surface, Fig 6a shows that Eq (3)
provides a good correlation of the static measurements for nc = -10

° 
and +i0

° 
but not for

nc = 0'. Again, this anomaly is attributed to the strong interaction between the canard
wake and the wing flow when the canard is closely coupled.

Fig 6b shows that Eq (3) also provides a fair correlation of tne canard buffeting
at the first-bending frequency of 67 Hz. Buffet onset is fairly well defined
(at about ac - ±12o), moderate buffeting Is reached at about ac = ±16° and heavy buffeting
is reached at about ac = 23o. It should be noted that the maximum values of the buffet
excitation parameter are very scattered and somewhat higher (i03i- (n) = 5) than those for
isolated wings (103inG(n) = 3). This can be attributed tentatively to the fact that the
'bump stops', provided to prevent rotation in pitch do not make the canard 'encastre' at
the root, so that the calibration factor of the root-strain gauge is modified.

The uncertainty of the root fixing also affected the response measurements for
nc = -10' and negative angles of incidence for t0

° 
< c 0'. Here the buffeting in

the first-bending mode at 67 Hz disappeared abruptly, and was replaced by a low level,
random buffeting in the pitch mode at all frequencies below about 42 Hz. Similar buf-
feting In pitch was observed when the bump stops were removed and the actuator alone
restrained the canard. These measurements are not presented here.

3.3 Interaction between the canard and the wing flows In the a , nc domain

The concept of canard effective incidence helps to clarify the interaction between
the canard and wing flows. When the canard is at such an incidence that the flow is
separated (ac > 12' or ac • -12" here) there are large effects on the wing-flow separ-
ations and thus the wing buffeting is altered: these effects vary significantly with ac
It follows that wing buffeting measurements on canard/wing configurations can be repre-
sented conveniently in the a , nc domain, with lines superposed representing con rant
values of ac according to Eq (3). Fig 7 shows the interaction between the canard and
wing flows for the present configuration.

The wing-alone buffeting measurements may be represented by the line c = 0' if
thickness effects on the canard are ignored. The lines ac = ±12

° 
represent the onset of

buffeting and flow separation on the canard, ie the boundaries which mark the start of
significant interference between the separated flows on the canard and the wing. The
wing-buffeting measurements with canard settings of n = -10', 0' and +10' are representel
directly in the a , nc domain by points on the various contours of buffet intensity.

Fig 7 shows that a canard setting of nc = -0 makes only a modest reduction in the
severity of wing buffeting because large values of mc (say 30) and hence large separ-
ations on the canard are reached only at rather high angles of incidence (a = 22'). in
contrast, a canard setting of nc = 0' makes a large reduction of wing buffeting above
a = 16, because this angle of incidence already corresponds with a large value
of -c , (30').

The rather poor wing buffeting characteristics for a canard setting of ne = +10
°

present a paradox which is now explained. For this setting ac = 30' is reached at
a = 10.5', ie just before the onset of flow separations on the wing. Here the wake from
the canard is so large that it excites the wing directly, even before the wing is excited
by its own separated flow. Similarly for higher angles of incidence the relatively high
level of direct excitation from the canard offsets the reduction In wing excitation due t)
the r-duction in wing flow separations. However, even nc = +10 offers a small reduction
in wing buffeting In the first-bending mode relative to the wing alone once the wing flow
separates.

This interpretation of Fig 7 is consistent with the general character of the static
force characteristics given In Fig 4. Thus the Increase in lift in Fig 4a relative to the
wing above is smallest for nc = -10', because here ac is relatively small and the full
benefit of the canard is not achieved. The increase in lift Is such large- for c 0*
because ac is much larger than for nc -10'. As with the buffeting measurements, the
lift characteristic for nc = +10

° 
presents a paradox. With larger canard s,rarations than

for ne = 0
° 

the maximum lift coefficient at m = 25' is lower, and may be even lower than
that for nc = -10'. Presumably for nc = 10', ac has now become so large (56.7') that
the canard separations become large. The wake from a very large canard separation is
probably less energetic than from a somewhat smaller one, and woild therefore be less
effective as a control of flow separations on the wing. However, there is currently no
direct evidence (QE local shear stress measurements) to justify this suggestion.

An independent check of the validity of the assumption that 'canard-off' measure-
ments are equivalent to mc - 0' is provided by the measurements of static pitching moment,
which are reproduced in Fig 8 from Fig 4b. Fig 8 shows that for each of the three canard
settings the points derived from Eq (3) for ac - 0* are close to, and the line joining
them is parallel to, the 'canard-off' measurements. Fig 8 implies that the canard
provides a small positive pitching moment for ac = 0' and that the assumption that
'canard-off' measurements correspond to ac - 0* is valid also for pitching moments. For
reference, Fig 8 also includes the approximate contours for cc - 12' and 30': manifestly
these cannot be related directly with the measurements.

.. .
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Fig 7 also has important Implications with respect to the drag measurements of
Fig 4c. For a fixed angle of incidence, a , changes In nc provide relatively small
changes in CL -T 4a) but large changes in ac (Fig 7). If it is assumed that a
constant lift coefficient Implies constant Induced drag, variations in the total drag
woula be determined solely by the variations in ac , which determine the drag due to the
canard separations. Thus the total drag would be expected to remain constant when there
are no separations on the canard, le for -12' 4 ac 4 12*. However the total drag would be
expected to increase steadily with 

tm
c when the canard flow is separated, te for

ac > 12'. Fig 9 shows that CD  increases linearly with a, when the can-ard flow is
separated. If the variation in drag is attributed to the loss of leading-edge suction on
the canard because of flow separations at buffet onset then the change in the drag coef-
ficient is given approximately by

OD = (CBC) sin (. + nc)I (Sc/S) (4)

Fig 9 shows that Eq (4) provides a good approximation to the measured drag variation up
to m = 20', but not at m = 25'.

Fig 9 also shows that when the drag coefficients measured with the canard are
extrapolated to ac = +12, (the lower bound for drag increments due to canard flow
separations), the drag is close to the 'canard-off' value for the same fixed incidence
(regarded as mc = 0' in Fig 7) for a = 12' and 15'. However the favourable influence of
the canard on the wing flow Is particularly marked for a = 20' (CL about 1.3) where the
extrapolated drag for ac = 12' is appreciably lower than the 'canard-off' value which
develops a lift coefficient of only 1.1. (This discussion takes no account of any trim
drag which might be required.)

Figs 8 and 9 suggest that the canard/wing flow interaction, as described In Fig 7,
can help to optimise both the longitudinal stability and the overall drag characteristics
of canard/wing configurations. Fig 7 also helps to explain the steady and unsteady
pressure distributions on the wing measured with the canard locked, which are conslderei
now.

3.4 Steady pressures and buffet excitation on the wlnE

The mean pressure distributions on the wing complement the overall force measure-
ments and the unsteady pressure distributions complement the buffeting measurements.
Steady and unsteady pressure measurements for m = 5, 12', 15', 20' and 30', with the
three canard settings (no = -10', 0', +10') and without the canard have been analysed n
detail. Salient points are summarised here.

3.4.1 Development of the wing flow

In the absence of separations on the wing (for -3' 4 a 4 12') the principal effect
of the canard at positive effective Incidence is to create a positive lownwash flel at
the wing. "his reduces the suctions a little on the wing upper surface (partlcularly for
inboard sections), thus decreasing the wing lift. The overall lift Is almost anchlnrc-I

(Fig 4a) so that the small reduction in wing lift is almost balanced by the aditl) ,ia,
canard lift, just as observed in Ref 1. In contrast, once separations occur on bth the
wing and the canard (c_ Fig 7) the mixing provided by the canard wake Inhibits the span-
wise and chordwtse growth of the wing separations. This alters the pressures on the upper
surface of the wing and increases the wing lift. Thus the Increased overall lift shJwn lr
Fig 4a for a > 12' is due to the combined effects of increased wing lift ani the canard
lift.

No flow visualisatlon was possible in the present tests*, but by analogy with two-
dimensional bubbles

1
' a rough indication of the reattachment point is given by the peak

leve' of 5/q at every section. The approximate lci of these points shown in Fig in
marks the boundary between the attached and separated three-dimensional flows. The area
of separated flow may be regarded either as a swept bubble or a vortexsblbble.' 'Without
the canard the leading-edge bubble extends progressively with Increasing incidence froo
the leading edge to the trailing edge, so that for n = 0.8 the leading-edge bubble extenlds
to the tralling edge at a = 15*. In contrast, with the canard at no = 0' (the 'optimum'
value of the three settings tested) the bubble at n = 0.8 only extends to x/c , 0.0 at
a = 15. These reductions In the areas of separated flow are thus consIstent with the
improvements in overall forces and the reduction in wing buffeting.

In general on the lower surface the changes In both the steady and time-dependent
pressure distributions are comparatively small.

3.4.2 Measurements illustrating the effect of the canard on the wing pressures

(a - 20, Cc = 0')

As an Illustration of the strong, favourable effect of the canard on the wing flow
(once that flow has separated), for a - 20' pressure measurements are compared without the
canard and with the canard set at ne 0'. Without the canard (mc = 0') the lift coef-
ficient, CL , is only 1.09 and the wing buffet excitation parameter Fnff-n7 = 4.0 x 1-3.

*Subsequently the reattachment line suggested in Fig 10 has been confirmed by the obser-
vation of 'mint-tufts' on the same wing although with a different configuration.
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With the canard set at nc = 0
° 

(.c - 37.2°) the lift increases to CL = 1.32 and the wing

buffet excitation parameter reduces to -nG-n = 1.4 x i0-3. Fig 11 shows the origin of
these favourable interference effects on the wing-pressure distributions. In addition to
the increase in wing lift due to interference, the canard provides its own contribution to
the overall lift, but this contribution was not measured directly.

Consider first the steady and unsteady pressure distributions for the inboard sec-
tion (Fig Ila, n = 0.4.) Without the canard the steady and unsteady pressure distri-
butions suggest that the flow separates close to the leading edge and reattaches at about
x/c = 0.80 (as indicated clearly by the peak in p/q at x/c = 0.80). With the canard the
steady pressure distribution indicates a large increase In suction at the leading edge and
a greatly improved pressure recovery towards the trailing edge, consistent with almost
complete suppression of separation but the overall lift on this section is reduced. This
change in the stezdy pressure distribution Is combined with a large reduction In pressure
fluctuations for x/c • 0.05 which Is a sure indication of the suppression of bubble
separation. For the lower surface, where the boundary layer is attached for both con-
ditions, there is a small increase in the steady pressure towards the trailing edge with
the canard, but no corresponding change in the unsteady pressure distribution. On the
lower surface of the wing the boundary layer is attached at all three sections so that the
levels of p/q in Fig 11 for the lower surface are much lower than for the upper surface.

For the centre section (Fig llb, n = 0.6) the situation is completely different.
Without the canard the steady and unsteady pressure distributions are consistent with a
long bubble separation, which 'closes' in the wake well downstream of the trailing edge.
Thus the pressure fluctuations are constant from the leading edge to x/c = 0.80 and then
Increase towards the trailing edge. With the canard the steady and unsteady pressure
distributions are consistent with a bubble that reattaches at about x/c = 0.80 (where p/,4
Is a maximum). Hence there is a recovery In the static pressure coefficient at the
trailing edge comparable with that observed for the inboard section.

For the outboard section (Fig lc, n = 0.8) the situation Is different again. Here
the flow separation without the canard is so extensive that It Is reduced by only a little
with the canard. Thus the steady pressure distribution shows that with the canard flow
remains completely separated (albeit with a small increase in suction on the upper
surface), while the unsteady pressure fluctuations are reduced over most of the chorl.
This reduction in pressure fluctuations caused by the canard would be consistent with a
veduction in the chordwise length of separation, which would move the excitation towards
higher frequencies outside the bandwidth of the present measurements. (See discussion of
the spectra given in Fig 12).

The changes in the pressure distributions shown in Fig ii might be attributed to
three possible causes:

(i) The steady downwash field due to the canard. (This explanation is Inapplicable
outboard of the canard, where the downwash becomes an upwash).

(2) The steady sidewash field due to the canard. (This explanation would be applicable
across the complete wing and equally valid for attached and separated canard
flows).

(3) The vigorous dixing produced by the separated flow on the canard, le the canard
acts on the wing flow sepFratlons rather like a huge vortex generator.

Tentatively the latter appears the most likely explanation, because many ,Vher buf-
feting measurements suggest that the vigorous mixing produced by the canard separut i::
much the most important factor in Improving the aerodynamic characteristics of close-
coupled canard wing configurations. This suggestion Is consistent with The spectra of t:I

p

pressure fluctuations, which are now presented. The notation used is that suggested by
Owen'

5 
where the spectrum level inFn- represents the rms level at a frequency

parameter n .

Fig 12 shows some typical spectra of the pressure fluctuations corresponding with
measurements of p/q at x/c = 0.05, 0.40 and 0.80. The test conditions are the same as
for Fig ii (a = 20', canard off and canard at nc = 0

°
).

For the inboard section (Fig 12a, n = 0.40) the flow Is separated close to the
leading edge (at x/c = 0.05) both with and without canard. For frequencies less than
about-12 Hz the excitation is higher with the canard than without the canard, whereas for
frequencies higher than 12 Hz the excitation Is lower with the canard than without the
canard. It Is likely that the flow with the canard Is close to reattachment, so that the
flow separates and reattaches intermittently. This would give an increased level of low-
frequency excitation and a reduced level of high frequency excitation as compared to the
continuously separated flow without the canard. The flow reattaches upstream of
x/c - 0.40 with the canard but remains separated without the canard. Hence for this pos!-
tlion the level of pressure fluctuations Is only about VnTnT = 0.001 with the canard,
compared to inWrnT . 0.007 without the canard. Without the canard the flow reattaches at
about x/c - 0.80. Hence the spectrum of the pressure fluctuations has a characteristic
peak typical rf the reattachment region of a bubble

1
4. This peak occurs at a frequency

parameter based on the local chord of fc/U = 0.76, or a frequency parameter based on the
bubble length, i = 0.8c of ft/U - 0.60, which is in the same range as that for two-
dimensional bubbles''. With the canard for x/c - 0.80, the flow remains attached and
the excitation low at all frequencies.



For the centre section (Pig 12b, = 0.6) the flow is separated both with and
without the canard at x/c = 0.05 and 0.40. Hence the level of pressure fluctuations is
virtually identical and fairly high - typically about VFnT-T = 0.006. This is about twice
the peak level for an attacheA turbulent boundary layer on a flat plate (about
v Inrrn = 0.002 to 0.003). For s/c = 0.80, the flow reattaches with the canard but resains
separated without the canard. The reattachment of the flow with the canard gives a
characteristic peak in the pressure fluctuations at a frequency parameter based as the
local chord of fc/U = 0.76 or a frequency parameter based on the bubble length i = 0.80c
of fj/J = 0.60, as for n = 0.4.

For the outboard section (Fig 12c, p = 0.8) the flows are completely separated
bith wlth and wIthout the canard. However the level of pressure fluctuations without the
canard Is appreciably higher, and the peak level occurs at a lower frequency at every

rise position. This change in the spectra due to the canard is significant for two
reasons. The lower frequency of the peak excitation without the canarI is due probably to
o longer-length bubblel" (closing in the wake). However the lower level of the peak
,xlttitlon with the canard must be due to some other factor. In the authors' view the
most ihkely factor Is the modiftication of the bubble structure on the wing by the vigorous
sixin' prsv' ed by the separated flow on the canard. An Interesting feature of Fig l2c Is
that without the canard there Is a peak in the pressure fluctuations at f = 22 Hz, which
may Inlicate pressares generated by the wing-bending motion.

Fir completeness, a spectrum of the wing accelerometer signal Is Included In
Iv, !,d. The adlitI)n of the canard reduces the wing acceleration by a facto,' )f abort

/i, as ma" rey teen seen from the brffetln measurements (Fig 5a). This Is rcughly
sstent sith the reduction In the peak level of the lower surface presure luctt -'ns
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In summary, types 1 and 2 correspond with attached flow on the wing upper surface,
le 0 < a ' 12*. Types 3, 4 and 5 correspond with varying areas of separated flow on the
Tng upper surface, ie 12' a 30.

A tentative guess for the extent of the small region of type 3 is indicated by the
shaded area Fig 13a. The boundaries of types 4 and 5 are fairly well defined and suggest
a rapid growth of the area of separation as . increases, consistent with Fig i0. In
particular, type 5 extends inboard rapidly at about a = 25, when CLmax is approached for

all the canard configurations. This Is reasonable, because In type 5 the canard separated
flow is no longer able to control the wing-flow separations (at least for the canard
settings selected).

4 DISCUSSION

The comprehensive results of this experiment, presented in section 3.3 above con-
firm that the canard effective incidence, ac , plays a crucial role in determining the
interaction between the flows on the canard and the wing. Previously it had been shown on
other configurations that the wing buffeting was represented best in the ac , nc domain
for particular values of ac . Now it has been shown that the same representation helps
to explain the variations in overall forces (lift, pitching moment and drag), the wing
steady pressure distributions and buffet excitation. It follows that the establishment of
a relation for ac equivalent to Eq (3) Is a prerequisite to understanding the results of
any experiment involving canard/wing interactions.

The present configuration is close-coupled and hence the leading term (1.89a) in

Eq (3) includes contributions from both the wing and the body. The wing could not De
removed to establish the upwash contribution due to the body alone. However some indica-
tion of the relative magnitude of the wing and body upwash effects is provided by tests
with a smaller canard mounted further upstream on an extended fuselage. For that con-
figuration the leading term in Eq (3) is only 1.43a. Thus the wing contribution is

significant for the present configuration. This observation Is consistent with
theoretical estimates.

The large size of the model makes it possible to represent quite small details

(such as the leading-edge notches described in Ref 6) and the effects of these details on
the steady forces can be measured readily on the balance. The large size also makes it
possible to install a sufficient number of pressure transducers to provide a detailed
description of the steady and unsteady pressure distributions on both surfaces of the
wing. For the lower surface of the wing the steady and unsteady pressure distributions
warrar.t little comment except with separated flows on the upper surface when there are
large pressure fluctuations close to the front stagnation point, particularly with
leading-edge devices, as discussed in Ref 6.

For the upper surface of the wing the steady and unsteady pressure distributions

for positive angles of incidence have many interesting features, which have been described
filly in section 3.4.

The analysis of the results from this experiment suggest that three additions would

be essential for definitive tests on a specific project model.

(1) The canard setting (nc) for the highest possible value of CL should be
max

determined. [This test would be comparatively easy, for it could be made with
small increments in nc over a restricted range of incidence.]

P) The canard setting should be varied in small increments (say il) at every angle of

incidence. This would give the canard effectiveness in quasi-steady flow. Apart
from a great increase in measurement time this would require a more powerful
actuator.

i) The possible effects of independent variations of Mach number and Reynolds number
would need to be investigated carefully, because some of the flows will be sensi-
tive to effects of compressibility and boundary layer thickness. This type of
investigation is impossible in the RAE 13ft x 9ft Tunnel but could be done in
pressurlsed tunnels such as the RAE 5m, 8ft x 8ft and 8ft x 6ft tunnels.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This paper sugg-os five main conclusions.

(1) The canard effective incidence, cc , determines the canard flow. It also, in

combination with a , determines the interaction between the canard and the wing
flows, influencing both the wing buffeting (Fig f) and the ovetill forces (Figs 8
and 9). Hence the derivation of the canard effective incidence Is a prerequisite
to understanding the results of other experiments involving canard/wing
Interactions.
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(2) The canard/wing interaction is complex and further detailed analysis of the present
measurements is recommended. With separated flows on the canard the vigorous
mixing is probably the major factor which inhibits the development of wing-flow
separations (Fig 10).

(3) The widely different types of flow observed (Fig 13) may have important implica-
tions both with respect to the siting of aerodynamic control surfaces on the wing
and the fatigue life of the structure.

(4) The canard has a strong favourable effect on both the overall forces and the
buffeting with a canard setting of nc = 0* and consistent with the values of c,
a much less favourable effect for nc = +i0 (Fig 5).

(5) The flows described could well be sensitive to scale effects and further
investigations in a pressurised wind-tunnel, at constant Mach number, are
recommended.
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N PREDICTIONS OF F-111 TACT AIRCRAFT BUFFET RESPONSE*
Nby

Atlee M.Cunningham, Jr and Charles ECoe
General Dynamics COE Engineering. Inc.

O Fort Worth, Texas 610 Cuesta Driveo United States Los Altos, CA 94022
O- 1.0 INTRODUCTION United States

Buffeting and the related flow phenomena that cause buffeting can strongly affectDm aircraft maneuvering characteristics and utility through various flight envelope restric-
tions. These restrictions, as discussed by John

1
, include vibration level limits at

critical airframe locations such as: (1) gyros or tracking radar antenna mountings; and
(2) pilot's and other crew's seats. Fatigue damage to secondary structures such as lead-
ing or trailing edge flaps as well as primary structures such as horizontal and vertical
tails, is not so much of an envelope restriction as it is a potential factor in reducing
the service life of aircraft structures as was discussed by Cunningham and Benepe

2
. Thus,

because of the impact of buffet on aircraft operational capabilities, prediction methods
are needed to allow aircraft designers to minimize the restrictions imposed by buffet
phenomena.

A good review of the general principles of the aerostructural buffet problem and the
basic features of the fluctuating aerodynamic pressures and elastically responding air-
craft structure is given by Jones

3
. However, the complexity of the aerodynamic excitation

and the aerostructural interaction has severely limited the ability to predict full-scale
aircraft buffet characteristics. In a comprehensive review of buffet prediction methods,
John

1 
concluded that empirical methods were good for predicting buffet boundaries such as

that of Nabey
4 ,5

. He also concluded that wind-tunnel testing of dynamically scaled models
should give the most accurate results for full-scale buffeting characteristics as demon-
strated by Hanson

6
, however, this technique is severely limited due to cost and aerodyna-

mic loads constraints on the model. A simpler and less costly method, originally sug-
gested by Jones

7 
and applied by Butler and Spavins

8
, uses measured buffet response of

nominally rigid wind tunnel models to calculate the buffet excitation and aerodynamic
damping. These are then scaled to calculate the full-scale aircraft buffet characteris-
tics, but predictions are limited to wing modes of vibration only. Another development
described by Cunningham and Benepe

2
, makes use of measured fluctuating pressure data from

a rigid wind tunnel model to predict full-scale buffeting. This method is applicable to
any aircraft vibration mode but assumes attached flow aerodynamic damping, and, because it
uses power and cross-power spectra of the measured pressure data, it is expensive and
difficult to apply.

In order to better understand both the aerodynamic and structural aspects of aircraft
buffeting as well as develop a more practical approach for predicting buffet characteris-
tics, a major effort was conducted as part of the F-111 TACT Program to investigate the
many aspects of the buffet problem. NASA Ames Research Center, with support from General
Dynamics, conducted this investigation with the objectives to: (1) verify the applicabil-
ity of buffet excitation measurements obtained on nominally rigid wind tunnel models to
full-scale elastic aircraft, (2) investigate effects of Reynolds number and static and
dynamic aeroelasticity, and (3) to develop a more practical buffet prediction method and
correlate structural response predictions with flight-test measurements. Two 1/6-scale
semi-span models of the TACT aircraft were tested in the 11 foot by 11 foot transonic wind
tunnel at NASA Ames. One model had a solid aluminum wing and the other a solid steel wing
while both were extensively instrumented identically for steady and unsteady pressures as
well as wing motion response. The aircraft was also instrumented in the same manner so
that one-to-one correspondence of measurement locations existed between the aircraft and
the two models. This aircraft was more completely instrumented for buffet testing than
any previous aircraft. Flight testing was correspondingly improved to increase the stati-
stical accuracy of flight measurements through long periods of sustained flying at buffet
test points. The results of the buffet investigation were fully documented by Coe and
Cunningham in a NASA report

9
.

This paper presents a summary of the prediction method development and correlations
of predicted response with flight test measurements as discussed in Reference 9. The
prediction method was based on refinements to the method described by Cunningham

2  
One

improvement made use of direct time integration of the correlated fluctuating pressure
data to obtain buffet excitation for the various modes of interest. Another improvement
incorporated a hybrid technique for scaling measured wind tunnel damping data to full-
scale for the modes of interest. A third improvement made use of the diagonalized form
of the fully coupled equations of motion. Finally, a mechanism was described for explain-
ing an apparent coupling between the aircraft wing torsion modes and shock induced trail-
ing edge separation that led to very high wing motion on the aircraft that was not ob-
served on the wind tunnel model.

2.0 OVERVIEW OF THE PREDICTION METHOD

The three major functions involved in the method
9 
and their relationships to the

prediction of buffeting are shown in Figure 1. There are three significant differences
between the present method and previous fluctuating pressure methods. First, the measured
fluctuating-pressure time histories were summed on a real-time basis to obtain the gen-
eralized aerodynamic forces for selected modes. This approach is simpler and more direct
than that of Reference 2 which required the combining of a large number of spectra and

Supported under NASA Contract NA2-11420
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cross-spectra to develop the complex spanwise and chordwise buffet excitation. Second,
measured aerodynamic damping for major model modes of vibration were used in conjunction
with a similarity analysis of damping to predict total damping for the selected full-scale
aircraft modes. Third, eigenvalues from conventional flutter solutions were used to
diagonalize the equations of motion representing the full-scale aircraft so that response
calculations could be made on a small computer.

The data from the model tests included fluctuating-pressure and buffet response time
histories. The fluctuating pressures were measured at sufficient locations on the model
wing and horizontal tail for accurate integration of the overall buffet excitation.
Figure 2 shows an example for the transducer distribution and corresponding prorated area
panels for the wing upper surface. The normalized modal displacements at the panel cen-
troids, for the aircraft modes used in the buffet response prediction, were provided by
the aircraft structural dynamic analysis. The modal displacements, (hi), for the ith mode
were combined with the panel areas, tAJ, and model fluctuating pressure time history data,
(p, to yield the total generalized aerodynamic force, Qti, for the ith mode:

Qti - Lhij tA (b) -[Ahil(p)

Because the pressures were measured on a semi-span model, it was assumed that they were
symmetrical and uncorrelated for the right- and left-hand side. Thus,

Qti = (QtiR 
2 
+ QtiL

2
)
1/ 2 

= [A(hiR
2 
+ hiL

2
)
1
/
2
J (P) (1)

where QtiR and QtiL are the right- and left-hand total generalized forces for the ith mode
and LhJRJ and [hiL] are the right- and left-hand modal displacements at the panel area
centro ds.

The time integration of Equation 1 was accomplished with an analog computer as shown
in Figure 3. The weighting factors applied with the attenuators accounted for transducer
calibration factors, panel areas and mode displacements. The output time history for Qti
was processed into a power spectral density, GQti(f), with a spectral analyzer also shown
in Figure 3. The motion-independent generalized force PSD, GQii(f), was determined from
Goti(f) as

GQii(f) - GQti(f) - GQdi(f) (2)

where GQdi(t) is the motion-dependent generalized force PSD which will be discussed later.
After Ggii(f) was determined, it was then reduced to the non-dimensional buffet excitation
parameter for the ith mode at the scaled resonant frequency for that mode, fmi, as defined
by Jones

7

GQii(fmi) Vwt (3)

SA 2qwt
2 

vm

where

fmi - fai(CA/Cm)- model scale modal resonant frequency

fAi = full scale modal resonant frequency

CA, Cm - MAC for the aircraft and model respectively

SA - aircraft wing area

Vwt free stream velocity in wind tunnel

gwt = free stream dynamic pressure in wind tunnel

The value of GQij for the full scale aircraft was obtained from Ei by solving for GQii
using VA, CA and qA as well as SA for t'.e aircraft

Analysis of the model buffet response data was also conducted as shown in Figure 3 to
obtain response PSD's of the model accelerometers and total damping for the model first
wing bending and torsion modes. Because of the higher response of the aluminum wing
model, the better damping measurements were obtained from this model. Subtracting the
experimentally determined structural damping, Csm, for the model mode from the total
damping, Ctm, yielded the aerodynamic damping, 4am, for the corresponding model mode.
This was then used to determine the damping parameter, K,, for each of the model modes as
defined by Butler and Spavins

8
:

Mm omVwt <am (4)

where

Mm, cum - generalized mass and frequency for the model mode

Sm - model wing area



The aircraft structural dynamic analysis included the aerodynamic damping in a multi-
ple degree-of-freedom analysis that accounts for full-scale modal coupling. The combina-
tion of the aerodynamic damping parameter, K., with the generalized masses, MA, frequen-
cies, wA, and normalized damping parameters, a yielded the aerodynamic damping,. aA
for each aircraft mode at the selective flight conditions.

KmqASA 4aAn(f,h) (5)
4aA(f, h) = _________MA wA(f,h)VA

where

qA,VA - aircraft dynamic pressure and free stream velocity

CaAn(f,h) = normalized damping parameter relating the aircraft "pivot" mode
with other similar aircraft modes as a function of forcing fre-
quency, altitude and aircraft fuel weight

MA = aircraft generalized mass as a function of aircraft fuel weight

WA(f,h) = aircraft mode frequency as a function of forcing frequency,
altitude and aircraft fuel weight

Finally, the total damping, <ta, was obtained as

<ta = CaA(f,h) + CsA

where CsA is the structural damping for the aircraft mode. The normalized damping para-
meter for each mode is the theoretical aerodynamic damping for the mode divided by the
theoretical aerodynamic damping for a pivotal mode on the aircraft. The pivotal modes are
the primary aircraft wing bending and torsion modes that have shapes similar to those on
the model. This concept will be discussed in more detail later in the paper.

The final step in the buffet predictibn method in Figure 1 is the calculation of the
power spectral density of the forced response of the aircraft. The generalized aerodyna-
mic force coefficients, generalized masses, frequencies and total damping all defined for
the flight condition cf interest, are embodied in the PSD calculation for a range of
frequencies that include the selected modes.

3.0 PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF THE PREDICTION METHOD

The simplest and most direct approach to verify adequacy of the buffet prediction
method is to apply it to the wind tunnel model and compare predictions with measured model
response. This eliminates scale effects as well as differences in modes, damping and
static aeroelasticity. Such an investigation was conducted by Moore, Cronin and coe

1 0

using the measured fluctuating pressure and damping data for the aluminum wing model to
predict its buffet response for conditions covering pre-buffet, onset and heavy buffet as
discussed below.

A typical buffet forcing function PSD is shown in Finure 4 for the model first wing
bending mode at a = 12 deg. The solid circles indicate the direct analog integration of
the fluctuating pressures and first wing bending mode shape. At about 24 Hz, a dip in the
PSD is noted which is a result of wing response and thus represents the effect of aerody-
namic damping. In order to use measured aerodynamic damping in combination with a
"rigid" input buffet forcing function as required by the prediction technique, this ir-
regularity had to be removed for the evaluation study. Examination of many of the buffet
forcing function spectra revealed a very smooth variation with frequency which justified a
simple fairing through the regions of modal response. This fairing is indicated by the
open diamonds in Figure 4 for the model modes. For airplane modes, this step was not
generally necessary unless their scaled frequencies corresponded closely to that of a
model mode. The dip in the PSD in Figure 4 also represents the Gd i discussed previously
in relation to Equation 2. Fairing through this dip as shown by the open diamonds repre-
sents satisfying the requirements of Equation 2. Thus, the open diamonds become GQii -

Predictions for the model response given in Reference 10 were obtained using GQii and
measured nodel damping for the model first wing bending and torsion modes. Because the
modes were widely separated in frequency, it was possible to use single degree-of-freedom
equations to calculate the wing response. A typical comparison of predicted and measured
PSD's for the wing tip accelerometer is shown in Figure 5. The frequency range shown is
in the vicinity of the first wing bending mode for the 26 deg. wing sweep at a - 8 deg.,
just prior to buffet onset, and at a - 12 deg., in heavy buffet. The predictions (open
diamonds) are somewhat conservative in comparison to measured response (solid circles) at
a = 8 deg., however, the peaks are well matched ata - 12 deg. The saight shift in fre-
quency of the measured peaks is attributed to the increased stiffness due to aerodynamic
spring which was ignored in this preliminary study.

Integrated RMS results for the model wing tip accelerometer are shown in Figure 6 for
the first wing bending mode at 26 deg. and 35 deg. wing sweeps for the aluminum wing and
M - 0.8. With measurements denoted by solid circles and predictions by open diamonds, the
agreement in trend and magnitude is excellent for 26 deg. sweep. However, a slight con-
servatism is shown in predictions for the 35 deg. sweep case. Similar results are shown



in Figure 7 for the model first wing torsion mode at the same condizions. These predic-
tions are more conservative, especially at 26 deg. sweep. It is also important to notice
that the levels in both predictions and measurements are about five times those shown in
Figure 6 for the first wing bending mode. The point will be of interest later when com-
paring predictions with the full scale aircraft.

In summary, the preliminary investigation to apply the buffet prediction technique to
the wind tunnel model verified that the method is a reasonable approach. In this demon-
stration the buffeting pressures were essentially uncoupled from wing motion as is re-
quired by the basic assumptions.

4.0 STRUCTURAL DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

In order to predict full scale aircraft buffet characteristics using measured wind
tunrnel modes fluctuating pressure and damping data, the problems associated with scale
effects as well as differences in modes, damping and static aeroelasticity must be ad-
dressed. These problems did not exist for the demonstration just discussed for the wind
tunnel model buffet predictions, hence the correlations with measured response were excel-
lent. Maintaining good correlation between predictions and measured flight test response,
however, depends on how well the differences between model and aircraft are accounted for
in the prediction method.

This section describes the approach used to account for the model/aircraft differen-
ces and to develop simplified but realistic equaticns of motion for the aircraft that
could be used on small computers. Damping must be determined for all of the selected
aircraft modes in such a way as to preserve the real flow effects that exist on the model
as well as the modal coupling that exists for the full scale aircraft. A key to accomp-
lishing this task is to minimize the miss-match between modes on the model and aircraft.
In addition, the effects of altitude and fuel weight must be accounted for in the aircraft
modal frequencies, damping and generalized masses that are inserted into the equations of
motion, the solution to these final equations produces the predicted aircraft buffet
response.

4.1 Equations of Motion

The basic working tool for the prediction method is the standard set of equations of
motio, for determining the dynamic response of a flexible aircraft. It is possible to
utilize eigenvaiues of this equation that are obtained in routine flutter analyses to
reduce all of the matrices to a diagonal form that is easily programmed on small com-
puters. This subsection describes the diagonalization process and implications of the
assuimptions needed to accomplish this diagonalization.

The equations of motion for an aircraft with flexible degrees of freedom can be
expressed in a matrix equation for generalized coordinates which are the normal modes of
vibration:

( Mi( 2 _ 2 - i2 , i Cis)J + [Qij]) (ri) = (QiBi (7)

where

Mi = generalized mass of the ith mode

-,i = undamped natural frequency of the ith mode

= exciting frequency

Zis structural damping for the ith mode

Qij kgeneralized aerodynamic force fop pressures due to the jth mode motion
working of deflectjont, nf the itR mode

ri generalized coordinate response of the ith mode

QiB generalized aerodynamic for.e for the buffeting pressures working on
deflections of the ith mode

For purposes of discussions, Equation 7 can be written in a more compact form:

I iB
(D - I~jr 1 ) - (8)

Mi-,
2

where

(D] 2 and [I) = identity matrix

This form leads directly to the eigen~alue/eigenvector problem from which the diagonaliza-
tion is evolved. The purpose of the diagonalization in to produce a set of equations that



are uncoupled mathematically but are effectively coupled through eigenvalues obtained from
solutions to the fully coupled equations. The eigenvalue/ eigenvector form of Equation 8
is

[D - I Ai] (0i) = (0) (9)

where Ai and Oi are the eigenvalue and eigenvector for the ith mode.

For most I'_ght conditions, except near flutter, the damped natural modes are very
close to their undamped counterparts. Under these conditions, the aerodynamic terms, Qij,
are small which leads to

Oik << Oii, Oi i (10)

Which is a mathematical statement of the assumption that aerodynamic coupling is a second
order effect in modifying the mode shape. This is the key equation needed for diagonaliz-
ing Equation 7. Now, Equation 9 can be written in a more gen'ral form for all modes:

(D][ O] = (A 0] (11)

But from Equation 10, [0] is very nearly a diagonal unit matrix, hence

[0] - (I] and [AO] A (12)

Combining Equations 11 and 12 yields

[D][0] - [D][l] = [D] > [D] xA (13)

which is the desired diagonal form.

The eigenvalues are composed of a real part, frequency, and an imaginary part, damp-
ing, in the following form

1 2
A ___( i2o w 1  

(4

where the ci and 4i are a function of frequency, .i()) and i(0,), respectively.
This dependency is a result of the Qij terms in the matrix which are a function of fre-
quency, w . These eigenvalues are readily available from routine flutter analyses and
include all of the effects of aerodynamic coupling between modes. One drawback of using
the flutte eigenvalues, however, is that the aerodynamic methods customarily used are
based on linear theory and hence do not reilect the effect3 of separated or transonic
flows. This point will be discussed later.

Substitution of Equations 13 and 14 into Equation 8 leads directly to the working form of
c',e diagonalized equations of motion:

[M, -  .2 - i2 - 2 , 
+  

is) QiB (15)

the solution to Equation 15 is simply the uncoupled form

2r i} 2 - i QiB (16)
Mi[, 0 _ i  _i2 ~( i +  

is)]

This solution can be used to compute transfer functions for motion at any point ,n the
aircraft from which response PLD's and integrated RMS values are obtained. Response
calculations obtained from Equation 16 are for essentially un-correlated multiple degrees
of freedom and are therefore added together on a mean-square basis.

4.2 Scaling of Measured Aerodynamic Damping

In order to scale measured damping from a wind tunnel model to a full-scale aircraft,
the modes of each must be similar. The full-scale mode that most closely resembles the
corresponding model mode is termed a "pivot mode". As an ,example, the first wing sym-
metric bending for the F-1ll TACT aircraft was very similar to the first wing bending for
the 1/6-scale aluminum wind-tunnel model. Thus, this mode was a logical cnoice for the
"pivot mode" that represented the family of modes involving fundamental wing bending
motion. Other aircraft modes belonging to this family included the first fuselage verti-
cal bending and first wing antisymmetric bending.

In the case of torsion modes, the choice of a "pivot mode" was not so simple. The
model wing first torsion mode had a node line that was further aft than the corresponding
node lines for the torsion modes on the airplane. The torsion modes on the F-1ll TACT
aircraft were not typical of pure torsion modes and were actually a combination of first
wing symmetric and antisymmetric torsion plus the second symmetric wing bending. This was
a result of the distribution of the instrumentation mass which caused a mismatch between
the right and left hand wings. The impossibility of matching one of the aircraft torsion
modes with a model torsion mode significantly complicated the problem of scaling wind-
tunnel model torsion mode aerodynamic damping data.



In order to remedy the problem of selecting an appropriate torsion pivot mode, a
technique was developed for combining the airplane torsion modes to obtain a composite
mode that was more like the model torsion mode. The technique was based on the assump-
tions that (1) the diagonalized equations of motion are valid and (2) separation and
transonic effects scale similarly for similar mode shapes. The equations developed pro-
vided the generalized mass as well as damped and undamped natural frequencies for the com-
posite mode. Equations were also developed for relating scaled aerodynamic damping values
for the composite mode to those values of the "base modes" used to construct the composite
mode. A summary of this development is given in the following discussion.

Let it be assumed that three base modes are to be combined to produce a final com-
posite mode subject to some constraints on the mode shape. Let the modal deflections of
the composite mode (hc) be defined as

(hc) = pl(hl) + P 2 (h2 ) + P3 (h3 )

(hc) = kPlhl + P2 h2 + p3 h3 ) (17)

where: Pi are the real weighting numbers assigned to mode i as determined by shape con-
straints on (hc); and (hi) are the modal deflections for base mode i. Since the hi vec-
tors are orthogonal, i.e.,

1Mkhik hjk= 0, i 0 j
k 2

= mkhik # 0, i = j (18)
k

then it can be shown that the composite generalized mass is a simple sum of the general-
zed masses of the three base modes:

2 2 2

Mc - P l M 1 ' P2 M2 + P3 M3  
(19)

Thus, once the weighting numbers, Pi, are obtained, Mc is readily calculated from Mi.
This property (Eq. 19, will also play an important role in establishing the damping and
frequency relationships.

In the absence of aerodynamic forces, the generalized stiffness of the equivalent
mode must be equal to the weighted sum of the generalized stiffnesses of the base modes.
Hence, the following must be true:

Mc _c
2 

= p Pi
2 

M, _i
2  

(20)
i

This equation is exact because 'c is the composite mode undamped frequency and the aero-
dynami; forces are the only source of off-diagonal terms. The remaini: g frequency and
damping relationships derived in Reference 9 are

2 2 2 2
Mc ;;c 1 PiMi~ j and Mc61c 4 Pi i j i (21)

i i

Also provided in Reference 9 are the equations required to calculate individual aircraft
mode damping values from the scaled damping for the "pivot mode" whether it is composite
or not. This relationship is expressed as

- (k (22)

Where the ratio of damping values is obtained from the theoretical flutter solution,
hence, the subscript "T". This ratio is the same quantity as the 4aAn parameter dis-
cussed in relation to Equation 5. The 

4
k is a scaled damping value for the pivot mode

and 4i becomes the "scaled" damping for the ith mode member of the kth pivot gode group.
For example, the kth mode could be the first symmetric wing bending and the i

t 
mode could

be the first antisymmetric wing bending. For the torsion mode group, the kth pivot mode
is replaced by the cnmoosite pivct mode.

A composite first wing symmetric torsion mode for the F-1ll TACT was developed using
the above equations to combine the right and left hand wing torsion modes and the sym-
metric hybrid wing torsion/second wing bending mode. The result of this effort is shown
in Figure 8 along with the first wing torsion mode for the wind tunnel model. The com-
parison is very good and far superior to that which involved the original aircraft modes.
Weighting numbers to be applied to the modes involved in the composite mode were obtained
by satisfying deflection constraints imposed by the model torsion mode. These conditions
were satisfied at two leading and trailing edge points (inboard near the pivot and the
outboard near the wing tip) on both wings which resulted in eight equations and led to a
least squares solution. The weghting numbers obtained from the sol'ition were

p, - 1.5272 (RWT) P2 - 1.0284 (LWT) P3 - -0.5865 (WST)
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with a generalized mass, K, - 1041.6 lbs., and undamped natural frequency, fc = 14.92 Hz,
for the composite mode. Although the eight boundary conditions were not exactly satis-
fied, this solution did produce a reasonable facsimile of the model torsion mode as shown
in Figure 8.

4.3 Scale and Static Aeroelastic Effects

The most difficult aspect of buffet prediction to be accounted for is the scale
effect due to Reynolds number dissimilarity between the model and full-scale aircraft.
This effect significantly influences separated flow fields, particularly shock induced
separation which is of primary importance for transonic buffet. The scale effect problem
for the F-111 TACT aircraft was treated in the conventional manner of building the model
as large as possible, hence the 1/6-scale was chosen. Testing at higher than ambient
pressures increased the density and therefore Reynolds number so that a value of 14 x 106
was achieved wi.th the steel model wing as compared with 25 x 106 for the aircraft. The
comparison of wind tunnel and flight measured fluctuating pressures as fully discussed in
Reference 9 showed that scale effects had been minimized as much as possible.

Static aeroelastic effects are also difficult to account for, but comparison of steel
and aluminum wing fluctuating pressure data in Reference 9 provided some insight to these
effects. Wing twist due to aeroelastic washout tended to lower the effective angle of
attack for the wing and delay the development of the separated flow fields by about 1.0
deg. This delay tended to offset earlier development of the separated flow fields result-
ing from a lower Reynolds number, hence, static aeroelastic and scale effects almost
canceled each other for the wind tunnel model as tested in this investigation. The alumi-
num wing data, however, were used in the buffet predictions since its aeroelastic proper-
ties better simulated the full-scale aircraft.

5.0 INPUT DATA FOR EQUATIONS OF MOTION

In order to predict full-scale aircraft buffet, the input data required for evaluat-
ing Equation 16 include modes, frequencies, damping and buffet excitation for the full-
scale aircraft.

5.1 Aircraft Modes

The mode shapes employed in the present analysis for the generalized aerodynamic
forces were numerically generated by General Dynamics Corp., Fort Worth Division, during
the original structural dynamics analysis required for the TACT modification to the F-111
aircraft.

11 
Six modes were selected to be included in the TACT aircraft buffet predic-

tions as follows:

1. let wing symmetrical bending (WSB, 4.42 Hz)

2. 1st fuselage vertical bending (FVB, 7.30 Hz)

3. 1st wing antisymmetrical bending (WASB, 7.68 Hz)

4. 1st right-wing torsion (RWT, 14.09 Hz)

5. 1st left-wing torsion (LWT, 15.20 Hz)

6. lst wing symmetrical torsion (WST, 17.14 Hz)

The mode shapes as well as masses and frequencies for both theoretical and experimental
modes are given in Reference 9. The modes were selected to provide a variety of mode
shapes (wing bending vs fuselage bending vs wing torsion), and because they were expected
to dominate the TACT aircraft buffeting. Since, the differences in the natural frequen-
cies for the FVB and WASB modes and the RWT, LWT and WST modes are small, it was con-
sidered necessary to include all modes in the close-frequency groupings because of the
strong possibility of aerodynamic modal coupling.

5.2 Modal Masses. Frequencies and Damping

The generalized masses for each of the above modes were determined as a function of
aircraft fuel weight for the specific flight test points. Factors were developed from
analytical analyses to account for fuel weight that were applied directly to the ana-
lytically determined masses for the empty aircraft.

Modal frequencies as influenced by aerodynamic forces were determinad from the eigen-
values taken from the flutter solution velocity/damping curves given in Reference 11.
The aerodynamic damping factors, defined by the theoretical damping ratio in Equation 22,
were also obtained from the eigenvalues in Reference 11. The effects of altitude and
forcing frequency were inherent in these frequencies and damping factors as is illustrated
in Figure 9 for the wing symmetric bending (WSB) and right wing torsion (RWT) modes. The
effects of altitude are more significant for frequency than for damping in these plots
because the effects are already accounted for in scaling of the model damping data. The
influence of excitation frequency, f, is significant, however, particularly for the wing
bending type modes such as WSB. These frequency effects are a direct result of the flut-
ter eigenvalue variations with frequency. Similar curves as shown in Figure 9 were gener-
ated for the remaining four aircraft modem.



The scaled aerodynamic damping data for the aircraft pivotal modes were obtained from
the measured damping for the aluminum model first wing bending and torsion modes. The
corresponding aircraft pivot modes were the WSB and the composite torsion mode shown in
Figure 8. Measured aerodynamic damping data from the two model modes are shown in Figure
10 as a function of incidence, a, for 26 deg. and 35 deg. wing sweeps. At both sweeps,
bending mode damping shows a significant increase at buffet onset between 9 deg. and 10
deg. while torsion mode damping is little affected. The influence of wing sweep is not
significant but the higher sweep shows a softening of the onset change for the bending
mode and a slight overall increase for the torsion mode. These data in Figure 10 were
scaled to the two aircraft pivot modes using the K. factor defined in Equation 4 and the
scaling relationships in Equation 5. They were further scaled to other modes in each
pivot mode family using Equations 21 and 22 and damping factor curves for each mode as
typified by those shown in Figure 9.

5.3 Buffet Excitation Coefficients

In order to conveniently account for the differences in the model and aircraft scale
and wind-tunnel and flight conditions, the generalized aerodynamic forces were reduced to
buffet excitation coefficients, E, (Eq. 3). The buffet excitation coefficients obtained
from the aluminum- and steel-wing models are shown in Figure 11 versus angle-of-attack for
two of tie aircraft modes selected for analysis. The aluminua-wing data were obtained at
test Reynolds numbers of 10.5 x 106 and the steel-wing data were obtained at test Reynolds
numbers of 14.0 x 106. Figure 11 shows that excitation coefficients evaluated from the
aluminum- and steel-wing models were within a factor of 2 for all test points. This
generally good agreement of E on a mean-square scale, substantiates the repeatability of
data and adds confidence to the excitation coefficients.

With a lower Reynolds number, however, the aluminum wing data still reflected static
aeroelastic effects. This is especially evident in the 35 deg. wing sweep results in
Figure 11 where onset occurs at aboUt 0.5 deg. higher for the aluminum wing. Thus, the
aluminum wing pressure data were used in this investigation to represent the airplane
partly because of this aeroelastic effect.

The effects of the wing and tail on buffet excitation were investigated for the
aluminum wing model. The results as discussed in Reference 9, showed that the effects of
the tail were important for five of the aircraft modes used in the analysis and negligible
only for the WSB mode. the largest effect was felt by the FVB (fuselage vertical bending)
mode. These two extremes are illustrated in Figure 12 for the same excitation parameter
shown in Figure 11. The wing alone, tail alone end wing plus tail characteristics in
Figure 12 clearly demonstrate these trends. Because tail contributions were significant
for modes that had large fuselage and empennage motion, tail buffet excitation was a
necessary part of this buffet response analysis. This is particularly important for
determining buffet response at points other than on the wing as was discussed previously
by Cunningham and Benepe

2
.

6.0 AIRCRAFT BUFFET PREDICTIONS

The dynamic model developed in the previous sections was applied to predict the
buffet response for the F-111 TACT aircraft at selected flight test conditions. This
section presents and discusses the results of these predictions including correlations of
predicted and measured damping. The correlation of predicted and measured buffeting are
based on PDSs and integrated RKS values. The buffet response characteristics are corre-
lated for the same range of angles of attack, altitude and wing sweep as the pressure-
fluctuation correlations that were discussed extensively in Reference 9.

Details of the flight test program are described in Reference 9. The nominal condi-

tions for the buffet response correlations are summarized as follows:

MACK NUMBER 0.8 for all buffet response correlations

ALTITUDE 3.7 K m (12.0 K ft.) 6.1 K m (20.0 K ft.) 8.5 K m (28.0 K ft.)

DYNAMIC PRESSURE 28.0 K N/ (600 psf) 21.5 K N/m (450 psf) 14.4 K N/ (300 psf)

ANGLES OF ATTACK 7' - 10
°  

7' - 12" 7 ° 
- 12'

WING SWEEP 26' & 35' 26' & 35' 26' & 35'

6.1 Correlations of Damning

The amplitude of predicted buffet response for any given vibration mode is inversely
proportional to the total damping value for that mode as indicated by Equation 16. Be-
cause of this sensitivity, a major effort was made in the F-1ll TACT buffet investigation
to correlate estimated modal damping with measured flight test values. Direct comparisons
in Reference 9 showed that trends in estimated damping generally agreed with flight test
data except that the predicted values had higher overall levels. One of the best correla-
tions was shown for the RWT mode at both wing sweeps. In all cases, significant scatter
was present in the flight test data, especially in the region of buffet onset. In view of
the expected difficulty of predicting and measuring aerodynamic damping values for air-
craft operating in separated transonic flow fields, thes results were very encouraging.
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6.2 Correlations of Power Spectral Densities

Complete sets of figures that include the predicted and measured PS~s of the wing tip
and C.G. accelerations are given in Reference 9. Typical examples of wing tip accelerome-
ter results are shown in Figure 13 for 26 deg. wing sweep and Figure 14 for 35 deg. wing
sweep. The flight conditions are M = 0.8 for the middle dynamic pressure at about 20 K ft
altitude. Two angles are shown representing pre-buffet at 9 deg. and heavy buffet at
about 12 deg. The 26 deq. sweep predictions for the bending mode group from 3 to 10 Hz
show very good correlations with flig..t test data at bath angles in Figure 13. Predic-
tions for the torsion sode group from 13 to 20 Hz, agree well at 9 deg. but are very low
for heavy buffet at the higher angle. This characteristic was prevalent in all 26 deg.
sweep predictions for both PSDs and integrated RMS values. For the 35 deg. sweep results
in Figure 14, excellent agreement is seen between predicted amplitudes and flight test for
all conditions with exception of the torsion mode group at 9 deg.

In summary, the predicted PS~s agreed quite well with flight measured PS05 with
exception of the torsion mode group. The disagreement was most noticeable and consistent
at 26 deg. sweep in heavy buffet.

6.3 Correlations of RKS Buffet Responses

In order to correlate the RMS values of the predicted and measured buffetin5, the
PSDs were integrated over several different frequency ranges. The frequency limits of the
integrations and grouping of modes were as follows:

MODES PREDICTION LIMITS FLIGHT TEST LIMITS

WBS 3.45 - 6.25 Hz 3.22 - 6.14 Hz

FVB and WASB 5.95 - 9.46 Hz 5.95 - 9.46 Hz

RWT, LMT and WST 11.0 - 19.0 Hz 12.0 - 19.0 Hz

The FVB and WASB modes and RWT, LWT and WST modes were combined because the separate modes
could not be isolated in flight test PS~s. A fourth integration was also performed where
all responses listed above were combined into a total R14S over the full frequency range.
As f-'r the P50 comparisons, the RMS comparisons were made for both wing-tip and CG ac-
celerations as a function of angle c-f attack, altitude and wing sweep at M = 0.8. In-
cluded in Reference 9 are all of the integrated RMS results corresponding to all of the
PS~s given in that reference.

Examples of RMS results for the wing tip accelerometer for the PJSB mode and the
torsion mode group are shown in Figure 15. The effects of altitude, angle of attack, a.
and wing sweep are illustrated in these results. As was observed in the P505, predictions
for the WSB mode follow both a and altitude trends at both wing sweeps. Onset is well
predicted and heavy buffet levels are reasonably well predicted. The torsion mode group
predictions at 26 deg. sweep, however, are low by a factor of about 2.0 to 2.25 depending
on altitude and a. There is also an interesting trend in the flight test data which
shows an insensitivity to altitude. At 35 deg. wingsweep, the torsion mode group RMS
predictions agree quite well with flight test data as was indicated earlier in the PSD
comparisons.

The wide band RNS results for all six modes are shown in Figure 16 which includes the
C.G. accelerometer as well as the wing tip accelerometer. For 26 deg. sweep, the wide
band results are dominated by those for the torsion mode group, especially for the flight
test data. This is expected on the basis of results shown in Figure 15 where the flight
measured torsion mode group response was about three times the measured levels for the WSB
mode. Trends noted in the wing tip accelerometer results are also seen in the C.G. ac-
celerometer results but to a lesser degree for this wing sweep. At 35 deg. wing sweep,
the agreement between predictions and flight measurements are quite good for both ac-
celerometers, especially for buffet onset.

In summary, the predicted RMS buffet characteristics tracked flight test buffet
measurements again with exception of the torsion soda group. At 26 deg. wirg sweep,
flight test torsion. response dominated the trends and was higher than predictions by as
much as 125%. In addition, a peculiar trend was noted in the torsion mode group wing-tip
accelerometer response in that it was almost insensitive to altitude for 26 deg. sweep.

7.0 FACTORS THAT INFWJENCE THE CORRELATIONS

The basic factors that affect the correlations of wind-tunnel and flight-test buffet
date were discussed in the Introduction; and in the body of this paper it was pointed out
that the F-111 TACT program provided a significant improvement in the factors that affect
the flight data. However, even with these improvements, the present correlations of
predicted and measured buffeting still show some discrepancies. The questions arises then
am to what factors were the most probable cause of the discrepancies.

Many factors were discussed in Reference 9 am being potential sources for the dis-
crepancies between predictions and flight test results. It was decided in retrospect
that a torsion family mode may have been ignored that should have been included to bring
the total to seven modes to represent the full-scale aircraft. Thin dominant sensitivity
of buffeting response to damping values also made the accuracy of damping estimates sum-
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pect. However, correlations of estimated damping with flight measured damping showed
that the technique for extrapolating measured tunnel damping data to full-scale airplane
modes represents a satisfactory methodology. The fact that damping correlations were good
where buffet predictions were not so good for the torsion modes suggested that other
effects were responsible for differences in correlations between bending and torsion
modes.

The accuracy of generalized masses and mode shapes was also questioned on the basis
of comparison of the theoretical modes and masses used and those obtained from vibration
tests of the a tcraft. Reynolds number and static aeroelastic effects were suspect as
well. Based on detailed analysis of the wind tunnel and flight measured pressure and
other flow data in Reference 9, however, it was expected that these effects would not be
significant for buffet response correlations. Pitch rate and maneuver time history ef-
fects were also considered as pointed out in Reference 2, however, the flight test tech-
niques used in the investigation were aimed at minimizing these effects. Analyses of
flight test results in Reference 9 verified that this goal was achieved.

All of the above factors were common to the predictions made at both 26 deg. and 35
deg. wing sweeps. Yet, at 26 deg. sweep, the predicted torsion mode group responses were
very low compared with flight test measurements but were quite similar to those predicted
and measured response levels at 35 deg. sweep. Therefore, the only data set that did not
fit was t~ne flight measured torsion mode group response at 26 deg. sweep as a result of
two significant differences: (1) high levels of response over a narrow frequency band and
(2) the insensitivity of response levels to altitude. This is clearly evident in the RMS
results shown in Figures 15 and 16 and is opposite in trend to the results shown earlier
in Figure 7 where the predicted model torsion response was higher than the measured val-
ues.

The possibility of any coupling between wing modes and fluctuating pressures on the
aircraft could have a critical effect on the buffet correlations. For the F-111 TACT
aircraft there were certain conditions when such a coupling may have affected the buff'!t
response. This point was discussed in Reference 9 with regard to pronounced peaks ob-
served in the flight data fluctuating pressure PSDs that occurred near the torsion mode
frequencies for 26 deg. sweep. Similar peaks were not observed in the pressure PSDs for
35 deg. sweep. As a result it was proposed in Reference 9 that a potential coupling
between the wing torsion modes and shock induced trailing edge separation (SITES) could
produce a limited amplitude oscillation which would explain the anomalous behavior of the
flight test buffet response. A more extensive discussion of this coupling mechanism is
given by Cunningham in Reference 12 with regard to this case and several other types of
limited amplitude oscillations (LCO) that may occur due to either aerodynamic or struc-
tural non-linearities. Thus, for the sake of completeness in this paper, a brief summary
of the pertinent discussions in References 9 and 12 follows.

A clue to a possible means for the coupling was deduced from the static pressures in
Reference 9 for 26 deg. wing sweep. The occurrence of trailing-edge pressure divergence
at about a - 10 deg. also corresponded to a large forward movement of upper surface main
shock as shown by comparing pressure at a - 9 deg. and at a - 10 deg. It was also ob-
served that the forward shock movement for the aircraft was much larger than that for the
model. The condition of this transition is the occurrence of Shock-Induced Trailing Edge
Separation (SITES) which is accompanied by a step change in pitching moment with either
increasing of decreasing angle-of-attack. With increasing angle-of-attack, the forward
shock movement produces a loss of lift toward the leading edge and the trailing edge
divergence produces a gain of lift toward the trailing edge. The net result is to provide
a step change in pitching moment that is nose down for increasing angle-of-attack, for
decreasing angle-of-attack, the opposite occurs and produces a step change in pitching
moment that is nose up. Such a step change in effect results in a nonlinear spring that
could provide an increased resistance to wing motion past the point of SITES for either
increasing or decreasing angle-of-attack.

The nonlinear spring described above can potentially produce a limited amplitude,
self-sustaining oscillation, the existence of which could explain the higher torsion mode
response exhibited by the full scale aircraft. How this is possible can be described by
considering an airfoil with a torsion spring. Slowly increasing incidence at angles below
that of SITES allows the torsion spring t attain a continuous state of equilibrium with
aerodyn~mic pitching moment. When SITES is reached, a sudden nose-down increment is
imposed on the aerodynamic pitching moment which will tend to reduce wing incidence. This
will be a dynamic negative-pitch rate which will delay re-attachment and permit the nose-
down moment to put work into the system. At some point, re-attachme.at does take place and
the nose-down moment disappears. Accelerations become negative and the wing experiences a
reducing pitch rate until it reaches zero and begins nose-up motion. Positive pitch rate
now takes over which will produce a delay in SITES and allow an overshoot of the initial
starting point due to stored elastic energy during the down stroke. When SITES does
occur, the cycle then repeats itself.

The above concept was applied to the TACT aircraft as described in Reference 9. For
simplicity, the Rwr mode was chosen for a single degree-of-freedom model because of its
dominant role in large amplitude rsponses measured on the aircraft at 26 deg. wing sweep.
The appropriate equation of motion used was

NRWT r + 2XRHRWT RWTi + UMT ZRWT 2r - F(r, i) (23)

where T RIT, R are the mass, frequency and total damping for the RiT as used in
the bufft response predictions. The forcing function, F(rj), was the generalized force
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obtained by integrating over the wing the RWT mode shape with the change in static pres-
sure distributions at 26 deg. sweep for a increasing from 9 deg. to 10 deg., that is
C (10 deg.) - C (9 deg.). This function had the time varying characteristic of a step
ftnction where ?(r,f) = 0 for wing incidence less than that for SITES and F(r,i) - F for
wing incidence geater than that for SITES. An aerodynamic lag parameter was assumed so
that transition to SITES occurred at a higher angle for positive pitch rate and transition
to attached flow occurred at a lower angle for negative pitch rate. The time varying RWT
mode response, r, was obtained from a finite difference solution tr Equation 23 in the
time domain using the flip-flop forcing function characteristic.

Because the aerodynamic lag parameter was unknown, a range of values was assumed and
time history solutions to Equation 23 obtained for each value. Right wing tip accelerome-
ter responses clearly reached LCO in these time histories at levels ranging from about lg
to 2g's. This corresponds very well with the exeess buffet levels noted in Figure 15 for
the torsion mode group at 26 deg. sweep. A typical time history for r(t) is shown in
Figure 17 where the initial reaction of nose down is seen as a result of F (nose down
generalized force) being applied at t - 0. In addition to producing reasonable levels of
response, the math model also produced an increase in frequency for the RWT mode, result-
ing from the non-linear aerodynamic spring, in agreement with the flight test PSDs shown
in Figure 13.

The math model was also applied to the wind tunnel model aluminum wing and was found
to predict that no LCO would occur during the wind tunnel tests in agreement with observa-
tions. Thus, the concept was verified in two cases from a qualitative point of view and
also produced quantitative response characteristics that were quite representative of
observations. On the basis of these results it was concluded that the excess buffet
response of the torsion mode group measured during flight test at 26 deg. wing sweep was
most likely due to LCO of the torsion modes.

8.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS / 7/.,. PL r f' P'- -', - - ,; _'' ;

A method has been presented-for predicting buffet response from pressure-fluctuations
on scale models in wind tunnels. The method embodies the following features:

1. The buffet forcing function is obtained by real time integration of pressure time
histories with the natural modes.

2. Da-eint is obtained for pivot modes from model buffet response.

3. A hybrid method was developed and applied to extend the pivot-mode damping measure-
ments to multiple modes by the use of theoretical damping data.

4. A technique was developed to form composite modes to obtain better one-to-one cor-
respondence between model and aircraft modes to improve the scaling of damping.

5. Diagonalized equations of motion were derived and applied to simplify the multiple
degree-of-freedom buffet response calculation.

The results presented have shown correltions of predicted and measured buffet re-
sponse of the F-1ll TACT aircraft at H - 0.8 with 26 deg. and 35 deg. wing sweeps for a
range of angles-of-attack that includes buffet onset to high intensity buffeting. The
correlations included comparisons of power spectral densities and integrated RMS rTesults.

Generally the buffet predictions were considered to be quite good particularly in
light of past buffet prediction experience. The most disappointing correlations of pre-
dictions and measurements were for the torsion modes at 26 deg. wing sweep at high buffet
intensities. Generally the predictions were better at 35 deg. wing sweep than at 26 deg.
wing sweep. Several factors could have affected the torsion-mode predictions such as
damping predictions, generalized masses, mode shapes, Reynolds number, static aeroelas-
ticity, and pitch rate. However, on the basis of an analytical investigation of a poten-
tial non-linear coupling between the torsion modes and aerodynamic forces, it was con-
cluded that the high levels of flight measured response at 26 deg. wing sweep were most
likely due to this coupling.

With regard to future developments, the use of digitally recorded fluctuating pressure
data poses a significant simplification to calculating buffet forcing function time his-
tories. This greatly increases the capability to treat more modes and more complex con-
figurations through the use of digital processing as opposed to analog processing employed
in this paper. More recently, the buffet prediction technique described in this paper has
been applied in the U.S. to several launch vehicles, using both digitized and digitally
recorded pressure data. Because of the advantages of digital processing, buffet analysis
that included over a hundred mode shapes, has been successfully accomplished.
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1 SUMMARY

This paper is concerned with a parametric experimental investigation int., 1ew tq -i
buffet. The influence of wing generalized mass, reduced frequency, asp. ratio.lynai1i,

pressure and wing sweep on the buffet e<citation parameter, jnG(s) u, the o>to',
of Ref. 1, has been studied for a simple wing model with s iar-p N -stns ,"d r'ih,
edges. The investigation was limited to buffeting response in the I', losri 1 -rdii.-
mode. The angle of incidence range for the experiments was O~t0 40, howeer tWwr
will concentrate on results at 10 iincidence (near . tail) and jf 30' ci-.den,-
influence of aspect ratio on the buffet exci:tation parameter wt ind to if .
at high incidences a values of reduced freve- ieo w ,ie o A,-,
flight.. .

2 LIST OF SYMBOLS

The following is a list of mathematical cymb-ls u.;el in thio j -r

b wing span (from root to tip)

c wing chord (76 mm)

/ frequency (Hz)

f, frequency of wing fundamental mode

in mode generalized mass

fe
n reduced frequency -L-

F,() modified spectra Of unsteady pressure fluctUations

lnG(n) buffet excitation parameter

q kinetic pressure

z wing tip rms displacement

z wing tip rms acceleration in a particular mode

AR aspect ratio --

B4 mean root bending moment

C, mean root bending moment coefficient

E' dim-nsionles excitation power spectral density

G(n) oimensionless excitation power spertral density(- E')

GC constant ir. cn. 4

R. Rvnorli number

S wing area

V mean flow velocity

a wing incidence angle (deg)

constant in Eqn. 4

t, total damping

A wing sweep angle (deg)

t,(f) spectral density of aerodynamic forcing



3 INTRODUCTION

In a re>-nit AGAPE foe imernt (ef. 2), a proposal is put forward that ,l1 in-t i r' man!t s
ofWing biuffetinog 611-1d be stanrdardiszed. It is pr--i- - <cc thait,-~tf t--senn

I~ presenited tusing a iiensienieiie parameter cafled the iuif.-t er-it atos,,niait meir

(m~)where

r. qS

It is ho:ped that by standarcizing LuIffet rn-a' trement s, it wtil be -- c-'-e *mri
buffeting resu~lts frcm two separate in. actgation, be thy- flight t- ,r on o tit-!
invest igations. Aniothe, function for such a parern' tin is that it i l -- tilin
estimate buffet loDads on an actual ain-iraft based onl resiut. a chtacii- is Wind tu-nnlr
tests. The question that naturally art-'_ is hew sesiitive is tli buff~tet ,1-,j
parameter to, parameters such as Revnolds number, Ma- b number. lift --- f-it -nd
reduce d frequency? In other words, whi-li :-f ihpe- parncinet--r mlt- be4 rat t'- 1t'i-
Wind tourist to the,, values expected in slight?

Reference 3 attempts to aidres tis is-,- uc -i~.-iing in d-- i twi pricp,-
i. das for the dyna.mics of a wing subject t- iiuff t, Plch TI- tirst f t i- m- ' 1

invokes she simple argument that the si-parit-d flew indo~e m_,- :if the wing, but.
the responding, wing does not i turn affe t the flow field. It tl iz tri- tehen
bu

t
'-tirng -in be mxdelled as aI linear sy- ti-n fir -ingiue-r ing jpiis.s- Iiu-pi-rt

dmii ti-i-buiquas. it is a i-imp_ mcittes to arrive-o a ;nem ri--i, -i- i r'-a t tug the sin-
witng ai-ceration (at the tip, for cxample) as a fucinof tile pCiver -ge-ira I i it?

f i-te forcing. On dimensioinal grounds, it is arguedI that the p.cw,-s sp.ot rai l - i y

o)f the forting 0,(f). can. 1:- written as

CE
2  

2) (2)

Tb'- dtmensi--riiss excitation spectrum L' for a given wing was i7-rl: ded t' be ,i
fiii os of incidenjce. Reynolds number and Macjh number, arid wa- cornsd-red t,, bD
apprcxim utely cons tant in the regioni of the wistg natiral fraitueniu,! Thai- '-Im!ii
enabled a simple derivation of the relati4nship betwe-en t mu wing tip aneerli- dc-

E' (Ref. Bi. and it is noted here that. Pouuattfii it io d siv I as an esten-l t hi-

relationship. In this paper the intention as to focus -cn the depetidence of E' ci
frequency for various]1 inoidencues The experiments were conducted i an incomprs 'ust
fl'w _q, wing rni:dalt-. with setcn.in-eniiv- to Reyn-,Ids number effeet-

The- second model proposed i Ref. 3 is a tir a mple -i involving fee-dha(i 1 ft.cm
the res ponditig wing into- the flow, in alli probabitity maing file problem ni- in--ar
Feedbac K of wins; moti-in into the fle-w would imply tha

t 
tne numiber an~d complexity i-it

scaling parameter- required for simiodel betw en i-l mdc(Jl tests arid fiill .; i l,
behavioujr is likely ti increase. It ca-n -asila be at-so-- tb-ct fll cer--elat
woe td be 1en-ficial in t hi- ias-u

4 kUPERINRNTAI, DETAILS

The experime-ntal itiv--- tissation were carried out in the 1.?- m a 1.7 m 1.:--iw -
win-i ttirie iin thet Esii -sting ta,-past melit at the o - s-t cf -is t(,iIdut- -I1 fi
close d critwind tti-l wit ti i taxisim wi-i .;p-nd uj ab :it 60) li/s. Ti i- ei~iu-
were cEdiiing-i ti il e '-mi-rtgid s-iAt t-Ciiiii 9i 1 a-j 1-o-ei if. 4

Seveniteen witig modls we-re teste] (Talae It, thr- -1ise u-c f dit -mi
presore atid hieo r-liteii fix-ijoency. Tiiu scidel' 11 lidA the same .u iil

ill Rig. 1 -cld with thpe xi pti 'n of the asp-ct, rat ii--c 3luinium winig tiad i-i -,am'-
-bivrd. Thticrd fo)r that wing was 127 mm ani its. tbhu kits wa- -ts- -irdinglv

at -. i-ify geomretric considerationjs. the model- varie-d - -vet ti ritge t -- ra c -
tild sweep angles. ttnswept wings had re-ctanguilar planf--sms ,and aspe -t ratis i5r-cugitig

from 3 to 8, aft swept wings (A -30*) had t pvt rties6 rangitig it' "t 4 1-- S ili
fi-rward owept wings (A -- 20') had -aspect ratios sassning from 4911, --wept91
wing- (forward and aft) the outboard edge of the wing was parallel t-,- tue ft-e-m
,ani the - reamwise sectioin was that aidicated in Fig. 1. Thro ugh)itit th- remais~ier -_-f

'li- prap-r, wings dlenoted simply as -,wept are lnoert toil t - refer t-, the gif t-

wings under invesFtigati-it in this paper. fable I hi-i' relevcnt I-it.tail-i-f cli tine witl,,
m-del' if particular no~te in Table I is the fact. thlat wiiui m -.t in -dei-- were ma- bin', I
ft cm solid steel, some of the tnswept, winge are marnfa-titred fr--rn -- Iticllimtiliim.n

-ne model had a flitsh mouinted lead interi ti-ar the tip- t - incr, ' it - st- Vi
mass. Ailditionaily - the effects;-f a tip tank were ta-t s - -i t.- ti "bIf-' isg
reup--,nue of an aspec

t
- ratio, 4 utiewept wing, The tip t nit. i ---wiinFw '

The sharpi leading edge of the wing sec -ti~ sh-iid ii - rer th i' Reyn- Ids~ ri~imi-
e~ffects are minimized since flo w s-piratioi will -.iwcy- - - lt ir-in tte Ilc-ding e'dge
Minor Reynolds number effects may occuir for omitl ic ,it-i eiil a <4' i- thut wing
sectionr is subject, tci thin 'r-iilstail ,crvi th-- i~~th vii-1 th -'-p-cr ii -li hit-ble ic
obviously sersitive to: R yn<Ils tiiimber. The r-mp-- tir it 'Ii va iluc-r -- f b.yuli ini-r-r
A re low, only 0.l1x I06 to 05t 10'
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Values of reduced frequency, n, based on the fundamental wing bending mode
frequency ranged from 0.017 to 0.148. Values of n for the fundamental bending mode of
an aircraft in flight generally are not less than 0.05 and not less than about 0.1 for
subsonic flight. The low values of reduced frequency parameter are thus more relevant
to rigid body modes although in these tests the wind tunnel models respond dynamically
at low reduced frequencies, whereas the actual aeroplane wings in flight would respond
in a quasi-steady fashion.

For the buffeting measurements, the wing models were mounted in a half-model
configuration, cantilevered through the floor of the wind tunnel and rigidly clamped
over a distance of 125 mm extending down from the wind tunnel floor. The clamping
mechanism was mounted on a swivel base which permitted angle of incidence adjustment
from 0* to 40* in 2' increments. No corrections were made to the results to account
for wind tunnel blockage, as in these experiments the area blockage was never more
than 1.5%.

Table 1: Wing Model Details

material AR tip tank sweep (deg) frequency (Hz)

steel 8 no Q 13.0

aluminium 8 no 0 13.3

aluminium with lead 8 no 0 9.75

steel 4 no 0 48.2

steel 6 no 0 22.9

aluminium 4 no 0 52.4

steel 5 no 0 32.8

aluminium 4 brass 0 29.3

aluminium 4 balsa C) 50.4

alu.minium 3 no 0 38.8

steel 8 no 30 9.99

steel 6 no 30 17.8

steel 5 no 3I0 25.2

steel 4 no 30 39.1

steel 6 no -20 20.3

steel 5 no -20 28.6

steel 4 no -20 43.3

In order to compute the buffet excitation parameter, measurements of generalized
mass, root-mean-square (rms) wing tip acceleration and total damping are required.
Wing generalized masses for the first bending mode were determined experimentally
using the technique of adding small masses to the tip of the wing and measuring the
resulting frequency change (Ref. 5). A linear relationship between the wing tip acceleration
and strain gauge output was determined by experimental calibration with a reference
accelerometer attached at the wing tip. The wing was sharply struck at the tip and
both outputs were recorded. A calibration of this type is only valid at the frequency
at which the wing was oscillated, in this case the fundamental wing bending mode. For
a -ampling rate of approximately 20 times the wing fundamental frequency, it was
experimentally determined that time records of about 1600 cycles of wing motion would
be required for the rms of the signal to converge in a statistical sense, especially
for incidences well beyond that of the stall.

Estimation of total modal damping is a difficult task. Approximately 1000 estimates
would be required during the course of the investigation, thus it was considered
imperative to employ a reliable numerical technique to estimate the damping, which
ranged from about one-half percent of critical to about three percent of critical.
The Randomdec procedure (Ref. 6) was chosen for its simplicity, speed and accuracy,
with the threshold level taken as the rms of the strain gauge signal. Three estimates
of damping were made for each combination of wing model, incidence and dynamic pressure,
the three estimates generally being within 10% of each other. Occasionally the Randomdec
technique would produce erroneous results. Examination of the wing response power
spectra in these cases would reveal the presence of a sharp spike of significant
magrdtude and not attributable to the mode under investigation (for example a higher
order mode, wind tunnel fan electrical noise or blade passage frequency). These spurious
signals were remved using a digital notch filter (Ref. 7), and the damping estisate
obtained from the filtered data was satisfactory.
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Reference 6 considered in depth the fractional accuracy associated with an estimate
of the damping. Applying a similar approach to this investigation assuming a 95%
confidence level, it was determined that for a damping estimate of 2.5% of critical
the normalized standard deviation would be about 17% and for a damping estimate of
0.5% of critical the normalized standard deviation would be about 36%. Quantities
such as generalized mass, and rms response can be measured to an order of magnitude
better precision. Thus it is the error in the damping estimate that ultimately determines
the precision of an estimate of the buffet excitation parameter. Using this result.
the normalized standard deviation of an estimate of nG(n) is between 8% and 16%.

For buffeting measurements made in wind tunnels it is necessary to ensure that
the level of unsteady pressure fluctuations in the empty wind tunnel is sufficiently
smaller than the level of unsteady pressures that arise from the separated flow on
the wing surface. Reference 8 suggests that the level of -nF(n) not exceed 0.003 for

any frequencies at which the models will be tested. 4nF(n) can be regarded as a
normalized power spectral density of unsteady pressures inherent in the wind tunnel
(Ref. 9). In the wind tunnel used for these experiments the levels of unsteady pressure
fluctuations did not exceed the value of 0.003 for frequencies less than 100 Hz.

The floor boundary layer in this wind tunnel has a displacement thicKness of about
6 mm for a typical test wind speed of 50 m/s. As the shortest models were 305 mm in
span and root bending moments as recorded by a strain gauge are relatively insensitive
to flow conditions near the wing root, it was thought that this boundary layer would
not cause appreciable errors in the investigation.

5 RESULTS

5.1 Mean Root Bending Moment Coefficients

The mean root bending moment coefficients were measured for each wing model as
a function of angle of incidence prior to the investigations of buffetin.g. Ihe'se
measurements were made on the semi-rigid models, and thus represent the mean outpoii
from the strain gauge whilst the wing is buffeting. The measurements were made at
the middle value of the three dynamic pressures used in the buffeting investigati,-
for a given wing model, anid it was established that the results were insensitive t.>
changes in velocity (i.e. Reynolds number). The results were normalized by oompu'irg
mean root bending moment coefficient C, where

BMd
C= qs (3)qSb

Figure 3 presents the values of C, as a function of angle of incidence for th.
unswept wings. The effect of aspect ratio on the mean aerodynamic loads is apparent
both in attached flow arid in separated flow. From flow visualization studies in a
smaller wind tunnel on an aerofoil with the same section, it was found that flw
separation would begin at the leading edge for very small positive angles of ncidenr a
The separation bubble would grow towards the trailing edge as incidence increased
reaching the trailing edge at about four and one-half degrees of incidence. The men
root bending moment coefficient curve slope is seen to decrease at about tis inider a,

although the actual coefficient continues to rise until an incidence of 10. or so. This
latter incidence will be referred to as the static stall angie f-br the purposes of
this paper. Beyond the stall angle there is a slight drop in the- magnitude of C,
especially for the higher aspect ratios, and as incidence is further increased, C,
increases again.

Figure 4 is a plot of the mean root bending moment coefficienjts for the swept
wings. It is seen that the moments are reduced compared to the unswept, wing cases
due in part to the reduction in wind speed normal to the leading edge. There is an
abrupt change in the slope of the coefficient versus incidence near 4* incidence. At
about this incidence the tip stalls reducing the overall bending moment. Beyond about.
15o of incidence, C, continues to rise with the exception of an occasional dip that
occurs at higher incidences as aspect ratio increases.

Figure 5 plots C, against incidence for the forward swept wings. For these wing
models, flow separation originates near the root and moves spanwise towards the tip
as incidence increases. This behaviour accounts for the more gentle variatin in C,
as a function of incidence as compared to the unswept or swept wings. The shape of
the curve for an aspect ratio of six near 30 incidence indicates that for this afpect
ratio high suctions are maintained at the tip. Flow visualizati>n studies indicated
that the suction was due to a vortex originating at the wing apex. Surface_ flow
patterns ivsiled that at the trailing edge the influence of this vortex exterded
inboard approximately one third of a chord. A smoke flow investigatin estabiished
that the vortex was not stationary. At higher incidences, the influence of the vortex
was not observed in the surface flow pattern.

5.2 Buffet Excitation Parameter

In earlier work by the authors (Ref. 10 & 11). and by other inveottiga1,': ,-f I
the buffet. excitation parameter is presented as a funct.ion_, of ir"-idene_.. ...- I..
will not he the case for this paper. It is dso shown in hef. 11 that 47--o) :-1
on reduced frequency, which will form the initial basis for diEcussins , :r1," w,-5
Figuires 6 to .9 are plts of the buffet exitatio,nt prar, r f ,r inst.p" witr.
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a function of reduced frequency with the angle of incidence as a parameter. The
connected data points are results from the same wing model, for which the aspect
ratio is shown near the connecting line. A star beside the aspect ratio indicates that
a tip tank was attached to the outboard edge of the wing. Two tip tanks were used
in the investigation, one of balsa and one of brass, the reason being that brase tip
tanks were effective in lowering the fundamental bending frequency of the wing model,
but at the expense of possibly altering the wing tip aerodynamics. The balsa tanks
have negligible effect on the wing model frequency, but incorporate the wing tip flow
changes. In this way it was hoped that the influence of reduced frequency and of a
tip geometry change on Jn-G(n) could be studied separately. The effect of a tip tank
on the mean root bending moment coefficient was to slightly increase the values above
those for a bare wing.

'or incidences of 10 and 20' the data collapse is very encouraging (Figs. 6,7),
and there appears to be little if any influence of aspect ratio. This would imply that
the linear model discussed above would be adequate for describing the physics of
buffet and that the character of the unsteady forcing varies little along the span.
It is significant that near the stall angle, the value of n-G(n) is about twice the
heavy buffet limit of 0.003 quoted in Reference 2. This may result from the unconventional
'nose' of this wing section which generates a larger separation bubble than would
result from a more conventional wing section.

For typical flight values of n the magnitude of the buffet excitation parameter
at 20' is reduced relative to the values at 10* Flow visualization using smoke
(Re- 10.000) showed that at an incidence of 1O'the vortices generated from the leading
edge separation would impinge on the upper surface but at 20" this did not occur. The
influence of a tip tank is not large at either incidence, although values of I(s)
for wing models with a tip tank are consistently above those for a bare wing. Caution
should be used in correlating this change with the changes in the mean root bending
moment coefficients (Ref. 12).

At higher incidences (Figs. 8, 9) the dependence of I--(s) on n is rather weak for
the higher values of n. These reduced frequencies correspond to values occurring in
subsonic flight for a wing first bending mode (n>0.1) There is a strong variation at
lower values of n, corresponding to reduced frequencies below what is typical of
aeroplanes in subsonic flight. There are also aspect ratio effects especially in the

range 0.04 < n e 0.06 where nCn) values differ by a factor of two for a 50% increase
in aspect ratio.

Figures 10 and 11 plot the buffet excitation parameter as a function of reduced
frequency for the swept wing models. Again lines are used to join results obtained
from the same wing model. It is clear that at typical flight values of n for a wing
bending mode the buffeting at an incidence near stall is reduced by the introduction
of sweep. There is an indication that aspect ratio effects may exist at this incidence,
but considering the precision of the estimates of /nG(n) these effects are probably
small. At 30' incidence, there are probable aspect ratio effects and as is the case

for the unswept wings, large values of raO(n) are e-vident at low values of reduced
frequency. The effect of sweep however is still to reduce the buffeting under these
conditions.

Plottgd in Figs. 12 and 13 are the corresponding results for the forward swept
wing models. The results are basically consiatent with those presented above for an
incidence of 10' A sharp increase in /sO(s) is observed for the aspect ratio 6 wing
at 30' incidence, which may be related to its unusual mean root bending moment
coefficient curve at the same incidence. A plot of buffet excitation parameter against
incidence is shown for this wing model in Fig 14. The sharp decrease in buffeting
between 30 and 32 has not been observed elsewhere in these experiments. In light of
the comments made in section 5.1 about the vortex originating at the wing apex, it
would seem reasonable to suggest that this tip vortex is responsible for the buffeting
behaviour of this wing model at these incidences.

The influence of sweep on "n-O(s) is presented in Figure 15 for an incidence of
10' Reduced frequency is a parameter on the graph, and the results are plotted without
regard to the aspect ratio, which under these conditions is not considered to be a
parameter on which buffeting is significantly dependent (Figs. 6, 10 and 12). Except for
the lowest two values of reduced frequency, the similarity is encouraging. The results
for all values of a>0.04 lie in the shaded band in the figure. At the lowest values
of reduced frequency, the reduction in /nG(n) due to sweep is considerably less. It
is inferred from this plot that the spectrum of aerodynamic loading must decrease
more rapidly with increasing frequency for the wings with nun-zero sweep.

The same plot but at 20 incidence (Fig. 16) reveals a consistent trend. Again the
results are plotted without regard to aspect ratio. Values of the buffet excitation
parameter decrease with increasing values of reduced frequency. The influence of sweep
on AsO(a) is reduced for increasin values of reduced frequency, and at n 0.114 the
effect is reversed as sweep is seen to slightly increase buffeting. At 30* incidence
(Fig. 17), the reduction in ;nGO() due to sweep for low values of reduced frequency is
greater than at 10 or 201 At moderate values of reduced frequency the effect of
sweep is lessened, however for higher values of reduced frequency (n>0.06) sweep
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again slightly increases buffeting. The circled numbers in Fig. 17 irndiiate aspec
t 

ratio,

as it has already been established that in at this incidence I-G(n) is Iependr r,,
aspect ratio.

5.3 Spectra of the Forcing Functions

In order to better understand the nature of buffet, power spectral d-nsiti- of
the aerodynamic force acting on the wing models were calculated, In pri'iipl- the --- me

information is contained in the graphs of aG(n) versus n, but the spectra pr.;videa
continuous curve as opposed to values only at discrete frequencies. The .lipre
were made for all wings at each value of dynamic pressure for angles ,f n:did -,_f

10 and 30' These spectra were determined indirectly frojm the tim- hiv-,-ry -f wing
response as follows. The 32,768 data point time histories were trariSf-.,rm-i in- a
power spectral density of wing tip displacement using a standard Fast Foiirier Trmnf -pm
(FFT) technique. Sixteen averages of a 2(148 point time history were or,-puted arid
averaged in order to minimize the total error in the spectral -stimate (F f. 1'1. Th,
normalized standard deviation in the power spectral density estimates is abo,it al.',

A power spectral density of forcing could then be computed by dividing the p,we.r
spectral density of displacement by a mechanical admittance fin otiri aid t'kitng cue
account of any data system gains including filter roll-off. The mi'hai' al -dmit t-, ,:
function assumed was that, for a simple single degree ,f freeom "yst.e. ut-i th.

calculation was made for the bandwidth Of-2f,, The-se '-tral -- ." r
were non-dimensionalized using Eqn. 2 above.

Parameters required for the mechanical admittance function were the wing heding
frequency, total damping and wing stiffness. The wing frequencies were determiined with
the wind off and did not vary appreciably with the wind on. The total dampig lh,,

already been determined via the Randomdec process, and the wing stiffness wa tak.,-
to be the mode generalized mass multiplied by the square of the circular freqi-ncy
Finally it is noted that the power spectral dersities of wing respon'-e had reve-,l-i
only one other mode in the response spectra, that of the second bending mdt ' a
frequency six times the fundamental which is well beyoiid the naximum fre-q :-ny --..
for these calculations.

In this paper the spectra are referred to as spectra of the fituing f,2ict ,ns.

and not force spectra. These spectra are computed from seaSur-njei -,ri a re-p i; ii.

wing, and the resulting spectra will thus reflect any n-n-linearitie6 a:i.r led- Ii.v
from the wing into the flow. Only if the system is linear and with-it feedh k wiL-
these spectra match those obtained frm a rigid wing, whi -nar tc-d'ri-iially ref-r. i

to as force spectra. Ref. 14 presents some force spectra obtained tr -m i t 'lt

wing model in a wind tunnel, albeit at higher reduced frequenies.

For each wing model it was found that the dimensiorless pow-r sp'--'r-l i-r;ii'i-

of the aerodynamic loads varied little with dynamic pre' s ire. Figture 18 6L ).; th-

power spectral densities of forcing for all unswept wing- it 10' in :ideinC 5,t,-

the abscissa of the graph is reduced frequency. There. is littl- differenc o,'--
the results from various wing models, although it could be argued +hat the -ip,-t
ratio 3 wing has a greater power than the others at low redo -, frequerie- Thl,,
may be due to the fact that this wing model has a node shape itff,-r!n't fm ' Ll - thtt
unswept wing models. The mode shape change is due to the fnt- that fhl- wa' is ,m,-
over a 76 mm distance in the streamwise direction t-ut the- e,-r- is 1_' rmm. rnai th,*
the wing model tends to respond more as a rigid model hinged att the -ot. The -p,--.-i

in Fig. 18 are seen to be slowly varying functions of -'educ-d frequ-n.n-y

At 30 incidence (Fig. 19) the spectra of aerodynsamt f,,raing f-.-r the -!:,w'-pt wiri'
models are seen to vary more strongly with reduced freqieiey. a p- ra rev "-,.mF

to influence the spectra particularly in the range 0.i3 , n re- ll Fig. q)

Figures 20 through 23 present the dimensionless spectra of f.rsing f 'r the wingl
models with A - 30" and A - -20". For both sweep angles, the spi''tra at 10 iniet.-
decrease with increasing frequency in a similar manner. The decreas is greater than
for the unswept wing models (Fig. 18), and supports the inferenoe m.a ( from Fig. it.
At 30' incidence, the wings with non-zero sweep define s-ire c'-arly th efi-t f

aspect ratio on the aerodynamic loading (Figs. 21 and 231. For the swept wing" tkpe
effects are only observed at reduced frequencies less than abo'ut d.6, whereas for
the wing models with forward sweep, the aspect ratio effect is visibl extenditig at
least to n-0.12, suggesting that the aerodynamics of this wing model are c,:,nsiderabl
different than those of the other forward swept wing models at this uiidence It , ,,
also be seen by comparison to Figs. 18 and 19 that the power spetral dets-tit, if
forcing Are greater for unswept wing models that, for wing models with iin zit i e:

1
. .'

6 DISCUSSION

Based on the results presented, it was argued that near the inside, a' ,f -tail
aspect ratio had little or no effect on the buffeting r-sp-nse .-f i wi.* m,-1-. hii
implies that the dynamic loads arising from the separated f -w (- _ Little , r rt.
spanwise variation over the frequency range of this inv-t-tigai-- i" - a % r I'
be said at higher incidences such as 30' At this incidene the-re ,!a trirg a- i-.-t

ratio effects at low values of reduced frequencies for "wept at - insw-pt wings, and
across the frequency bandwidth for the forward swept wings C i. (1 it - ti-ln'
that significant variations In spanwise dynamic loading are ' .cu'ig at tfa. - in,-'n.
The fact that the buffeting increases with in,.reastng p-'t r1-,'l- Mtule" 'that

significant dynamic loads are acting at cr near the wine tiT T- ii iv-ti*-t h the" t i
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magnitudes. spanwise variations and crrelations of these loads would require, a series
,,f wing models with a large number of flush mo.,unted high fr-quenoy ra-ronse miniature
pressure transducers. This approach is beyond the scope of this ive't:igati-1; but is
indi-ative of current practice in other research investigatisn, (eg R, f. nI-.o

It is clear that aspect ratio plays a maj " role in determiding th- bliffo-ing
response at these high incidences. It is experi,,vntally diffi, ult however 1. itivete 0
the effect of doubling the aspect ratio frr example while maintaining cretant re-duce.J
frequency, similar Peynolds numbers asj r"- asoriabl kinetic pressures. (With th-se simple
models, doubling the aspect ratio fr _,m four to eight and maintaining "onstant reduced
frequency would decrease the PReeolds number to as low as 25,000 and kaneti, p1resures
to only 0.04 kPa.) An alt 'rative approach is to, indirectly obtaiu

5 r f--sulr '" a
particular aspect ratio ver the reduced frequency range at whi'h a wiug msdel with
a different aspect ratio was experimentally investigated. This can be lone using the
computed non-dimersional force spectra, C(n) presented in Figures 18 thro, ugh 23 as
it is a straight forward procedure to compute 4-nG-(n) directly from G(O) Freseit-.
here will be the results from the unswept wing models only. It is assumed that 'to
non-dimensional spectra can be expressed using a piecewise power-law model for ;
of the form

G(n)- Go
n
o (4)

where G O and R are constants for a

particular wing at a particular incidence

with a break at n z .06 corresponding to the peak in the spectrum at t0 incidence
and a break at n 0.01 corresponding to a peak in the spectrum at 30" incidence The
non-dimensional spectra used for this calculation are those of the aspect ratio four
wing,

Figure 24 shows the computed form of the buffet excitation parameter at 10.
incidence for unswept wings derived using the arguments above. The -xperimental da
points for the unswept wings are also included and the agreement it enosraging,
indicating again that for an angle of incidence near stall. aspect ratio effets are
unimportant and the variation in spanwise loading is insignificant, At 30' in,-vleri a,

Fig. 25 indicates the magrdtude of the aspect. ratio effects that. were first identified
in Fig. 8. For low values of reduced frequency, differences in nG(q) of 50% tO, I(117
are evident for an equivalent variation is aspect ratio, although the -'''rrelat ,,
aspect ratio and buffetirig is clearly not direct, in that if one i- doubled --o ic lh-
_,ther.

It is of course more important to understand these aspe-t rati t f-ots at va1,les
of n that occur for subsonic flight.. Unfortunately, it is not a stragihtforward matter
to extrapolate the non-dimensional force spectra from the a-pet rat)'' -igh' wig
modeli to values of reduced frequency perhaps eight times that f the fular-n*ol
unless the mecharical admittance function for the model has be-n establishd ,ve
this wider frequency range via a proper ground resonance tet. Additionally, . ne must
be ccncerned with matters such as a low signal to noise ratio in thc less use pwer
spectral densities at these higher frequencies. Such matt,-rs were beyond the so J.-
of the current work, but in light of the apparent aspec't rati. effecti for the fErward
swept wing models at n> 0.l (Fig. 2;J) should be investigated

7 CONCLUSIONS

A detailed experimental investigation of the buffet excitation parameter ha_ b--,
made for a parametric series wings in incompressible flow. It was found that bufft ins
was reduced for swept or forward swept wings relative to uirwept wingE t I cw v'liots
of reduced frequency, but that at typical flight values of n ( H 1,) swe. had culy

a small influence on n-(-iy

Aspect ratio effects were identified at high in-idences (30
°
) aid -,iggest a,

increase in the unsteady loads near the wing tip for higher aspect ratio, mdels.

At typical subsonic flight values of n, the buffet -x.itatio_,n piarameter wa- g-n-raliy
consEtant at about 0.103.
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Parmi lea crit~ros usuols adopt~s pour qualifier lentr"e on tremblemont d-un avion il eat
courant d'utiliser Ia valour do l'acc6l~ration mesur~a an si~go pilot* at fixA. a ±0,2g.

Zn rialit6 1& vibration ressontie eat 1. risultat do daux systimos d'excitation. 10 promier
tornio ind~pendant des modem propros do l1avion eat 1. champ do pression instationnaire
aliatoire crAG par lam forces ext~rioures et qui s 6tend dons une large gamme do fr~quences
(C. oont lea soul.. forces do tromblomont ) Le second term eat du aux forces iLnduites par

1. mouvemonts do l1avion at caract~rise principalaent lea vibrations des modem propres do
la structure ( Ce second term agit sur 116volution des fr~quences et des amortissaents ).

11 a paru int~rossant do tenter do s~parer cog doux champs do prossion af in d'affiner Ia
prediction du tromblomont our lavion lui m~m.Pour cela un assorvissement. li6 au
d~placomont do 1' aile meour6 par des acc~l~rombtres * pormt A 1 aido dun v~rin do r~duir.
do fagon tr~s imiportant. 10 mouvoment do lailo.

La mosmure du champ do pression caract~riso alors los soulos forces ext~riouros do
tromblemont (6tant ontendu quo los diformations statiquos do la maquette sous charge doivent
Atre idontiques A cellos do l'avion ).

Done une douxihmo phase. toujours dans 1. domain* du tromblefent. une seconds excitation
ainusoidale cello 1A, criera un champ do prossion our 1-aile. compl~tomont dicorell& des
prossions do tremblement qui permettra par une mthode do Fourier do romontor aux forces
induites.

Quoiques oxamples do cetto m~thodo soront montr~s.

NEW METHOD TO DETERMINE IN WIND TUNNEL THE BUFFETING FORCES

ABSTRACT

Among the usual criteria used to qualify the airplane buffet onset, it is classical to use
the acceleration values measured at the pilot seat and limited at ±0,2g.

This acceleration is the result of two excitation systems. The first one. due to the
external forces, is created by the random unsteady field of prossure on the airplane and
acting in a large frequency range. I That is the real buffet forces)

The second one excitation is due to the induced pressures coming from the airplane motions
and characterizing principaly the eigen modes of the structure.

It seems interesting to separate the two pressure fields to improve the buffet knowledgo not
only to have the correct buffet onset forces but also to obtain the forces distribution.



For this target a closed loop system using a parameter of the wing (unsteady bending moment
or accelerometers) permits in wind tunnel to reduce the wing motion introducing damping
forces, in the model with the help of actuator.

It is necessary to translate these results to the airplane, the static deformation of the
model and plane being similar.

In a second phase, always under buffet conditions, sinusoidal excitations are applied on the
wind tunnel model, giving a field of pressure uncorrelated with the buffeting pressure. In
this manner we have the possibility to extract, using an FIT, the induced complex pressure
and forces.

some exaples are given.

1. -INTRODUCTIONi

La problame do la pr~vision du tremblement dtun avion civil eat un problame important et
difficile:

Il est important parce qulil conditionne le domains do vol do lavion en tenant compte des

marges. ceIsot A dire de la courbe Cz () -f wh.

Il est difficile A pr6voir car il nlexiste pas A l1heure actuelle do th~orie capable do
determiner en tridimensionnel tranasonique lea efforts cr6&a par le d~collement sur une aile
en fonction de 1 incidence at do llenvergure.

Ce probl~me. tr~s non lin~aire n 'a do signification qulau sone statistique. la pressions
engendrdlem par le d6collement 4tant al~atoires et peu corroll6es entr elles.

Des essais en soufflerie effectu~s avec des maquttets de conception nouvelle et utilisant un
6quipement appropria permettent de r4duire lea diff4rences entre lea r6sultats do soufflerie
at les essais en vol.

Beaucoup dlauteurs, dons diff~rents pays. as sont penchis sur ce probl~me qui pr~sente un
certain nombre de difficult~s de nature diff6rentes (Ref.l-2-3-4 )

Cam difficult&& &oat la uncs inh~rentes aux maquettes. ce sont

-La grande diff6runce entre le nombre de Reynolds de la
maquette et celui de Ilavion.

-La d~formation atatique sous charge qui diff~re entre
maquette et avion.

-Los crit~res do tremblement qui sont diff4rents.

-Los modes propres de la structure qui ne sont
repr~sentatifs sur la maquette qua pour lea premiers modes. (Las modes de flexion par
example).

-La difficult& de connaltre avec prAcision Is distribution
dans le plan das fraquences des pressions dues aux dhcollemants.

-I. fait qus le systime. hors 1'origine du tremblement. est
toujours soumis A deux champs do forces 6troitement lisa

-L'un dlorigine externs, casut lo tremblament proprement dit.

-l'autre dloriqine induite. dQ au mouvemant de llaile.

Ce sont cam diffirents probljuas que Ilon vs considirer Plun aprie llautre.
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2.-DZVZLOPPENEMT DES IZTRODZS ACTUELLEMENT UTILISEES

2 1 -T6WLt1ENCK DO NCKM DR REYNOLDS SUR LX DECOLLENEN

Il exists deux fagona do v~rifier 11influence du nombre do Reynolds our lea conditions do
dicoliament:

On paut loraque cala Oct possible, jouar our Ia proccion giniratrica do la couffleri.. Danz
co cam on travaille A nombro do Kach constant at A praccion giniratrica variable. Pour cela,
Is maquette doit 6tra extrmoment rigido &fin do navoir quo do tris faibles diformations
statiques quo l'on pout nigliger an promiiro approximation. Do talc occaic ont 6t* offoctuic
A I& NASA-Ames ( Ref 5) our un modIla bidimancionnol ( Fig. 1 ).

On constata qua dans ce cam la condition do dibut do docollomant macuric par lea captours
do preccion instationnaires an fonction do langlo dincidnceas sotabilice tris vita avec

6
la prescion dynamique q, coeat A dire avec 1. nombre do Reynolds. A partir do Ro- 6.10 1.
dicollemont initial oat stabilici A touc la nombroc do Mach, do iach - 0.72 A Mach - 0,62.

2 1 -TNT~fT~IC 01LA TMPWA~tTV cN~naR~2

La secondo poacibilitd consist. A travailler A pression dynamique q- V 1 a2 Mach
2

constant at A faire varier Io temperature giniratrica dams une large game. Dans ce cas Ia
doformation statique rests constants, ( aux variations pris des modules d'6lasticit6 )

Laeffat du nombra do Reynolds (Proportionnel A la tempirature giniratrice Ti) so stabilise
tris rapidoment (Raf.6 - Fig.2).

Cos essais ont 6t6 of fectuis dana una soufflari. cryoginique avoc dec tamp~ratures
giniratricos variant do 300* A 1100 Kelvin. La maquatts 6tait du type tridimansionnel at

6tait raprisontativo d'une voilure davion civil. A partir do R -6.10 A 7.10 c'est A dire
la mimes valeurs qua dans Ie chapitra pricident Ia courbo C. - f (Mach) oat figie.

Toutefois un inconviniont apparalt on instationnaire dons l'utilisation d'une soufflarie

cryoginique pour ditorminer 1. tramblemont :Les friquencos riduitec Wr - i . 1 1

variant avac l1invors. do la racine carrie do Ia tempiratur., dana Ia can prisent Ia

variation serait do N3.

La figure 2. oxtrait. d'un rapport do D Maybe ( R.AE) illustre tris bien lea doux
conclusions ci-dossus.

L22-MAOUlZE

Il risulto dos donnies pricdontas que dos maquttas do grando taille, tallas que colles qui
pauvent &tr* rialicios par example pour Ia soufflerie S1 do LIONERA Modan&, conviennant aux
emaes do tremblement.

Par example. un. maquatta do 2,6 mitres do domi-envargura, ayant une cordo airodynamique
6

moyanna do I mitre A un nombro do Mach do 0,80, A un nombre do Reynolds do 8.10 La figure
3 illuatre une toll. maqutte utilicie pour dos essais do tramblament ( Ref. 7 )



3. -DEPORNATION STATIQUE

11 at fondamental, done 1. but davoir leag MAes positions do choc, at do dhcollement. sur i&
maqutte et our l'avion, quo lea deformations atatbies sous charges airodynamiquos soient

identiques. L angl, a ds vrillage on envorgure caractirise 1' incidence locale qui determikne

Is ddeoliaent.

Les diformationsaen tout point doivent itr. dana 1. rapport des 6chelles Xa - t cc

qui imposera 1 '6galitd des deformations anguaires. Pour cela partant des distributions do
rigiditia en flexion et en torsion do is voilure. calculics our plan, on doit determiner un
caisson de voilure ds maqutte tel quo le rapport suivant soit observe

Umaquette )Ig+%~CmLM 1
3 avion -3 EM IM L

Xaga + qa S5 Cz& La

avoc CM- Cza ).2 im - -E. . g

L16quation (1) caractirise Is rapport:

3 vaquette 31Forces maquette Elavion

Bavion. El maquette Forces avion

C.. - C 2 5 du fasit do ligalit& du nombre de Mach et du respect des deformies statiqucs.

g- go caractise 1 Agalit* de 1' acciliration do i& posanteur pour is aquette ct 1' avion.

F. - Es suppose quo lea caissons voiluros at maquettes soient fabriquis dana is mime
matiriau.

L'4galit4 (2) - M

ou 53 reprisente Is. densitA doc lair at Or Is donsit& structural, , montre quo ilon pout
nigliger assi bien pour l avion quo pour is maqutte lea quantitis U19 et Xag.

2
Exeaple Pour une maquotte do S - 2z A un nombre de Mach - 0, 78 et
un Cz - 0.7 Is force statique de portance eat do 3700 N environ. Simultaniment 1. poids do

isaile moe do Ma- I~ Me - S8Kg. Lea forces do gravit& do is voiluro sont donc de lordre do

I A 2% des forces sirodynamiques statiquca.

On diduit finalement do (1) at (2) -&I G5 35  avcc Emn - Ea et Gm=G

Ca qui conduit A Is relstion bien connue

ink 35

avec E1 - Rigidit6 de flexion

G3 - Itigidit6 do torsion

et lam indices a pour avion et a pour maqutte
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Connaissant. Ia distribution I& at Ja do lavion il out alors possible do calculor un caisson
maquette 6quivalant sous fores d 'un. poutre.

Un. autre propri~t* intArassanta do cotte similitude eat do conserver lligalit6 des

On a o U, avic 

oa am
VA

A partir do (1) on pout 6criro '&'a !to _

slija-m on an dhduit Ci I

La similitude etatique entro maqutto at avion implique do plus le respect des conditions
limitos aila-fuselaqo. un example at donn6 done la figure 4.

Pour cela on tuba creux do section ractangulairo ou circulairo permet dlajuster A
lemplanture do 1-al. lea raidours en flexion at on torsion ainsi quo I& position de laxe

61astique A l1'aide do trois paremAtres ind~pendants :Loniguour do tube, diamdtra ext~riour
at 6paisseur du tuba.

Dan* tous les cas cotta similitude nimplique rico our la modes propres do la structure gui
a priori no sont pas samblablas A coux do l1avion. ( ExceptA. Avontuollemant, les premiers
modas do flexion 1 at 2 ).

4.-DETEIWINATION DES FORCES DUES AU TREMLEMENT.

Lorsque lea doux conditions pr~c~dentos soot remplias ( name d~for&A statique do Ia
maqutte par rapport A lavion au mime nombre do Mach at do Reynolds ) cola eat suffisant
pour obtenir la nmes positions do choc, at do dicollemeot. On pout alors caractdrisar
lootr~a an tromblomant. mais pour pouvoir astimer Ia riponse do lavion il faut outre sa
base modale , pouvoir estimer at sAparar la forces axtarnos ( tromblament ) et les forces
internes ( cellos d~es au mouvomoot )

Considirons pour cola I Aquation tree 9*niral. suivanta

+ [a~ + "Yq PVA~iB ] F

dans laqualle 1% a at 9p reprisentent dans uno base orthonorm"a respoctivement. les masses,
2

amortissumaots at raideurs qhnraliaees. F los forces extirisuros dflos au dhcolloment at Pv
[Mis] lea forces induites par lea mouvomanto do Vaila.

La prenibre condition A remplir eat do siparer lea forces induites des forces externas
tollms, quoelles apparaissent sur la figure 5. En fomotion do l1incidnco, locale Is force
ginralisie out on mode do flexion, A partir des pressions instationnaires moaurias
simultndmont. montre A 55 iX une participation do plus an plus imortante du premier mode
do flexion cost. A dire dos forces induites. II est clair quo 1' incidence locale doit 6tre
alors la somme do 11incidence de l avion, plus 11incidence locale do deformation d~e aug
charges statiques plus la incidences duos aux diforn~so dynaimiques. Pour dviter otta
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difficult&, il eat niclassairo dlimmobilimer Voia autant quo faire, as pout, af in do
noavoir A mosuror aoe lea captours do prossion quo lax tormos dUs aux forces extiriouros.

Due boucle do contr6le pormttant do roinjoctor un amortiosoment important our 1& structure
attoind cot objectif.

Pour riolisor cot amortissomsot un puissant virin hydraulique roinjocto un torm do moment
our 1 'silo on quadrature par rapport au wouvement do 1' oil. prim comma rifirnce. Dana
I-eoxample do Is figure 6 loa doux premiers modes do flexion do 1 'ails on tromblament ont 6t4
ainsi trait.., 11 f ant notor quo 10 cas choisi corroopondait A un tromblemont trio violent
bion au del& dos limit.. admissible. pour un avion civil.

La meouro correct. des forcos do tremblomient at lour distribution on fonction do 1 'onvorguro
o 'offoctue A llaide d'un grand nombro do capteuro instationnairoo. Dana un exemploe rialiSi
our uno maqutto do grand.m dimension, plus do 400 capteuro instationnairos ripartis A
lintradoo at ourtout A Ilextradoz our 20 cordos (cot6 du dicollement), ont &t6 utilisis.

Dans 1.o mime temps oil 1s, mouvemont do laile eot amorti et riduit A un trio foible
diplacoment, on a virif i6 quo loa prossiono statiquoo localos dtaient inchangies, do mime qua

Ia courbe Cz - f(U) ( Fig. 7 & 8

La problems conoisto A diduiro section par section I. torsour doo effort. d~s aux forces
extirioures.

Il existo doux: posibilitis

a) - On pout effectuer Is mse temporelle do toutes les
pressions do chaque soction en utilisant doux matrices do pondirotion :L'une caractirisant
Is force, llautre le moment ;puis effectuor la transformi. do Fourier do chacuno des
soms. (Lie somes do tout.. lea sections doivent itre effectuies simultaniment of in
d'obtenir les phases rolatives entre los diffirenteo sections par rapport A une mime
rifirocia.)

b) - On pout aussi mesurer numiriquomont toutes los
prossions ( ou tout au momns por groups, ) par rapport A uno rifironce donni. at
ichantillonnioo dans Ile m="e temp.. On effectue onsuito 1& transformie do Fourier pour avoir
lom composantes des pressiono moyonnios done lo plan des friquonces. ( Cetteo mithodo
nicessito un iquipemnt plus important ) . Los doux procidia soot comporis our 1& figure 9 au
nombro do Mach-C, 80 dons no. section comportant A8 capteurs do pression instationnairo.

La some do l& donsiti spoctrale des pressiono et 1& donsiti opectralo do la somme des
pressions. clest A dire la somme friquentielle numirique on Is someo tomporollo anologique
donnent dos risultats, trig voisino. Fig.9.

La tempo do oynnisation oat I. mlime dens lem dux. cam.

On a eoayi do voir l'influence du nosebro do moyenneos, clest A dire I& duneo do
Ilenregistrement our le risultot final:

-En moufflerie il eat oisi do mintonir lam conditions do
Mach, do prossion, do tompiraturo at d'incidence constantls durant un temp. relotivoment
long.

- Zn vol. los points do rigime do tremblement
s'obtienmont, pour un avion civil, an virago avoc un factour do charge compris. an giniral.
entre I at 2. 11 eat difficile, au pilots do maintenir longtemps I avion avoc dam conditions
do nombr* do Mach, d'incidonce at d'oltitudo constantet.

Zn song flerie, trois dunes donarogistromnt ot 6t6 choisios

La premiere do 117 secondes represento nn temps pratiquoment infini. La figure 10 montre 1e
nisultot do Is. sommotion dos capteurs instationnairee d' un. corde dons 1.e domains des
friquonoes A um mowbrol do Mach .,0 pour une incidence do ".

La secondsa courbe repnisento 1. mime phinomins pendant unle duneo do 12 seconds, Is
troiiims 0ourbe represent. 10s phenoohme pendant 6 secondes.
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Lerreur quadratique, moyanne portie our Is figure 11 on fonction du temps montre quo
lerreur qui atteind 300 pour une dune dos moyonnos de 6 secondes so riduit A 5% pour un.
dun~e des moyennos do 10 secondsCe qui pormot do faire confiance aux donn~es dos essais on
vol. ceux ci ftant an giniral momns perturbis par is turbulence atmosphirique quo lax essais
en souffierie ne 1. sont par 1. turbulence naturollo do Is soufflaig.

4 2 -7ORF. flUK AD? MOUVWMENT D .2 LATL

La second* partie du problbm consists A determiner lea forces induitos par 1* mouvemont do
l1aiue ind~pondanisent dos forces oxtirioures. IMsia alors quo lea forces oxtornes sont lea
mimes pour lavion at pour Is maqutto ( Dana is mesure Cu les doform~as statiquos sont
lea mimes at 1. nombre do Reoynolds suffisant ) loa forces g~niralisaes intornes sont lines
aux modes propros do Ia. structure con cidorAo.

On pout toutofois faire l1approximation suivanto Dens I& mosureo O 10 tremblement comports
une participation tr~s importanto do I& premiare flexion at 6ventuellement do is deuxiime
flexion do laile ( Ce qul oat 1. cas 1. plus g~tniral pour dos avions civil do grand
allongoment ),* on pout consid~ror quo cos deux modes soront convonablement ropr~sontobs par
Is maquotte.

Comme ii slagit do modes do flexion avec un naud en avant do lVail.. is contribution
principal., du mouvement do 1 * ilo induit un smortisoment airodynamique, is rigidit4
structurale, no variant quo trig pou avoc Is partie rnell. dos forces induites. is friquence
propre du mode variera pou.

On pout 6tudier los forces induitos soit A Idcholon global ( variation do l'amortissment
structural plus sirodynamique ), soit A lichelon local an excitant isailo A Vido d'un
vinin hydraulique at on mosurant los pressions instationnaires induitos par 1. mouvemnent d
l'ail. pnis comr nfironce do phase.

a)- La premire mithode figure.12 montro quo lorsque
lincidnce do laile, augments A partir dune incidence nulle, is valour do l'amortissment
du au mods do flexion a d-abord une valour quasiment constants ce qui caractinise dos
forces sirodynamiques instationnaires indipendantos do 1 incidence ),puis un choc apparait
sun lail. ( A llextradoadans Is cas prisont ), is valour do l'amortisemont crolt along
liginement. lorsque 10 trembloment dobuto lamortisseont airodynamique docrolt napidoment
pour passer pan un minimum ot croltre A nouveau Rof.9.

La risultat pour Voilo eat d-abord uno amplitude d'excitation constante. due on particulier
on soufflenie au bruit do fond do celle-ci at A I& turbulence dons la couch., limits. Puis
corns ls* forces extiniouros croissant avoc 1 incidence an mime temps quo 1 smotissement

risultat.

b) - La deuxiimo mithoda consist* A excitor 1 'ilo
harmoniquement at A mesunor lea pressions instationnairos, A en extremre Is force
giniralisie correspndent au mode exciti. La figure. 14 montre Is mime tendance quo
livolution dos smotisoisnts A savoin on moment qui ost d'abord constant, puis qui croit
apris 1-apparition du choc et dicrolt ensuite lorsque 11incidence continue do croltne. Coci
eat caractinis6 par los modules dos deux: ponts do jauges mesurant lam moments do flexion
sur laile A Is fniquenco do 80 Hz.

5. -CflITZRZ D'ZM ET Z TRE).LDgNT

11 exists do noabreux: critires pour caractimisr 1 entrnie an trembleont dun avion ou d'un.
maguette. La figrure 15 montre los diffirenoes qul peuvont ousmter entro un essai do
tnamlowent ditervuini on soufflenie sun une domi-maquotto A 15, paroi et un ssai en vol
dostini A canactimso 1. mime phinomine. Dans cet essai. oo ii no slagissait quo do
ditoreiner Is point d'entrie on tremblement, ii ii y a pratiquomont aucun tonmes induits.

Un soufflorie 1., critbre doentnie on trombleant as traduit par une variation do is pente do

Is courbe, cz-f(O) correspondent A une variation do leangle dincidonce A -0.1 Cu 0,2*. Ii
s'agit doun critire statique.
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En Vol 1. critiro 1. plus mouvont utilisi pour lea avions civil. oat un critiro dynamique
correspondent A un. valour R.M.S do lacciliration oosurio au lug. pilot. do l-ordr. do
±0.29. 11 taut notor quo co enitire dipond tondamentaleaent du couplago qui pout exister
ontro lea vibrations do Vail. at cellos do Ilavsnt du fusolagolo tableau do la figuro.15
montro par example quo lea mouvomonts do roulis d'un riactour sont tris Pau rossontis au
au~g. pilot* &lore qulils donnont un mouvosant important an bout Wealls. invorsoment 1.
tangage du riactour eat pou rossonti an bout d'ail. alors qu-il donne una grand. amplitude
au si~g. pilots.

Ce critibro donne on gikniral uno faible amplitude, pour lea modes symitriquos. au siigo

pilot., par examplo la floxion tondamontala. Do mime lo critiro ha -0.1 ou 0.20 prisento
un &cart important ontro la maqutto at Ilavion. (dane 1. ca. prisont la maquette n'6tait
pa. do similitude ilastique).

Il &amblo qu'un critiro dynamique comao Is moment do flexion do l1ai1. A 1 omplanturo.
masursbl. A la fois sur la maqutte at sur 1avion. sorait mioux appropri6 pour itablir une
comparaison car s 'appliquant A dos doplacoments. c 'oat A dire AL des quantitis
proportionnalles aux contraintos ot non aux accilirationg.

6.-CONTROLE DU TREMBLENENT

La trombloment pout trig bion itre contr816 at l'amplituda do l'ailo riduito done un rapport
important do lordro do 20 db ( Ref. 11 ) . La figuro.6 illustre 1s contrilo du tromblement
offectu& sur uno grand. dami-maquotto monti A Ia paroi. A laid. dun flaporon interne A un
nombro do Mach - 0.50 ;La contr6ie consistait dens Co ca. A reinjector sur V'ail. des
forcos instationnairos on quadrature avoc, 1. mouvoment do 1-silo. On pout noter quo Is

tremblament tris violent qui a iti controls pour une incidence do a - 8.50 correspond A un
angle moyan do quolques minutes Il slagissait dens ce cas do contriler la daux premiers
modes do flexion.

7.-COMPARAISON CALCULS ESSAIS

A partir dos masures d. capteurs instationnairag offoctuies lore du tramblement on a tonti
do reconstituor la mouvanent do 1 ails. La calcul a 6t& effoctui sur 1. premier mod. do
flexion duns domi-ailo A la paroi (fig.16 at 17). On pout notor aussi bien A Mach - 0.50
qu'A Mach - 0.78 ( avoc choc ) que pour log faibles amplitudes, coest A dira lorsqua les
forces extirioures do trembloment sont pridominantes, I. calcul eat plus correct quo dan. be
cas A forte amplitudo ot) be terms d amortissement aibrodynamique. qui dicrolt. deviant
important, losatimation do cs terms tris fortement non linisira a iti prime constants pour
tous los angles dlincidonce. Llacciliration mesuria se prisente sous ba forms

2
F avac a' - au+ aiaro

2pd

piraprisonte la masse giniralisi.. F - Forces extirioures calculi. par lea intigration des
prossions.

S. -CONCLUSION

Pour rislisor uno privision raisonnablo do 1& riponso dun avion au trembboment A diffirents
nombros do Mach ot diffirentes incidonces on sot conduit A respecter los riglas suivantas
durant la ossais on gout florie:

m) - LA maquatto. ou plus giniralmont la dami- maquatta A
la paroi, doit avoir lob aMa.e ditormbes statiques quo lavion pour los elm.s chargoscoipto
tonu bion &vidomoent des tactours di6chella.

b) - La maquotte doit avoir un noubro do Reynolds ramani A
6

Ia cord. airodynsaique aoyenne. au main. igal A 6 ou 7.10 pour un noabra do Mach - 0.80.

Il exist. trois possibilitis
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bi) -Travailler en soufflerie cryoganique.

b2) -Travailler dans uris soufflerie A pression g~n6ratrice important* et variable.

b3) -Travailler dans uris aoufflerie do tr~s grands dimensions (Type Si Modano

Lee trois mithodes prisentant A la. fais des avantages et des inconv~nionts.

c) - On doit s6parer lam forces externas. (tramblemont dU au
dhcolisment). dos forces do couplags (des aux forces induites), pour cela ii eat n~cossairo
dlintroduirs. par une loi do contr~le appropri6, des forces damortissement sur l1ails, gait
par llintermidiaire dune gouverne. soit par on mouvmnt deonsemble do lPails erie par on
virin hydrauliqus.

d) - On dcit dkterminer lea forces do cooplage.

dl) - Les forces do coupiage induites peuvent Atre mosuries giobaloment par is variation de
Is friqoence propro at do 1 amortissasent sarodynaraique. so mains pour is premier made do
flexion qui sat is terms principal dans Is r~ponco do lPails dana Is piupart des caB.
Totsfois cette methods rests tric impricis at no fournit aucuns information our la
distribution des forces on snverguro.

d2) -On pout aussi excitsr I& maquetto en rigimo harmonique durant 10 trembissient, apra
avoir amorti lea prsmisrs modes praproc par une boucle do contr~le. L excitation AL friquene
fix. fournit slora un mouvement dlensembie do lPails dana isquel taus lam points sant
aenciblemsnt on phase dons one large bands do friquonce. Los vaisurs des capteura do
prssian inatationnairo donnont alora is poasibilit4 do caicuier la farce g~n&rais&e en
connaissant Is made cur isquol silos a-exercent. Cos preasions, qui cant r~f&ries au

mouvoent impos& A isails par lexcitation harmoniqoe, cant compl~tomsnt dicorell6es des

preasiona do dicoiisment.

ol-Enfin ii eat nicessairo davoir soit par calcol sur
plan, gait par un essai au sol, one bass modals do l'avion, incluant avoc pr4ciaion lea
amorticssmnts structorsux at lea masoes giniralisisa. A imido do e 6iimenta on Pout
raisonnabismont donmer is ripons do 1* avion so phinomobne do docoilement A partir d essaia
en souffisria. so mamas pour Is "Buffet onset".
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FORCES AERoDyNAMIQUES COUPLEES DUES AU
DECROCHAGE INSTATIoNNAIRE SUR UNE AILE DE GRAND

ALLONGEMENT OSCILLANT A GRANDE AMPLITUDE

par

J-J.ostes et D.Petot
ONERA

B.P72 Chitillon Cedex
France

RESUME
Dans cet article on pr~sente des r~sultats exp~rimentaux obtenus sur une aile rectangu-

laire pouvant osciller en tangage autour du quart avant .Par rapport au vent dans la

soufflerie , l'aile est mise en attaque droite ou oblique .La comparaison avec une th~orie

simple utilis~e pour les rotors d'hlicopt~res met en 6vidence l'influence du tourbillon

d'extr~mit6 et l'importance de ]a composante de la vitesse du fluide le long de l'envergure

de l'aile dans le cas de l'attaque oblique

ABSTRACT
In this paper , experimental results which have been obtained on a rectangular wing

oscillating in pitch around the quarter chord line are presented .Normal flow as well as

skewed flow cases have been investigated Thne comparison with a simple theory used in

helicopter applications showed the influence of the tip wing vortex and the importance ,in

the skewed flow case , of the component of the wind velocity directed along the wing

span.

1. INTRODUCTION
Le d~crochage instationnaire sur une pale d'h~licopt~re en rotation est un ph~nom~ne

ma! connu , c'est pourquoi des 6tudes fondamentales sur un cas plus simple ont 1

entreprises au d~partemnent des structures de I'ONERA .On a choisi le cas d'une aile rec-

tangulaire rigide et non vrill~e oscillarit en tangage autour de la ligne du quart avant .Cinq

sections sur l'aile sont instrument~es avec des tubes de presssion statique pour enregistrer

la valeur moyenne de la pression et avec des capteurs semi-conducteur pour en mesurer
la partie instationflaire,

Des experiences ont W r~alis~es dans le cas d'un vent normal h l'aile ainsi que dans

le cas d'une fltche avant ou ani~re de 20 degr~s .Les r~sultats exp~rimentaux ont 1

compares avec ceux fournis par la th~orie expos~e au paragraphe suivant

11. THEORTE

1. Pr~sentatlon de l'ktude th~orique
Les profils utilis~s pour les pales d'hlicopt~res sont g~n&alement concus ht partir de

cit~res bidimensionnels .On effectue ensuite des experiences en soufflerie pour s' assurer

que les crit~res demand~s sont bien remplis .Dans le cas de grandes incidences o'u le

ph~nom~ne de d~crochage intervient , on se rt~are presque exciusivement aux r~sultats

exporimentaux bidimensionnels pour caract~riser les profils .I1 faut dans les exp&iences

prendre soin de minimiser les effets tridimensionnels en effectuant les mesures dans la

tranche centrale de la maquette .I n' en reste pas momns que I'6coulement sur une aile ou

sur une pale d'hlicopt~re es! tridimensionnel et qu'il faut par une th~orie appropri&e cor-
figer les r~sultats expirimentaux.

La th~orie a~rodynamique lin~aire classique est h Ia base des calculs qui seront

pr~sent~s .Pour plus de details , on se reportera aux r~f~rences f 1-31
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2. Etude stationnaire

2.1. Cas d'un profit bidimensionnel
On d~finit ['axe neutre d'un profit comme la direction du vent o'U la force de portance

est nutte .L'angte compris entre t'axe de la soufflerie et ]'axe neutre du profit est par
d~$finition t'incidence a~rodynamique ax du profit . Dans le cadre de [a th~orie du potentiet
d'acc~l~ration pour un fluide lin~aris6 compressible ,on cut calcuter la vitesse induite au

quart arri'ere du profit par un doublet d'intensit& q V plac6 au quart avant -F est la

portance par unit6 de tongueur sur le profit et p est fa masse volumnique du fluide non
perturb6 . La traducti,nP d'une condition de glissement au quart arriere determine I'intensit
de la force de portance comme fonction de t'incidence aL On se timite ici h une
sch~matisation du profit par un seut doubtet en vue des extensions au cas non lin~aire .

Lorsque ['incidence devient grande , le fluide d~cotte de t'extrados et chaque profit est
caract~ris par une courbe de coefficient de portance CL (a) (Fig 1) . Supposons que te sit-
tage et la poche de d~collement h l'extrados du profit aient tous les deux une 6paisseur
mod&r~e , on remptacera ators l'ensembtc profit-poche de d~cottement par un pseudo-profit
6quivaient . Le sillage restant de faible 6paisseur , [es calculs lin~aires usuets sont vatabtes
pour les vitesses induites . On peut alors 6crire une sorte de condition de glissement pour
t'axe neutre du profit fictif cc qui associe h la portance F mesur6c sur le profit une
incidence efficace a1  La relation entre, F et af est la relation lincaire classique

F 1 M2

M = nombre de Mach , c= corde du profit , V_= vitesse du vent t'infini amont .La
diff~rence entre t'incidence du profit a et t'incidence efficace of est la perte d'incidence
due au d~crochage . Le produit AW =V_,(at-a 1() est la perte de vitesse induite

2.2. Cas d'une aile rectangulaire
On consid~re une aile rectangutaire en attaque droite ou 6ventuellement

oblique ( fig 2 ) .L'aile est sch~rnatis~e par une figne portante divis~e en segments de
tongueurs 6ventuellement diff~rentes .Sur chaque segment la portance est suppos~e con-
stante . On remarque sur ta figure 2 que dans le cas d'une attaque oblique t'extr~mit de
l'aile est d'autant plus mal repr~sentie que l'angte de d~rapagc 0 est grand . Augmenter te
nombre de tignes portantes amdtiorerait la definition de t'aite mais on est limit& ici une
tigne portante unique pour t'cxtcnsion de ]a th~orie au non lin~aire.

Les vitesses induites peuvent Wer catcul~es par la th~orie du potentiet d'accl~ration en
des points dits de collocation situ~s sur la ligne du quart arri~re . Comme en bidimension-
net , t'6criture d'une condition de glissement permet le catcul de ta portance F te tong de
ta tigne portante . Scion t'hypoth~se de Prandit on d~finit ators I'incidence a~rodynamique
locate par la retation (2) torsque t'angte de d~rapage est &gal b

F .I-M 2
CpCV_2COS0 2  (2)

A.est le nombre de Mach correspondant A la vitesse V~,coso
Dans le cas de grandes incidences , on suivra la m~me d~marche que cetle utitis&e

dans te cas bidimensionnel (2.1) . On supposera le sittage et ta poche de d~cotlement h
t'extrados de I'aile comme 6tant d'6paisseur mod~r&e . La position de t'axe neutre de
['ensemble profit ptus poche de d~cottement ditermine une incidence g6omitrique efficace
Of. te tong de t'envergure de t'aile . La diff~rence entre t'incidence g~om~trique r~etle et
t'incidcnce g~om~trique efficace peut atre interpr~t&e commo une perte due au d~crochage.
Dans la pratique , on modifiera la condition de glissement par un torme correctif tenant
compto de [a perte due au d~crochage . On supposera que cette perte est ]a mame quc cello
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constat& en bidimensionniel pour l'incidence a donn&e par (2) . Cest sur cette derniiere
hypoth~se que repose les calculs qui seront pr~sent~s dans cet article . En bidimensionnel,
la perte due au d~crochage est connue ,on l'obtient par le calcul ha partir des courbes de
portance comme ii a W dit en 2.1.

Les termes correctifs qui viennent modifier )a condition de glisseinent sont en g~n6ral
assez faibles . Le plus souvent , la recherche de la solution du syst'eme non lin~aire qui
determine la portance F le long de l'envergure de l'aile en regime d~croch6 n'est pas trop
difficile .Pourtant , on ne peut Wte assur6 ni de l'existence ni mnme de l'unicit6 de Ia
solution .Cest pourquoi on recherchera seulement une solution approch~e minimisant. une
fonction d'erreur . Comme plusieurs minimums locaux sont possibles , la solution )a plus
proche de la solution de depart , c'est ha dire du regime non d~croch6 , sera retenue

3. Etude instationnaire

3.1. Cas d'un profil bidimensionnel
On suppose que le profil est en oscillation autour de son quart avant , l'incidence &tant

donn~e par a = a0o e' . De meme qu'en stationnaire Icl profil est sch~matis par un
point portant unique au quart avant . La condition de glissement exprim&e au quart arri~re
permet le calcul de la portance qui cette fois depend du temps , on aura F(t) = F0 elut
F0 est un nombre complexe car Ia portance est d&phas&e par rapport au mouvement
Comme on s'est limit6 'a un scul point portant. , la m~thode qui vient d' tre expos&~ ne

donne pas de bons r~sultats pour des valeurs dceves de la fr&quence rt~duite ;w > 0,3
2V_0

ILorsque les variations d'incidence deviennent grandes , le ph~nomene de 6tcollement
intervient et les calculs lin~aires ne sont plus valables . On les utilisera cependant pour cal-
culer la perte de vitesse induite due au d&rochage en supposant la portance exp~rimentale
connue .Toutefois ,il est n&essaire pour les utilisations ult&ieures de pouvoir calculer
cette perte de vitesse induite dans une gamme tries large de nombres de Mach et de Rey-
nolds ainsi que pour toute variation p~riodique de l'incidence . En soufflerie , on ne realise
le plus souvent que des oscillations harmoniques et seulement pour queiqucs nombres de
Mach et de Reynolds . 1 est alors n~cessaire d'utiliser un mod~le matht~matique capable de
fournir les portance et les moments sur lc profil en interpolant a partir des ri~suitats
exp~rimentaux connus .Un tel modee fond& sur des hypoth'eses semi-empiriques ,a 6t
d~velopp6 Ii I'ONERA au d~partement des structures . On en donne ci-dessous les
caract~ristiques principales:

3.2. ModkIisation bidimensionnelle

3.2.1. Principe
La facon Ia plus simple de prendre en compte le comportement des efforts

aiodynamiques est d'6crire les t quations diff~rentielles qui relient ces efforts aux variables
de position du profil.

Dans Ie cas du d~crochage dynamnique. les equations a&odynamiques exactes ne sont
bien stir pas acecssibles. Les dynamiciens ont I'habitude de mod~liser des structures com-
plexes pour lesquelles on n'a pas non plus acc~s aux 6quations exactes, par des 6quations
difft~rentielles d&termin~es 'A partir de l'analyse du comportement de ces structures au
voisinage des fr~quences intressantes.

Une telle d~marche a k6 propos~e par Dat 161 pour le d&rochage dynamnique. Cela a
conduit ha un mod~le reproduisant bien le comportement des profils, et ce pour plusicurs
types de mouvements (tangage, pompage et mouvement dc tamis) et d'efforts (portance.
moment et trainee) 171.
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3.2.2. Mise en oeuvre
Des essais en soufflerie ont montr6 d'abord que les fonctions de transfert entre les

efforts a~rodynamiques et les variables de position d'un profil avaient bien un sens. On a
en effet Pu verifier qu'un profil vibrant avec le mouvement a = a04l-6 e' engendrait une
r~ponse a~rodynamnique de la forme: F = Fo+FeL(0+t0) pour laquelle le rapport ti6t ainsi
que la phase 0 6taient indipendants de I'amplitude, pourvu que celle-ci ne soit pas trop
forte (0.5 degrE par exemple).

Les fonctions de transfert exp~rimentales ainsi obtenues dependent de I'incidence moy-
enne h laquefle elies sont mesur~es (ainsi que du Mach). Un jeu d'Equations diff~rentielles,
6crit en temps r~duit Tr = V-r / (1/2 Corde) , o'u Cq repr6sente le coefficient de portance ou
de moment , a particu~irement convenu pour approcher le comportement de ces fonctions
de transfert:

Cq = CqI+-Cq 2
Cq I + X.Cq I X).CqL + 0X-S +0)a + S-6

Cq 2 + a (ACz).Cq 2 + r (ACz ).Cq 2 r -r(ACz).ACq + E (ACz ).c]

(A vec E (ACz ) = 0. pour ACz = 0.)

Le terme Cq Iprend la valeur du coefficient Cq en I'absence de tout d~crochage. 11 a
un comportement toujours tr~s proche de la th~orie (plaque plane).

Le terme Cq 2 est [a quantit6 (non petite) qu'iI faut ajouter a Cq ,pour obtenir Ia x'raie
valeur du coefficient Cq en cas de dcrochage. Cq 2 r~pond remarquablement bien h une
quation du second degr6. Les coefficients de cette 6quation dependent de a. mais on a

pr~fr6 les faire plutot d.pendre de la quantit6 ACz = CZL-CZS fonction de a, qui est la
diffrence entre Ie coefficient de portance dans Ie domaine Iin~aire. extrapoI6 aux fortes
incidences, et le coefficient de portance statique reel. Cest une quantit6 qui s'annule en des-
sous de I'angle de d~crochage. Nous la consid~rons comme notre mesure du d&rochag-e.

Ce mod~Ie est valide par definition pour de petits mouvements autour d'une incidence
moyenne. Nous l'appliquons h de grands mouvements, ce qui n'est valable que si les fonc-
tions de transfert ne varient pas trop vite avec le temps.

-Cest le cas avec les valeurs de daidT que ]'on rencontre dans Jes applications.
-Ce n'est pas le cas au moment du d&crochage ou Ia discontinuitE des foncrions

de transfert am~ne un probl~me. L'exp&ience montre que le d~crochage de portance est
alors retard6 d'une certaine quantit6. Ce ph~nom~ene particulier peut-Wte pris en compte
dans nos 6quations en maintenant nulle Ia variable ACz pendant un certain temps (AT= 8.
expfim6 en temps r~duit).

Enfin, I'6tude d'un grand nombre de profils nous a montr que les coefficients de ce
mod'le pouvaient tre grandement simplifi~s:

-Les coefficients de 1'6quation en Cq Isont toujours tries voisins d'un profil hi l'autre.

-Les coefficients de I'6quation en Cq 2 sont tr~s bien approch~s par les expressions:
= r 0 + r -.ACz

a = a0 + a2.ACZ

E = E2.ACz

11 ressort finalement de cette 6tude que les profils se compontent de facon assez
semblable, dans Ie domaine lin~aire oii l'approximation plaque plane est toujours bonne,
mais aussi dans le domaine d~crochE. En dehors du domaine transsonique, la forme du
profil joue surtout h I'apparition du d~crochage.
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3.2.3. Mod~le de portance bidimensionnel
Les equations utilises dans cet article n'incluent pas l'extension du mod'ee au rnouve-

ment de tamnis. Elles s'6crivent:

Portance =1/2 p.S. V 2. (CZ I-s-Cz z

CZ I + X-CZ1 I X. CZL + (Xs +o). 6 + s.a

Cz 2 + a(ACz).C 2 +r (ACz).C, -r (AC:).AC.- + E(AC:).&.

Les valeurs num~riques employees sont les suivantes:

= 0,25 - 0,15 M'
s =0,08 (1+M2)

=0,105 -0,08 M -0,1 1ACz I -k.s

Tr= 0,25 + 0,20 AC: 2

a =0,40 + 0,45 ACz 2

E = -0,12 ACz 2

On peut voir qu'iI a fallu corriger un peu la valeur de (T d'une quantit6 proportionnelle
a ACz.

Ce mod~le a W utilis& ici sans prendre en compte de retard au d&rochage.

3.2.4. Mod~e de moment bidimensionnel
De m~me que pour la portance, les 6quations utilis~s dans cet article n'incluent pas

]'extension du mod~le au mouvement de tamis.
Les &luations relatives au moment s'&rivent sous une forme particuli~re avec une

expression directe de Cm ~, ce que les 6quations de Theodorsen font d&j ressortir.
Moment autour du quart avant = 1/2 p.S. ll2corde. V 2. (C",m 1±Cm

CM I = CmL + (S +0". + S-6

CM 2 + a (ACz).Crn 2 + r (ACz).Cm- 2[ r (ACz).ACm + E (ACz).cx

Avec les valeurs num~riques suivantes:
s = -31t/16 -1,26 -1,53 atan( 15(M-0,7) 7E ,/180

a -it/2 [ 1+1,4M 2 1 ir1180 - s
'17 = 0,25 + 0,20 ACZ 2

a = 0,15 +0,45SACz 2

E = 0,02 ACz 2

A partir du mod~le math~matique qui viene d'Etre d~crit on peut , tout comme en sta-
tionnaire , en utilisant la th~orie lin~aire calculer la perte de vitesse induite due au
d~crochage . Ceci est realisable pour n'importe quelle incidence a(t) p~fiodique.

3.3. Cas d'une aile rectangulaire
Comme dans le cas stationnaire , I'aile est sch~matiske par une ligne de segments por-

tants . L'intensit6 des doublets de portance sur les segments est constante en envergure
F0 eiot

mais depend maintenant du temps q (t) = - - ;__

q(t) est l'intensit6 du doublet et F0 la portance ( complexe ),ces deux quanties 6tant
donn~es par unit6 de longueur.
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En lin~aire , la traduction de la condition de glissement sur la ligne du quart arriere
permet le calcul des efforts a6rodynamiques .Comme on est limit6 une ligne portante
unique , cette m~thode ne s'applique qu'au cas de fr~quences r~duites assez faibles
inf~rieures h 0,3.

Lorsque le calage de l'aile atteint au cours du cycle d'oscillation des valeurs 6lev~es,
la valeur instantan~e de l'incidence a~rodynamique locale peut elle aussi devenir grande
C'est en particulier le cas au milieu de l'aile obl les portances et donc aussi les incidences
a~rodynamiques sont les plus 6Ievees .Dans ce cas , le ph~nom~ne du d~crochage insta-
tionnaire se manifeste .Comme en stationnaire , on cherche alors corriger la condition de
glissement en supposant toujours que 1'6paisseur du sillage et de la poche de d~collement
reste faible .Le calcul des vitesses induites se fait alors comme en lin~aire.

Si cz(y, t) est l'incidence a~rodynamique de l'aile l'envergure y et au temps I , ]a
perte de vitesse induite due au d~crochage sera suppos~e Wte celle calcul~e pour le profil
bidimensionnel lorsque celui-ci subit la mnme variation d'incidence cx(t) .En un point de
collocation donn6 , la vitesse induite par l'ensemble des segments de doublets qui
sch~matisent I'aile , augment~e par la perte de vitesse induite locale , doit encore satisfaire
h la condition de glissement .L'6quation qui r~sulte de cette galit6 sera 6crite pour tous
les points de collocation et pour diff~rentes valeurs du temps 6qui-r~parties sur la p~riode
d'oscillation . 1 en risulte un syst~me non lin~aire dont la r~solution est d&licate .Comme
on ne peut atre stir ni de l'existence ni de l'unicit6 de la solution , une fonction d'erreur
sera calcul~e et minimis~e en partant de ]a solution lin~aire sans d~crochage .Pour ce
faire , on utilise une m~thode de Newton g~n&alis~e en appliquant 'a chaque pas de
l'it~ration un coefficient de relaxation de valeur inf~rieure ou 6gale h I .Les d~riv~es
n~cessaires sont obtenues par difference finie ce qui rend Ia m&hode ind~pendante du
mod~le a~rodynamique utilis6 pour la reconstruction des boucles de d~crochage .Comme
dans le cas stationnaire .les calculs sont poursuivis jusqu'au minimum local le plus proche
de la solution lin~aire ce qui fournit une solution approch~e plausible

I1l. EXPERIENCE , COMPARAISON AVEC LA THEORIE.

1. Prksentation de la maquette .
tUne aile rectangulare , rigide et non vrill~e a &6 construite pour I'&tude des

ph~nom~nes dus au d~crochage .Le profil utilis6 est un OA 209 tout au long de
l'envergure .Des mouvements d'oscillation en tangage autour de Ia ligne du quart avant
peuvent tre imposes bi Ia maquette au moyen d'un v~rin hydraulique L'amplitude des
mouvements est limit&e ± 5' autour d'une incidence moyenne donn~e La valeur abso-
lue de I'incidence ne peut &~passer 230 Cinq sections (Fig 2) sont instrument~es chacune
par 33 tubes de pression statique qui donnent la valeur moyenne de la pression et par 23
capteurs instationnaires qui foumnissent la partie instationnaire de Ia pression .Les
r~partitions de pression b l'extrados et b l'intrados des sections instrument~s ont W
enregistr~es , mais seuls les r~sultats int~gr~s (portance et moment) , peuvent ktre compares
avec les r~sultats fournis par la th~orie simplifi~e pr~sent&e au paragraphe pr&M~ent.
Dans le dispositif experimental , trois haubans rigidifiaient l'aile pour Eviter , ou tout au
moins minimiser , les flexions de celle-ci .Une exp~rience prdiminaire a W effectu~e en
novembre 1983 et des r~sultats plus complets ont &6 obtenus en f.~vrier et mars 1985 ainsi
qu 'en juillet et aotit 1986 . Les deux premi~res experiences ont W r~alis~es dans Ia
souffierie S2 de Chalais-Meudon et la derni~re dans la soufflerie S2 de Modane .Les
r~sultats les plus complets. ont 6t obtenus pour une vitesse de vent de 95 m/s c'est h dire
pour un nombre de Mach proche de 0,3
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2. DMcrochage stationnaire en attaque droite.

2.1. R~sultats expkrimentaux .
De nombreuses difficult~s ont 6t rencontr~es au cours de 1'exp~ience .Apires ces

trois series d'essais , on en a conclu que le decrochage nWest pas un phenom~ne reellement
stationnaire . On a constat6 une importante fluctuation des mesures en ce qui concerne )a
repartition de pression sur les profils instrument6s . Pour r~duire autant que possible les
effets de ces fluctuations , un grand nombre d'acquisitions (2000 ou 4000) sont
moyenn~es . En d~pit de cette procedure , les r~sultats obtenus pour la portance (fig 3) et
pour le moment (fig 4) , pr~sentent encore une dispersion importante lorsque l'incidence
est sup~rieure h 150 . 11 semble que ce ph~nom'ene soit caract~ristique du d~crochage sta-
tionnaire et que l'on ne puisse esp~rer une amelioration des r~sultats en raffinant le proc~d6
experimental.

On a 6galement constatE que la mani~ere - croissante ou d~croissante - par laquelle les
incidences d~sir~es sont atteintes intervient beaucoup . Des incidences croissantes ont ten-
dance donner de plus hautes valeurs pour la portance et des incidences d~croissantes de
plus faibles valeurs . Comme on le voit sur les figures 3 et 4 pour la portance et le
moment , ii est possible de d~finir une limite sup~rieure et une limite inf~rieure par des
courbes relativement lisses . On peut dire en cc qui concerne la limite superieure que pour
une raison physique ind~termin&e , le profil a "oubli6" de d~crocher , au contraire , pour la
limite infrieure , le d~collement le plus tendu possible s'est d~velopp6 bi l'extrados du
profil . La possibiliti de d~finir une limite inf~rieure pour les courbes de CL et de CM est
d'un grand int~ret pour l'belicopt~re . En effet , les exp~riences r~alis~es avec des mouve-
ments d'oscillation de grande amplitude ont montr6 , que dans tous les cas , les boucles de
CL et de CMf instationnaires sont approximativement centr~es sur ]a limite inf~rieure des
courbes de CL et de CM statiques . Les oscillations de grande amplitude semblent donc
forcer le d~crochage . Dans la suite de cet article , lorsque l'on parlera des courbes de CL
ou, de CMf statiquc on fera implicitement rdfrence aux limites inf~rieures dans le cas des
grandes incidences.

2.2. Comparaison thkorie-exporience
Pour tenter une comparaison entre la theorie et 1'exporience , il est n~cessaire de

disposer d'essais bidimensionnels stationnaires . Dans le cas de grandes incidences ,les
r~sultats exprimentaux dependent beaucoup du nombre de Reynolds et sans doute aussi de
la turbulence de la soufflerie . Comme on ne disposait pas des courbes correspondant aux
conditions exp~rimentales pour le profil OA 209 , on a choisi d'utiliser les mesures
effectu~es sur la section 5 en attaque droite comines courbes bidimensionnelles de CL et de
CM . La section 5 est la plus proche du plancher de ]a soufflerie et ]a presence de celui-ci
double la longueur effective de la maquette . Le coefficient d'allongement effectif de
celle-ci devient alors 6gal bi 10 . Dans le cas lin~aire , une correction simple 121 peut Wte
apport~e pour tenir compte de la position en envergure de la section 5 et de l'allongement
fini de l'aile .Cette correction est 6galement appliqu~e dans le cas des grandes incidences
bien que l'on sorte de son domaine de validit6 . A partir des donn~es bidimensionnelles,
Ia theorie expos~e au paragraphe 11 permet le calcul de la portance (fig 3) et du moment
(fig 4) . Pour la portance , l'accord entre la theorie et l'enveloppe infrrieure des mesures
exp~rimentales est excellent pour toutes les sections , meme pour la section I proche de
l'extr~mit6 libre .Pour Ie moment des forces de portance , si l'accord est ban pour les sec-
tions internes 3-4-5 , ii n'en est pas de mEme pour Ia section I o'u les faibles incidences
a~rodynamiques ne peuvent induire le d~crochage . De ce fait, la theorie donne une valeur
quasi nulle pour le moment en section I . En cette section l a repartition de pression h
I'extr~mit6 de I'aile est profond~ment affect~e par I'effet du tourbillon d'extr6mit6 [4) mais
Ia partance globale reste 6lev~e cc qui explique le bon accord pour la portance et les
erreurs pour Ie moment . Pour la section 2 , la diff~rence entre les valeurs thtoriques et
exp~rimentales sugg~re que l'effet du tourbillon d'extr~mit6 cc fait encore sentir en cet
endroit.
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3. Dkcrochage Instationnaire en attaque droite

3.1. Rksultats expkrimentaux .
La maquette peut osciller autour du quart avant , une fr6quence fondamentale de 4,69

Hz a Wt choisie (fr~quence r6duite de 0,039) . L'amplitude des oscillations est limitie
± 5' . L'incidence moyenne peut atre choisie entre 0' et 180 On ne pr6sentera ici que
deux can d'oscillation harmonique pure . Dans le premier ens , 'incidence g~omntrique
moyenne, de l'aile est de 140 et le fluide se s6pare et se rattache pOriodiquement h
l'extrados de I'aile .Le second cas , pour une incidence moyenne de 180 est plus facile h
traiter car I'aile reste dans le regime d~croche: tout au long du cycle d' oscillation .Le
d~crochage instationnaire n'est pan un ph6nom~ne strictement r~p~titif , au mons, pour Ia
partie du cycle correspondant aux incidences d~croissantes au cours de laquelle le fluide se
rattache h l'extrados . De ce fait , on est amenE h moyenner un grand nombre ( en general
40 ) d'enregistrements pour rdduire la dispersion des rdsultats

3.2. Comparalson tliorie-expdrience .
Pour une incidence moyenne de 140 et des oscillations sinusofdales de ± 50 , on

donne en figures 5 et 6 les valeurs expdrimentales et Whoriques de la portance et du
moment . On a report6 en abscisse l'incidence giomdtrique de l'aile qui est ]a mame en
toute section puisque l'aile est non vrillde . L'accord thdorie-expdrience reste acceptable
pour la portance en toute section bien que des differences significatives apparaissent pour
les sections 4 et 5 . Pour le moment des forces adrodynamiques , l'accord est tr~s satis-
faisant pour les sections internes 3-4-5 . Pour les sections extemnes I et 2 , comme en sta-
tionnaire , la presence du tourbillon d'extrdmit6 vient modifier la rdpartition de pression et
ne peut atre pris en compte par la thdorie.

En figure 7 et 8 , on a report6 la portance et le moment pour une incidence moyenne
de l'aile de 18' et des oscillations de ± 5' degrds d'amplitude . Avec de telles valeurs ,le
fluide reste ddcrochd tout au long du cycle d'oscillation et Ia correlation thedorie experience
est amdliorde pour la portance (fig 7) . Pour le moment (fig 8) , on peut faire les mnmes
cornmentaires que dans le can precedent pour une incidence moyenne de 140 . Toutefois
le ddsaccord est encore plus grand pour les sections I et 2 puisque le tourbillon d'extrdmitE
est plus intense.

4. Decrochage stationnaire en attaque oblique .

4.1. Rdsultats expkrimnentaux .
L'aile peut Wte inclinde dans Ia souffierie d'un angle de 20 degrds vers l'avant ou vers

l'arribre .Les deux configurations ont kt6 expdrimentdes . Ce qui a Wt dit en attaque droite
sur ]a dispersion des mesures dans Ie cas de grandes incidences est encore yri ici.
Toutefois ,on peut toujours ddfinir une enveloppe infdrieure pour la portance et POUr le
moment .Seule la borne infdrieure est prise en compte pour les comparaisons thdorie-
experience et c'cst clle qui est donnde en figures 9 ct 10

4.2. Donnkes bidlmensionnelles pour la thforie .
La thdorie a Wt exposde au paragraphe 11 mais elle nicessite des donnees bidimension-

nelles pour caractiriser le profil . Ces dones dependent des conditions d'ecoulement , des
nornbres de Mach et de Reynolds , de la turbulence etc ... Dans le cas de l'attaque
oblique , le trajet des lignes de courant h l'extrados du profil est modifi6 . Le gradient de
pression que subit une particule du fluide lors de son trajet est donc lui aussi affect6 par
I'angle de ddrapage de l'aile cc qui change le moment d'apparition du ddcrochage . La
variation d'dpaisseur le long de la corde du profil est rdpartic sur une distance plus grande
ce qui retarde le ddcrochage . 11 serait ndcessairc d'effectuer des experiences bidimension-

nelles en attaque oblique , c'cst h dire pour une aile non vrillee , d'allongement infini , en
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d6rapage par rapport au vent de la souffierie . De telles experiences sont difficiles h r~aliser
(effets de parois ) mais la r~f~rence [5] donne tine procedure simple pour introduire l'effet

du d~rapage .Si A est l'angle de d&rapage et a l'incidence a~rodynamique de I'aile
mesur~e suivaxit la normale It l'envergure,

CL(Oa , A) = I-CLO(cosA) (3)
cosA

oii CLO est le coefficient de portance en attaque norrnale c'est h dire pour A = 0
La forniule 3 donne des valeurs identiques si A est chang6 en -A .On obtient donc la
mnme chose en flche avant ou en fl'che arri'ere .

4.3. Comparaison Whorie-exporience darts le cas d'une fltche arrizre .
Des experiences ont W r~alis~es avec tine fl~che arri~re de 200 . Comme it a W dit

au paragraphe 11 , dans la th~ofie , on s'est volontairement limit6 h une mod~lisation de
l'aile par ligne portante unique puisque l'on cherche h ramener le d~crochage It un
pararn~re unique :1'incidence a~rodynaniique locale du profit d'aile .De ce fait,
I'extr~mit6 libre de I'aile rectangulaire est mal repr~sent~e cc qui fait que l'on n'obtient pas
de bons r~sultats en section 1 mime dans le cas de faibles incidences . En lin~aire des cal-
cuts ont &6 effectu6s avec 4 lignes portantes , ius sont en bon accord avec l'exp~rience
pour les incidences faibles mais on ne petit les 6tendre pour inclure le d~crochage.

On trouve en figure 9 les r~sultats thoriques qui doivent Wte compares avec ]a borne
inf~rietire des points exp~rimentaux . Pour les grandes incidences , on constate que la
th~orie donne en section 5 des r~sultats trop faibles . Pour les sections 2 et 3 les r~stiltats
th~oriques sont tr-op, forts . La section 4 6tant interm~diaire , en cet endroit on a des
r~sultats convenables mais non significatifs .En section I le d~crochage W'est pas tin
ph~nom~ne important , les erreurs constat~es sont dues 'a la mod~lisation par ligne portante
unique.
Tout se passe donc comme si tin flux radial allant d'tine zone It grande incidence

(le pied de pale ) vers tine zone h incidence a~rodynamiqtie plis faible ( l'extr~mit
libre ) ,induisait tin d~clenchement pr~maztur& du d~crochage . Le cas de la section 5 n'est
pas clair car on ne petit nigliger L-s effets de la paroi de la soufflerie.

4.4. Comparaison th~orie-expkrience dans le cas d'une fitche avant .
Les experiences ont 6t r~ais~es avec tine fl'che avant de 200 , les mesures sont

donn~es en figure 10 .La section 1 , toujours pour les m~mes raisons est mat mod~Iis~e.
En section 5 la th~orie est maintenant en bon accord avec 1'exp~rience mais elle est trop
pessimiste pour les sections 2-3-4.

Tout se passe donc comme si tin flux radial allant d'une zone It faible incidence
I'extr6mit6 libre ) vers tine zone h incidence a~rodynamique plus grande ( le pied de

pale ) , retardait le d&Ilenchement du d~crochage.

5. DMcrochage instationnaire en atlaque oblique
Comme on a pu le constater en figure 9 et 10 , Ie d~crochage en attaque oblique nWest

pas correctement pr~dit par la th~orie . On ne petit donc esp~rer obtenir de meilleurs
r~sultats en instationnaire .On trouvera cependant en figure I I a et b 1 titre indicatif les
courbes de portance th~oiques et exp~rimentales dans le cas d'une oscillation de tangage
de ± 50 autour d'une incidence moyenne de 15' . En examinant les r~stiltats
exp~rimentaux , on constate que les boucles de d~crochage sont beaucoup plus ouvertes
dans le cas de la fl~che arri~re que dans le cas de Ia fl~che avant . C'est particuli~rement
vrai pour les sections 3 et 4 qui sont les sections les plus bidimensionnelles .En ces sec-
tions , Ia thiorie ne fait gu~re de difference entre Ia fltche avant et la fl'che arri'ere puisque
I'on ne prend pas en compte 1'effet du gradient d'incidence stir le d~crochage . Dans pra-

tiquement tous les cas , sauf pour la section 1 , la th~orie est trop optimiste pour la partic
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correspondant aux incidences croissarnes et trop pessimiste pour les incidences
d~croissantes lorsque le fluide se recolle ha 1'extrados de l'aile . Ceci est particuli~rement
vrai dans le cas de la fl'che avant .

lV. SYNTHESE DES RESULTATS OBTENUS.
Dans cet article , on a cherch6 d~velopper une th~orie qui serait capable d'6tendre

les r~sultats exp6rimentaux bidimensionnels sur profil au cas tridimensionnel d'une aile en
attaque droite ou oblique .Cette th~orie cherche h tout ramener un seul param'etre:
l'incidence a~rodynamique du profil .On peut s'interroger sur la validit6 d'une telle
di~marche . Comme on l'a vui au paragraphe pricdent , l'aile en fl'eche avant se comporte
diff~remment de l'aile en flche arri~re . Peut-on esporer am~liorer les r~sultats en corni-
geant les incidences a~rodynamiques d'un effet de fl~che ?

Supposons que cela soit possible .On corrige les incidences a~rodynamiques des effets
tridimensionnels , des effets de ftche , des effets de gradient d'incidence etc... Cette
incidence corrig~e d~termine la somme et le moment des forces afrodynamniques sur le
profil pris suivant la normale 1a l'envergure de l'aile . On peut alors tracer les courbes de
coefficient de portance CL (a) et de coefficient de moment CM (a) en fonction de
I'incidence a~rodynamique locale corrig&e . Puisque CL et CM ne dependent que d'un seul
param~tre a , on peut aussi tracer les courbes CM (CL) o'u le coefficient de moment CM est
consid&r6 comme fonction du coefficient de portance CL .Ces courbes doivent Wte les
mnmes pour les cinq sections instrumenties et doivent tre ind~pendantes de l'angle de
fl~che si l'hypoth~se du param'ete ac unique est justifi~e . Ces courbes , qui sont d&duites
des bornes infrrieures des r~sultats exp&imentaux sont donn~es en figure 12 a-b-c pour
I'attaque droite et pour la fl'che avant ou arri~re de ± 20'

1. Aile en attaque droite .
Les courbes exp&imentales CL (CM) sont donni~es en figure 12 a . Lorsque les

incidences a~rodynamiques sont faibles ,le CM reste voisin de zero alors que le CL croit
Au dcrochage , le CM vanie tres brusquement tandis que le CL d~croit . Ceci explique la
forme des courbes obtenues pour les sections 2-3-4-5 o'u le coude tres brutal qui apparait
pour CL z Iet CM = 0 est caract~ristique du debut du d&rochage . Si 'on augmente
encore l'incidence , la valeur du moment se stabilise mais la portance continue de d~croitre
ce qui explique le retour en arri~re des courbes.

Pour la section I l'allure de la courbe CL(CM) est toute autre . Le CL nie cesse de
croitre et le CM de d~croitre . Les incidences a~rodynamiques restent faibles et il n'y a pas
de d~crochage mais le tourbillon d'extr~mit6 de plus en plus intense fait reculer le foyer du
profil et d~croitre le moment de fa !on presque lin~aire.

Le fait que les courbes pour les sections 2-3-4-5 suient assez voisines les unes des
autres explique que P'on ait pu obtenir des r~sultats convenables en attaque droite.

2. Aile en Miche avant
Les courbes exp~rimentales sont donn~es en figure 12 b . Les courbes relatives aux

sections 4 et 5 restent assez semblabes aux courbes correspondantes de I'attaque droite . 11
n'en est pas de meme pour les sections 1 et 2 ou le moment des forces a~rodynamniques
continue b d~croftre aprhs le d~crochage sans se stabiliser . Pour la section I . mis part
Ia pente de la courbe CL(CM) , l'effet caract~ristique de la prEsence du tourbillon
d'extr~mit6 h lieu comme en attaque droite.
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3. Aile en fltche arri~re.
Sur la figure 12 c qui pr~sente les r~sultats exp~rimentaux , toutes les sections , mll~me

la section I proche de l'extr~rmit6 libre de I'aile , ont des courbes qui pr~sentent la forme
caract~ristique du d~crochage . Ces courbes sont ,entre elles ,d'allure assez semnblable
mais elles ne sont pas superposables . On ne peut donc esp~rer obtenir de bons r~suhtats
dans les calculs th~oriques

V. CONCLUSION
Pour comprendre les ph~nomnnes Ii~s au d~crochage instationnaire qui se produisent

sur un rotor d'hlicoptere en vol avancant , des exp~riences plus simples ,avec une aile
rectangulaire en attaque droite ou oblique ont W r~alis~es.
Par ailleurs , les r~sultats obtenus ont W comnpares avec ceux donn~s par une th~orie simn-
ple qui utilise les r~sultats bidimensionnels obtenus en soufflerie pour les 6tendre au cas
tridimensionnel . Ce type de th~orie est classiquemnent utilis6 sous une formne ou sous une
autre dans les calculs de rotors d'h~licopt~re.

Comnme on l'a vu dans cet article ,si les r~sultats obtenus sont acceptables pour l'aile
en attaque droite , il n'en est plus de marme en attaque oblique . On a montr-6 l'influence
tr'es importante du flux dirig6 suivant l'envergure de l'aile , influence qui est diff~rente
suivant la direction de cc flux . Lorsque la vitesse du vent ~iune composante dirig~e depuis
une zone tr'es d&roch~e vers ine zone h faiblc incidence c'est le cas de I'aile en flkche
arri~re ,on constate un d&rochage pr~rmatur . A l'inversc , dans le cas de Ia fleche
arri'ere lorsquc le vent a une composante de vitesse dirig~e depuis une zone ha faible
incidence vers une zone h forte incidence , on a mis en vidence un certain retad
I'amorce du d~crochage.
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0 UNSTEADY SEPARATED FLOW PHENOMENAC' CAUSING SELF-EXCITED STRUCTUIRAL OSCILLATIONS

(% by

L.E.Ericsson
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Inc.

PO. Box 3504
Sunnyvale

CA 94088-3504
United States

B Because of steadily increasing performance demands
7 
both aircraft and missiles operate at high

angles of attack where separated flow often has a dominant influence onespeciallythe -nsteady

aerodynamics. The penetration of the buffet boundary usually changes the structural response from the

bmffot-type to the self-excited type. This transfer occurs when the structural response starts

interacting with the unsteady flow separation, generating negative aerodynamic damping. Separated flow

aerodynamics are usually very nonlinear, and the self-excited response frequently takes the form of a

limit-cycle oscillation.

NmeMLATyUR

c two-dimensional chord length

d sectional drag, coefficient cd * d/(pwU 2/2)c

f frequency

h cross-sectional height

KIK 2  
proportionality constants, £gs. (6) and (7)

1 sectional lift, coefficient c
1 

* 1/(pV.2/2)c

MY sectional pitching moment, coefficient c
m 

= my/(pwVw /2)c
2

M Mach number

M. highest Mach number for continuous subsonic aerodynamic characteristics

N normal force, coefficient C
N 

. N/(pU_2 /2) Sr

P static pressure, coefficient Cf = (P-P.)/(pu, 2/2)

q pitch rate

R e Reynolds number, Re = Vc/v.

S Strouhal number, S 0 fh/V

$r reference area

t time

0 horizontal velocity

V crossflow velocity

V reduced velocity, V S
- 1

x,ys cartesian coordinates

4 angle of attack

A increment and amplitude

me wing root strain

damping, fraction of critical damping

Co structural damping

0 perturbation in pitch and torsion

I -



X wave length

v kinematic viscosity

E dimensionless x-coordinate, * a x/c

Ep time lag effect of separation point movement

tW Karman - Sears wake lag parameter

p fluid density

dimensionless time, T = V tic

wu oscillation frequency, w a 2 v f C a e u/U.

SUBISCRIPTS

a attached flow

CR critical

a boundary layer edge condition

5 separated flow

s3 stability boundary

ap separation point

v vortex

w wake

0 initial or trim condition

1.2 numbering subscript

- free stream condition

SUPRSCRIPTS

induced, e.g., AiCN in Fig. 9

time average, e.g., €l(t) in Fig. 21

DEZRVATIVE symsos

& • /*

C. - c . = ; C, - / ) . c8 = ac /a()

1. INRTOCUCTfON

Until the recent demands on missiles and aircraft to maneuver at extremely high angles of

attack, the structural response to unsteady separated flow was usually of the buffet type, i.e., the

reapoose to a forcing function of some type generated by flow separation. A very well documented

source of buffet is shock-induced flow separation (Ref. 1), and methods have been established for

prediction of the aircraft response to this buffet source (Ref. 2). One shortcoming of the methods in

am (Refs. 2 and 3) is that they as a rule neglect the effect of flow separation on the aerodynamic

"lag. Early interpretation of the structural response in bending of a moderately swept wing showed

that at buffet onset a large increase of the apparent aerodynamic damping occurred (Ref. 4). It was

ehown in Ref. S that such an increase of the damping could not be generated by shock-induced flow

aepa ation. A re-evaluation of the test data revealed that the originally extracted apparent

aerodynamic damping was incorrect and that the corrected results (Ref. 3 and Fig. 1) were in good

agreeent with theoretical expectations (Refs. S and 5).
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Thus, in the case of this wing buffet response to shock-induced boundary layer aeparation the

separation-induced effect on the aerodynamic damping had not a significant impact an the structural

response. However, the situation changes dramatically if the angle of attack is increased far beyond

the value for buffet onset, as in the case of Aircraft supernssneuvers (Rats. 7 and 8), when the

vehicle aerodynamics become dominated by separated flow effects. Separation-d.. ined aerodynamics

occur also at low angles of attack on components of missiles and launch vehicles, designed with iittle

or no consideration to the aerodynamic environment. In these cases the dominant unsteady flow

mechanism of concern is the separation-induced undamping, the negative aerodynamic damping.

2. AMLYSIS

The unsteady flow mechanism varies from the simple quasi-steady one to one in which time lag,

accelerated flow and moving wall effects in vrious combinations supply the negative aerodynamic

damping, with or without an interacting aerodynamic forcing function, such as the one supplied by

Kirtin vortex shedding. Examples of these different types of dynamic instability mechanisms will be

presented.

2.1 Quasi-Steady Aerodynamics

The cable trays mounted on the main Space Shuttle booster (Ref. 9 and Fig. 2) are at transonic

speeds subject to high velocity crossflow, induced by the solid rocket booster (Fig. 3). This creates

the flow situation shown in Fig. 4. Figure S shows the aerodynamic characteristics of a similar

cross-section, a c/hol rectangular profile (Rets. 10 and 11). The flow is separated at a . 0 , and

a negative lift slope exists out to 1t0. For a cross-section in a plunging motion, generated by

bending oscillation of the cable tray. the angle of attack is a . i/V (see Fig. 6). Thus, the lift

coefficient C L 
- CL, i/V is negative, driving the plunging motion.

This negative damping will be generated until tan l(1zI/V , 10
°
, when CL. becomes

positive,and positive aerodynamic damping is produced. A limit-cycle oscillation results when the

amplitude Az/h has reached the magnitude where the positive and negative damping contributions

balance (cancel) each other. The limit cycle amplitude, determined in this manner (Ref. 12) by uing

experimental static test data (Refs. i0 and 11), like those in Fig. 5, agrees with experimental results

(Ref. 13 and Fig. 7). Through an en extension of the analysis in Ref. 12 the maximum possible

limit-cycle ampliude for an arbitrary cross-section could be determined (Ref. 14). it bounds the

available experimental data for galloping cables (Sets. 15. 16 sod Fig. 8).

The negative aerodynamic damping discussed so far has been generated by classic quasi-steady

theory, where the unsteady load is simply the product of the static derivative (e.g., Cl ) and the

instaotaneous, equivalent angle of attack (e.g., i/V). When one considers the torsional degree of

freedo", S in Fig. 6, one needs to add the time lag effect to the quasi-steady theory.

2.2 Time Lag Effect

In classic linerized theory the quasi-steady moment coefficient, C. 9(t). gives no

contribution to the out-of-phase 9-component, and can, therefore, not influence the aerodynamic

damping in pitch, Cm4 c6/V . However, when accounting for the time lag effect the

qal-ateady moment coeff~cient does affect the damping term. Through Taylor expansion one obtains

C a(t) e Can . Cma 0(t-At)

C. O Com O(t) - C. O(t) At (1)

For the negative nose load component discussed earlier one obtains the situation sketched in

in Fig. g. Zven effects that are not truly due to convective time lag can often be e.presed through
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an effective time lag (Ref. 17). The figure shows how in the static case the aeparation-induced force

A i C() at cc 0 is stabilizing. However, in the dyamic case the residual force,

a C (t) at a 0, is generated by the flow separation created at the earlier time t - At,

when a (t-At) 0. thus generating a force that drives the motion and, hence, is dynamically

destabilizing. This property of the time lag, to make a statically gtablising effect dynamically

destabilizing, and vice versa, will exist for all cases where the quasi-steady concept is valid, in the

present case for c ( N/4, i.e., for 0 - wc/V c 1/2.

From Hef. 17 one obtains the following expression for the effective phase lag

40- Or * A 4 cO/V

4T t. .+ (Z)

Ew - 1.5 and tsp . 0 for a sharp-edged, rectangular cross-section (Ref. 17). Combining

Zg', (1) and (2) gives

2C 2C W)

(3)

Rquation (3) displays the opposition between static and dynamic stability discussed above and

gives a quantitative expression for the negative damping illustrated in Fig. 9.

For the cable tray cross-section with rounded corners (Fig. 4), ap takes the following

values (Ref. 17).

0.75 turbulent stall

sp:

3.0 laminar stall (4)

Using Eqs. (2) - (4), with C determined by static experimental results (Refs. 10, 11 and

18). the stability boundary# shown in Fig. 10 was obtained for the Space Shuttle cable tray (Ref. 9).

As the structural damping (;0) was less than 5%, the cable tray was aerselastically unstable in its

first torsional mode.

The results of the above analysis indicated that the structural integrity of the 102 cable tray

could act be ensured with the existing design. The same was also true for the two aft SUB cable trays,

which were directly exposed to the full axial flow over the HO tank. It was, therefore, decided that

on the first Space Shuttle flight vehicle 20-deg flow ramps would be applied as upstream wind shields

for the LO2 and S2I cable trays, and also for 
some sections of the LH, cable trays (Ref. 9 and

rig. 11). The ramps for the different cable trays are visible in the !ictures of the roll out of the

first flight vehicle (Refs, 20, 21). They are still used (Fig 12).

The analysis was by necessity very conservative, as neither static nor dynamic test results were

available at the time for the actual cable tray cross section. However, the final analysis (Ref. 22),

in which such experimental data was used, led to the same conclusion in regard to the need for

aerodynamic fixes. The dynamic test (Ra. 23) also verified the soundness of the time lag concept used

In the Initial analysis, as is illustrated by the comparison in Fig. 13 between the "old" prediction

(Fig. 10) and the seroelastic stability boundary obtained using the measured (Ref. 23) aerodynamic

characteristics for the original LO cable tray cross section. The agreement is remarkably good.

The main difference is the change of the limiting Mach number for continuous subsonic aerodynamic

characteristics. from the assumed value Me . 0,9 to me . 0.66. The results in Fig. 10. obtained

through linear analysis, are only valid for N i Me , where Me ( 1. At M ) M , the aerodynamics

became nonlinear, and a different analytic method has to be used. as will be shown.

I A simple method for determining the boundary for such "beam flutter" is described in ef. 19.
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2.3 Nonlinear Analysis

The linear analysis produces stability boundaries (Figs. 10 and 13), providing information

similar to that for buffet-onset boundaries, warning the designer of possible problems if the boundary

is crossed. In reality, the aerodynamic characteristics are often nonlinearli, and structural failure

occurs only if a certain response amplitude is exceeded. The aerodynamic effects of separated flow are

usually nonlinear in character and a nonlinear analysis is needed to determine the amplitude of the

limit cycle oscillation resulting when the total damping, aerodynamic plus structural, is cero.

In the initial cable tray analysis (Ref. 9) the presence of the ground plane surface of the main

fuel tank was neglected (Fig. 14a). A later cable tray design, with its added heat protection

material, brought the ground plane surface much closer (Fig. 14b), and its presence could no longer be

neglected. Consequently, static and dynamic tests (Befs. 23-25) were performed in a more or less

two-dimensional flow arrangement. The torsional moment around a mid-chord axis showed a discontinuous

dependence on the angle of attack from M - 0.7 through M - 1.45 (Fig. 15). At M x 0.7, the cause of

the moment discontinuity is a sudden complete separation of the flow on the underside of the cable tray

wham the angle of attack is changed from a a -34 to a s -4* (see Fig. 16). Pitch oscillations of

the cable tray around the angle of attack where the discontinuity occurred (Raf. 23), gave the results

shown in Fig. 17. Because of the problem of dynamic scaling, it was essential that the nonlinear

dynamic test results in Fig. 17 could be predicted using corresponding static experimental data (Figs.

15 and 16).

In the nonlinear analysis the energy dissipation during one cycle of oscillation is computed,

accounting for the nonlinear aerodynamics, including any discontinuity. In this manner an effective

daming derivative is determined as a function of amplitude (see Ref. 26 for a detailed description).

The effective damping derivative, C-i . determined in this manner, is inversely proportional to

the amplitude in the case of a pure discontinuity without any associated static alpha-hysteresis.

In presence of such hysteresis C
4 is also inversely proportioned to the reduced frequency, w.

As a 50% increase of the pitching frequency had no measurable effect on the experimental results (Ref.

23), no consideration of static hysteresis effects was needed. Using the moment discontinuity in Fig.

IS the analysis (Sefe. 22 and 24) gave the results represented by the solid line in Fig. 17.

Based upon this agreement between prediction and dynamic experimental results the aeroelastic

characteristics shown in Figs. l8a and 19a could be predicted with the needed confidence level for M

0.7. In a similar manner (see Ref. 27), the aeroelastic characteristics at M . 0.92 were also

determined (Figs. l8b and 19b). The results indicate that, for the maximum measured structural

damping (o a 1%, thi resulting limit cycle amplitudes are 0.55 and 0.70 deg at M - 0.70 and 0.92.

respectively. This is well beyond the structural capability of the cable-tray/thin-shell booster

structure. Thus, the final aeroelastic analysis confirmed the need for protective flow ramps for the

L0
2 
and SEM cable trays established in the preliminary analysis (Ref. 9).

2.4 Accelerated Flow and Moving Wall Effects

The dynamic effects discussed so far have had no effect on the magnitude of the static force or

moment vector. The effect of time lag is only to cause a phase lag between the motion vector and the

force or moment vector. In this section dynamic effects that change the magnitude of the force and

ment vectors will be discussed.

2.4.1 Accelerated Flow effect.

The eon-stationary Brnouilli equation gives

it Structural nonlinearities are not considered here.
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dp./dE - (ap./aE)c.o * (8pe/
3
a) (c/Ve); (5)

L.e., the local pressure gradient is less in the dynamic case than in the static case (at the same a)

by the amount - (ap/Ba) (c€/V). Thus, the boundary layer at separation has in the

unsteady case a more favorable upstream time-history. As a result, the boundary layer is improved and

can stand a higher pressure gradient before separating. It has been shown by Shamroth and McDonald

(Ref. 20) that the quasi-steady pressure distribution prescribed by Eq. (5) gives the full unsteady

boundary layer characteristics for frequencies and pitch rates as high as w c/V - 2.0 and c€/V

I0.20, respectively. As a result of the boundary layer improvement, the static stall angle can be

exceeded by an amount A msl. giving a corresponding overshoot of static c lmax(see Ref. 11)

C lmax c Aa .1sa

c c&

As
1  

K, - (6)

V

1tat is, the static lift vector at lift maximum is increased in magnitude by ac

2.4.2 Moving Wall Effect

The other dynamic-stall-overshoot component, A asZ, is caused by the "leading-edge-jet"

(Fig. 20). As the airfoil leading edge moves upward during the "upstroke", the boundary layer is

atrengthened and stall delayed due to the vastly different tangential wall velocities between the

stagnation point and the top of the airfoil, a short distance downstream. Thus, the boundary layer has

a fuller profile and is, therefore, more difficult to separate. The "rolling leading edge" analogy

used in Fig. 20 to describe the "leading edge jet" effect is investigated in detail in Ref. 29. In a

first approximation, I qs2 is proportional to the leading edge plunging velocity iLE , (Ref.17). That is

6 002 -K
2  

_- (7)

2.4.3 Dynamic Experimental Results

Figure 21 shows the results obtained by Halfman at at (Ref.30) when oscillating an airfoil in

pitch at angles of attack well beyond the static stall angle. It is shown in Ref. 17 how convective

time lag and accelerated flow effects can delay flow separation. However, in the case of 6 amplitude

pitch oscillations around m - 22, the minimum angle of attack is 16 dig, well above the static stall

angle, a. ( 12*. Thus, a flow mechanism acting in the nose region to cause flow reattach.ent is

needed. The oscillating airfoil provides such a mechanism through the so called moving wall effect,

the moving wall/wall jet analogy shown in Fig. 20.

Note that the moving wall effect in Fig. 20 is reversed in the case of a plunging airfoil,

promoting flow separation when i/U, increases during the downstroke, producing the negative

daming generated by dynamic stall for plunging oscillations (Ref. 31 and Fig. 22). The moving wall

effect influences transition in the same manner (Fig. 23). That is, it generates negative damping for

the experimentally observed divergent bending oscillations of a 25 deg swept wing (Refs. 12, 33 and

Fig. 24). One fix is, of course, to fix the location of transition, as was done in the test (Ref. 33)

by use of blowing (the "turbulent boundary layer" portion of the time trace in Fig. 24a was the result

of applying blowing at 5% chord to fix transition).

In all the cases discussed so far the flow mechanism generating negative aerodynamic damping is

unaffected by the presence of a forcing function; of the buffet type, for example. That is, there is

no interaction causing a change of the aerodynamic forcing function. However, there are cases in which

such Interaction does take place.
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2.5 Aerodynamic Coupling with Forcing Function

Of the flow ramps placed on the Space Shuttle to protect the cable trays (Fig. 11) the SRB

cable-tray fairings complicated the Shuttle stacking procedure and required very time-consuming manual

work on the launch pad to complete the 7nstallment. Thus, the SOB trays were redesigned to eliminate

this time delay of approximately two days.

The new design moved the rectangular (c/h - 1.96) SORB cable tray closer to the surface of the

external tank, resulting in a much stiffer support structure. The natural frequencies, both in bending

and torsion, then fell in the KirmaCn vortex shedding range, and a new analysis had to be performed to

determine how the aeroelastic stability of the new SORB cable tray was affected by Kinn vortex

shedding (Ref. 34).

The coupling between the cable tray motion and Kirmin vortex shedding (Ref. 35) was assumed to be

similar to the coupling between the motion and associated moving wall effects of a circular cylinder in

translational oscillations and the X rmin vortex shedding, resulting in the so called lock-on

phenomenon (Refs. 36 and 37). This is, of course to be expected. However, for oecillation frequencies

above the Strouhal frequency, i.e., for V < V 1 ll, where V . S - the response amplitude
cr

goes to saro(Fig. 2s). It is shown in Ref. 35 that the lock-on of Karmin vortex sheeding on rectangular

cylinders provides damping at V < V (Fig. 26). For torsional oscillations, there are also

V-regions with positive aerodynamic damping (Ref. 37 and Fig. 27). The stability boundaries for the

3 cable tray corresponding to those in Figs. 26 and 27 are shown in Figs. 25a and 28b, respectively.

Similarly, the coupling between airfoil motion and Kirmin vortex shedding provides the experimentally

obsrwed high frequency flutter boundary at S . wc/UenZ for the straight wing of the first

Space Shuttle Orbiter configuration (Refs. 40, 41 and Fig. 29).

3. SCALING

The problem of using subscale test results for prediction of full-scale characteristics

increases in difficulty as the aerodynamics become more and more dominated by separated flow effects.

Secause of the strong coupling existing between vehicle motion and boundary layer transition (Ref. 42),

dynamic simulation of viscous flow effects in a ground test facility is only possible if the test is

performed at the full-scale Reynolds number (Ref. 43). The problem is complicated further by the

strong interdependence of Reynolds number and compressibility effects (Refs. 44 and 45).

Zn spite of these difficulties it is sometimes possible to extrapolate from dynamic subscale

tests to full-scale dynamics using analytical means (Refs. 46 and 47). A necessary condition for this

extrapolation is that the test and full-scale Reynolds numbers are located on the same side of the

critical range. Sefore the method described in Refs. 46 and 47 is extended to include moving wall

effects, it is also required that such effects be small, which in turn depends upon geometric details

and ambient flow conditions.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The conclusion to be drawn from the shown examples of self-excited oscillations, caused by

separated flow, is that when the buffet boundary is penetrated much closer coaperation and interaction

than before is needed between structural and aerodynamic dynamicists.
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C bJ UNSTEADY AIRLOADS DUE TO SEPARATED FLOW ON AIRFOILS AND WINGS

CJohn W. Edwards
0 NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, Virginia 23665-5225

SOI MARY

S "-'Eperimental and computational studies of airloads due to separated flows over airfoils and wings conducted at the NASA Langley(Research Center are surveyed. Results are presented for cases involving local flow separation such as shock-induced separation, for
the initiation of leading-edge vortex flows, and for cases involving unsteady airloads due to flows separating over remote aircraft
components. Good correlation is obtained between experiment and computation for cases of locally separating flow and steady
computations of vortex flows over delta wings and complex forebody geometries are shown. Physical flow modeling issues and
computational requirements for the case of vertical tail buffeting are developed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Unsteady airloads due to flow separation are involved in a number of cases critical to the structural integrity of aircraft. As
speed increases for moderate angles of attack typical of maneuvering flight near trimmed flight conditions, local transonic flow
effects are encountered which lead to separated flow over the aft portions of lifting surfaces. Minimum tluffer speed indices are often
encountered in this transonic region, in conjunction with the onset of separated flow. The ability to predict these minimums is
obviously tied to the ability to treat such "local" separated flows on wings.

For slightly lower speeds where more aggressive maneuvering is possible, unsteady airloads due to flow separation over
"remote" components (e. g. main wing panel) leads to issues of buffet and structural fatigue on aft aircraft components. For these
cases, as speed and/or angle of attack increase, smooth air flow over lifting surfaces breaks down in a variety of ways depending
strongly upon the geometry. For lower sweep angles and blunt leading edges, flow separation may initiate near the trailing edge or
near shocks and progres- to completely separated and stalled conditions. For higher sweep angles and less blunt leading edges, leading
edge flow separation bubbles foreshadow the development of leading edge vortex flows. At higher angles, unsteady and burst vortex
flow in the vicinity of the wing and downstream lifting surfaces leads to strong unsteady airloads and buffeting. Flow conditions near
the boundaries of these regions of different flow phenomena can be sensitive to a number of conditions and an understanding of these
effects is called for in order to avoid adverse aeroelastic effects such as stall flutter, buzz and structural buffeting.

Research in these areas requires the comparison of experimental and computational results with the goal of achieving accurate
predictive capability. Edwards

1 ,
2 provides surveys of these efforts for the transonic flutter problem while Mabey

3 
discusses the

physical phenomena associated with unsteady transonic flow. Bobbilt's
4 

review of the issues involved in obtaining accurate results
both from experiment and from computation is particularly noted. Regarding higher angle, vortex dominated flows, a trend of
increasing interest by the aerodynamics community in unsteady flows is also noted. This is due to the inherent unsteadiness of such

flows and to the ability of emerging computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methods to simulate their details. Newsome and Kandil
5

discuss physical modeling issues involved in the computational prediction of vortex dominated flows and survey numerical results.

Experimenal research in this area has been pursued separately by the aerodynamics and structures communities until recently.
Mabey

6 
gives a recant assessment of dynamic loads due to flow separation while references 7-9 report buffeting tests on the F/A-

18, F-15, and F-111 TACT aircraft. Cunningham
1 0 

documents unsteady pressure and flow visualization tests on an oscillating

straked-delta wing model. Doggett and Cazerl1 give examples of recent experimental aeroelasticify studies at the NASA Langley
Research Center including cases of aeroelastic response due to local and remote flow separation.

While the above research efforts focused on the flow unsteadiness in order to gain understanding of buffeting structural response,
parallel efforts by the aerodynamics community have been directed at understanding the physics of separated vortical flows and the
gathering of data bases for the validation of CFD codes. The experiments have involved detailed measurements on static, rigid models.
Most of the basic research has studied vortex flows about idealized shapes; for instance, highly swept delta wings, sharp leading-
edges, etc. Elsenaar et. a

1 2 
summarize results from the International Vortex Flow Experiment, a joint program studying vortex

flow development on a 65 degree cropped delta wing. Tests were conducted between Mach numbers of 0.4 and 4.0. Both sharp and
rounded leading-edges were tested for validation of Euler and Navier-Stokes codes, respectively. Also sweep effects were studied
with the inclusion of a 55 degree swept wing and configuration effects studied with the addition of a canard.Hummel

1 3 
summarizes

another extensive series of basic wind tunnel tests including an aspect ratio 1.0, 75 degree swept, sharp-edged delta wing and a
double-delta (80-60 deg.) wing.

Recognizing the need for higher quality filowfield data for code validation, Kjelgaard et at
14 

and Pagan and Sotignac
1 5 

utilized
nonintrusive laser Ooppler velocimetry (LDV) for off-the-surface flow measurements. Reference 14 gives data for the 75 degree
delta wing at 20.5

°
. Reference 15 studied in detail the bursting of vortices generated by a 75 degree delta wing, giving root-mean-

square (rms) velocity components in addition to mean velocities.

Recent wind tunnel Investigations of vortex flows are beginning to show a merging of interest of the two communities upon the
problem of tail buffeting. Sellers et al.

16 
describe LDV surveys of the flow over a YF-17 model in a low speed wind tunnel, giving

mean and rms velocities for burst flows in the vicinity of twin vertical tails. Still, there remains a scarcity of data bases suitable
for the validation of CFD computations of buffeting flows. More fundamentally. knowledge of the required level of detailed flow
modeling is incomplete. For Instance, compressibility and transonic effects at high subsonic speeds and high angles are largely
unknown. The appendix to reference 12 discusses recent results on vortex bursting at high subsonic speeds, Indicating that there is
much that Is not known about such flows.

Turning finally to the computation of vortex dominated flows, we note the use of the thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations to
compute: unsteady vortex shedding over dynamically moving iroWils

1 7
, teady volex flows about the 75 degree delta wing

t8
.
1 9

.
detailed calculations of the flow about the F/A-18 forebody-teadng edge extension configuration

2 0
, and the calculation of steady

vortex breakdown over the 75 degree delta wing
1 8

-
2 1

. In addition. calculattons of the flow over the complete F-iSA configuration
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have been presented In references 22 and 23. Edwards
24 

assesses the status of these CFD methods for use in the prediction of tail
buffeting and concludes that at least a three order of magnitude increase in computational efficiency is needed to make these methods
viable as design tools.

This paper gives details of experimental and computational experience with unsteady airloads due to separated flows on airfoils
and wings at the NASA Langley Research Center. First, studies involving airloads due to locally separating flows are discussed:
airloads on a flexible wing responding to transonic shock-induced spearation, aileron buzz, and the calculation of periodic oscillating
flows over rigid airfoils. This is followed by cases involving the generation of vortical flows over airfoils, wings and bodies: vortex
shedding over airfoils and bodies, and vortex formation over delta wing and forebody configurations. Next, two studies involving
airloads due to remotely separating flows are discussed: buffeting tests on a twin-tailed fighter and LDV flowfield measurements of
vortex flow about a twin-tailed fighter. Finally, a discussion of the computer resources which would be required for the
computational prediction of tail buffet is given.

2. DESCRIPTION OF WIND TUNNEL FACILITIES

The experimental studies described herein were conducted in two of Langley's wind tunnels, the Transonic Dynamics Tunnel
(TDT) and the Basic Aerodynamics Research Tunnel (BART). The TDT is a closed circuit, single return wind tunnel with a large
slotted-wall test section (16-feet-square). Mach number and dynamic pressure can be varied simultaneously or independently,
with either air or a heavy gas as the test medium. The Mach number may be varied continuously to a maximum of 1.2. The TDT is
used almost exclusively for aeroelastic and structural dynamics research.

The BART facility
25 

is an open-retum wind tunnel with a test section 28 inches high, 40 inches wide and 10 feet long. It was
developed to acquire the detailed flowfield data required for computational code validation and is ideally suited for ffowfleid surveys
over complex aircraft configurations. The maximum flow velocity in the test section is 220 fWsec, yielding a Reynolds number of
1.4 million per foot. Instrumentation includes a two-axis traverse system (used for pressure probe surveys and for the LDV seeding
system) and a three-component LDV system to enable nonintrusive measurements.

3. FLUID DYNAMIC FLOW MODELS

Most of the computational results to be presented were obtained from computer codes implementing the following two
algorithms.

3.1 Navler.Stakes F sJatlne
Rumsey and Anderson

17 
give the thin-layer approximation to the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations for two-

dimensional flow. In the thin-layer approximation viscous terms are resolved in a layer near the body where viscous terms in t, the
direction along the body, are neglected and only terms In T1, normal to the body, are retained. The equations are written in
generalized coordinates and conservation form;

-(6)+ a-(6) + a - A,) = o (1)

6=2 o 6=1 PUU+(0p A -Vu(0 -( p

1 [(e*p)U-ttP L(e + p)V - yltp

The Shear stress and heat flux terms contained in A, are given in reference 17. The curvilinear generalized coordinates ( .
71) correspond to the coordinates parallel and normal to the body surface, respectively, and are related to Cartesian coordinates (x,
y) via the transformation

Note that the transformation is time-dependent, allowing the grid to move to follow body motion and giving rise to grid metric
terms such as Tt In eq. (2).

Boundary conditions are applied explicitly. No slip, adiabatic wall conditions, as well as zero normal pressure gradient

conditions are applied on the body where

u-v.0 (4)

For turbulent calculations, turbulence modeling such as the algebraic eddy viscosity model of Baldwin and Lomax
26

is used.

Thomas et. a118 describe the three-dimensional implementation of the above algorithm in the CFL3D code.

3.2 Transonlc Small Dilurbance Potlntal Equation

The Transonic Small Disfurbance (TSD) Potential equation is derived from the Inviscid Euler equations assuming that the
flow is a small perturbation of a steady uniform flow, U, In the x direction. The TSD 'elocity potential function, s, describes the
perturbed velocity components u, v, w.

ua a w at-- v=-, w (5)as ay ax
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where the total velocity in the x direction is U + u. References 27 and 28 give the modified TSD potential equation in conservation
form as

+ + - (6)
at ax ay az

where -A#, -A4 #y + 1 8i
2 2 3=# (7)

The coefficients A-H are given by Batina
2 7

. The TSD equation (6) is distinguished from the higher equation level flow models in
that, within the small disturbance assumption, the computational grid is not required to move with the body since boundary
conditions are imposed at the mean plane, usually z - 0

-
. The wing flow tangency boundary condition is

, = (8)

where f* (x,y,t) - 0 describes the upper and lower body surfaces. The trailing wake boundary conditions are

lox + 40=0 r5z]=o ()

where [-] indicates the jump in the indicated quantity across the wake. The pressure coefficient may be computed using either
linear or nonlinear forms of the Bernoulli equation in the algorithm as implemented in the CAP-TSD code.

2 8

Viscous-Invlacld Interaction. The inviscid TSD equation (6) does not incorporate viscous effects which can be important for
high speeds and for lower speeds at higher angles. It is possible to account for unsteady viscous effects by coupling a viscous
boundary-layer model with an otherwise inviscid analysis. As commonly implemented, the inviscid outer flow solution provides the
surface pressure distribution needed to solve the boundary layer equations. This yields the boundary-layer displacement thickness
distribution which is used to modify the airfoil surface tangency boundary condition for the next iteration of the outer inviscid flow
solution.

Howlett and Bland
29 

describe such a melthor implemented in a two-dimensional TSD code. The effect of a viscous boundary
layer for attached turbulent flow is modeled in a quasi-steady manner by means of Green's lag-entrainment equations. In this
integral method the displacement thickness 8* is computed as a function of the boundary-layer momentum thickness 0 and the shape
factor H:

6'= .H (10)

Coupling between the boundary-layer and inviscid analysis is through the boundary conditions on the airfoil and wake, eqs. (8) and
(9), which are modified to

4, =il + t
± 

+(8"/c)x* ; I*zI=l(8 /8c)xl (11)

4. UNSTEADY AIRLOADS DUE TO LOCALLY SEPARATING FLOW

In this section, several studies of unsteady airloads due to shock-induced boundary layer separation are discussed. In each case,

the relevant unsteady airloads are those on the lifting surface about which the flow is separating.

4.1 Unusual Hlgh Resoonse Region For Transport Wing Configuration

The purpose of this research
3 0 

was to investigate an unusual transonic aeroelastic response boundary of a wing model
representative of an advanced transport configuration tested in the TDT. The supercrilical wing had a design cruise Mach number of
0.80. A photograph of the model mounted in the wind tunnel is shown in Figure 1. The model exhibited high response in its wing
first-bending mode at dynamic pressures well below the analytically predicted conventional flutter boundary. The region of high
response occurred over a narrow range of Mach number and could be penetrated without the amplitude of the oscillations diverging.
The motion begins to increase rapidly at about M-0.85, reaches a maximum near M=0.92. and then decreases rapidly. Autospectra
results indicated that the response was primarily in the first bending mode which had a wind-off frequency of about 8.2 Hz. The
response was effected by changes in angle of attack but no consistent pattem was observed. The response at a given angle of attack
was proportional to the dynamic pressure. Tufts installed on the wing surfaces during the test indicated large regions of flow
separation on both the upper and lower surfaces above M-0.9.

The model was instrumented with unsteady pressure transducers and Figure 2 gives some illustrative data at four Mach numbers:
below the response onset, as the response was Increasing, at the maximum response condition, and above the region of wing response.
At the top of the figure, the mean chordwise pressure distributions at 87 percent span are shown. At M-0.92, where the maximum
response occurred, there are strong shocks on both surfaces and the mean pressures indicate that the flow is near separation. Seidel
t al.

3 1 
show that in actuality the flow at this condition is alternately separating and reattaching aft of the shocks. In the lower

portion of the figure pressure time histories at four chordwise locations are shown for these four Mach numbers. At M-0.80 some
unsteadiness Is apparent In the flow, most noticeably at station 1. At M-0.88 the flow is smooth ot station I and Is considerably
unsteady at station 2 on the upper surface and at stations 3 and 4 on the lower surface. 1 n6.e Iree transducers indicate large
pressure fluctuations but the frequen,,y is well above that of the first bending mode. In contrast, at M-0.92, transducers 2 and 4
pick up the dominant first bending mode frequency (the shocks are oscillating across these two transducers at this condition). At
M.0.96 the flow is supersonic over the entire wing chord and t pressure traems Indicate smooth flow. At M=0.92 the reduced
frequency of the oscillations Is approximately 0.10 (based on wlngtip semichord).
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The characteristics of this case make it an interesting one for CFD code validation involving as it does strong transonic flow
effects, alternately separating and reattaching flow, and large aeroelaslic wing motions. An early attempt to calculate this
response

32 
with an inviscid transonic small disturbance code was unsuccessful. The code was unable to predict the correct steady

pressures for the loaded and deformed wing for the Mach number range in which the oscillations occurred indicating that viscous
boundary layer modeling will be required to treat this case.

4.2 Control Surface Buzz

This term refers to a type of control surface instability sometimes encountered at transonic speeds. A single degree of freedom
limit cycle (limited amplitude of oscillation) behavior is typically observed and Is apparently due to the interaction of local shocks
on the upper/lower surfaces in the vicinity of the control surface and the control surface dynamics. Steger and Bailey

3 3 
give a

summary of a well known case involving the wing ailerons of the P-80 aircraft and provide an early computational demonstration of
the use of CFD methods in aeroelasticity. They used a two-dimensional Navier-Stokes code to perform a strip analysis of the P-80
wing/aileron section. The code implemented the Beam-Warming implicit Approximate Factorization solution algorithm, using an
algebraic eddy viscosity turbulence model. A novel shearing transformation of the coordinate normal to the aileron was used to allow
the aileron to deflect during the calculation and the experimental buzz boundary, in terms of Mach number versus angle of attack,
was successfully calculated.

The expense of Navier-Stokes calculations is such that it is of interest to determine if the buzz instability might be treated with
lower level CFD methods. Howlett

34 
has shown that the P-80 buzz case may be successfully treated using the TSD potential equation

in conjunction with an interacted boundary layer model. Figure 3a shows the steady pressure distribution for one case at Me0.80
and a-1 degree. Figure 3b shows the aileron response when it is released. A limit cycle oscillation of approximately 6 degrees
amplitude develops at a reduced frequency of kb - 0.4. Figure 3c shows that the calculated buzz boundary is in good agreement with

the experimerntal and Navier-Stokes code boundaries, indicating that this level of CFD code can be used to predict the onset of this
form of control surface buzz. It is interesting to note the similarity in the mean pressure distributions shown in Figures 2 and 3a
for cases where maximum aeroelastic response incidents have been observed. In both cases there are nearly coincident strong shocks
well aft on the upper and lower surfaces.

4 3 Periodic Aerodynamic Oseltlationa

This last case of unsteady arloads due to locally separated flow again Involves transonic shock-induced separation of the boundary
layer. Edwards and Thomas

1 
discuss the experimental and computational studies of these oscillatory flows over circular arc airfoils.

For an 18 percent thick airfoil, periodic unsteady flows have been observed over the narrow Mach number range of 0.73 < M < 0.78
at a reduced frequency of kb -0.48. Figure 4 shows calculationsf for M.0.78 and Re-It x 106 of Mach contours about the airfoil
through one-half cycle of oscillation indicating the forward movement, disappearance, and subsequent formation near the trailing
edge of the lower surface shock. The reduced frequency is kb -0.406 in close agreement

1 
with other Navier-Stokes calculations for

this case.

These cases of unsteady airloads due to locally separated flow indicate the relative maturity of CFD methods for such effects in
two-dimensional flows. They also Illustrate an Important point relating to aeroelastic analysis: critical cases, such as minimum
flutter speed indices and maximum transonic aeroelastic response occur for conditions of incipient flow separation where regions of
the flow are near separation. For such cases, the structural response can interact with the flow to induce intermittent separation
and reattachment, and "resonance"-lIke interactions can occur between the structure and the airflow. These cases require some type
of viscous modeling for accurate predictions and, for airfoils in two-dimensional flow, CFD methods have been developed which can
predict these interactions. For wings in three-dimensional flow the situation has not yet matured to this level.

5. VORTICAL FLOW OVER AIRFOILS, WINGS AND BODIES

I In this section attention will be given to the generation of vortical flows. Computational studies are beginning to delineate the
required levels of eflon to produce accurate computations for such flows. It should be self-evident that such accurate flow modeling
of the Initiation of separated flows will be required for similar accuracies when unsteady aidoads due to separated flows impinging
on remote aircraft components are considered.

S.1 Unsteady Vortex Shaddlna Over Airfoils

Rumsey and Anderson
1 7 

used the Navier-Stokes equation model given above to calculate separating vortical flows over the NACA
0012 airfoil undergoing sinusoidal piching oscillations and the NACA 0015 airfoil undergoing constant pitch rate ramping motions.
The former calculations were for a Reynolds number of 4.8 x 10

6 
and turbulent flow was modeled. The Mach number was 0.6. a.

4.86
° 

+ 2.44
° 

sin ct and k. - 0.162. (Confusion over the reference length used for reduced frequency will be dealt with by

subscripting -c for chord and -b for semichord; obviously kc . 2 kb.) The latter calculations modeled a ramping motion form 0 to 60
degrees and were for a Reynolds number of 45,000 where laminar flow was assumed for the calculations. The numerical sensitivity
of the solutions was investigated by varying a number of key parameters. For both cases, the sensitivity to grid density was studied.
In addition, the sinusoidal oscillation case was used to investigate effects of ime step size, spatial accuracy in the finite-difference
algorithm and turbulence model.

Three different grid densities ware studied: 257 x 97. 129 x 49, and 65 x 25. Each grid was of the same extent, fifteen
chordlengths, and the coarser grids ware obtained by deleting every other point from the finer grid. Figure 5 is typical of the
results for the sinusodal oscIlation case, showing that the coarsest grid does not provide accurate results for this case, while the
medium grid results are n good agreemnte with the fine grd results. Slma.y by varying the grid extent and time stop size i was
determined that accurate results were obtained with a minimum grid size of 15 chordlengths and maximum nondimensionalized time
steps of 0.1 (based on chordlength and the speed of sound), For thla case Involving only mild shocli-Induced separaon, an
equilibrium, zero-equation turbulence model predicted the unsteady lift coefficients accurately but underpredicted the moment
coefficients. A nonequlflblum, 1heif-equaflon* model predicted higher moment coefficients In better agreement with eSperiment,
but gave shoar locations fo far forward.
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The constant rate pitching motion study was for the much larger angles of 0 to 60 degrees and showed details of leading edge
vortex formation and shedding. Figure 6 shows the effect of grid density on the Instantaneous flowfeld for a - 30 and 45 degrees. In
Figure 6(a), the finer mesh solution shows a shed vortex near the leading edge at a - 30", similar in character to the corresponding

experimental flowfleld
39

. The coarser mesh shows attached flow. At a - 45, Figure 6(b). the shed leading-edge vortex for the
finer mesh has convected farther downstream than that for the coarse mesh, in better agreement with experiment. At higher angles,
the computed vortices on both meshes are too far upstream in comparison with experiment. This is attributed to lack of grid density
in the region into which the vortex is convecting and grid refinement methods are regarded as necessary to continue to accurately
track the vortex.

The issue ot accurately calculating vortical flows convecting over significant distances deserves further discussion as it must
play a critical role in attempts to compute aeroelastic responses such as tail buffeting. For calculations of vortex flows, where the
vortex is calculated as a part of the solution and not imposed on the solution, a significant problem is that conventional differencing
schemes possess enough artificial dissipation to smear and dissipate the vortex very rapidly. In general, the coarser the grid used to
perform the calculation, the greater the distortion of the vortex. Rat

3 5 
indicates that conventional spatially second-order-accurate

finite-difference schemes are too dissipative for calculations involving vortices that travel large distances. Studying the model
problem of a two-dimensional, cross-flow vortex being convected by the freestream, the effect of higher order spatial- and time-
accurate differencing was evaluated. The commonly used Beam-Warming differencing algorithm was shown to dissipate more than
20% of the vortex core pressure in only 5 vortex core radii of travel, making it unsuitable for such calculations. Increasing the
time-accuracy to second order is very effective, decreasing the pressure dissipation to 20% in 45 core radii. Increasing spatial

accuracy is also required to further decrease the numerical dissipation. Acceptable accuracies also require adequate grid densities
and reference 35 indicates that an approximate minimum grid density is at least 8-10 grid points per core diameter of the vortex.
No similar study of accuracy and grid density requirements for streamwlse vortices, such as leading-edge vortices, has been made.

5.2 Vortical Flows Over Bodies and Winos

Unsteady conical flow. In the high angle of attack range, the vortical flow over forebodles and wings may become asymmetrical
and, for some range of flow conditions, show evidence of random or periodic shedding, similar to the von Karman vortex shedding in
two-dimensional flows around cylinders. The extent to which this mechanism is involved in unsteady buffet loads is largely
unknown. Computations similar in spirit to those of reference 17 are given by Kandil at at.

3 6 
for supersonic conical flows. The

'locally" conical flow assumption reduces the computer resources required to treat such flows, allowing a significant number of such
calculations to be made. An Implicit, central-difference, finite-volume algorithm was developed to solve the thin-layer Navier-
Stokes equations. Calculations with this algorithm and that of reference 17 for circular and elliptic section cones are given

3 6 
for

1.4 < M < 1.8 and for 10" < a < 34.

For a circular cone at M - 1.8 and a . 10", the two algorithms yielded the same steady, symmetric results. When the angle of
attack is increased to 20, both codes converge upon the same steady, asymmetric vortex flow solution. This solution could be
induced by truncation round-off disturbances or by forcing with transient side-slip conditions. When the angle was further
increased to 30-

, 
periodic asymmetrical shedding of the vortices was observed. The time step size was 10-3, Re - 105 (based upon

unit root chordlength and freestream velocity) and the oscillations repeated in 1400 time steps giving a Strouhal number of 4.488.

Similar calculations were made for an elliptic cone with fineness ratio of 0.2 in order to study such oscillations for wing-like
sections. Figure 7 gives results for this case for which a = 34, Re = 2 x 106, At - 0.002 and M - 1.4. Shown are the time history
of the residual error, the lift coefficient, and snapshots of the total-pressure loss contours through one-half period of oscillation.
The pressure contours show that, at n - 15,000, the left-side vortex is stretched, while the right-side vortex has expanded
covering a large region of the left side of the flow domain over the wing. Under the right-side vortex, a strong secondary vortex has
formed. At n . 15,200 the top vortex is shed into the flow field. Between n - 15,300 to 15,400 the left vortex expands to the
right, the right vortex strengthens and stretches upward, and a secondary vortex begins forming under the left vortex. The
oscillation repeats after 1050 steps giving a Strouhal number of 2.992. These calculations were obtained on grids of 161 x 81
points whose extent for the circular cone was 21 radii.

Vortical flow over delta winos. Moving to fully three-dimensional vortical flows, it is necessary to establish the accuracy
with which the development of leading-edge vortex flows may be computed. In this section, two such studies are surveyed. In the
first study, CFD calculations are compared with steady measurements made on the wing surface while in the second, CFD calculations
are compared with off-the-surface flow measurements. Hsu and Liu

3 7 
made calculations for three delta wing planforms using an

imcompressible Navier-Stokes equation code. The wings were: a 60* delta wing, an 80* - 60 double-delta wing and an 800 - 40*
cropped double-delta wing. Calculations for a - 120 and 20 are given and the flow is assumed to be laminar. Effects of grid density,
Reynolds number and planform are discussed. For the double-delta wing with 955,000 points in the finest grid, the surface
pressure suction peaks under the vortices were not well predicted due to lack of grid resolution in the vicinity of the vortex cores.
However, the integrated lift and moment coefficients were in excellent agreement with the experimental values: generally within 1%
except for the cropped double-delta wing at a - 20* where the moment was off by 4%. Reference 38 gives further results for the
double-delta wing for angles from 6-40 degrees including calculations at a - 35* and 40* indicating unsteadiness and bubble-type
vortex breakdown. Whereas the calculations contain reversed axial flow in the burst vortex region starting at x/c . 0.95 for a -
35* and x/c - 0.85 for a - 40*, the experimental results show bursting at x/c - 0.6 starting at a - 30. Figure 837 shows the
effect of planform and angle-of-attack upon the vortex flows for angles of 120 and 200. A clear well-organized vortex is indicated
for the delta wing which moves Inboard with increasing angle. The double-deta wing adds an additional vortex formed at the strake-
wing juncture which interacts with the wing vortex, intertwining with it over the wing. For the cropped double-delta wing, an
additional vortex appears due to the flow separating from the side edge and at a - 20* all three vortices 'angle together in the wing-
tip region.

The second study, by Kjeigaard and Sellers
t 4

, addressed the need for detailed off-the-surface flowfield daeta for code validation by
performing tests on a 75 degree swept flat plate delta wing using a pilot pressure probe, a 5-hole pressure probe and three-
component LDV measurements. Data were obtained for Reynolds numbers between 0.5 and 1.5 milion and with the most extensive
data being taken at 1.0 million (based on root chordlength). The accuracy of each instrumentation system is discussed and several
methods of calculating vortcity are applied. Thomas l al.

18 
have performed CFD computations for this wing using the CFL3D code.

A grid containing 850,000 points modeling the half-span was used and results obtained for angles of 0-40 degrees. The predicted
maximum lift coefficient of 1.10 at 35 degrees agrees closely with the measured maximum lift of 1.06 at 33 degrees. Al 40 degrees
a steady, bubble-type reversed flow region (due to breakdown) extending from /c - 0.6 to just downstream of the trailing-edge
was observed. The experimental burst location for this condition is x/c - 0.4. Detailed comparisons with experiment for a - 20.5
show good agreement of minimum pressure coefficients under the primary and secondary vortices. Additional calculations for this
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wing are reported by Taylor et al.
3 9

. Comparisons with the 3-D LOV flowfield measurements for o - 20.5
° 

show that the CFD code

predicts the physics of the flow well, such as the position of the primary and secondary vortex cores and the position of the secondary

separalwon line. However, differences in the magnitudes of pressure, velocity and vorticity in the region of the primary vortex core

were noted. Krist et al.
1 9 

show that these deficiencies are due to grid resolution in that region. Using a grid embedding technique to

achieve high grid density there without the necessity of global grid enrichment, they show that the deviation from the experimental

core velocity approaches zero as the minimum grid spacing In the core region is decreased. Figure 9 shows the experimental and

computed streamwise velocity contours for x/L . 0.7. Re . 0.5 x 106 and a . 20.5. The experimental measurements were made
with a five-hole probe and the accuracy was checked with independent LDV measurements. The two techniques agreed in regions of

low shear and flow angularity, but the measurement er. rs were large in the vortex core region. The peak streamwise velocity was

2.25 with the probe whereas the LDV measurements led to a corrected value of -3.1. The CFD results were obtained on a baseline

global grid with 65 x 65 x 37 points (-156.000 points). Two levels of grid embedding were obtained by successively halving the
global grid and extracting the needed regions for the embedded grid calculations. The first level of refinement encompassed the entire

upper surface and part of the lower surface of the wing while the second level occupied only the vortex core region. The results
indicate that the physical size and shapes of the computed vortices agre,) with the experimental results and an increase in resolution

is apparent with each level of refinement. The maximum slreamwise velocites predicted on the three grids are 1.5, 1.86 and 2.04
in reasonable agreement with the probe measurement but lower than that estimated using the LDV data.

Vortical flow over a forebodv configuration. One final example of Navier-Stokes computations of the generation of vortex

flows over bodies Is given by Thomas et al.
2 0 

Vortex flow patterns over the F/A-18 forebody and wing leading-edge-extension
(LEX) were calculatbd for a low speed condition (M - 0.3) at a - 30

°
. Both laminar and turbulent calculations were made with the

CFL3D code and compared with low Reynolds number, low speed wind funnel tests and high Reynolds number flight tests. In terms of
surface flow patterns, primary and secondary forebody surface separation lines were well predicted. Figure 10(a) shows the
surface flow patlem from the laminar calculations at Re = 740K which agreed well with the wind tunnel resuits at Re - 200K.

Figure 10(b) shows the turbulent calculations for Re - 10
7 

which agreed well with the flight test results at the same Reynolds
number. The two calculations show significant differences in surface flow patterns indicating the effect of laminar versus turbulent
flow conditions. The downstream convection of these vortical flows under buffeting conditions can be expected to show evidence of
transition and turbulence effects on buffet.

Transonic Vortex Flow Visualization

Most of the vortical flow research which has been discussed has been for low speed conditions. The appendix of reference 12

discusses recent results on vortex bursting at high subsonic speeds and indicates that there is much that is not known d,out such

flows. For instance, off-the-surface transonic features, such aS terminating center-line shocks and shock-vorex structures, are

known to occur and to have strong influences. Seidel et al.
4 0 

describe vortex flow visualizations from a test o a clipped delta wing

oscillated in pitch at M - 0.92. Figure 11(a) shows the model installed In the TOT and Figure 11(b) presents photographs of the
instantaneous flowfield illuminated by a laser light sheet at four instants during a period of oscillation. The wing was oscillated ± 5 *

about a mean angle of 15
° 

at a frequency of 3.35 Hz. Arrows indicate the direction of the motion for each instant. The while image

near the left-center of each frame is the corner flow at the junction of the wing with the splitter plate. The leading-edge vortex flow

is seen, viewed from the rear, above the light sheet trace on the wing in the right-center of each frame. The details shown in the

visualizations will provide good cases for comparison computations with CFD methods.

6. BUFFET FLOWFIELDS AND BUFFETING RESPONSE

A primary application of the computation of unsteady separated airloads is the prediction of buffeting response. This paper has
indicated the level of complexity which such computations have achieved. No CFD calculations of tail buffeting have been reported,
indicating that the capability to reliably predict such responses has not yet been achieved. In two-dimensions, significant progress
has been made in the calculation of unsteady separated flows. For three-dimensional flows, major issues remain unresolved, as
indicated by the types of flows which have been studied: detailed forebody flows, demonstration calculations of separating vortical
flows over idealized planforms and shapes, a few calculations indicating instabilities of leading-edge vortices. At issue are the
computer resources required for more realistic problems and additional physical flow modeling details needed for accurate

prediction of such flows. The computer resource issue will be addressed in the following section. Key flow modeling issues involve:
I.) grid densities necessary for accurate calculation of vorticity convected over significant distances, ii.) detailed modeling
necessary for accurate calculations of vortex instability, iii.) dynamic turbulence modeling for free shear layers, iv.) unsteady
flow separation for moderately swept, rounded leading-edge wings, and v.) vortex flows about wings at high subsonic speeds. In this
section, two experimental studies directed at these issues are discussed.

9.1 Buffetina Ftowffeld Measurements

Recent wind tunnel investigations of vortex flow are beginning to show a merging of interest of the aerodynamics and structural
dynamics communities upon the problem of tail buffeting. Many earlier wind tunnel studies of vorte flows are not germane to this
issue for a variety of reasons: I.) vortex systems were steady/stable, i.) unsteadiness was not addressed or measured, iii.)

idealized configurations (sharp-edges, highly swept wings, etc.) were tested. To obtain detailed measurements of a buffet flowfield
Sellers et aL.

16 
performed LDV surveys of the flow over a YF-17 model in the BART low speed wind tunnel. Figure 12 shows mean

and rms component velocities for a - 250 at a station just ahead of the vertical tail. The strake vortex has burst ahead of this station
and the mean streamwise velocity component, u, shows a region of reversed flow centered on the vertical tail location. The maximum
rcrs velocity fluctuations reach levels of approximately 40%, 35%, and 30% for the u, v and w components and mea crossflow
angles at the tail vary from -30- at the root to +150 at the tip. While such detaied flowfield surveys are necessary to provide data
lot code validation, they still do not provide the level of global, Instantaneous measurements probably required. For example,
knowledge of the instantaneous surface pressure distribution over the vertical tail is required in order to calculate the tail buffeting
responso. Time correlated measurements of these pressures are needed along with off-the-surface flowfield measurements in order
to begin to understand the interaction between the tail structure and the oncoming buffet flow. This constitutes extremely large data
sets and presses the current limits of nonintrusive measurement techniques.



6.2 Twin Vertical Tail Airolane Model Buffeting Resoonse

Recent experiences from the operational use of high performance, twin vertical tail airplane configurations have shown that
relatively large dynamic response of the tail structure occurs at certain high angle of attack flight conditions. These buffeting-like
responses may be larger than those antitipated in the structural design and can have an adverse effect on service life. Doggett and
Cazier

1 
1 discuss a test in the TDT undertaken to better understand the characteristics of these undesirable responses. A full span,

rigid,' sting mounted model of a high performance twin vertical tail airplane was equipped with an elastic vertical tail and buffet
tested over a range of angle of attack and Mach number. A photograph ot the model mounted in the wind tunnel is shown in Figure 13.
Although the elastic tails did not precisely scale the dynamic characteristics of a specific full scale design, their stiffness and mass
were chosen so that the dynamic characteristics were representative of full-scale values.

Some of the experimental buffet response data that were obtained are shown in Figure 14 as the variation of a normalized rms
bending moment response parameter with angle of attack for several different Mach numbers. The commonly used response
parameter is the one derived from using generalized harmonic analysis considerations. In normalizing the data it is assumed that the
aerodynamic damping was very small compared to the structural damping. The response of the tails was primarily in one structural
mode as shown by the typical aulospectrum included on the figure. The data for all Mach numbers are similar in that the bending
moment is small and relatively constant up to an angle of attack of about 150, where a relatively sharp increase in bending moment
begins to occur. Although the details of the data are different at the various Mach numbers, it does appear that the peak response
occurs in the neighborhood of about 30 to 35 degrees angle of attack. The magnitude of the maximum values, however, appears to be a
function of Mach number. Data such as those presented here provide a basis of assessing the Mach number effects on the buffet
characteristics of twin vertical tail airplane configurations.

7. COMPUTATIONAL RESOURCES FOR PREDICTION OF TAIL BUFFETING

In the past, steady maneuver loads on aircraft have been oredicted based upon a combination of model test data and analysis while
dynamic buffeting loads could only be estimated from model tests by means of suitable scaling procedures. For strong vortical
flowfields such as that shown in Figure 11, even empirical scaling or predicitve methods are largely lacking. This has led to a desire
for improved prediction methods for such dynamic buffet loads, which emerging CFD methods might be expected to fulfill. In order to
assess the magnitude of the task, Edwards

2 4 
discussed the computational resources which would be required to perform a direct CFD

calculation of the buffeting response of a twin vertical tail fighter configuration. The goal was to obtain a ballpark estimate of the
computer memory size and computer run time for the calculation of a single buffeting response in order to yield reliable measures
(e. g. stable bending moment power spectral densities). Until recently, computer memory size was the pacing item in CFD
calculations, with the allowable number of grid points being restricted by available memory sizes. The currently available
supercomputers, with memories ranging from 32-256 million words of core memory, have made job run times the pacing ilm as
the estimates below will show.

24

The Computer Processing Unit (CPU) run time for a CFO calculation can be estimated from the relation

TCPu = N, * Ng 9P * (1 2)

relating computer CPU time, Tcpu, to the number of computational steps, Nt; the number of grid points, Ngp; and the algorithm

speed, T, given in microseconds per grid point per time step.

Selection of suitable values for the parameters of eq. (12) are discussed in the following sections.

Algorithm Sleed. The paramelter t, is a common measure of the speed of an algorithm and typically ranges from 10-100
microseconds per grid point per time step. Lower values 3f i are associated with less complex algorithms, such as explicit methods,
while more complex algorithms y~eld larger values. However, the higher level algorithms (e. g. implicit, upwind-biased. etc.)
allow larger time steps and are generally favored for calculations requiring time-accuracy. A value of T - 40 microseconds was
assumed for the following estimates and is representative of the speed for ar, implicit, upwind-biased code.

Number of Comoutatlonal Time Steps. The parameter N, depends on the time step size, At, and the total real lime length

necessary for the calculation Tt,
Nst = Trot / At (13)

The maximum time step size, At, is limited by the numerical stabitity of the algorithm and by the required accuracy tii the

aerodynamic results. To perform a buffet calculation, the frequency bandwidth of interest must be specified. Let twin and Imm

designate these limits with the corresponding maximum and minimum periods of oscillation given by Tmin . iti and TM.n =

Now the time step, At, is chosen as

t = Tmin I Nst/cy (14)

where NsI/cy Is the number of computational steps per cycle of oscillation. For Euler codes N.I4 cy can be assumed to be in the range

100-200 whereas for Navier-Stokes codes, where smaller time steps are demanded for stability (due to the smater minimum grid
cell size used in order to resolve the boundary layer), values of 1000 and higher are needed.

The total real time length, Tt required for buffeting calculations will be set by the number of cycles of oscillation. Ncy, at the

lowest frequency, 6j., In order to obtain stable, converged results:

Tiot=-Nc * T(15)

Since the buffeting flowfleld Is Inherently nonsteady and nonperlodic, convergence will have to be measured In some statistical sense
such as the attainment of stablized power spectral densities of selected structural response parameters. Edwards

24
estimates a



reasonable range of NCY to be t0-50 and picks N, = 10 for his estimates. (This choice is almost certainly on the very optimistic

side but, even so, leads to prohibitive run time estimates.) Finally, assuming a bandwidth of 10-40 Hz. (i. e- Im, = 10 Hz., 6-

40~~ ~ ~~ Hz)e.mae f 8,000 for an Euler code calculation and N., 40.000 for a Navier-Stokes code are developed.

Numbter of Grid Points. To estimate the number of grid points, N9P. the concepts of -local accuracy' and "remote accuracy' are
introduced. The former term refers to the typical CFD gridding strategy wherein grid points are clustered near the wing to resolve

details there and grid point densities are rapidly decreased away from body. Such local grid densities are required in order to
resolve boundary layers and capture the flowlielot separating off of the orward aircraft components (wing, forebody, etc).

Turning now to buffet computations, the issues of unsteadiness and the convection of vorticity must be addressed. Ncv the fast
grid stretching away from the body cannot be used since accuracy at remote locations is required (the effect of disturbances
originating in th~e wing region must be accurately resolved at the tail). For this purpose, the comnertationat domain is treated as
three regions. In Region 1, the boundary layer region of the wing, fuselage, and fail, thin-layer Nao er-Stokes grid densities are
assumed, leading to an estimate of 196,000 grid points per body component. In Region 11, the near-field of the aircraft containing
unsteady separated cortical buffeting flow, grid densities adequate to resolve and convect the flow for the frequency bandwidth of
interent will be assumed Region Ill comprises the outer flow field (inviscid and irrotationall necessary to capfure to Correct global
flow. Thus the total number of grid points is

Ngp . Ng, I Ngp Ngplil, ii

The number of grid points required for Region Ill will be a small fraction of the total number and will be assumed to be N,
50,000.

Figure 14 illustrates thin concept of the near-field Region 1f for the F-I5 aircraff. It is assumed that the correct amount c
unsteady vortity has already been injected into the flow (e. g. via the viscous boundary layers, Region 1), Hence, in Region 1I, the
baler equation flow model will be assumed capable of accurately connecting the flow. The grid cell sizes for this regior., Ar, Ay and
Az, a: determined assuming that the cortical flow is connected at the freenfream velocity. Then the spatial wavelength due to the

highest frequency components at 6_~ can be calculatee and the number of grid points per wavelength. Ng55'i, set for the desired

level of accura-y. For thre following estimates, NOy~wi =50 is used. Finally, for the large flow angularities found in butler flows. :

!assumed toot the spatial resolution needed for the crossflow directions is the same as that Icr rye streammive irection F-ora
reestream fMach number of M =0.5 this leads to ~Ax = Ay = Az = 0.25 11, and the number of grid points in Region if is calcLarctti

rin approcinatly 1.5 x t06.

Tiss from s q. (161 the2 s' '-i. of toie total nurrber of grid points for a buffet caltulation is

1., 50 00C - 1. 500 000 - 50,000

and toi, rota, CP! ra',i ~ tol~ orli? b~Lt caiculition (lui: spant. assuming tha:thle !vi iayc-r t-avicr Sto,,es iruciis ii,. o-i
ayito [,c

T,- 40 000 x2 138,000 x 4r 10 tc ) /(3600 Sc I hr)
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epu upon , and U_ due to the grid density in the near field, Region 11 For this

example, incroesing I_~ from 40 to 60 Hz increases T., by a factor of 3.5 while halving the freentream speed. u_ from kif -0.5

to 0.25 results in a nixtold increase in T~p, The CPU run time estimate for the thin-layer Navier-Stoires equations needs to be

reduced by approximately three rrders of magnitude (from 1 000 houra to approximately one hour) before such buffet calculations
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will be viable. Then the number of cases, the job turn-around time and the computational expense would be at levels that could
support efforts leading to reliable engineering tools. These run time improvements can probably be anticipated due to expected
increases in computer speed and memory and increases in algorithm speed and efficiency.

It would not be proper to leave this discussion of computational resources without raising an issue regarding the detail with
which buffet flowflelds need to be calculated. It should be bourn in mind that, ultimately, the structural designer needs to know the
worst case buffeting response. Accurate simulations of subcritical buffeting response conditions are virtually useless. Thus, it
seems likely that the optimum use of computational predictions of buffet flows might be in guiding empirical determination of such
worst case conditions.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Experimental and computational experience at NASA Langley Research Center with unsteady airloads due to separated flows has
been surveyed. Studies have been grouped into three categories depending upon the spatial separation between the location at which
unsteady loads are measured and the location of flow separation. Structural dynamic response due to shock-induced separating flow,
control surface buzz and period aerodynamic oscillations are examples of locally separating flows for which a number of cases show
good predictive ability. Vertical tail buffeting is an example of unsteady airloads caused by flow separating over remote aircraft
components. Predictions of unsteady airloads due to this second type of separated flow is much more difficult than the former,
involving as it does several more troublesome numerical steps. No direct calculations of such buffeting response have yet been made.
The formation of vortical flows over wings and forebody geometries presents a situation of intermediate difficulty and a number of
studies show good agreement for steady features of such flows.

Cases of control surface buzz and periodic aerodynamic oscillations have been successfully treated using both Navier-Stokes and
potential-plus-boundary layer codes in two-dimensional strip analyses. However, the application of such methods to treat the
aeroelastic response of wings in the presence of separating flows is not yet mature.

Experimental flow field data about complete fighter configurations at high angles of attack are available and are being compared
favorably with steady computational results. However, the problem of obtaining time-correlated off-the-surface flow field data for
validating unsteady computational predictions remains to be addressed.

Steady Navier-Stokes computations of stable vortex flows about delta wings and torebody geometries agree very well with
experiment. Here, studies of grid refinement, turbulence modeling and algorithm studies are providing guidance in the selection of
numerical methods. Computer run times for these cases range from several to 40 hours per case.

An assessment of the computer resources which would be required to perform a computational prediction of one vertical tail
buffeting response for a twin tailed fighter configuration leads to an estimate of at least 1000 hours per case for the calculation of

stabilized buffeting response spectra. This estimate assumed the use of a thin-layer Navier-Stokes code, over 2 x 106 grid points,
and a band idth of 10-40 Hz. There is a large amount of uncertainty in this estimate, reflecting the number of modeling issues to be
resolved.
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Table I

Computer Time Requirement for One Buffeting Response Calculation

values used herein

total computer run time T0p= = NI Ngp %

algorithm speed - = 10-l001tsec/grid-pointitimestep 40jusec

number of computational steps N., = N,, N. f.-
frm

bandwidth for buffeting analysis f-n, - 10, 40 Hz.

number of grid points Ngp = Ngpj + NO, + Nop,

Na. , (100x20x49) x2 x Nbod  588,000

N.rx- V. /(Ax. Ay. Az) 2.138.000

NP ,- 50,000 50,000

minimum spatial wavelength -,.- 
= 

U_ I

grid spacing for Region II A = k .i-. /NUpl.= U_ /(N 1,,,, I...)

Ax -Ay-Az 0.25 t

number of cycles at fmin N, - 10-50 10

number of steps per cycle N,,, I 100-200 (Euler) 100

? 1000 (RNSI 1000

number of grid-points per NQ,,, -50- 100 50
spatial wavelength
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Figure 1. High aspect ratio flexible wing mounted in TDT test section.3 0
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Figure 2. Mean value chordwise pressure distributions and sample pressure measurement time histories for four Mach
numbers, T1 . 0.87.
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a.) steady pressure distributions; M 0.8, tE - -I.b.) buzz response calculated with TSD code.
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c.) buzz boundaries versus Mach number and angle of attackr.

Figure 3. Cormparisonr of experimental and calculated aileron buzz conditions for the P-80 airplane.34

a OP

7 ~600 800 1000

Figure 4. Calculated periodc aerodynamic oscillatton for 18% biconvex airfoil using Implici thin-layer Navier-Stokes
code; M - 0.78, Re - I1I x 106, and k, . 0.406.1
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Figure 5. Effect of grid density on lift and moment coefficients for an NACA 0012 airfoil oscillating in pitch; M - 0.6.
a 4.860 2.44* sin uwf, k,,- 0.081, thin-layer Navier-Stokes code with algebraic turbulence model. 1 7
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Figure 6. Grid density effect on vortex shedding for the NACA 0015 airfoil undergoing ramping motion from 00.601: M 0.2.
Re - 45,000. thin-layer Navier-Stokes code.
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Figure 7. Unsteady aSymmetric vortex zhedding for an efllptic-sechon cons; Mi 1.4, (s - 34'. Re - 2 x 106, thin-layer
Navler-Stctrea code, 'locaty conical flow Solutfor. 3



a.) otu- 120 b.) ao 20,

Figure 8. Wing planform and angle of atfacl effects upon vortical flow over three wing planforms. Top view of off-surface
parlical traces. Re - 1.3 x 106, incompressible Navier-Stokes code3

I.) zp~m.ut.(b) Ciobol 6465.37 grid.

fo Embedded grid eith got t.1i of r-..,,. fd) Embde grid with* t" 109.1 of refl.ro...9

Figure 9. Effect of embedded grid enrichment on streamwise velocity contours to, a 75* swept delta wing; niL - 0.7. FA - 0.3,
at - 34', Re - W0.000. lt'ir-layer laminar Navisr-Slokiws code.1 9



b.) algebraic turbulence model

Figure 10. Effect or turbulehCe modeling on calculated surface particle traces c e, the forebody or an F/A-tB airplane m idel:
M =0.3, Re = 200.000, ot - 301, thin-layer Navier-Stokes code.

2 0

c=15' a 20'

a= 100 a= 150

Figure 1t. Flow visualization of vortex flow over an oscillating doiped delta wing; A 50.5*. M - 0.92. ot - 15* + 5= sin
(2nr3.351).
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Figure 13. Twin tailed fighter configuration in TOT.1 1 Figure 14. variation of buffeting response of vertical tail of a
twin tail tighter model with angle of attackr and Mach
number.

t 1

Figure 15. Nearfield volume, Region 11, for the F-15 aircraft requiring grid density sufficient for accurate vorticity
convection calculations.
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